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Abstract 
Herein, we have used carbon-13 kinetic isotope effects (13C KIEs) to probe the catalytic CO2 
reduction mechanisms of two different polypyridyl transition metal complexes, Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl (1), 
which will convert CO2 to CO, and [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 (2) (bpy = 2,2’-bipyridine; tpy = 2,2’:6’,2”-
terpyridine), which will convert CO2 to a mixture of CO and formic acid. We used several sets of 
reaction conditions to drive CO2 reduction. These included sodium mercury (Na(Hg)) amalgam as a 
sacrificial reducing agent, photocatalytic conditions in which triethanolamine (TEOA) was a sacrificial 
electron donor, and electrocatalytic conditions in which the reaction potential was applied by a 
potentiostat. Under some photocatalytic reactions with 1 and all photocatalytic reactions with 2, the 
photosensitizer [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 was included in the reaction mixture. Furthermore, photocatalytic CO2 
reduction by 1 was performed in two different solvents, acetonitrile (ACN) and dimethylformamide 
(DMF), whereas all experiments by 2 were performed in ACN. 
 The reduction of CO2 by complex 1 driven by Na(Hg) and electrocatalytic conditions, 
respectively, produced 13C KIEs of 1.0169 ± 0.0012 and 1.022 ± 0.004. The 13C KIEs from 
photocatalytic reduction in ACN, in DMF, and in ACN with [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, respectively, were 
1.0718 ± 0.0036, 1.0685 ± 0.0075, and 1.0703 ± 0.0043, which all agree with each other within their 
error values. This implies that the reaction mechanisms have the same first irreversible step and proceed 
with similar reactive intermediates upon reduction. Meanwhile, the photocatalytic reduction of CO2 by 
2 in ACN with [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, first in dry solvent, and then in a reaction mixture containing 1% water, 
produced 13C KIEs of 1.052 ± 0.004 and 1.044 ± 0.006, respectively. Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction by 
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2 yielded a 13C KIE of 1.014 ± 0.004, but this was accompanied by a low R-value, and an inability to 
reproduce the results. 
Our initial analysis of the 13C KIE from 1 and Na(Hg) ruled out the possibility of an outer-
sphere electron transfer mechanism, and indicated that CO2 binding to the reduced rhenium complex is 
the rate determining step. Subsequent experiments under photocatalytic and electrocatalytic conditions 
were accompanied with density functional theory (DFT) calculations, which gave us insight into the 
nature of the transition states. Additionally, the similar 13C KIEs from the different solvent systems 
under photocatalytic conditions are all consistent with the calculated isotope effect of CO2 binding to 
the one-electron reduced [ReI(bpy•−)(CO)3] species. These findings provide strong evidence that the 
reactions in the two different solvents have the same first irreversible step and proceed with similar 
reactive intermediates upon reduction. Theoretically, we found that the major contribution for the large 
13C isotope effects comes from a dominant zero point energy (ZPE) term. Meanwhile, the same process 
under electrocatalytic conditions had a 13C KIE that was markedly lower than the corresponding 
theoretical KIE of 1.077. This may be due to the use of an applied potential that was more negative than 
necessary, which would lead to a decrease in the isotope effect. 
Our 13C KIEs from 2, both in dry solvent and with 1% added water, are in good agreement with 
the theoretical value of 1.058, which was obtained from a weighted average of the values corresponding 
to the productions of CO and formic acid. The first irreversible steps of these processes are the binding 
of CO2 to the two-electron reduced [RuII(tpy•−)(bpy•−)]0 for CO production, and the electrophilic attack 
of CO2 onto the hydride-containing complex [RuII(tpy•−)(bpy•−)H]+ for the production of formic acid. A 
theoretical analysis of the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 by 2 remains to be done. We believe the 
poor reproducibility from electrocatalysis is due to a limitation in the current design of the 
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electrochemical cell which we designed for handling small volumes of isotopically sensitive gas 
samples. We have instead, proposed some redesigns, which should make possible a more 
comprehensive analysis of the effects of applied potential on the reaction mechanisms for these families 
of CO2 reduction catalyst. Although the electrocatalytic experimental design must be adjusted, the 
overall results obtained from both catalysts and a range of experimental conditions have laid the 
groundwork for combined experimental and theoretical approaches for analysis of competitive isotope 
effects toward understanding CO2 reduction catalyzed by other complexes.
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 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The conversion of CO2 into a renewable energy source is an attractive process which can help 
address the world’s growing energy concerns.1 This can be done in multiple ways. One is the reduction of 
CO2 into carbon monoxide (CO),2 which can then be further used in Syngas production.3 An alternative to 
CO production is the hydrogenation of CO2 to make formic acid (HCO2H),4-12 which is being explored as 
a way to convert hydrogen gas into a form that is more convenient and less hazardous for storage and 
transport.11 However, due to the inherent stability of CO2, and the two-electron reduction required for either 
hydrogenation or deoxygenation,2 the activation of CO2 remains the bottleneck for these sorts of reactions. 
The last few decades have seen the identification of several families of compounds which can catalyze CO2 
reduction. These include a wide variety of transition metal complexes,2 as well as various organic 
molecules, including pyridinium13 and nitrogen-doped variants of such carbon-based compounds as carbon 
nanotubes, graphenes, and nanodiamonds.14 Their designs will need to be optimized before scale-up and 
wide-spread implementation will be feasible, and a solid understanding of their mechanisms should help in 
this regard. Kinetic isotope effect (KIE) analysis is a powerful mechanistic probe which could aid in this 
endeavor. This method is widely used in enzymology to probe the mechanisms of complex multi-step 
processes.15-20 More recently, researchers have used this to analyze water oxidation catalysts, 21-24 but there 
was not yet an established methodology for obtaining this value from CO2 reduction systems. This 
dissertation documents the development of this methodology under direct reduction, photocatalytic, and 
electrocatalytic conditions, and shows how it was used to elucidate the CO2 reduction mechanism of two 
transition metal polypyridyl complexes. 
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1.2 CO2 Reduction Catalysts 
1.2.1 Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl: Mechanistic Insights and Ligand Modifications 
The Lehn group first reported this complex (Figure 1-1) as a 
photocatalyst for CO2 reduction in 1983. It was noteworthy in that it was 
effective without the aid of a photosensitizer.25 Shortly thereafter, the same 
group reported this complex as an electrocatalyst for the same process.26 They 
followed up these reports with a more comprehensive study in which they 
attempted to elucidate the mechanism. At the time, they proposed that the active site of the catalyst was 
formed by the dissociation of one equatorial carbonyl, and that protons supplied by added water were 
required to break the C–O bond of activated CO2.27 Even when no water was added, they worked under the 
assumption that trace amounts of water were present in the reaction mixture, and this claim has remained a 
mainstay in the study of this family of catalysts. 
Study of Lehn’s catalyst has been ongoing since its initial discovery, and in many respects, it is a 
well-understood CO2 reduction catalyst, under a wide range of reducing conditions. Potassium intercalated 
graphite (KC8)28 or sodium-mercury amalgam (NaHg)29 are powerful reducing agents which can each drive 
the reaction through purely chemical means. From a photocatalytic standpoint, it is well agreed upon that 
the initial photoexcitation triggers a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) from the rhenium center to the 
bipyridine ligand.  This excited state is quenched by a sacrificial electron donor, usually triethanolamine 
(TEOA).2 The axial ligand then dissociates, and is replaced by CO2, resulting in a rhenium-carbon bond. 
Protons play a key role in the CO2 reduction process,2, 30-31 and the reaction rate has been observed to be 
second order in proton concentration,30 the protons of which can be supplied by such sources as water, 
methanol, or trifluoroethanol, among others. Even when no proton source has been explicitly added to the 
reaction mixture, it is often assumed that residual protons supplied by either the decomposition of solvent 
molecules32-33 or trace amounts of water2, 27 is present in quantities sufficient to drive catalysis. 
From an electrochemical standpoint, this complex has two reduction potentials. Cyclic 
voltammetry of this complex was first reported by Meyer in 1985. In an inert atmosphere the first redox 
Figure 1-1. Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl, 
commonly called “Lehn’s 
catalyst." 
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potential is a reversible wave located at -1.35 V (vs SCE), which is the redox couple for the bipyridine 
ligand. This is followed by a quasi-reversible wave at -1.71 V (vs SCE), which corresponds to the reduction 
of the metal center. When CO2 is added to the system, substantial current enhancement is observed at the 
second reduction potential, which is now characterized by an irreversible wave. Bulk electrolysis of the 
rhenium complex in the presence of CO yields a mixture of CO and CO32-.34 Similar to the photocatalytic 
conditions mentioned above, the addition of a proton source can increase the current enhancement and 
product yield of the catalyst, and the product composition changes to being predominately CO.34 
In addition to attempts to elucidate the mechanism, researchers have sought to optimize the catalyst 
by modifying either the polypyridyl or the axial ligand. Electron donating groups on the bipyridine increase 
the reaction rate and turnover number of the catalyst. 35-36 A similar effect is seen when the axial chloride is 
replaced with triethylphosphite (P(OEt)3), which substantially increases the quantum yield.37 One of the 
most efficient systems in this family is a mixture of two rhenium bipyridine complexes, wherein one 
component was the complex [Re(4,4’-(MeO)2bpy)(CO)3(P(OEt)3)]+, and acts as the photosensitizer, while 
the other component is [Re(bpy)(CO)3(CH3CN]+, and acts as the catalyst.38 To date, this system has featured 
the highest quantum yield of any system based on Lehn’s catalyst. 
The incorporation of rhenium polypyridyl complexes into supramolecular systems is another way 
of increasing their effectiveness. This has been done in several different ways. One is by modifying the 
bipyridine with methyl acetamidomethyl groups allows two units of the complex to combine into a 
hydrogen bonded dimer. Under electrocatalytic conditions, this supramolecular system reduces CO2 at a 
lower overpotential than similar monomeric complexes.39 Another tactic is to covalently link the rhenium 
complex to a photosensitizer unit, such as a derivative of the tris(2,2’-bipyridine)ruthenium complex. The 
result was a supramolecular system featuring water-solubility, a desired trait for the development of 
environmentally friendly catalytic systems, while having a quantum yield comparable to that of the original 
Lehn’s catalyst.40 
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1.2.2 [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6: A Versatile and Multi-functional Catalyst 
Within the past few years, researchers have studied the 
ability of this family of complexes (Figure 1-2) to act as a CO2 
reduction catalyst.41-45 It has been observed to be effective under 
electrocatalytic conditions. The rate limiting step appears to be the 
dissociation of the monodentate axial ligand.41 Furthermore, the C–
O bond cleavage step seems to be facilitated by the transfer of O2- 
from one CO2 onto another, resulting in one CO and one CO32- (Scheme 1-1).42, 45 
One of the main points of interest for this family of complexes is the pair of polypyridyl ligands 
attached to the metal center. These ligands can be independently functionalized. This has prompted 
researchers to study both the structural and electronic effects that result from functionalizing either the 
terpyridine (tpy) or bipyridine (bpy) ligand. When used as a CO2 reduction electrocatalyst, researchers 
observed that the presence of electron-donating groups on either terpyridine or bipyridine resulted in higher 
Figure 1-2. [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]+ cation 
Scheme 1-1. Proposed mechanism for electrochemical CO2 reduction by 
[RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, as reported in the literature.42, 45 
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catalytic current at the CO2 reduction potential (Figure 1-3 a,b).42-43 From a structural standpoint, a single 
methyl group on the bipyridine, located on the 6-position of the pyridyl ring roughly trans to the active site 
of the catalyst, sterically promotes the leaving of the monodentate ligand that initially occupies the active 
site. This allows for CO2 binding after only the first reduction, as opposed to the two reductions needed for 
most members of this family of complexes (Figure 1-3c).43-44 
This catalyst is known for other functions in addition to C–O bond cleavage of CO2. This family of 
complexes originally gained attention as a catalyst which could insert a hydride into systems modeled after 
the pyridine nucleotide coenzyme NAD(P).46-47 This catalyst can also hydrogenate CO2 to produce formic 
acid.8, 48-49 As opposed to CO2 reduction mentioned above, these hydrogenation processes are light-driven. 
The hydrido form of the complex is regenerated by irradiating it in the presence of triethylamine. 47, 49-50 
The photoactive nature of these systems means that it can be further explored for its applications in artificial 
photosynthesis, and one of our goals was to analyze the mechanism of CO2 reduction under photocatalytic, 
rather than electrocatalytic, conditions. 
Electronic effects were also observed in applications other than CO2 reduction. In the study of this 
family of catalysts for water oxidation, it was observed that the system was much more sensitive to ligand 
modification when bipyridine was functionalized, because one pyridyl ring of bipyridine is located trans to 
the active site.50-51 
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1.3 Kinetic Isotope Effects as a Mechanistic Probe in Catalysis 
Although certain elements of the CO2 reduction mechanism by Lehn’s catalyst are generally agreed 
upon, other aspects remain points of contention. For one, some researchers have reported the formation of 
carbonate (CO32-),28-29, 39, 52 and have proposed that C–O bond cleavage of the metal-bound CO2 is driven 
by coordination with a second CO2, resulting in a mixture of products that is equal parts CO and CO32-. It 
has also been reported that one byproduct of the one-electron reduced (OER) species of the catalyst will be 
a dimer, which forms once the axial chloride ligand dissociates from it. While the dimer itself has been 
well-characterized,28, 53-55 there is debate as to the role it plays in the reaction mechanism. While one theory 
is that the dimer simply splits into a pair of rhenium complexes after further reduction,28, 53 another theory 
is that a pair of CO2 molecules can insert in between the two metal centers of the dimer, eventually resulting 
in the production of one CO and one CO32-,29, 55 as mentioned above. 
Another point of debate is the exact role that TEOA plays in the catalytic cycle. While its role as a 
sacrificial electron donor is not in dispute, its increased effectiveness relative to similar electron donors, 
such as triethylamine (TEA), is not yet fully understood. TEOA has been observed to coordinate with the 
catalyst’s rhenium center.56 Under the right conditions, CO2 has been observed to insert between the metal 
center and the TEOA bond,57 but it is not yet clear whether this is a necessary step, an alternate pathway, 
or simply a dead end in the catalytic cycle.  
By contrast to the decades-long debate surrounding Lehn’s catalyst, study of the catalytic activity 
of the ruthenium complex, [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, is still rather new. However, the discussion surrounding 
Figure 1-3. Illustration of the common substituent positions on the (a) terpyridine and (b) bipyridine 
ligands that have an electronic effect on the CO2 reduction rate, and (c) the position on bipyridine that has 
a steric effect on CO2 reduction rate. 
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the mechanistic details of this catalyst is similar to that of Lehn’s catalyst in many ways. Each one involves 
reduction of the polypyridyl ligand prior to reduction of the metal center.45 Each has an axial binding site 
which needs to be vacated by an innocent ligand before the carbon atom of CO2 can bind onto it.2, 45 There 
is even the possibility that both drive CO2 reduction by producing CO and carbonate in equal amounts.29, 45 
Due to these similarities, any technique which may offer new mechanistic insight for Lehn’s catalyst should 
also be viable for this family of ruthenium complexes.  
It is here that we introduce kinetic isotope effect (KIE) analysis as a useful tool in probing these 
mechanisms. This technique can provide information about the nature of the transition states.58 In its various 
forms, KIE analysis has been used to analyze such reactions as enzymatic processes58-61 and water oxidation 
by inorganic complexes.21-22, 24 Although it has been widely studied in the field of enzymology, 17, 58, 62-63 it 
is rarely used in the study of inorganic complexes, even though both can fulfill similar catalytic roles. The 
earliest of such papers was reported only within the last decade or so,64 and as far as we can tell, it has 
remained only scarcely explored since then. Here, our goal was to adapt this method to measure the change 
in 13C/12C isotope ratio of CO2 throughout the course of the reaction. We would then compare our 
experimental results to those determined by computational methods to determine the most likely mechanism 
for these processes. 
 
1.3.1 Origin of the Kinetic Isotope Effect 
 The KIE is most simply defined as the ratio between the rate constants of the light isotopomer 
(klight) and heavy isotopomer (kheavy) of a given reactant. Another term, which will also be important here, 
is the equilibrium isotope effect (EIE), which his similar to the KIE, but is the ratio of equilibrium constants 
(Klight/Kheavy), rather than rate constants. The difference between the constants of the light and heavy isotopes 
originate from several factors. The first and most intuitive of these is that, for two particles with a given 
amount of kinetic energy, the more massive particle will move slower. This principle is relevant for both 
the translational and rotational motions of the isotopomer, which collectively are described in the term 
called “mass of the moments of inertia” (MMI).65 The vibrational energy is also relevant, and is divided 
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into two separate terms. The first of these terms is the zero point energy (ZPE). Each isotopomer has a 
different zero point energy for both the ground state reactant and the transition state. This concept is 
illustrated in Figure 1-4.66 The other vibrational term accounts for all the excited vibrational states (EXC).65 
  
 
Figure 1-4. Illustration of how different isotopomers can have different Gibbs free energies of activation. 
The EIE can be calculated as a product of the MMI, ZPE, and EXC terms, according to the 
following equations.65, 67-68 
𝐸𝐼𝐸 = 𝑍𝑃𝐸 × 𝐸𝑋𝐶 × 𝑀𝑀𝐼                                  (1 − 1) 
𝑍𝑃𝐸 =  
[∏
exp (ℎ𝜈𝑗
𝐵∗ (2𝑘𝑇))⁄
exp (ℎ𝜈𝑗
𝐵 (2𝑘𝑇))⁄
3𝑁−6
𝑗 ]
[∏
exp (ℎ𝜈𝑖
𝐴∗ (2𝑘𝑇))⁄
exp (ℎ𝜈𝑖
𝐴 (2𝑘𝑇))⁄
3𝑁−6
𝑖 ]
                 (1 − 2) 
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𝐸𝑋𝐶 =  
[∏
1 − exp (−(ℎ𝜈𝑗
𝐵∗ (𝑘𝑇)))⁄
1 − exp (− (ℎ𝜈𝑗
𝐵 (𝑘𝑇)))⁄
3𝑁−6
𝑗 ]
[∏
1 − exp (−(ℎ𝜈𝑖
𝐴∗ (𝑘𝑇)))⁄
1 − exp (−(ℎ𝜈𝑖
𝐴 (𝑘𝑇))⁄ )
3𝑁−6
𝑖 ]
          (1 − 3) 
 
𝑀𝑀𝐼 =  
∏ (𝜈𝑗
𝐵 𝜈𝑗
𝐵∗⁄ )3𝑁−6𝑗
∏ (𝜈𝑖
𝐴 𝜈𝑖
𝐴∗⁄ )3𝑁−6𝑖
                  (1 − 4) 
Terms in these equations include Planck’s constant (h), Boltzmann’s constant (k), absolute temperature (T), 
and the vibrational frequencies (ν), of the reactant (A) and product (B), in which the asterisk denotes the 
heavy isotope.67 The MMI equation is expressed in terms of vibrational frequencies. This is a result of the 
Redlich-Teller product rule, which lets us express the MMI in terms of frequency ratios between 
isotopomers.65  
 The above equations are used to calculate the EIE, but have to be modified slightly when calculating 
the KIE. First, rather than considering the reactant and product, the KIE requires analysis of the reactant 
and the transition state (TS). While the reactant has 3N-6 vibrational modes, the TS has one fewer, 3N-7, 
because of the imaginary frequency involved in either making or breaking a bond. This bond formation or 
cleavage is not a real vibration, and is instead contained in the MMI term. However, mathematically 
speaking, the imaginary frequency is still a vibrational term, whereas the MMI term describes translational 
and rotational motion. We can correct this with the Redlich-Teller product rule,65 which lets us express the 
MMI in terms of frequency ratios between isotopomers. After applying this rule, the MMI term becomes 
the vibrational product (VP), and the ratio of imaginary frequencies in the transition state becomes 13νRC. 
The calculation of the KIE term, then, is based on the following equations. 
𝐾𝐼𝐸 = ( 𝜈𝑅𝐶
13 )(𝑍𝑃𝐸 × 𝐸𝑋𝐶 × 𝑉𝑃)                   (1 − 5) 
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𝑍𝑃𝐸 =  
[∏
exp (ℎ𝜈𝑗
𝑇𝑆∗ (2𝑘𝑇))⁄
exp (ℎ𝜈𝑗
𝑇𝑆 (2𝑘𝑇))⁄
3𝑁−7
𝑗 ]
[∏
exp (ℎ𝜈𝑖
𝐴∗ (2𝑘𝑇))⁄
exp (ℎ𝜈𝑖
𝐴 (2𝑘𝑇))⁄
3𝑁−6
𝑖 ]
                 (1 − 6) 
 
𝐸𝑋𝐶 =  
[∏
1 − exp (−(ℎ𝜈𝑗
𝑇𝑆∗ (𝑘𝑇)))⁄
1 − exp (− (ℎ𝜈𝑗
𝑇𝑆 (𝑘𝑇)))⁄
3𝑁−7
𝑗 ]
[∏
1 − exp (−(ℎ𝜈𝑖
𝐴∗ (𝑘𝑇)))⁄
1 − exp (−(ℎ𝜈𝑖
𝐴 (𝑘𝑇))⁄ )
3𝑁−6
𝑖 ]
          (1 − 7) 
 
𝑉𝑃 =  
∏ (𝜈𝑗
𝑇𝑆 𝜈𝑗
𝑇𝑆∗⁄ )3𝑁−7𝑗
∏ (𝜈𝑖
𝐴 𝜈𝑖
𝐴∗⁄ )3𝑁−6𝑖
                    (1 − 8) 
For which A is the reactant and TS the transition state 
 Isotope effect analysis is often complemented by computational studies, which can be used to 
determine the most likely transition state of a reaction step by comparing calculated isotope effects with 
those determined experimentally. 
 
1.3.2 Applications of Isotope Effect Analysis 
Over the last few decades, heavy atom isotope effects have been used as a probe for enzyme 
mechanisms. Some examples include enzymatic carboxylation or decarboxylation reactions,58, 60 and the 
fixation or removal of CO2 to build organic molecules.59, 61 More recently, this study of isotope effects has 
gained attention in the analysis of water oxidation mechanisms catalyzed by certain transition metal 
complexes.21-22, 24 Analysis of isotope effects provides insight into the nature of the mechanism, such as 
whether it is concerted or stepwise, and which step is rate-determining. These studies involved the 
development of a custom apparatus and a corresponding methodology.60, 69-70 
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1.3.3 Acquisition and Interpretation of KIEs 
 The KIE for a process can be determined in two different ways. The first, referred to as the 
noncompetitive method, involves measuring the reaction rates of the light isotopomer and heavy isotopomer 
separately, and then comparing the rate constants between the two. This is often the choice when studying 
the deuterium isotope effect of organic compounds.71 The other method is called the competitive method, 
and involves the reaction of both isotopomers in a single pot. Rather than measuring the rate constants 
directly, the isotope ratio is measured both before the reaction begins, and at multiple points along a 
fractionally completed reactions. The analyte in this type of reaction is usually present with its natural 
isotopic abundances.70 
 A normal isotope effect is one for which the light isotopomer has a higher rate constant than the 
heavy one. These result in a KIE value greater than unity. It is also possible for the heavy isotopomer to 
have a higher rate constant than its lighter counterpart. This is referred to as in inverse isotope effect, and 
has values between 1 and 0. 
 The magnitude of the isotope effect is dependent on the atom being studied. The deuterium isotope 
effect is relatively high, and is regularly seen in the range of 2-8.72 These values are so pronounced because 
its mass is double that of the standard hydrogen atom. With larger atoms, such as carbon, the relative 
difference in mass between the light and heavy isotopes is much smaller, and this is reflected in smaller 
isotope effects. A carbon-13 kinetic isotope effect, which is most often studied in the context of enzyme-
catalyzed reactions in biological systems is typically seen in the range of 1.01-1.06.73 
 Interpretation of the isotope effect is relatively simple if it is produced by only a single reaction 
step. In this case, the correspond difference in activation Gibbs free energies can be used as a guide to 
elucidate the identity of the single transition state. The analysis becomes more complicated when the 
reaction being studied contains multiple isotopically sensitive steps. Although the experimentally 
determined isotope effect will still be a single value, it will be the product of the isotope effects from each 
isotopically sensitive step. The computational analysis will involve calculations of the isotope effects for 
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each transition state, and then obtaining the products of the KIE of the first irreversible step, and the EIEs 
of all preceding steps. 
 If we consider the following generic reaction, and assume that all steps are isotopically sensitive to 
the isotopic composition of a carbon atom within the system: 
 
We can determine the 13C KIE according to the following equation:58, 74 
𝐶13  𝐾𝐼𝐸 =  
𝐾1
13 𝐾3
13 𝑘5
13 + (
𝑘5
𝑘4
) 𝐾1
13 𝑘3
13 + (
𝑘3𝑘5
𝑘2𝑘4
) 𝑘1
13
1 + (
𝑘5
𝑘4
) + (
𝑘3𝑘5
𝑘2𝑘4
)
                 (1 − 9) 
A simplified version of this equation would look like this:20 
𝐶13  𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =  𝐸𝐼𝐸𝐴↔𝐵 × 𝐸𝐼𝐸𝐵↔𝐶 × 𝐾𝐼𝐸𝐶→𝑃                         (1 − 10) 
Which states that the total KIE of a reaction is the product of the KIE of the first irreversible step and the 
EIEs of all preceding steps. These two equations should produce the same results, but the former seems to 
be used more widely than the latter, possibly because it is provides a bigger picture of the overall kinetics.  
 
1.4 Photocatalysis: A Brief Introduction 
One desirable aspect of these CO2 reduction catalysts is their activity to be driven by exposure to 
visible light, which allows them to operate under a renewable energy source.  These reaction mixtures were 
a combination of the solvent, either acetonitrile or dimethylformamide (DMF), the homogeneous catalyst, 
CO2 as the substrate, and triethanolamine (TEOA) as a sacrificial electron donor.38, 56-57 In some cases, the 
complex Ru(bpy)3Cl2 was added as a photosensitizer.7 The choice of light source depended on the 
wavelength of the metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) absorbance maximum of the catalyst being 
studied.75 For Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl, we used a lamp with a 350-450 nm band pass filter. For 
[Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, the light source was one for a more general visible spectrum. 
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1.4.1 Ligand-to-metal Charge Transfer (LMCT) 
 LMCT is a process observed in certain transition metal complexes. It is a trait common among 
reducing photocatalysts, as this is a necessary step in transferring electrons from the complex onto the 
substrate. It is caused when a ligand s- or p- orbital electron transfers to a vacant or partially filled d-orbital 
on the metal center, leading to the metal center’s reduction. The energy for this transition is supplied by an 
incident photon. An LMCT process can be identified spectroscopically by an intense broad absorption 
band.75  
 
1.4.2 Sacrificial Electron Donors 
 While the catalyst provides an environment for the activation of the substrate, the electrons must 
be supplied from another source. Under photocatalytic conditions, sacrificial electron donors fulfill this 
role. These are often mild bases, such as triethanolamine (TEOA). Since catalytic processes such as CO2 
reduction require multiple electrons,76 the sacrificial donor will quickly become depleted. As such, it is 
common practice to have the donor present in excessively high quantities.57, 77 This not only maintains the 
supply of electrons, but also keeps the concentration of the donor relatively constant, which is required to 
ensure that the reaction is zero order with respect to the electron source. 
 
1.4.3 Photosensitizers 
 Not all catalysts have the necessary energetics to be photoactive on their own. Similarly, some 
photocatalysts may be limited by slow reaction rates and poor stability.78 These issues can be overcome 
with the help of a photosensitizer, which itself is not a catalyst, but will transfer its excited state electron 
onto the catalyst. A common example is tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)dichlororuthenium(II) (Ru(bpy)3Cl2). This is 
regularly used to enhance the activity of CO2 reducing photocatalysts, both on its own, and connected to 
the catalyst as part of a supramolecular complex.7, 40, 76-78 This can either increase the reaction rate of an 
established photocatalyst, or make active a complex which is otherwise incapable of behaving catalytically 
under photocatalytic conditions. 
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1.5 Electrocatalysis: A Brief Introduction 
Electrochemical studies of a catalyst are a good compliment to photochemistry, because of the 
information that can be obtained from them. Cyclic voltammetry can reveal the redox potentials of a 
compound, as well as be used to reveal catalytic activity. Bulk electrolysis uses electrochemical means to 
drive a reaction forward. Also, while the driving force of a photocatalytic reaction is limited to that of the 
sacrificial electron donor, no such limitation exists for electrocatalysis. Instead, the driving force is applied 
by the potentiostat, which is the power supply for an electrochemical setup, and is controlled by a computer. 
This could be used to rapidly drive a catalytic reaction. Also, since driving force has been observed to 
influence the isotope effect, this method can be used to observe the driving force dependence at regular 
driving force intervals. 
For homogeneous catalysts, electrochemical studies can be performed in any solvent in which the 
catalyst and substrate are soluble. A supporting electrolyte can be added to solvents which are poor 
conductors. One such example, and one which we used extensively in our experiments, was acetonitrile 
with tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBA PF6). 
 
1.5.1 Cyclic Voltammetry 
 Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) is a method performed by changing the applied potential of an 
electrochemical system at a regular rate over a given period of time. As the system approaches an oxidation 
or reduction potential of the analyte, the system produces a current, indicative of an electron transferring 
either to or from the electrolyte, in the case of reduction or oxidation, respectively. One version of LSV is 
cyclic voltammetry (CV), in which case the direction of the potential sweep is reversed once a maximum 
or minimum potential is reached. This allows the researcher to observe both the oxidation and reduction 
potentials of all redox couples within the scan range.79 It can also provide information about the catalytic 
activity of the analyte. If both the catalyst and substrate are present in the reaction mixture, the current at 
the catalytically relevant redox couple will increase to a value greater than that observed for the lone 
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catalyst. This is due to the flow of electrons onto the substrate as reduction is taking place, for example. 
These factors make CV useful in providing a snapshot of the electrochemical and catalytic properties of an 
analyte. 
 
1.5.2 Bulk Electrolysis 
 While CV can be used to identify such things as redox potentials and catalytic activity, bulk 
electrolysis is used for electrochemical production. In the case of electrocatalysis, once the catalytically 
active redox potential has been identified by CV, bulk electrolysis can be performed by setting this potential 
as a fixed value, which is then applied to the reaction mixture for a set period of time. In our studies, we 
performed bulk electrolysis in the presence of catalyst to drive the reduction of CO2, and then collected the 
remaining CO2 for isotope effect analysis, in a manner very similar to the photocatalytic experiments that 
we also conducted. 
 
1.5.3 Electrode Functions and Compositions 
 Both CV and bulk electrolysis are typically performed in a three-electrode system. These electrodes 
are the working electrode, counter electrode, and reference electrode. The working electrode is the one 
which either collects electrons from the system, or distributes them into it, depending on whether the process 
being driven is oxidation or reduction, respectively. This is also the electrode at which the response, such 
as current or accumulated charge, is measured. Two common materials for the working electrode are glassy 
carbon and platinum. The counter electrode acts exactly as its name implies. It performs a process opposite 
to that of the working electrode. However, it does not record any additional data, and its surface area is 
much smaller than that of the working electrode, in order to minimize unwanted electrochemical side 
reactions. In all of our experiments, the counter electrode was a platinum wire. The reference electrode 
contains a stable substance with a well-understood redox potential, which the potentiostat reads this as zero 
volts. The potentials applied through the working electrode are made with respect to this reference. 
Furthermore, for any reference electrode, the standard redox potential of that electrode is known with 
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respect to that of the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE), so any reference can be used as long as it is 
compatible with the system being studied. The preferred reference electrode in the experiments covered in 
this dissertation was a silver wire immersed in a silver nitrate solution (Ag/AgNO3). Some systems only 
use two electrodes instead of three. When that is the case, the analyte serves as its own internal standard. 
For a reduction process, for example, the applied potential is the difference in potential between the desired 
reduction and the first oxidation. The design of our bulk electrolytic cell for our isotope effect analyses was 
a two-electrode setup. 
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 Competitive 13C and 18O kinetic isotope effects on CO2 
reduction catalysed by Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl 
2.1 Introduction 
Since the discovery of its catalytic activity, Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl (1, bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine) and its 
derivatives have been the focus of numerous studies.1-4 Two mechanisms lead to the formation of CO.4-7 
The first one is a kinetically slow one-electron pathway (~10 turnovers per hour) that starts with the one-
electron reduced (OER) species (Scheme 2-1).4 The second one is a fast two-electron pathway (hundreds 
of turnovers per second) that requires 
overpotentials higher than the one-electron 
mechanism.4 The catalytic species in the two-
electron pathway, [Re(bpy)(CO)3]- (2), is 
generated after two one-electron reductions.8 
 
2.2 Methodology 
Using methodology adapted from O’Leary et al.,9 we have measured 13C and 18O KIEs for CO2 
reduction catalyzed by 1 in the presence of Na(Hg) amalgam as the reducing agent and  under photocatalytic 
conditions using triethanolamine (TEOA) to generate the catalytically active reduced species.10-11 The 
catalyst was obtained in high purity as described in the literature and reproducibility confirmed among three 
preparations. The fractionation experiments with Na(Hg) amalgam were performed by introducing a 
solution of 1 in CH3CN (2 mM, 20 mL) saturated with 1% CO2 in N2 at 22 ± 2 °C, into a sealed reaction 
chamber containing Na(Hg) amalgam (5% Na, two different batches of amalgam were used throughout the 
experiments). The reactions were stopped by removing the CO2 from the reaction mixture. Special care was 
taken to ensure complete quantitative isolation of CO2 from the reaction sample. The purification steps are 
described as follows. 
Scheme 2-1. Depiction of Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl (1) and the 
catalytically-active reduced species. 
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2.2.1 Na(Hg)-Driven Reduction and Subsequent Extraction of CO2 
Collection of gas for 13CO and 18O KIE analysis required the design of a special apparatus (Figure 
2-1). A 2mM solution of (1) was added to the graduated solvent reservoir, and saturated with 1% CO2, 
balanced with N2. Na-Hg pellets were added to the lower chamber of the two-bulb component, and the 
apparatus, from the right of valve 1, onwards, was evacuated down to approximately 0.2 torr. Valves 3 and 
4 were then closed, and a 20 mL portion of the catalyst solution was injected into the lower chamber by 
opening valve 1. The resulting reaction mixture was stirred for varying amounts of time. Given a long 
enough time span, the yellow solution would turn pine green, and then pink. This is not necessarily desired, 
and should not be used as an indicator of how far the catalytic reaction has progressed. Once the reaction 
has run for the desired length of time, solvent trap A was immersed in a bath of liquid nitrogen. Valve 5 
was closed, and valves 4 and 3 were opened, in that order. The reaction mixture would start to bubble as 
the sudden vacuum would cause it to outgas. A mixture of gases and CH3CN solvent were collected in trap 
Figure 2-1. Diagram of apparatus used for the measurement of competitive 13C and 18O isotope 
effects. 1-3 are ground glass stopcocks coated in APIEZON® H-Grease. 4-9 are Teflon screw-
cap valves. Swagelok® Ultra-Torr straight fittings connect the various segments. 
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A. Valve 3 was closed after 2.5 minutes of constant outgassing from the reaction mixture. Valve 4 was left 
open for an additional five minutes. Valve 4 was then closed, and the liquid nitrogen was removed from 
trap A. The frozen solvent was given time to melt and collect at the bottom of the trap. Trap B was then 
immersed in liquid nitrogen, and valve 6 was closed. Trap A was then immersed in a cold bath of 
isopropanol/dry ice. This will keep the solvent frozen, but allow the gas to transfer over into trap B. Valve 
5 was opened for ten minutes. Valves 4 and 6 were then also opened, to evacuate the N2 and CO. The dry 
ice is cold enough that it keeps the CO2 frozen, even at such low pressures. The same is true for the ability 
of the isopropanol/dry ice bath to retain the frozen solvent. Once the pressure of the system had dropped 
back down to 0.2 torr, valves 5 and 6 were closed. (NOTE: if there is enough solvent in trap A to completely 
block the system, then some solvent must first be transferred over to trap B, in the same manner by which 
solvent was transferred from the two-bulb component to trap A. This solvent will then be allowed to thaw, 
and flow to the bottom of trap B before immersing traps A and B in isopropanol/dry ice and liquid nitrogen, 
respectively.) The liquid nitrogen bath over trap B was replaced with the isopropanol/dry ice bath. The 
bottom one-third of trap C was immersed in liquid nitrogen (approximately at marking i). Valves 8 and 9 
were closed, and then valve 6 was opened. The pressure initially increased, but quickly declined as the CO2 
condensed in trap C. The CO2 pressure was measured using a DigiVac 276 pressure sensor at a constant 
volume (60 mL) and temperature (22 ± 2 °C).  After ten minutes the pressure would have leveled off around 
0.3 torr. The level of liquid nitrogen was then increased so that at least two-thirds of trap C was immersed 
(approximately marking ii). Valve 7 was closed. Valve 9 was opened to evacuate any uncondensed gasses, 
such as N2 or CO. The liquid nitrogen is cold enough that the CO2 in trap C will not evaporate, even at these 
low pressures. Valve 9 was closed, and the pressure, almost always around 0.2 torr, was recorded as P low. 
The liquid nitrogen was removed from trap C, and the pressure increased as the CO2 sublimated into gas. 
After a few minutes, the pressure leveled off, and this was recorded as Phigh. The difference between Phigh 
and Plow should be PCO2. (NOTE: The CO2 pressure measured when no reaction occurs should be calculated 
based on the ideal gas law and the volume of this segment of the apparatus, and then measured 
experimentally. The measured pressure, PCO2, should be lower than the pressure of no reaction. If it is 
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higher, then the other gases that might be present are either N2, CO, or solvent vapor, or there is a leak.) 
After PCO2 had been measured, the removable tube, labeled as trap D, was immersed in liquid nitrogen, and 
valve 8 was opened. The liquid nitrogen level sometimes needs to be adjusted to encourage complete 
selection of CO2. Once all CO2 had been collected, the liquid nitrogen level was raised slightly, and valve 
9 was opened briefly. Valve 8 was then closed, and a propane blow torch was used to seal the tube 10 cm 
up from the bottom. The liquid nitrogen was removed, and the torch was used to completely remove the 10 
cm segment from the rest of the apparatus. The enrichment of the collected carbon dioxide was analysed 
by IRMS using a dual-inlet isotope ratio mass spectrometer. Control reactions in the absence of 1 did not 
result in the consumption of CO2. 
 
2.2.2 Photocatalytic Reduction and Subsequent Extraction of CO2 
The photochemistry was performed in a solution that was five parts acetonitrile to one part 
triethanolamine (TEOA). The catalyst concentration was either 2mM or 1mM, depending on the individual 
reactions. The same reaction vessel used in the Na(Hg)-driven reductions was used here. A 20mL portion 
of the solution was introduced to the lower portion of the bulb after saturating the solution with the 1% CO2 
gas mixture. The vessel was then removed from the manifold setup, and transferred to one of two lamps. 
One was an ORIEL lamp with a 1000V FEL bulb, and a 350-450 nm band pass filter. The other was an 
arrangement of EIKO F8T5/BL bulbs with a wavelength of 350 nm, which surrounded the reaction vessel. 
The latter was a more intense system, and appeared to run the reaction faster. The reaction times for the 
photochemical experiments were much longer than those involving the Na(Hg) amalgam, and were between 
16 and 72 hours to obtain a range of CO2 conversions. Once these reactions were performed, the reaction 
vessel was re-attached to the KIE manifold, and the remaining CO2 was collected in a method identical to 
that described in section 2.3.1. Control reactions in the dark, or in the absence of 1 did not result in CO2 
consumption. 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 
The 13C KIEs and 18O KIEs were determined by a standard approach which involves analysis of 
the unreacted CO2 according to the Rayleigh expression (Eq 2-1, Figure 2-2). 
𝐾𝐼𝐸 = [1 +
ln(𝑅𝑓 𝑅0⁄ )
ln(1 − 𝑓)
]
−1
          (2 − 1) 
Rf and R0 are the isotopic ratios in the remaining CO2 and initial CO2, respectively, and f is the fraction of 
unreacted CO2. The errors in the experiment do not result from the IRMS inherent errors (±0.0001) but 
reflect the distribution of results from several independent measurements. The error bars shown in Figure 
2-1 correspond to the uncertainty associated with the measurement of carbon dioxide obtained during the 
calibration of the vacuum line. The errors in our experiments are common in KIE measurements for similar 
gaseous substances.12-13 The reduction reaction using Na(Hg) amalgam resulted in 13C KIE = 1.0169 ± 
0.001and 18O KIE = 1.0101 ± 0.0006; whereas the photoreduction is characterized by a larger 13C KIE 
(1.0571 ± 0.0054) and a slightly smaller 18O KIE (1.0060 ± 0.0029). 
 
The potential of the one-electron reduction of CO2 is -1.93 V (vs NHE).14 Therefore, in the 
photochemical reduction neither the 3MLCT (*E1/2° = -1.11 V vs NHE)15 excited state of 1 nor the 
(A) (B) 
Figure 2-2. 13C (red circles) and 18O (blue circles) isotope fractionation during reduction reactions 
of CO2 catalyzed by Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl (1) and the following reductants: (A) Na(Hg) amalgam in 
CH3CN and (B) TEOA/CH3CN (1/5, v/v) under irradiation. Rf and R0 are the 13C/12C or 18O/16O 
ratios prior to reaction and at fraction conversion (f), respectively. 
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generated one-electron reduced (OER) species can reduce CO2 with a single electron through outer-
sphere electron transfer (ET). However, because of the large reduction potential of Na(Hg) amalgam 
(~2.8 V vs NHE),16 the outer sphere one-electron reduction pathway from 2 to CO2 must be 
considered. Heavy-atom KIEs are interpreted within the context of Transition State Theory (TST) 
and can be calculated from equation 2-2 (L and H represent light and heavy isotopologues). 
𝐾𝐼𝐸 = (
𝜈𝑅𝐶
𝐿,𝐿
𝜈𝑅𝐶
𝐿,𝐻 ) (
𝐾𝑇𝑆
𝐿,𝐿
𝐾𝑇𝑆
𝐿,𝐻 )          (2 − 2) 
This equation includes contributions from the reaction-coordinate frequency (νRC) and the 
equilibrium constant for the formation of the transition state (KTS). Conventionally, it is assumed 
that L,LνRC / L,HνRC is approximately 1 and that the EIE is the upper limit to L,LKTS / L,HKTS; therefore, 
the EIE can be considered the upper limit of the KIE and can be used to interpret the latter.17-18 In 
addition, it has been observed by Roth and coworkers that 18O KIE values on outer-sphere electron 
transfer to O2 approach the calculated 18O EIE and is fairly insensitive to the driving force due to 
the dominant contribution of the outer-sphere reorganization to the free energy barrier,19 unlike the 
inner-sphere ET to O2 in which 18O KIEs appear to depend on ΔGo.20 Therefore, we calculated the 
13C and 18O EIEs for the one-electron reduction of CO2 using the Bigeleisen and Goeppert-Mayer’s 
formalism (Table 2-1).21 The mPWPW91, BP86, and B3LYP functionals along with the 6-311G(d)  
basis set for the O and C atoms, and the 6-31G basis set for the H atom were used in the study to 
calculate the reactant and product vibrational frequencies (Appendix A). The mPWPW91 functional 
has been extensively used to calculate 18O KIEs and EIEs in metal-mediated O2-activation 
reactions.22-23 B3LYP and BP86 have been used to predict frequencies and isotopic frequency ratios 
for CO2•- and small molecules bound to metal complexes.24-26 The calculated 13C (1.0316-1.0324) 
and 18O EIEs (1.0272-1.0278) for the one-electron reduction are similar for the three functionals. 
These values are almost twice as large as the measured KIEs for the Na(Hg)-promoted reaction 
indicating that the one-electron outer-sphere pathway is not likely to be the origin of the observed 
KIEs. The two-electron reduction of CO2 in the presence of protons is thermodynamically less 
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demanding (Eo = -0.53 V vs NHE) and the OER or other reduced rhenium species formed in the 
two reactions studied could, in principle, be involved in an outer-sphere ET process. Although the 
calculated 13C EIE values for the two-electron two-proton reaction (Table 2-1) are close to the 
measured 13C KIE in the photochemical reaction, the calculated 18O EIEs are three to four times 
larger than the measured 18O KIE for CO2 reduction indicating that an outer-sphere process is not 
taking place. 
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Table 2-1. 13C and 18O EIEs for the reduction of CO2 based on calculated vibrational frequencies. 
a Full computational details are provided in Appendix A. 
The inner-sphere reduction of O2 by metal complexes is a good starting point for the analysis 
of the observed 13C KIEs in the catalytic reduction of CO2. The activation of O2 is characterized by 
normal KIEs.20 In addition, the 18O KIEs decrease as O2-binding rate constants increase due to the 
dominant contribution from oxygen nuclear reorganization (λ) to the reaction barrier.19-20 Therefore, 
if activation of CO2 by a metal complex resembles that of O2 (Scheme 2-2), a normal 13C KIE should 
be observed. The fact that the 13C KIE for the photochemical reaction is larger than the 13C KIE 
observed for the reduction with Na(Hg) suggests that nuclear reorganization might also be an 
important contributor to the barrier in these reactions given that the photochemical reaction occurs 
via the kinetically slow one-electron pathway,15 whereas the reduction using Na(Hg) amalgam has 
access to the faster two-electron pathway. 
The similarities between the O2 and CO2 
activation KIEs seem to indicate that the rate 
determining step in CO2 reduction reactions is the 
binding of CO2 by a reduced rhenium species. To estimate the range of 13C and 18O KIEs expected 
for a nucleophilic attack on CO2, we could use prior studies on decarboxylation reactions,27 since 
the principle of microscopic reversibility relates the first step in CO2 reduction (CO2 binding) with 
decarboxylation reactions. The 18O KIEs reported for decarboxylation of oxaloacetate (OAA) are 
0.9966 ± 0.0002 and 0.9993 ± 0.0003 for the reactions catalyzed by Mg2+ and OAA decarboxylase 
from P. putida, respectively.27 We can use the calculated EIE (0.984) to estimate the 18O KIE for 
the backwards reaction using equation 2-3. 
Reaction  
 Functional 13C EIE 18O EIE 13C EIE 18O EIE 
B3LYPa 1.0316 1.0278 1.0644 1.0249 
BP86a 1.0324 1.0272 1.0635 1.0232 
mPWPW91a 1.0322 1.0272 1.0640 1.0234 
Scheme 2-2. Schematic representations of CO2 adducts 
formed by the OER and 2.
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𝐸𝐼𝐸 = [
𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
]          (𝐸2 − 3) 
The calculated 18O KIEbackward values are 1.0128 ± 0.0002 and 1.0155 ± 0.0003 for Mg2+ and 
OAA decarboxylase from P. putida, respectively. Therefore, it is plausible to expect 18O KIEs ~ 
1% when the rate-determining step is CO2 binding, although it must be kept in mind that changes 
in the degree of solvation and reorganization energy could affect the measured 18O KIEs. Because 
of the considerable motion of the CO2 carbon atom in the transition state of decarboxylation 
reactions, normal 13C isotope effects (>2%) are observed. 13C KIEs of equivalent magnitude are 
expected for transition metal-catalyzed reactions when CO2 binding is the rate determining step, as 
the transition state can be expected to have similar motion of the carbon atom. 
Carbon isotope fractionation studies using isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) have previously 
been undertaken to probe D-ribulose-1,5-biphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RubisCO).28-29 RubisCO 
catalyzes the fixation of CO2 in photosynthesis. The 13C KIE values observed for form I RubisCO fall 
between 1.022 and 1.030.28 Form II RubisCO KIE values are between 1.011 and 1.020.29 Therefore, both 
RubisCO forms and 1 catalyze the fixation of 12CO2 more rapidly than they catalyze the fixation of 13CO2. 
However, it is important to remember that both RubisCO forms do not have a transition metal center. There 
is a Mg2+ ion that is usually not thought as taking part in the reaction mechanism, although a computational 
study has suggested that this ion takes part in the initial binding and activation of CO2.30-31 To our 
knowledge, 18O KIEs have not been measured for RubisCO, probably due to the exchange between H2O 
and CO2 under the conditions required for its catalysis. 
 
2.4 Conclusions 
In summary, 13C and 18O KIEs on CO2 reduction by 1 under photocatalytic conditions and 
using Na(Hg) amalgam have been determined. These values should be taken into consideration by 
mechanistic models attempting to explain the reduction of CO2 by 1. The 13C KIE values are 1.0169 
± 0.0012 and 1.0571 ± 0.0054 for the Na(Hg) amalgam and photochemical reactions, respectively. 
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Less variation is observed in the measured 18O KIE (1.0101 ± 0.0006 and 1.0060 ± 0.0029 for light-
activated and Na(Hg) reactions, respectively). Given the magnitude of the calculated EIEs and the 
fact that the EIE limits the KIE for outer-sphere ET pathways, the outer-sphere mechanism can be 
excluded. The 13C KIEs seem to indicate that metal binding is the rate determining step in these 
reactions. Similar to the activation of O2 by metal ions, a large contribution from nuclear 
reorganization to the reaction barrier might be the reason behind the large differences in the 
measured 13C KIE values, although more studies are required to support this idea. Comparisons 
with decarboxylation reactions also indicate that the measured KIEs reflect the attack of the rhenium 
center(s) to CO2 to form a carboxylate rhenium species. However, a detailed vibrational analysis 
will be required to assess the origin of the measured 13C and 18O KIE in reactions catalyzed by 
transition metals as they will certainly differ from an all-organic system. 
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 Mechanism of Photocatalytic Reduction of CO2 by 
Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl from Differences in Carbon Isotope Discrimination 
3.1 Introduction 
The mechanism of the photochemical CO2 reduction by 1 has been studied by a number of 
techniques including UV-visible absorption spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, electron spin resonance 
and mass spectrometry.1-10 On the basis of these studies, plausible mechanisms have been proposed.11-12 
The key equations involved in the proposed mechanisms are shown in Eqs 3-1 – 3-6. Upon photoexcitation, 
the triplet metal-to-ligand charge transfer (3MLCT) state of 1 is produced. In the presence of a sacrificial 
electron donor such as triethanolamine (TEOA), the 3MLCT excited state is reductively quenched.8 Upon 
reduction, the Re complex eliminates the chloride ion, which results in an available coordinating site. CO2 
is known to bind singly reduced rhenium species, for example the 17-electron species [Reo(bpy)(CO)3] or 
[ReI(bpy·-)(CO)3] (OER)  (eq 3-2).13 Alternatively, the 18-electron species [Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]- is also a 
plausible nucleophile,13 although deemed to be less likely when TEOA is used as a sacrificial electron 
donor. After binding, CO2 is reduced to CO. However, the chemical details of this conversion have yet to 
be clarified.  
 
(3-6) 
(3-5) 
(3-4) 
(3-3) 
(3-2) 
(3-1) 
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In the present chapter, we combine high precision natural abundance competitive 13C KIEs 
measurements with computed isotope effects via density functional theory (DFT) calculations to examine 
the mechanism of photochemical CO2 reduction by 1. We further analyze the 13C KIEs using an established 
competitive methodology to shed light on the mechanistic details such as irreversible and rate determining 
steps associated with photochemical conversion of CO2 to CO by 1. 
 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Experimental Kinetic Isotope Effects. 
In the previous chapter, the 13C KIEs for carbon dioxide reduction were measured using an 
established competitive methodology.14 Solutions of TEOA in acetonitrile (ACN) or dimethylformamide 
(DMF) were saturated with 3% CO2 in N2 prior to initiating reactions by adding the saturated solution to 
an evacuated flask containing the catalyst or the catalyst and the electron transfer (ET) mediator 
[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2. The reaction mixtures were stirred and photoirradiated before collecting the unreacted CO2. 
As previously reported by Hawecker, et al.,15 no significant background reaction of CO2 was detected when 
no catalyst was used. The change in the 13C/12C and 18O/16O ratios of unreacted starting material at varying 
fractional conversions was analyzed by isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) analysis (Figure 3-1). The 
degree of fractionation was also determined using the photosensitizer [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2. [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is an 
outer-sphere electron transfer reagent with a bimolecular self-exchange rate constant approaching the 
diffusion limit.16 Equimolar mixtures of [Ru(dmb)3]2+ (dmb = 4,4’-dimethyl-2,2’-bipyridine) and 
Re(dmb)(CO)3Cl have larger turnover numbers (100 after 16 h irradiation) than the catalyst alone (15 under 
the same conditions) for CO formation.17 The reason for this acceleration is attributed to the accumulation 
of the additional reducing equivalents that increases the rate of the second electron transfer.5 When 
[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 was used, the experimental procedure described above was varied by introducing the 
solutions of TEOA in either ACN or DMF saturated with 3% CO2 in N2 into a sealed reaction vessel 
containing both the catalyst and photosensitizer. 
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Figure 3-1. Isotope fractionation of photochemical CO2 reduction catalyzed by complex 1. All of the data 
points are shown with error bars representing standard errors. 
 
Competitive KIEs were determined fitting data to the Rayleigh equation (eq 3-7) 
𝐾𝐼𝐸 =  [1 +  
ln (
𝑅𝑓
𝑅0
)
ln (1 − 𝑓)
]
−1
          (3 − 7) 
 
where Rf and R0 are the isotopic ratios in the remaining CO2 and initial CO2, respectively, and f is the 
fraction of unreacted CO2. The error bars shown in Figure 3-1 correspond to the uncertainty associated with 
the measurement of carbon dioxide samples during calibration of the apparatus. The 13C KIEs for the 
photochemical reduction of CO2 catalyzed by 1 were determined to be 1.0718 ± 0.0036 and 1.0685 ± 0.0075 
in ACN and DMF, respectively. In the presence of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, the photochemical reduction of CO2 
exhibited a 13C KIE = 1.0703 ± 0.0043 (Figure 3-1). 
The experiments were also expected to determine the 18O KIEs; however, the oxygen atoms are 
exchanged under the reaction conditions not allowing accurate determination of isotope fractionations. 
When the isotopic composition of samples of CO2 incubated with catalyst and TEOA in ACN without 
exposure to light were measured, the δ13C ranged from = -15 ‰ to -14.2 ‰, whereas the δ18O varied from 
-22.6 ‰ to -14.6 ‰. This result indicated exchange of the oxygen atoms, large enough to affect the 
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measurements. Less exchange was observed in DMF, but it was still too large to obtain reliable 18O KIE 
measurements. The exchange of oxygen atoms might be due to the presence of H2O in the solvent. 
 
3.2.2 Theoretical Investigation of the CO2 Reduction Mechanism of 1. 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations at M06 level of theory coupled with SMD continuum 
solvation method (see Computational Methods for details) were used to examine the reaction mechanism 
of CO2 reduction by 1 and to compute the 13C KIEs associated with the optimized transition state structures. 
The computed free-energy changes for the proposed CO2 reduction mechanism in ACN are summarized in 
Scheme 3-1 and the results in DMF are presented in Appendix B, Scheme B-1. The results for the initial 
activation steps of the catalyst with chloride (e.g., [ReI(bpy)(CO)3Cl]0) or solvent (e.g., 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3ACN]+ or [ReI(bpy)(CO)3(DMF)]+) ligands are reported in the Appendix and similar to 
those previously reported in the literature.18-19 Hence, the initial species in Scheme 3-1 is the one electron 
reduced (OER), 17-electron [Re0(bpy)(CO)3] complex generated via reductive quenching of excited 
3MLCT state of 1 by TEOA. The first step of the proposed mechanism involves binding of CO2 to 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3], which proceeds with a free energy of activation (ΔG‡) of 24.6 kcal/mol. This value is 
higher than the computed activation free energy for the binding of CO2 by the two-electron reduced species 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]- (ΔG‡ =  16.1 kcal/mol). This is not unexpected given the fact that the two-electron reduced 
species is a better nucleophile.13 Indeed, both calculated ΔG‡ values agree well with the activation free-
energy barriers estimated from reported pseudo first-order rate constants for [Re-1(bpy)(CO)3]- and the 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3] species reacting with CO2.  Within the adiabatic limit, the ΔG‡ for the reaction of [Re(bpy·-
)(CO)3S] (S = tetrahydrofuran) with CO2 is c.a. 22 kcal/mol, whereas that of [Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]-  is 15 
kcal/mol.10, 20 After the reaction of the [Re0(bpy)(CO)3] with CO2, a second reduction could occur to produce 
the anionic intermediate [ReI(CO2)(bpy)(CO)3]- with a computed reduction potential of E = -1.26 V vs SCE 
(-1.50 V vs NHE) (Scheme 3-1). This reduction step is predicted to be facile given the relatively low free-
energy requirement compared to initial reduction events (Scheme B-1). The metallocarboxylate 
intermediate, [ReI(CO2)(bpy)(CO)3]-, can then undergo protonation in a barrierless highly exoergic (ΔG = -
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23.9 kcal/mol with TEOAH+ as the proton source) step to generate [ReI(CO2H)(bpy)(CO)3]. The following 
steps involve C–OH bond breakage to form CO by either protonation–reduction or reduction–protonation 
steps (Scheme 3-1). The protonation–reduction pathway starts with the breakage of C–OH bond in 
[ReI(CO2H)(bpy)(CO)3] with TEOAH+ as the proton source (see Computational Methods for details) and 
the optimized transition-state structure features a ΔG‡ of 18.2 kcal/mol. The protonation step is downhill 
with ΔG  = -8.3 kcal/mol, partly due to entropic gain by release of a H2O molecule, and followed by a 
reduction step with an associated potential of E = -1.52 V vs SCE (-1.76 V vs NHE) to generate 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)4]. On the other hand, the initial step of reduction–protonation pathway is the reduction of  
[ReI(CO2H)(bpy)(CO)3] to [Re0(CO2H)(bpy)(CO)3]- with E = -1.88 V vs SCE (-2.07 V vs NHE) followed 
by concerted  protonation and C–OH bond breakage with ΔG‡ = 11.3 kcal/mol. The evolution of CO from 
the final product of both pathways, [Re0(bpy)(CO)4], completes the catalytic cycle and regenerates 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3] or [Re-I(CO2)(bpy)(CO)3] with further reduction. The reduction first pathway has been 
proposed as the preferred route in electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 by 1 but given the relatively low 
activation free energies for protonation in the presence of TEOAH+, it’s hard to conclude which path will 
be preferred in photochemical CO2 reduction by 1. However, as will be discussed in the next sections, the 
contribution to competitive 13C KIEs is computed to be similar for both pathways. 
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Scheme 3-1. Reaction mechanism of CO2 reduction by the precatalyst 1 obtained at the M06 level of 
theory. The free energy changes (ΔG) and activation free energies (ΔG‡) are reported in units of kcal/mol 
and reduction potentials (E) in units of volts vs SCE. 
 
Equilibrium isotope effects (EIEs) and KIEs were calculated for each reaction step from the 
computed vibrational frequencies of the optimized structures using the Bigeleisen and Goeppert-Mayer 
approach, in accordance with the Redlich-Teller Product Rule, using the generic isotope equation A + B* 
 A* + B, where the asterisk designates the site of the heavy isotope, as follows:21-22 
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𝐸𝐼𝐸 =  𝑍𝑃𝐸 ×  𝐸𝑋𝐶 ×  𝑀𝑀𝐼          (3 − 9) 
 
 
(3-10) 
  
 
 
(3-11) 
 
 
 
(3-12) 
 
 
 
(3-13) 
 
 
where 18νRC is the ratio of the imaginary frequencies of the transition states associated with light, 12C, and 
heavy, 13C, isotopologues, ZPE is zero point energy, EXC is vibrational excitation energy, MMI is mass of 
moments of inertia and VP is vibrational product. Other terms in equations 3-10 and 3-11 include 
Boltzmann’s constant (k), Planck’s constant (h), and temperature (T). The 13C KIEs were computed for both 
the CO2 binding and C–OH bond cleavage steps, the results of which are presented in Table 3-1. The 
computed intrinsic 13C KIEs for CO2 binding by [Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]- and [Re0(bpy)(CO)3] are 1.086 and 
1.061, respectively in ACN, and 1.088 and 1.065 in DMF (Table B-1). These values are consistent with 
KIEs reported for binding of small molecules by transition metals as well as 13C KIEs measurements for 1 
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of 1.072 and 1.068 in ACN and DMF respectively. The C–OH cleavage steps in either 
[ReI(CO2H)(bpy)(CO)3] or [Re0(CO2H)(bpy)(CO)3]-  result in smaller intrinsic 13C KIEs of 1.048 (Table 
3-1 and Table B-1). The 13C KIE measurements indicate that the first irreversible step determining the 
isotope fractionation is subsequent combined deprotonation and CO2 binding steps to form the carbonate 
species is only slightly uphill (7.4 kcal/mol) and could be enhanced in the presence of bases with higher 
pKa than TEOA. Next, we calculated the associated potentials to reduce the Re-carbonate complexes. The 
computations indicate that the Re-DMF complex, [ReI(bpy)(CO)3(DMF)]+, has first and second reduction 
potnetials of -1.87 V and -2.00 V vs SCE (-2.11 V and -2.24 V vs NHE), respectively. More negative 
potentials are predicted for the first (-2.11 V vs SCE; -2.35 V vs NHE) and second (-2.78 V vs SCE; -3.02 
V vs NHE) reduction of the Re carbonate species. One assumption for these computed reduction potentials 
is that the ligands remain bound to the Re center (see below for further discussion). Analysis of the HOMO 
of the reduced [Re-I(bpy)(CO)3(DMF)]- complex indicates that its reduction results in the formation of a 
[Re0-bpy•-]- -like intermediate, whereas reduction of the carbonate complex results in a species which 
resembles a doubly reduced ligand, that is, a [Rei-bpy2-]- -like species (Scheme B-3). One likely scenario 
consistent with the 13C KIEs is the dissociation of the carbonate ligand upon the first reduction, which 
would generate [Re0(bpy)(CO)3] so that similar active intermediates will be formed in both ACN and DMF 
solutions. 
 Finally, we investigated the formation of binuclear carboxylate species starting with 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2)] and [Re0(bpy)(CO)3] and found it to be favorable by 23.4 kcal/mol. In principle, 
formation of such a species could lead to similar observed 13C KIEs because the finding of CO2 to 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3] would necessarily be the first irreversible step. However, the formation of the binuclear 
species is shown to occur starting with photocleavage of a Re–Re dimer species in dry DMF and is not 
likely under the current experimental conditions. 
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Table 3-1. Computed 13C KIEs and their contributions at the M06 level of theory in ACN 
 
3.3 Discussion 
3.3.1 Interpretation of 13C Kinetic Isotope Effects. 
When only one step is isotopically sensitive, a competitive KIE permits the direct investigation of 
a transition state. For CO2 reduction, however, more than one step is presumed to be isotopically sensitive. 
Thus, both CO2 binding to rhenium and C–OH bond cleavage are expected to be contributors to the isotope 
effects given the changes in covalent bonding involved in these steps. Electron transfer reactions, such as 
the one depicted in eq. 3-3 can also be isotopically sensitive. 23-24 Protonation or deprotonation of a 
carboxylic acid can proceed with a small 13C isotope effect,25 especially in a proton transfer step to a species 
like [ReI(CO2)(bpy)(CO)3]- which features a very low activation barrier. Although the equilibrium reaction 
between gaseous CO2 and carbonate or bicarbonate in solution fractionates carbon in the system (1.0077 
and 1.013 for bicarbonate and carbonate, respectively),26 a contribution to the measured KIE from the 
formation of the monoalkyl carbonate derivative of TEOA is not expected because the R0 value was 
determined from solutions of CO2 in a mixture of solvent and TEOA in the presence of the catalyst without 
TS 13C KIE 18νRC ZPE MMI EXC 
[(bpy)Re0–CO2] (TS-I) 1.061 1.011 1.053 1.020 0.978 
[(bpy)Re-I–CO2]- (TS-II) 1.086 1.033 1.071 0.995 0.986 
ReIC(O)OH–TEOAH+]+ (TS-III) 1.048 1.018 1.049 0.983 0.999 
[Re0C(O)OH–TEOAH+] (TS-IV) 1.048 1.018 1.050 0.984 0.997 
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irradiation and in the absence of the catalyst. Therefore, any enrichment originating from the 
aforementioned equilibria is already taken into account in the measured KIE values. 
Formulations for mechanisms with multiple isotopically sensitive steps have been proposed in the 
literature.27 The advantage of using these formulations is that they allow a physical interpretation for the 
contribution of the intrinsic isotope effects. In eq. 3-14, it is assumed that in the reaction catalyzed by 1 
CO2 binding (eq. 3-2), the reduction producing [ReI(CO2)(bpy)(CO)3]- (eq. 3-3), and the protonation 
followed by C-OH bond cleavage (eq. 3-4) are isotopically sensitive. The sensitivity to isotopic composition 
is obvious for eqs. 3-2 and 3-4, whereas the electron transfer (ET) reaction in eq. 3-3 is not straightforward. 
In ET reactions, KIEs originate from the changes in the classical nuclear barrier and the width of the nuclear 
tunneling barrier.23 One example is that of Guarr et al. who reported 18O KIE values ranging from 1.04 to 
1.09 for outer sphere redox reactions of hexaaquo FeII.23 These data indicate that an ET reaction can have 
heavy atom isotope effects as large as 1.015.  
 
13C 𝐾𝐼𝐸 =  
13𝑘4× 
13𝐾3× 
13𝐾2+
13𝑘3× 
13𝐾2×(
𝑘4
𝑘−3
)+ 13𝑘2×(
𝑘4
𝑘−3
)×(
𝑘3
𝑘−2
)
1+
𝑘4
𝑘−3
(1+
𝑘3
𝑘−2
)
          (3 − 14)  
 
The rate of ET, k3, is expected to be faster than the rate of dissociation of CO2, from the rhenium 
complex, k-2. For example, the quenching of the 3MLCT state of 1 by TEOA is 8.0 × 107 M-1 s-1 in degassed 
acetonitrile,8 whereas loss of a ligand in the one-electron reduced species, [Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl]-, is a slow 
process.13 Although the triplet ligand field, 3LF, excited states of rhenium diimine tricarbonyl complexes 
with phosphine ligands are thermally accessible from the triplet metal-to-ligand charge transfer state, 
3MLCT, this is not true for other ligands.28 Taken these rate constants into account and assuming k3 >> k-2, 
eq. 3-14 can be reduced to eq. 3-15. 
 
13𝐶 𝐾𝐼𝐸 =
13𝑘4 ×  
13𝐾3 ×  
13𝐾2
(
𝑘4
𝑘−3
) (
𝑘3
𝑘−2
)
+ 13𝑘2          (3 − 15) 
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Studies of quenching with TEOA have shown that the oxidized TEOA•+ rapidly deprotonates from 
its α-carbon to produce an α-amino radical which has the ability to reduce rhenium (I) complexes.8 
Therefore, the decomposition of the oxidized TEOA makes the quenching step irreversible.8 We can assume 
that k4/k-3 > 100, indicating that C-OH bond cleavage is at least 100-fold more likely to occur than the back 
ET from the [ReI(CO2)(bpy)(CO)3]- species. The DFT calculations presented herein indicate that the product 
of 13k4 and 13K2 is 1.097. Because it can be safely assumed that EIEs for the ET process range from 1.01 to 
1.02,23-24, 29 the numerator in eq. 3-15, 13k4×13K3×13K2, ranges from 1.11 to 1.12. Overall, the contribution of 
the first term in eq. 3-15 to the observed 13C KIE can only be as large as 0.01. Given that our calculated 13k2 
is 1.061, the overall 13C KIE could range from 1.06 to 1.07. This range is in good agreement with the 
measured values for the CO2 reduction reactions in both ACN and DMF. The fact that we measured a 
similar 13C KIE for the reaction performed in ACN in the presence of Ru(bpy)32+ validates our assumption 
that k3 >> k-2. (See Appendix B for an analysis of the 13C KIE when k3 ≈ k-2) 
13C KIE = 
𝑘4 ×
13 𝐾6 + 𝑘6 × (
𝑘4
𝑘−6
)1313
1 +
𝑘4
𝑘−6
          (3 − 16) 
Alternatively, if a second reduction occurs before CO2 binding as shown in eqs. 3-5 and 3-6, 
followed by eq. 3-4, the expression shown in eq. 3-16 describes the observed KIE on the reduction of CO2. 
Although the formation of [Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]- has been shown to be unlikely under these conditions, the 
analysis of the expression possibly offers further insight.8 For this, we must first estimate the ratio of the 
intrinsic rate constants k4 and k-6. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, these intrinsic rate constants have not 
been determined. We can, however, solve for three different cases: (1) k4 >> k-6, (2) k4 << k-6, and (3) k4 ≈ 
k-6. In the first case, eq. 3-16 is reduced to 13C KIE = 13k6. Based on our DFT-calculated 13k6, 13C KIE = 
1.0862. This value is considerably larger than the experimental KIE. In the second case, the KIE must be 
equal or larger than the product 13k4×13K6, 1.097 based on our computations, a value that is also larger than 
the measured KIE. Finally, if k4 ≈ k-6, the observed KIE value should approximate 1.091, which does not 
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compare well with the experimental measurements, either. Therefore, on the basis of the measured KIEs, 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]- is less likely than [Re0(bpy)(CO)3] to be the nucleophile in the photochemical reduction 
of CO2 by 1 when TEOA is the electron donor. 
 
3.3.2 Physical Origins of 13C Kinetic Isotope Effects. 
The calculated KIEs can be further analyzed to provide insights into the contributions to the isotopic 
discrimination by the various terms, namely 13νRC and 13KTS (13KTS= ZPE×EXC×VP). The DFT calculations 
in this study indicate that for both the CO2-binding and C-OH bond cleavage steps 13KTS is the main 
contributor of the large intrinsic KIEs (Table 3-1). A dominant ZPE term is responsible for the large 13KTS 
values. The 13νRC values, which are defined as the ratio of light to heavy imaginary frequencies, are also 
larger than 1.0. The difference observed in the intrinsic KIEs between the TS-I and TS-II are due to the 
13νRC contributions, with that of TS-II being three times as large of that of TS-I. Interestingly, the 13νRC 
values are not affected by the difference in the oxidation state of the rhenium center in TS-III and TS-IV. 
For comparison, in the case of O–O bond formation for water oxidation by ferrate, the analysis of the 
calculated KIEs concluded that its normal nature is a consequence of 18νRC.30 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
In summary, our data shows large and normal 13C kinetic isotope effects during the photocatalytic 
reduction of CO2 in acetonitrile or dimethylformamide using 1 as a catalyst and TEOA as the sacrificial 
electron donor. The similarity between the measured 13C KIEs in both solvents (~ 1.07) suggests that the 
reactions involve the same first irreversible step, although with subtle variations in their transition state 
structures. Additionally, we calculated the KIEs and EIEs associated with the different steps in the reaction 
using DFT calculations and demonstrated excellent agreement between experimental and computed values.  
Analysis of the data combined with the computational studies suggests that the measured 13C KIEs are 
dominated by the intrinsic KIE on the first irreversible step, CO2 binding. The latter is a novel observation 
that allows experimental access to the nature of the transition state during CO2 binding by means of DFT 
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calculations. The kinetic analysis allowed us to determine that the [Re0(bpy)(CO)3] species is the 
nucleophilic species under photocatalytic conditions. After CO2 binding, the following steps have low 
activation energies up to the C–OH bond cleavage step. Although the intrinsic 13C KIE for C-OH bond 
heterolysis is large, 1.048, its contribution to the overall 13C KIE amounts to ≤ 1 %. This report serves as a 
reference point for mechanisms associated with CO2 activation and highlights the fact that a combination 
of natural abundance competitive KIE measurements and DFT calculations is a powerful and useful 
methodology in the field of CO2 reduction. 
 
3.5 Experimental Section 
3.5.1 Materials. 
2,2′–Bipyridine (bpy), pentacarbonylchlororhenium(I), and triethanolamine (TEOA) were all 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Ruthenium (III) chloride trihydrate was purchased 
from Pressure Chemical Company and used as received. Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl and [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 were both 
synthesized according to the literature. Solvents used in this work were purified by passing through a 
solvent purification system (Glass Contour). 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AVANCE 
(300 MHz) or Bruker AVANCE III (400 MHz) system at ambient temperature and were referenced to 
residual solvent peaks. UV-vis spectra were recorded on a Cary 50 spectrophotometer. 
 
3.5.2 Synthesis 
 Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl was prepared with slight modifications from previously reported methods.31 Three 
different batches were prepared for the current experiments. Briefly, in a 100 mL round-bottom flask, 
Re(CO)5Cl (0.502g, 1.35 mmol), 2,2’-bipyridine (0.211g, 1.35 mmol), and toluene (50 mL) were added 
together, and the resultant reaction mixture was heated under refluxing conditions for 5 h. Upon cooling, 
the product was vacuum filtered, and rinsed with cold toluene. 1H NMR (δ, 400 MHz, DMSO-d6): 9.02 (d, 
1H), 8.77 (d, 1H), 8.34, (t, 1H), 7.76 (t, 1H). FT-IR (acetonitrile): 2022 (vs), 1917 (s), 1900 (s). Anal. Calcd 
for C13H8N2O3ClRe: C, 40.47; H, 1.75; N, 6.06. Found: C, 40.30; H, 2.05; N, 5.76. 
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3.5.3 KIE Determination. 
The reaction and collection of samples was done using the apparatus shown in Figure 2-1, and a 
methodology similar to that described in the previous chapter. To the graduated solvent reservoir was added 
a solution that was five parts solvent to one part TEOA. The undissolved catalyst was preweighed in such 
a way that its concentration would be 2, 1, or 0.5 mM once dissolved in solution, depending on individual 
reactions, and added to the lower bulb of the reaction vessel. From the right of valve 1, onward, the manifold 
was evacuated down to approximately 0.2 Torr. Valves 3 and 4 were then closed. After saturating the 
solvent/TEOA mixture with a gas mixture that was 3% CO2 in N2, a 20.0 mL portion was introduced into 
the lower bulb of the reaction vessel by opening valve 1. The lower bulb has a volume of 30.0 mL, so the 
headspace above the solution was 10.0 mL. The vessel was then removed from the manifold setup and 
positioned in front of an ORIEL lamp with a 1000 V FEL bulb, as well as a 350–450 nm band-pass filter. 
For experiments that included the catalyst but not the photosensitizer, reaction times ran from 16 to 72 h to 
obtain a range of CO2 conversion fractions. When the photosensitizer was used, the reaction time dropped 
dramatically. Run times of only 30 to 60 minutes were required to achieve the same amounts of CO2 
conversion. Once these reactions were performed, the reaction vessel was reattached to the KIE manifold. 
We used the same methodology for extracting and collecting CO2 as we described in the previous chapter. 
The enrichment of the residual carbon dioxide was analyzed by isotope ratio mass spectrometry 
(IRMS) using a dual-inlet instrument. The unreacted CO2 was isolated and purified as described above. The 
calculated turnover number (TON) in the reactions ranged from 0.3 to 7.1. The TON was calculated from 
the ratio of moles of reacted CO2 to moles of catalyst used. As previously observed by Hawecker, et al., 
control reactions in the absnce of 1 did not result in the consumption of CO2.15 
 
3.5.4 Computational Methods 
All geometries were fully optimized at the M06 level of density functional theory32 with the SMD 
continuum solvation model33 (for ACN and DMF as solvents) using the Stuttgart [8s7p6d2f | 6s5p3d2f] 
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ECP60MWB contracted pseudopotential basis set34 on Re and the 6-31G(d) basis set on all other atoms.35 
Nonanalytical integrals were evaluated using the integral = grid = ultrafine option as implemented in the 
Gaussian 09 software package.36 The nature of all stationary points was verified by analytic computation 
of vibrational frequencies, which were also used for the computation of zero-point vibrational energies, 
molecular partition functions (with all frequencies below 50 cm-1, with the exception of the imaginary 
frequency of transition states, replaced by 50 cm-1 when computing free energies), and for determining the 
reactants and products associated with each transition-state structure (by following the normal modes 
associated with imaginary frequencies). Partition functions were used in the computation of 298 K thermal 
contributions to the free energy employing the usual ideal-gas, rigid-rotator, harmonic oscillator 
approximation.37 Free-energy contributions were added to single-point, SMD-solvated M06 electronic 
energies computed at the optimized geometries obtained with the initial basis with the SDD basis set on Re 
and the larger 6-311+G(2df,p) basis set on all other atoms to arrive at final, composite free energies. The 
quenching studies with TEOA have shown that the oxidized TEOA•+ rapidly deprotonates from its α-carbon 
to produce an α-amino radical8 and TEOA itself could be the proton acceptor to generate TEOA+, which is 
employed as the proton donor species in the current work for modeling of the CO2 reduction mechanism. 
As an additional note, throughout the manuscript and Appendix B, the formal oxidation state of Re has 
been depicted for the sake of clarity, even though in some cases the electronic structure of the complexes 
is more complicated and assignment of oxidation states is not straightforward. 
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 [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]+ -Catalyzed Hydrogenation of 
Carbon Dioxide. Mechanistic Insights by Carbon-13 Kinetic 
Isotope Effect 
4.1 Introduction 
In addition to CO production, CO2 can be catalytically hydrogenated into such products as 
formic acid. In previous chapters, we used 13C KIEs to probe the mechanism of the photocatalytic 
reduction of CO2 to CO by Lehn’s catalyst. In this chapter, we turn our attention to reactions in 
which more than one product is formed, a very common outcome among CO2 reduction catalysts. 
 
As a proof-of-concept, we sought to study a system capable of producing two distinct 
products using a robust metal catalyst. A perusal of the literature indicated that the catalyst precursor 
[RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]+ (2, , tpy = 2,2’:6’,2”-terpyridine) is the ideal model as 2 and its derivatives have 
been shown to produce CO in electrochemical reductive processes,1-3 and it is very likely that 2 can 
reduce CO2 under photochemical conditions in the presence of a sacrificial electron donor similarly 
to other ruthenium(II) photocatalysts.4 In addition, the hydride derivative of 2, [RuII(tpy)(bpy)H]+ 
(3, ) can produce formate upon CO2 insertion into the Ru-H bond.5-8 Moreover, Matsubara et al. 
demonstrated that 3 can be formed by irradiation of [RuII(tpy)(bpy)(DMF)]+ (DMF = N,N-
dimethylformamide) in the presence of triethylamine with moderate yields.9 Therefore, we 
Figure 4-1. Schematic representation of [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]+ (2) and [RuII(tpy)(bpy)H]+ (3).
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hypothesized that a solution of 2 in the presence of triethanolamine (TEOA) and CO2 will produce 
both CO and formate. 
 
4.2 Photochemical formation of CO and formate. 
In a typical run, a solution of 2 in a 5:1 acetonitrile/TEOA solvent mixture containing 1 
equivalent of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 (RuTB), and saturated with 100% CO2 was irradiated under visible 
light. RuTB is a photosensitizer with an outer sphere electron transfer rate near that of the diffusion 
limit.10 We observed that this photosensitizer was needed for 2 to exhibit catalytic behavior under 
the reaction conditions. The irradiation times ranged from 2 to 24 hours. Formation of CO was 
determined using gas chromatography (GC) (Appendix C, Figure C-1). As hypothesized, we 
observed the formation of formate which was quantified by 1H-NMR, using a method involving 
Verkade’s Base, as was recently described by Kubiak and coworkers (Figure C-2 and Figure C-3).11 
The yields for both CO and formic acid were calculated and are presented in Figure 4-2a in terms of 
turnover number (TON). The TON increases at very similar rates initially, and it tapers off within 
twelve hours for both products. Experiments were also run in the presence of 1% H2O (Figure C-4, 
Table C-1). 
 
4.3 Experimental Kinetic Isotope Effect. 
The 13C KIEs for CO2 reduction were determined using a previously established competitive 
methodology.12-13 CO2 reduction under photocatalytic conditions involved a solvent mixture that 
was 5:1 acetonitrile/TEOA. An additional set of experiments contained 1% H2O in a 5:1 
acetonitrile/TEOA solution. The solutions were saturated with a gas mixture that was 3% CO2 in 
N2. This mixture was then injected into a reaction vessel containing equimolar amounts of 2 and 
RuTB. The reaction mixture was irradiated under a visible light source (λ ≥ 400 nm, 1000 V FEL 
bulb with band-pass filter) while stirring. After catalysis had been performed, the remaining CO2 
was isolated. The isolation process involved a series of cold traps designed to separate the CO2 from 
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such impurities as N2, CO, or solvent vapor. The pressure of the remaining CO2 was measured with 
a digital manometer, and then frozen and sealed into a glass ampule. The isotope ratio of each CO 2 
sample was measured with an isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IR-MS). 
 
Figure 4-2. (A) CO (red circles) and formic acid (blue triangles) are formed during the photocatalytic 
reduction of CO2 catalyzed by 2. Data points are shown with error bars representing standard deviations 
from two measurements each. (B) Isotope fractionation of CO2 during its reduction catalysed by 2. Data 
points are shown with error bars representing uncertainty in CO2 pressure measurements. 
  
 Figure 4-2B shows the plot of ln(Rf/R0) vs ln(1-f) for CO2 reduction by the catalytic system, 
in which f is the fraction of CO2 which has been catalytically reduced, and R0 and Rf are the 13C/12C 
isotope ratios of CO2 before and after fractionation, respectively. The 13C KIE value, 1.052 ± 0.004, 
was determined using equation 4-1.  
 
ln (
𝑅𝑓
𝑅0
) = (1 −
1
𝐾𝐼𝐸
) ln(1 − 𝑓)                 (4 − 1) 
  
4.4 Theoretical Investigation of the Photocatalytic Reduction of CO2 by 2. 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations at the M06 level of theory14 with the SMD 
continuum solvation model15 were performed to investigate the photocatalytic CO2 reduction 
mechanism by 2, and to compute the corresponding 13C isotope effects of the optimized structures 
in the catalytic cycle. The proposed catalytic cycle and the computed free energy changes (ΔG) for 
the reduction of CO2 by 2 under catalytic conditions are presented in Scheme 4-1. Optimized 
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structures are in Table C-3 in Appendix C. The various branching pathways which could lead to 
potential side products are shown in Scheme C-1. 
The proposed mechanism for the reduction of CO2 to CO starts with a pair of one-electron 
reductions, the first with a potential of -1.51 V vs SCE (-1.75 V vs NHE), and the second with a 
potential of -1.99 V vs SCE (-2.23V vs NHE) (Scheme 4-1). The second reduction leads to the 
dissociation of chloride ion with an activation free energy (ΔG‡) of 5.4 kcal/mol, and a free energy 
change (ΔG) of -7.5 kcal/mol, generating the neutral two-electron reduced [Ru]0. The binding of 
CO2 molecule to [Ru]
0 proceeds with ΔG‡ = 9.3 kcal/mol and this process involves net two electron 
transfer from the complex to CO2,1 resulting in the formation of  [Ru–CO2]0. We also considered 
the possibility of chloride dissociating from the one-electron reduced [Ru–Cl]0 species, and the 
subsequent binding of CO2 to the [Ru]
+ but the calculated ΔG‡s were significantly higher than those 
steps involving their two-electron reduced counterparts, and their products were much less stable 
(Scheme C-1). The generated [Ru–CO2]0 can follow two reactions pathways. The first one is the 
addition of a second CO2 molecule to the complex, which would result in the formation of one 
equivalent of CO and CO32- (ΔG‡ = 24.1 kcal/mol). The second possible pathway is the protonation 
of [Ru–CO2]0 forming [Ru–C(O)OH]+. This process is barrierless, and has ΔG of -20.9 kcal/mol 
(Scheme 4-1). Due to the fact that the addition of a proton both has lower activation energy 
requirements and results in a more stable product, we are confident that this protonation step is the 
more likely of the two. 
[Ru–C(O)OH]+ can then either (i) react with another CO2 molecule, leading to the 
production of CO and HCO3- (ΔG‡ = 28.6 kcal/mol) or (ii) react with a proton donor with 
concomitant cleavage of C—OH to generate [Ru–CO]+   and a water molecule (ΔG‡ = 16.3 and 
24.1 kcal/mol respectively for TEOAH+ and H2O as the proton source) or (iii) alternatively further 
reduced to generate [Ru–C(O)OH]0. Depending on the reaction conditions (e.g., the pKa of proton 
source) a competition between pathways (ii) and (iii) is predicted to exist whereas the ΔG‡ 
associated with (i) is prohibitively high for this reaction route to be relevant.   
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Similarly to [Ru–C(O)OH]+, [Ru–C(O)OH]0 can react with a CO2 molecule to generate 
CO and HCO3- (ΔG‡ = 24.0 kcal/mol), or C–OH bond cleavage could occur assisted via either 
TEOAH+ (ΔG‡ = 9.7  kcal/mol)  or H2O (ΔG‡ = 17.4  kcal/mol)  as the proton source. Again, C—
OH bond breakage facilitated by TEOAH+ is the most likely step based on computed activation free 
energies.  The final common product [Ru–CO]+ for all different pathways is thought to evolve CO 
via further reduction reactions regenerating the reactive [Ru]0 species (Scheme 4-1). 
 
Scheme 4-1. Proposed reaction mechanism for CO and formate/formic acid generation from photocatalytic 
reduction of CO2 starting for complex 1.  The computed free energy changes (ΔG) and activation free 
energies (ΔG‡) are in units of kcal/mol and reduction potentials are reported vs SCE. See Computational 
Methods in Appendix C for details. 
 
In addition to the reduction of CO2 to CO, production of formic acid was also observed in 
our experiments and the proposed catalytic cycle for the production of formic acid is presented in 
Scheme 4-1. The proposed mechanism starts with the protonation of vacant site on ruthenium center 
of [Ru]0 by TEOAH+ (ΔG‡ = 5.1 kcal/mol) to generate [Ru–H]+ species. This step is highly 
exergonic (ΔG = -28.3 kcal/mol) and computed pKa for [Ru]0 is 31.2. The second step involves an 
electrophilic attack by CO2 to [Ru–H]+ (ΔG‡ = 13.2 kcal/mol) to form [Ru–OCHO]+ (ΔG = -0.2 
kcal/mol), which represents the rate limiting step for the formate production pathway. Subsequent 
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reduction steps will release formate and result in the formation of the reactive [Ru]0 species (Scheme 
4-1).  
The competition between protonation versus binding of CO2 to [Ru]
0 species  will determine 
the product selectivity of 2 towards generation of formic acid and CO respectively. The computed 
ΔG‡s are close for the protonation (ΔG‡ = 5.1 kcal/mol) and CO2 binding (ΔG‡ = 9.3 kcal/mol) steps 
favoring the former pathway. Moreover, the relative concentration of the proton source and CO2 as 
well as the pKa of the proton source will impose a significant influence on relative production yields 
of formic acid and CO. Under the current experimental conditions, the yields of formic acid are 
larger than the yields of CO, as predicted by the calculations. 
 
4.5 Interpretation of the competitive carbon-13 kinetic isotope effect. 
The experimentally observed 13C KIE represents a weighted average of the 13C KIEs for 
different pathways of CO2 reduction leading to the formation of CO and formic acid as represented 
in equation 2, where x is the fraction of CO2 that was reduced to CO and (1-x) is the fraction reduced 
to formic acid.  
 
𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑥 𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 + (1 − 𝑥)𝐾𝐼𝐸𝐶𝑂         (4 − 2) 
  
The fraction of formic acid under the employed reaction conditions is approximately 80% 
(Table C-2).  
Natural abundance level competitive KIEs include the isotope effects in mechanistic steps 
up to first irreversible step in catalytic reactions during turnover conditions. The proposed catalytic 
cycles indicate that for formic acid generation via the electrophilic attack of CO2 to [Ru–H]+ is the 
first irreversible step whereas CO2 binding to [Ru]
0 species is the first irreversible step for the CO 
evolution pathway. The computed 13C KIEs are KIEformic acid = 1.055 and KIECO = 1.068 for the 
above-mentioned steps. The weighted average according to equation 4-2 is KIEcalc = 1.058 which 
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is in good agreement with the experimentally observed value of KIEexpt = 1.052 ± 0.004. We also 
computed 13C KIEs for several optimized transition state structures associated with different 
pathways and alternative assumptions for the first irreversible step for CO evolution pathway which 
are presented in the supporting information. Interestingly, the 13C KIE for the CO pathway 
resembles the values found for the photochemical CO2 reduction catalyzed by Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl 
(~1.07) determined under similar conditions to those used in the current study.13  
 Within the context of Transition State Theory, the calculated KIEs can be further analyzed 
to provide insights into the contributions to the isotopic discrimination by the various terms, namely, 
13νRC and 13KTS (13KTS = ZPE × EXC × VP).13, 16 The computed isotope effects and individual terms 
indicate that for both the CO2-binding (CO pathway) and CO2 addition to 3 (HCO2H pathway) 13νRC 
represents half of the 13C KIEs observed (13νRC ≈ 1.03) and large ZPE terms are responsible for the 
magnitude of the pseudoequilibrium constant (13KTS) values, 1.038 and 1.026 for the CO pathway 
and HCO2H pathway, respectively. Remarkably, slightly larger 13KTS values, c.a. 1.05, were 
calculated for CO2 binding by the one-electron and two-electron reduced species generated from 
Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl also originating from a large contribution from the ZPE term. 
 
4.6 Conclusions 
 In summary, we demonstrated that 13C KIEs in combination with theoretical calculations 
can be used to study CO2 reduction reactions in which two products are formed, and more 
importantly, we showed the detailed analysis of the determined values. We found that the first 
irreversible step in the CO pathway involves substrate binding to 2. In the HCO2H pathway, the 
results produced a large normal 13C KIE for CO2 insertion into the Ru-H bond with a more reactant-
like transition state structure. This study serves as a reference point for mechanisms associated with 
Ru-catalyzed CO2 transformations and demonstrates that 13C KIEs coupled with theoretical 
calculations is a powerful method to investigate the mechanism of CO2 reduction reactions. 
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 Probing the Mechanisms of Electrocatalytic CO2 
Reduction by Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl and [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6: 
Challenges We Faced, and Obstacles that Future Researchers will 
have to Overcome. 
5.1 Introduction 
The mechanisms for CO2 reduction which we have studied up to this point have included two 
different transition metal polypyridyl complexes, Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl (1; bpy = 2,2’-bipyridine) and 
[Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 (2; tpy = 2,2’:6’,2”-terpyridine), shown in Figure 5-1. We previously analyzed the 
mechanisms of both under photocatalytic conditions. However, both of these complexes are known to 
electrochemically catalyze CO2 reduction, as well.1-8 This is significant because of the difference in applied 
driving force in the two sets of conditions, as well as the reduction potentials they can access. For example, 
Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl can reduce CO2 by two different pathways, which involve the binding of CO2 onto either 
the one-electron reduced (OER) or the two-electron reduce (TER) species of the complex.1 When under 
photocatalytic conditions, the electrons are supplied by triethanolamine (TEOA), which acts as a sacrificial 
reducing agent, according to the half-reaction:9 
𝑇𝐸𝑂𝐴 → 𝑇𝐸𝑂𝐴•+ + 𝑒−;     𝐸 = −1.07 𝑉 𝑣𝑠 𝑁𝐻𝐸 (−1.69 𝑉 𝑣𝑠 𝐹𝑐+ 𝐹𝑐⁄ ) 
 It is likely that the first reduction of the rhenium complex, at -1.09 V vs NHE (-1.71 V vs Fc+/Fc), 
is the only one accessible by TEOA. However, under electrocatalytic conditions, the applied potential is 
controlled by the potentiostat, and can be lowered to become comparable to the second reduction of 
Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl at -1.48 V vs NHE (2.10 V vs Fc+/Fc). The result is that under electrocatalytic conditions, 
the two-electron reduced pathway is accessible. 
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Figure 5-1. Structures of Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl (1) and [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 (2). 
Since each catalyst is reported to be active under multiple sets of experimental conditions, the 
question remains as to whether the mechanism changes from one set of conditions to another, or if it remains 
the same across all of them. The possibility of there being a different mechanism each for photocatalytic 
and electrocatalytic conditions is affected by a few factors. First, the reaction conditions themselves are 
different. When under photocatalytic conditions, the catalyst is in the presence of large amounts of TEOA, 
which serves not only as the electron source, but also as the primary means of transporting protons to the 
carbon dioxide for C—O bond cleavage. By contrast, the electrocatalytic system has no TEOA. A 
supporting electrolyte, usually tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBA PF6), is present in large 
quantities, but this has no way of coordinating with protons. Instead, we must resort to the traditional 
assumption that this role is filled by trace amounts of water.10 
The other concern is the difference in driving force between the two systems. TEOA supplies 
electrons with a potential of E = -1.07 V vs NHE (-1.69 V vs Fc+/Fc) , while under electrocatalytic 
conditions, the applied potential can be controlled by the potentiostat. This difference in applied potential 
is important because it has been observed in deuterium KIE studies that a higher driving force leads to a 
lower isotope effect. This is due to the fact that deuterium has a more accessible first excited vibronic state 
than hydrogen.11 The first excited vibronic state of the reactant must overcome a smaller energy barrier to 
reach its transition state than does its ground-state counterpart, and so it reacts faster. Since this first excited 
vibronic state is more accessible for the heavier isotope, a stronger driving force will increase the reaction 
(1) 
(2) 
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rate more quickly for the heavy isotope than for the light isotope, and so the isotope effect will decrease as 
the driving force increases. 
Similar effects have been observed for heavy atoms as well. When iron is electroplated from an 
aqueous Fe2+ solution onto a glassy carbon electrode, the deposited metal shows enrichment of the 56Fe 
isotope, and this effect becomes more pronounced as the driving force increases.12 They adapted Marcus 
theory equations to account for different isotopes, and presented the following equation: 
ln 𝛼𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 =
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In this equation, αkinetic and αeq are the kinetic and equilibrium isotope fractionation factors, such that: 
𝛼𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 =
1
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                   (5 − 2𝑎) 
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Since the applied potential is present in the second term of the above equation, we can see that the αkinetic 
value, should vary linearly with applied potential, such that the slope of the line is:12 
𝜕 ln 𝛼𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐
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The intercept of this line is composed of the rest of the terms of the above equation, and so would be:12 
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The fact that this relationship between isotope effect and driving force exists for atoms as light as hydrogen 
and as heavy at iron implies that it can be considered a general rule for all isotopically sensitive 
investigations. 
 
5.2 Experimental 
5.2.1 Cyclic Voltammetry 
The bulk electrolysis that we performed for CO2 reduction was with a two-electrode system, which 
lacked a reference electrode. This meant that the catalyst to which the potential was being applied served 
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as its own internal standard. In such a case, the applied potential is the difference between the first oxidation 
potential of the complex, and the reduction potential at which CO2 reduction would take place. We 
performed cyclic voltammetry (CV) on both Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl and [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 with a CHI 
potentiostat in a standard three-electrode system. The working electrode was a glassy carbon electrode, 
which we polished on a buffing pad with a silica/ACN slurry between runs. The counter electrode was a 
platinum wire. The reference electrode was an Ag/AgNO3 cell, which consisted of a silver wire immersed 
in an acetonitrile solution of AgNO3 (0.01M) and tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate 
(TBA PF6; 0.1M) For both cases, our solvent was acetonitrile (ACN), our supporting electrolyte was TBA 
PF6 at a concentration of 0.1M, and the concentration of either complex was 1mM. We used a scan rate of 
100 mV/s. Our scan windows for Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl and [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 were, respectively, 1.5 V 
to -2.3 V and 0.75 V to -2.4 V vs Fc+/Fc (2.1 V, -1.7 V, 1.37 V, and -1.8 V vs NHE, respectively). CV 
measurements were performed in solutions saturated with either N2 or CO2. The N2 measurements were 
performed to observe the redox potentials of each complex, and the CO2 measurements were performed to 
observe the relevant CO2 reduction potentials. We could then use the measured redox potentials to plan for 
bulk electrolysis reactions. 
 
5.2.2 Bulk Electrolysis 
Our bulk electrolysis reaction was performed with a two-electrode cell that was a modified version 
of the special two-bulb flask that we reported in previous papers.13-14 Its design is described in the next 
subsection. All reactions consisted of either Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl or [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 as the catalyst, TBA 
PF6 as the supporting electrolyte, and acetonitrile (ACN) as the solvent. The typical concentrations for 
catalyst and electrolyte were 0.5mM and 0.5M, respectively, and the reaction mixture volume was 20mL. 
Using values determined by CV, our applied potentials were -3.3V for Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl and -2.7V for 
[Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6. As in previous reports, CO2 could only be present in relatively low quantities, so as 
to accommodate the small volume of the glass tube in which the analyte gas would be sealed. As such, we 
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used a gas mixture that was 3% CO2 balanced with N2. Bulk electrolysis was performed for a range of times 
to obtain various fractions of reduced CO2. 
 
5.2.3 Modified Two-bulb Flask 
In our previous reports, a custom two-bulb flask was used as a 
stage in our isotope effect manifold, which served as the reaction vessel. 
It could also be separated from the vacuum line and moved to a light 
source for driving the photocatalytic reduction. For our electrochemical 
experiments, one such flask was modified with the introduction of a pair 
of electrodes. The working electrode was a platinum wire which on one 
end was threaded through a platinum gauze, and on the other end was 
threaded through the side of the lower bulb of the flask (Figure 5-2). We 
included the gauze as a way to increase the surface area of the working 
electrode. The counter electrode was a single platinum wire which was threaded through the cap used to 
seal the mouth on the lower bulb. Regarding the wires that had been threaded through glass, the metal-glass 
interface does not form an air-tight seal, so we administered an epoxy bonding agent to these sections of 
the flask to prevent any gas or solvent leaks. Specifically, this bonding agent was Varian Torr Seal Vacuum 
Equipment High Vacuum Epoxy Resin, which can be purchased online by various retailers. 
 
5.2.4 CO2 Collection 
After bulk electrolysis was performed on a sample, the modified two-electrode flask was 
transferred from the potentiostat, back onto the manifold. The method used for extracting the CO2, to 
measure the reaction progress and then for isolating it in a flame-sealed glass tube for analysis by isotope 
ratio mass spectrometry is the same as we reported in Section 2.2.13-14  
 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 5-2. Custom two-bulb flask 
modified for electrocatalysis with (a) a 
Pt gauze as a working electrode and 
(b) a Pt wire as a counter electrode. 
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5.2.5 Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (IR-MS) 
The collected gas samples were injected into an IR-MS, and their δ 12C/13C values were measured 
against that of a reference gas, with Pee Dee Belemnite as a standard (vPDB). 
 
5.2.6 Computational Details 
We calculated the reaction energies and isotope effects with density functional theory (DFT) and 
the M06 functional.15 For the optimization, the SDD-ECP basis set was used for both rhenium and 
ruthenium, and 6-31G(d)16 was used for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and chlorine. For all final 
single point calculations, the SDD-ECP basis set17 was used for both rhenium and ruthenium, and 6-
311+G(2df,p) was used for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and chlorine. The SMD continuum 
solvation model for acetonitrile was used for the solvent.18 
 
5.3 Results 
The full redox cycle of both 1 and 2 under N2 are presented together as cyclic voltammograms in 
Figure 5-3. Meanwhile, Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 show CVs under both N2 and CO2 for 1 and 2, 
respectively. For Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl, the oxidation potential is at 1.17 V vs Fc+/Fc (1.79  V vs NHE), and the 
two reduction peaks are at -1.71 V and -2.10 V vs Fc/Fc+ (-1.09 V and -1.48 V vs NHE, respectively). CO2 
reduction occurs primarily at the second reduction peak. The distance between the oxidation peak and the 
catalytically active reduction peak is 3.27 V. For [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, the oxidation potential is at 
0.58 V Fc+/Fc (1.20 V vs NHE), and the reduction potentials are at -1.74 V, -1.87 V and -2.23 V vs Fc/Fc+ 
(-1.12 V, -1.25 V, and -1.61 V vs NHE), respectively. The third reduction potentials is the one considered 
to be the primarily active in CO2 reduction, even though the respective reduction wave peaks at -
2.11 V vs Fc+/Fc (-1.49 V vs NHE), shortly before the third reduction peak under inert conditions. The 
difference between this third reduction peak and the single oxidation peak is 2.69 V.  
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Figure 5-3. Cyclic voltammograms of (a) Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl and (b) [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6. The catalytically 
active CO2 reduction potential of (a) is its second reduction peak, and that of (b) is its third reduction peak. 
 
Figure 5-4. Cyclic voltammogram of 1 (1mM) in a solution saturated with N2 (blue) and CO2 (red). The 
solvent was acetonitrile, and the supporting electrolyte was TBA PF6 (100mM). 
(a) 
(b) 
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Figure 5-5. Cyclic voltammogram of 2 (1mM) in a solution saturated with N2 (blue) and CO2 (red). The 
solvent was acetonitrile, and the supporting electrolyte was TBA PF6 (100mM). 
The plot of ln(Rf/R0) vs ln(1-f) is presented in Figure 5-6. The value of this slope is accounted for 
in the Rayleigh equation (Eq 5-5),13 which we use to calculate a KIE of 1.022 ± 0.004. 
𝐾𝐼𝐸 =  [1 +
ln(𝑅𝑓 𝑅0⁄ )
ln(1 − 𝑓)
]
−1
                    (5 − 5) 
 
Figure 5-6. Plot of ln(Rf/R0) vs ln(1-f) for the reduction of CO2 by Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl 
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In contrast with our success with obtaining the 13C KIE of CO2 reduction by Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl, our 
results with [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 are less clear. The slope of the ln(Rf/R0) vs ln(1-f) plot implies a 13C KIE 
of 1.014 ± 0.004. However, the R-value is relatively poor when compared with that of other KIE 
measurements that we have performed. Furthermore, the intercept of the fitted line is quite far from the 
origin point. The standard error of y, indicated by the error bars, shows that the data point at the origin is 
not close enough to the line to be statistically relevant. We attempted to refine the data set by collecting 
additional isotopically enriched CO2 samples, but this resulted in a nonsensical plot that gave no indication 
of a realistic isotope effect value. One cannot even say from the new data set that the KIE is 1, which would 
indicate no isotope enrichment, because that would still require a y-intercept at or near the origin point, 
which its fitted line does not have. Both data sets are given in Figure 5-7. 
 
Figure 5-7. Plots of ln(Rf/R0) vs ln(1-f) for the reduction of CO2 by [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6. Plot (a) is the 
initial data set, for which the fitted line has an equation of y= -0.14168x + 0.0074216; R = 0.83325, and 
13C KIE = 1.014. Plot (b) is the result of the attempted follow-up. 
 
The structures and energies for all species produced throughout the mechanism, as well as the 
activation energies and isotope effects for the transition states, were calculated. The fully proposed 
mechanism is shown in Scheme 5-1. The first step is a reduction of 1, with a potential of -2.18 V vs SCE 
(-2.42 V vs NHE), accompanied by the dissociation of Cl- from the complex. After this, there are two 
pathways that thesystem can take. One is the insertion of CO2 onto the one-electron reduced species, and 
(a) (b) 
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the other is a second reduction, with a required potential of -1.83 V (-2.07 V vs NHE). We believe that this 
latter option is more likely than the former, due to our observations in cyclic voltammetry. The 
voltammogram shows that CO2 reduction occurs at the second reduction peak of 1, which is in agreement 
with observations made by other researchers.1, 19 On top of this, CO2 binding onto the two-electron reduced 
species has lower activation free energy requirements than the same process on the one-electron reduced 
species. Finally, our bulk electrolysis experiments were set to operate at this second reduction potential, so 
CO2 most likely binds onto the two-electron reduced species. This CO2 binding step has a computationally 
determined equilibrium isotope effect of 1.050. 
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Scheme 5-1. (a) Computationally determined mechanism for electrocatalytic CO2 reduction by 1, based on 
the observed 13C KIE, and (b) an expanded view of the branching paths for the C–O bond cleavage step. 
All potentials are presented vs SCE. All energies are in kcal/mol. 
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Once CO2 binds onto the rhenium center, a proton binds to one of the oxygen atoms on CO2, which 
has a small inverse equilibrium isotope effect of 0.989. From this point, there are two different possible 
pathways. The first is that of reduction, followed by C—O bond cleavage by the addition of a second proton, 
which we assumed was introduced by a molecule of water, present in the solution in trace amounts. The 
second pathway is the reverse of this, and involves C—O bond cleavage, followed by a reduction. 
 Regarding the water molecules which coordinate with the bound CO2, we made two different sets 
of assumptions, and compared the results. The first set of assumptions involved the coordination of only a 
single water molecule with the oxygen. The second set of assumptions involved a coordination chain of 
two water molecules, one end of which coordinated with the carbon-bound oxygen. This produced a total 
of four different cases that we studied: C—O cleavage by a single water molecule before reduction, C—O 
cleavage by a two-molecule water chain before reduction, C—O cleavage by a single water molecule after 
reduction, and C—O cleavage by the two-molecule water chain after reduction. Respectively, these steps 
had activation energies of 31.9, 31.2, 30.9, and 28.4 kcal/mol. In the same order, their 13C KIEs were 1.038, 
1.036, 1.040, and 1.035. In the upcoming discussion, we will consider the conditions of the reduced species 
and the two-molecule water chain, because it has the lowest activation energy, and the smallest predicted 
isotope effect. However, we stress that the real mechanism could include a blend of all four of these steps, 
since the transition states all have similar energetic requirements, and the difference in isotope effects is 
small enough that we would not be able to reasonably differentiate between them within the limits of our 
current experimental methodology. The kinetic isotope effect for the total reaction is a product of the 
intrinsic kinetic isotope effect at the first irreversible step, and the intrinsic equilibrium isotope effects for 
all isotopically sensitive steps prior to the first irreversible step.20-21 In order, the isotopically sensitive steps 
are CO2 binding, first protonation, reduction, and second protonation, which results in C—O bond cleavage. 
Based on the intrinsic isotope effect of each step, given above, the calculated KIE of the reaction is as 
follows: 
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𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐸𝐼𝐸𝐶𝑂2 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 × 𝐸𝐼𝐸𝐻+ × 𝐸𝐼𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑑 × 𝐾𝐼𝐸𝐶−𝑂 𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 1.050 × 0.989 × 1.002 × 1.035
= 1.077 
 
Interestingly, this value is in reasonable agreement with our value for CO2 reduction under photocatalytic 
conditions.14 However, when compared with our experimentally determined value of CO2 reduction under 
electrocatalytic conditions, 1.022 ± 0.004, the difference is substantial. 
 We can use Marcus theory for kinetics of electron transfer to account for the fact that the 
experimental (1.022) and computational (1.077) KIEs do not align. The relationship between driving force 
and isotope effect has been demonstrated for a variety of systems. Kavner, et al. studied this relationship 
for the electroplating of Fe2+ onto a glass carbon electrode.12  
 Up until this point, we have used three different electron sources to drive CO2 reduction with 
Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl. One is the potentiostat, which we have mentioned above, wherein we used an applied 
potential of -2.34 V vs Fc/Fc+ (-3.3 V vs Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl). The others, which we covered in previous 
chapters, were Na(Hg) amalgam, which applies a potential of -2.71 V vs NHE (-3.33 V vs Fc+/Fc), and 
triethanolamine (TEOA), which when under photochemical conditions applies a potential 
of -1.07 V vs NHE (-1.69 V vs Fc+/Fc). Respectively, these electron sources produced isotope effects of 
1.022, 1.0169, and 1.070. Equation 5-2a allows us to obtain our αkinetic values directly from these KIEs. If 
we consider equations 5-2 to 5-5, we can plot ln(αkinetic) versus applied potential, we obtain these three 
points in scatterplot on Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5-8. Plot of applied potential (Vapp) vs ln(α) for CO2 reduction by Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl, with three 
different electron donors: Na(Hg) amalgam (-2.71 V vs NHE), potentiostat under electrocatalytic conditions 
(-2.74 V vs NHE), and TEOA under photocatalytic conditions (-1.07 V vs NHE). The error bars are based 
on the error in the 13C KIE. The fitted line has an equation of y = -0.029748x – 0.10038; R = 0.99486. 
 
This negative correlation between isotope effect and applied potential certainly agrees with 
observations made by other groups, both in terms of much lighter atoms, such as the deuterium KIE,11 and 
for systems involving heavier atoms, such as with the electroplating of iron onto an electrode.12 However, 
the question of whether the reaction mechanism changes as the applied potential becomes more negative 
remains an open one. Additional data are needed before any definite conclusion can be reached.  
 When determining whether a catalyst works either by a single mechanism, or by two mechanisms 
dependent on the driving force, the data plotted to ln αkinetic vs Vapplied should fit to a single straight line if 
the mechanism remains the same as the driving force increases. However, if at lower potentials, the 
mechanism changes substantially, then this data set would be less suited to be fit to a single line. More 
likely, there will be a pair of lines that could be fit to two different portion of the data set, which would 
indicate the point at which the reaction would switch over from one mechanism to the other. It is impossible 
to tell from our current plot in Figure 5-8 whether or not the mechanism changes with applied potential. 
The two points corresponding to the use of Na(Hg) amalgam and the potentiostat are so close together that 
they might be considered to be a single point. Unfortunately, this leaves us with only two data points, one 
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from either Na(Hg) amalgam or the potentiostat, and the other from the photocatalytic conditions. The fact 
that a near-perfect linear fit exists between these points is trivial, and not at all useful, except to demonstrate 
a negative correlation between ln(α) and applied potential. A more complete investigation of this 
relationship would require us to obtain isotope effects from a series of catalytic systems in which we use 
many more applied potentials. Figure 5-9 shows the hypothetical comparison of what a more complete ln(α) 
vs V plot would resemble, and how such a plot might look if it was indicative of only a single mechanism, 
or a pair of driving-force-dependent mechanisms. 
 
Figure 5-9. Hypothetical ln(a) vs Vapp plots, for which the mechanism (a) stays the same or (b) changes, 
with an increase in applied potential. 
 
If one wanted to perform these experiments under only photocatalytic conditions, the researcher 
could use sacrificial electron donors which themselves operate at a range of potentials. Some such reducing 
agents, and their respective electrostatic potentials versus NHE, include TEOA (-1.07 V), 
benzyldihydronicotinamide (BNAH; -0.81 V), N,N-dimethylaniline (DMA; -1.05 V), 
4-dimethylaminotoluene (DMT; -0.95 V), triethylamine (TEA; -0.93 V), triphenylphosphine (PPh3; -1.22 
V), and tri-n-propylamine (TPA; -1.22 V).22 It is worth noting, however, that none of these will apply a 
potential below -1.22 V. While this is good for the first reduction potential of 1, at -1.09 V vs NHE 
(-1.71 V vs Fc+/Fc), it falls short of the second reduction at -1.48 V vs NHE (-2.10 V vs Fc+/Fc). Although 
(a) (b) 
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electron donors with potentials similar to or lower than that of TEOA may be able to produce the OER 
species of the catalyst, we may have problems obtaining the TER species. Performing the desired analyses 
would require the development of a number of sacrificial electron donors which apply potentials between -
1.3 V and -2.0 V vs NHE, which itself would be a substantial detour in the research goals of our group. 
A small handful of sacrificial electron donors with appreciably low potentials exist, notably, sulfide 
(S2-) and sulfite (SO32-), which form their respective radicals, S•- and SO3•- when irradiated in the presence 
of cadmium sulfide (CdS), and have applied potentials of -1.7 V and -2.4 V (vs NHE). Historically, these 
have been used to aid in the catalytic production of H2, and might also be used to drive photocatalytic 
reduction of CO2 by the rhenium catalyst.23 However, anyone wishing to work with these should be aware 
that they currently carry their own complications. One issue is that that both sulfide and sulfite require CdS 
in order to work, and the presence of extra additives make the reaction mixture, and therefore the subsequent 
analysis, that much more complicated. CdS in particular, has been observed to behave as a photocatalyst 
for CO2 reduction.24 If it competes with the rhenium catalyst, it will make the isotope effect analysis even 
more complex than it already is. 
The other issue is that the S2- ions can form disulfide (S22-), which acts as an optical filter, blocking 
desired light from reaching the catalyst. Furthermore, the formation of disulfide is driven by the reaction of 
sulfide with protons, which are needed for C—O bond cleavage. A mixture of sulfide and sulfite are needed 
together to prevent disulfide formation.25 Since the two sulfurous components have different applied 
potentials, this would complicate the analysis of the dependence of isotope effects on applied potentials. 
If the appropriate sacrificial electron donors are not available, then the other option would be to 
perform these experiments under electrochemical conditions. The advantages here would be that the 
reaction mixture could be identical for all runs, and the applied potential could be adjusted in regular 
increments. However, our current bulk electrolysis setup currently has its own set of challenges. As was 
mentioned in the description of the modified two-bulb flask, the glass-metal interface caused by threading 
the platinum wire through the wall of the flask is not air-tight, and a bonding agent is needed to create a 
seal. While the high R-value of the ln(Rf/R0) vs ln(1-f) plot for 1 indicates that the seals performed 
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adequately, the quality of the seal is still subject to degradation. When we attempted similar electrochemical 
experiments with [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, residue from the reaction mixture started to leak through one of 
the seals. This required us to strip off the hardened bonding agent and apply a new layer. This is a delicate 
procedure for which even a slight error could lead to the wire or flask getting damaged. Due to the 
permanent nature by which the wire is threaded through the glass, this type of damage would require an 
expensive repair. 
In addition to the sealing issues introduced by our wiring setup, we also have a problem in how the 
flask reacts to internal pressure. The cap and both stopcocks are all made of ground glass components, and 
treated with a heavy, chemical resistant vacuum grease. This makes the system well-sealed against the 
vacuum pressure we put against it (~0.02 mmHg). However, in its current design, there is no way to reliably 
seal against pressure build-up from within the flask. This could happen by the production of gaseous 
byproducts during the course of bulk electrolysis. While we never observed this problem with the 
Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl system, this occurred a handful of times with the [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 experiments. 
Every time this occurred was at some point in the middle of an overnight electrocatalysis run, and was 
characterized by the cap, which also contained the counter electrode, having popped out of its fitting. This 
was often also accompanied by the release of a small amount of reaction mixture. The use of stiff elastics 
have been attempted to aid in retention, but this is a tenuous solution, as the elastics still have some give, 
and the glass components to which they attach remain small and delicate. A redesign of the electrochemical 
apparatus is recommended, and will be one of the topics of the next chapter. 
Regarding the relatively poor data for the [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, there are a few possibilities of 
what may have caused this. The first is due to the likely degradation of the catalyst throughout the course 
of each electrocatalytic run. Although there appear to be no reported instances of this complex degrading 
at the cathode (working electrode), there have been several reports of degradation at the anode (counter 
electrode) by a demetalation pathway.26 In our two-electrode setup, the working electrode is a platinum 
wire threaded through a small platinum gauze, and the counter electrode is a simple platinum wire. Although 
the surface area of the working electrode is greater than that of the counter electrode, this difference is 
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nowhere near the scale of that seen for typical bulk electrolytic setups, in which the working electrode is, 
for example, a porous carbon electrode. Meanwhile, we regularly observed an induction period during these 
runs, for which several hours of electrolysis would pass before we saw any evidence of reduction occurring. 
It is possible that large amounts of the complex degraded at the counter electrode before the desired CO2 
reduction even began. Unfortunately, we were unable to perform any meaningful analysis of the reaction 
mixture after electrolysis, because the supporting electrolyte was present in enormous quantities relative to 
the other reaction components, and we have not yet found a way of separating the electrolyte in such a way 
that the rest of the reaction mixture is available for analysis. 
Given our observations of the induction period and the tendency of the ruthenium complex to 
undergo oxidative degradation, it might help to maximize the surface area of the working electrode relative 
to the counter electrode. A carbon basket or a stripe of carbon fiber cloth might be preferable to a small 
platinum gauze. This will allow the ruthenium catalyst to be reduced much faster than it can be oxidized, 
which should allow the desired CO2 reduction to occur before too much of the catalyst degrades, as well as 
mitigate unaccounted for side reactions which might also be contributing to error in the isotope effect. 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
 The 13C KIE for CO2 reduction by Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl under electrocatalytic conditions was 1.022. 
This is considerably lower than the KIE for the same process under photocatalytic conditions, which was 
1.070. Our experimental results under electrocatalytic conditions are similarly disparate from the theoretical 
value for CO2 reduction under electrocatalytic conditions, which was 1.077. We believe that this relatively 
low KIE is due to the use of an applied potential more negative than what is necessary to drive this reaction 
forward, and that the calculations did not predict this result because they did not take this into account. 
Although there is no direct linear relationship between the isotope effect and applied potential, there is such 
a correlation between applied potential and the natural logarithm of the isotope fractionation factor, which 
can be derived from the KIE. This has been observed for other electrochemical systems, and we predict that 
we should be able to observe the same trend for a CO2 reduction system. Testing this further will require 
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several more sets of electrocatalytic CO2 runs, in which the KIE will be determined over a range of applied 
potentials. 
 In contrast to our results with Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl, our work with [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 remains 
inconclusive. Preliminary isotope effect measurements suggest activity similar to what we observed with 
the rhenium catalyst, but a redesign of the system is needed to achieve more consistent and reliable results. 
Our current electrocatalytic setup for measuring the KIE is not adequate for dealing with certain nuances 
in the behavior of [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, such as the oxidative degradation of the complex at the counter 
electrode, or the apparent buildup of pressure within the electrocatalytic cell. This redesign would have to 
include both a larger working electrode and a way to reliably seal the system against an internal pressure 
buildup. The same questions we have about whether the CO2 reduction mechanism by Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl 
changes under different sets of conditions also apply to [RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6. Once we have addressed the 
design challenges, we can once again start answering these questions for the ruthenium complex. 
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 Looking Forward: Future Prospects, Design Limitations, 
and Suggestions for Improvement 
6.1 Introduction 
The catalytic systems that we have explored thus far were chosen specifically with the long-term 
goal of converting CO2 into a carbon-neutral fuel source. However, since our CO2 collection apparatus is 
essentially a series of cold traps, it could conceivably be used for the study of any reaction in which CO2 is 
a reactant or product. This opens up the possibility for the study not only of additional CO2 reduction 
catalysis under various conditions, but for other CO2-based reactions, as well. However, some of these 
reactions require conditions which our current reaction vessel is not equipped to handle. Some of these 
conditions include the necessity of working with UV light, which is not feasible without using quartz 
glassware, or pressurized reaction contents, which require a more robust means of sealing the vessel. The 
first section of this chapter will list some CO2-based reactions from the literature for which 13C KIE analysis 
might provide a significant contribution. The next section will detail the limitations in our current design 
that will have to be addressed in order to perform these analyses. Finally, several design alterations, 
including diagrams, which should serve to fix these problems, will be proposed. 
 
6.2 Homogeneous Catalysts for CO2-Based Reactions 
13C KIEs have historically been used as mechanistic probes for enzymatic decarboxylation 
reactions,1 but such reactions are not limited to biological systems. For example, one such family of 
reactions is the decarboxylative fluorination of aliphatic carboxylic acid, which is catalyzed by Ag+, and 
uses SELECTFLUOR as a fluorine source.2-4 These reactions produce fluorinated compounds in high 
yields. Due to the applications of such compounds in a wide variety of fields, including pharmaceuticals,5-
6 agrochemicals,7 and materials,8-9 their efficient production is a valuable industrial process. This family of 
reactions is still new in the literature. A 13C KIE analysis of the CO2 produced by decarboxylation could 
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provide insight into the transition state of decarboxylative fluorination, which could lead to more efficient 
reaction conditions or smart design of carboxylic acids which may fluorinate in near-perfect yields. 
Another example of catalytic reactions involving carbon dioxide is the copolymerization of CO2 
with epoxide to create poly(propylene carbonate) (PPC).10-19 This is a versatile polymer with a variety of 
applications, including as additives to toughen epoxy resins and as a component in biodegradable plastic.20 
It could also be used as a way to trap and store CO2 in a safe and non-volatile way. The production of PPC 
is most often catalyzed by cobalt(III) salen complexes, but several other catalysts, including zinc glutarate21 
and transition metal complexes of corrole or porphyrin derivatives,19, 22 are known as well. Progress has 
been made on the efficiency and selectivity of, as well as mechanistic insights into, these catalysts in recent 
years.22 An isotope effect analysis as a mechanistic probe would complement well the literature of PPC 
production chemistry. 
 
6.3 Heterogeneous Catalysts 
All of the reactions discussed so far have been of homogeneous systems. However, heterogeneous 
catalysts are more broadly desirable for practical applications, due to their greater stability and recyclability, 
as well as high low turnover numbers and quantum yields of CO2 reduction catalysis.23-26 However, they 
can suffer from decreased product selectivity relative to their homogeneous counterparts.23 Researchers 
have sought to address this issue through several different catalyst design schemes. One such system is 
composed of a traditionally homogeneous catalytic transition metal complex covalently bound to the 
surface of a heterogeneous photosensitizing semiconductor.25 One such example of CO2 reduction by this 
type of system is that of a [Co(cyclam)Cl2]Cl (where cyclam is 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane) complex 
deposited onto TiO2,27 which demonstrated a relatively high turnover number after only a few hours. This 
system was recently published, and although the activity of the catalyst is known, its mechanism has yet to 
be determined. Nevertheless, the favorable properties of this and similar systems may mean that we will 
soon use 13C KIE studies of CO2 reduction by heterogeneous catalysts. In addition to the family of 
heterogeneous catalysts mentioned above, there is also a wide array of semiconductors containing 
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catalytically active surfaces.26 There are also pure nonmetal carbon-based systems, such as doped graphene 
or carbon nanotubes.28 With the large number of known catalysts in this field, it is our hope that 13C KIE 
analysis can soon become a staple of CO2 reduction chemistry, much as it is for many systems in 
enzymology and geochemistry. 
 
6.4 Design limitations of apparatus 
 Before generalized implementation of the analysis of 13C KIE for CO2-based reactions can become 
a reality, however, we need to address a few design limitations in our apparatus. The first problem is that 
the reaction flask is not capable of handling pressurized contents. This has been most immediately apparent 
with the electrocatalytic CO2 reduction by [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6. Throughout the course of electrolysis, the 
reaction mixture would occasionally produce additional gases, and cause the cap, which also housed the 
counter electrode, to pop off. The need to work in a pressurized environment extends to other prospective 
projects, as well. For example, we attempted to reproduce the photocatalytic CO2 reduction with 
CoIII(cyclam)X/TiO2, without success. When we contacted the author, he recommended that we run the 
reaction at higher CO2 pressures, something which we were unable to do with the current design. Likewise, 
the CO2/epoxide copolymerization catalysts have been reported to work better under high pressures.19 
 Another issue, less serious than the pressure sensitivity, but still worth mentioning, is the shape of 
the reaction flask. It was intentionally designed so that it could be removed from the manifold and 
transported to a light source or a potentiostat while keeping the contents isolated from the surrounding 
atmosphere. It was made of as few pieces as possible to minimize the number of places in which a leak 
could occur, and for this purpose the design performs admirably. However, the single small opening in the 
lower bulb makes cleaning a tedious process. This is of little concern when homogeneous catalysts are 
being used, as they can be easily rinsed out with solvent. The issue becomes more apparent when 
heterogeneous catalysts are added. For example, the CoIII(cyclam)X/TiO2 system left behind a cloudy 
residue on the inside of the flask. Although an internet search will tell you that the best way to remove this 
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is with very hot sulfuric acid, we could greatly simplify the cleaning process by being able to physically 
wipe down the interior, but the shape of the flask precluded this option. 
Another limitation is that the standard reaction vessel is made of borosilicate glass. While this glass 
is relatively durable and inexpensive, it is a poor transmitter of ultraviolet (UV) light. Certain photocatalyst 
components, including the TiO2 photosensitizer, absorb only in the UV region. Quartz glass, which is much 
more expensive, is required when performing UV photochemistry. We attempted to rectify this problem by 
commissioning the production of an altered reaction flask which had a quartz window fused into it, but the 
parameters required to seamlessly fuse quartz with borosilicate had a few unintended consequences. First, 
it greatly increased the volume of the flask. Since we introduced CO2 into the reaction vessel by pre-
saturating our solvent, the larger volume resulted in a lower CO2 pressure for any given amount of gas 
introduced into the system. It also left the flask in an odd, elongated shape, which diminished the 
effectiveness of stirring, and made cleaning the flask a legitimate challenge. Figure 6-1 illustrates the 
differences between a standard flask and one modified with a quartz window. 
 
Figure 6-1. Comparative diagrams of (a) the standard two-bulb apparatus, made of borosilicate glass and 
(b) an apparatus modified with (i) a quartz window, connected to the bulb by (ii) a quartz/borosilicate 
gradient. 
 
Finally, the single-piece nature of the flask means that an entire flask needs to be altered for each 
change in experimental conditions. We used our original design for the photocatalytic experiments of both 
(a) (b) 
(i) 
(ii) 
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the Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl and [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, as well as the Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl experiments where we used 
Na(Hg) amalgam as the sacrificial electron donor. One of these flasks had to be sacrificed to make the two-
electrode piece for the electrocatalytic experiments. Since the working electrode of this two-electrode cell 
is threaded through the lower bulb, any damage to the electrode necessitates that the entire piece be 
submitted for repair. We encountered a similar issue with the quartz window that we added to one flask for 
irradiating catalysts with UV light, in that it was not until after the flask was built that we realized the 
possibility of needing a pressurized system. 
 
6.5 Updated Design Suggestions 
6.5.1 Photocatalytic Setup 
The ideal redesigned reaction vessel would satisfy all of the following criteria. It should be able to 
withstand internal pressures higher than 1 atm to cope with the elevated pressure requirements previously 
reported in the literature,17 and should have a gas inlet that allows the contents to be pressurized. Its opening 
should be large enough that one can easily scrub off residue that is difficult to rinse with solvent alone. It 
should also have a modular design, which would allow the relevant components to be swapped in depending 
on the desired reaction conditions. 
The following design is a suggestion on how one might fulfill all of the necessary criteria. A 
supplier that produces high quality custom glassware, such as ChemGlass, should be contacted to verify 
the feasibility of the design, suggest further improvements, and provide exact dimensions of all the pieces. 
Nevertheless, this design is a good starting point for addressing some of the shortcomings of the current 
two-bulb apparatus. 
The primary vessel should be a heavy-walled flask, capable of withstanding high pressures. These 
flasks are available from ChemGlass in a wide range of volumes, and are intended to work at internal 
pressures up to 2.5 atm. They have been tested to be safe up to 10 atm, but this is not recommended. 
Nevertheless, the ability to work at some kind of elevated pressure will still be beneficial for increasing 
reaction rates, which should maximize the rate of output for reduced CO2 samples. 
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These flasks come with a PTFE cap. This cap will have to be heavily modified or replaced entirely 
to fulfill the desired functions of the reaction flask. Figure 6-2 shows a view of the cap from the top and a 
cutaway view of the side. A total of ten holes can be cut through the cap (Figure 6-2a). Four of these will 
cut down into the middle of the cap, such that they open up into the flask. Into the middle hole, one can 
affix a quartz window, which will allow for the introduction of UV light into the reaction mixture. A tube 
would have to pass through each of the other three holes. These tubes should be long enough that they 
protrude from the top of the cap, and each serves its own function. The first one will be connected to the 
solvent reservoir, and will be used to introduce solvent into the reaction mixture. The second will be 
connected to a CO2 tank, and will be used to pressurize the reaction vessel with CO2. The last one will be 
connected to the manifold, and will serve the purpose of CO2 extraction. Each of these can be connected to 
their respective components by a Swagelok ball valve. To ensure that these tubes stay firmly fixed in place, 
it may be necessary to have them milled in such a way that they have a shoulder which sits inside a more 
widely cut section at the top of the hole. 
 
Figure 6-2. Diagram of the custom PTFE cap for pressurized or photocatalytic isotope effect studies from 
(a) a top view and (b) a cutaway side view. 
 
There will have to be a way of securing both the tubes and the quartz window into the cap in a 
pressure-tight manner. As such, the cap itself probably should be composed of multiple pieces (Figure 
(a) (b) 
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6-2b). The lower segment will contain the threading needed to secure it to the flask. The upper portion will 
sit on top of this, and be fixed in place by a series of nuts and bolts. The quartz window, as well as the 
shoulders for each of the tubes, can each sit on top of a Viton O-ring. These O-rings will be compressed 
when the upper and lower portions of the cap are screwed together, and act as pressure-tight gaskets. 
The cap will need to be large enough that it will retain its structural integrity even after these holes 
have been added. As such, it might be necessary to have a custom-ordered flask for which the threaded 
region is larger than the one that comes standard on these sorts of products. 
This configuration should allow for a pressure-tight setup, while also having a quartz window that 
does not need to be permanently fused to the system. This should make possible the isotope effect analysis 
of such photocatalytic reactions as CO2 reduction by the TiO2/Co(cyclam) heterogeneous catalyst. We can 
use this vessel to perform other reactions that are not light-sensitive, such as copolymerization of CO2 and 
epoxide to make PPC, since we will be able to pressurize the container. All components involved can be 
easily separated and cleaned, and damage to the system will involve the replacement of only a single piece, 
rather than the entire apparatus. 
 
6.5.2 Electrocatalytic Setup 
While some of the catalysts mentioned above are photocatalysts, we are also interested in studying 
electrocatalytic systems. We would need a different cap for these experiments, one which is missing the 
quartz window, but has additional holes for the insertion of a working electrode and a counter electrode. 
This cap design is presented in Figure 6-3. The electrodes used should be ones specifically designed with 
an air-tight seal in mind. Some design examples are present in the literature.29 There are also several 
commercially available gas-tight electrochemical cells, and can be consulted for design ideas, if 
necessary.30-31 As was mentioned above, the main concern with the electrocatalytic setup is the apparent 
buildup of byproduct gases within the reaction vessel. For reactions such as catalytic CO2 reduction by 
[RuII(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, additional pressurization of the system is not desired, so the setup shown below does 
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not have a pressurization port. However, one could add such a port if they desired that function in their 
experiments. 
The relatively large opening of the reaction vessel should allow for the use of working electrodes 
with a larger surface area than the one that we inserted into our two-bulb apparatus. Also, the open and 
modular nature of the design should allow for working electrodes to be removed with relative ease. This 
will make it simpler to either clean a dirty electrode or replace a damaged one. This will also give a person 
the option to experiment with different kinds of electrode materials, such as a carbon cloth or a large 
platinum gauze, to determine which one is preferable for their reaction conditions. 
 
Figure 6-3. Image of custom PTFE cap for electrocatalytic isotope effect studies, from (a) a top view and 
(b) a cutaway side view. 
 
6.5.3 Carbon Monoxide Collection 
The design described above should address the foreseen necessity of working in a pressurized 
environment, but there is a second limitation of our current setup, which is that it only allows for the 
collection of CO2. When we used catalysts such as Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl, the only product was CO. Because of 
this, we should be able to get the same data from either CO2 or CO. The isotope effect measured for each 
gas would give us a way to corroborate our findings. More important, though, are reactions which yield 
multiple products, as was the case when we used [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6. In this case, we worked under the 
(a) 
(b) 
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assumption that the isotope effect we measured was a weighted average associated with the production of 
CO and formate. However, the results could give us a better idea of how the averages balanced out if we 
could obtain the isotope effects for the production of at least one of the products, such as CO. This is 
complicated by the fact that CO is harder to collect than CO2. We might be able to collect CO with molecular 
sieves, which we could place in the final collection tube of the manifold. These would be flame-sealed into 
the tube, along with the gas, but could be recovered after these tubes were opened for the release and 
measurement of the gas. If this was the case, N2 would no longer be suitable for balancing the gas mixture. 
The adsorption of N2 on molecular sieves is comparable to that of CO,32 so the gas collected in the sieves 
would likely be a mixture of the two. This is problematic because CO and N2 have identical molecular 
weights, so the isotope ratio mass spectrometer would be unable to differentiate between the two if they 
were mixed. At the very least, the balance gas would have to be changed to Ar, which shows very low 
adsorption on molecular sieves,32-33 and has a molecular weight much higher than that of CO. 
If storing in molecular sieves proves to be unreliable, or if the system is unfeasible for some other 
reason, then we would need to make more extensive modifications to the manifold. This would require the 
addition of a new module in between the cold traps and the measurement and collection chamber. This 
would work by converting all CO back into CO2, which could then be more easily collected at the end in 
the standard flame-sealed glass tube. The 13C/12C isotope ratio of this newly converted CO should remain 
the same, as long as the entire sample is converted. A diagram for this module is given in Figure 6-4. 
It involves a set of branching pathways in which the gas could travel. The upper pathway would 
serve to transport CO2, once all the other gases had been separated from it. The lower pathway is explicitly 
for the collection of the produced CO. The CO would be frozen in an additional trap containing molecular 
sieves. This CO would then be mixed with oxygen, and this gas mixture will be transferred into a tube 
containing a known CO oxidation catalyst. There are many options here,34-35 so the exact choice of catalyst 
can be left to the discretion of the researcher. This portion will be heated in a tube furnace until all CO has 
been oxidized. From here, the resulting CO2 can be transferred into the final stage of the manifold. This 
method will result in the collection of two CO2 samples for each catalytic reaction. One sample will be the 
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unreacted CO2, which we have traditionally measured, and the other sample will be the result of a 1-to-1 
conversion of the produced CO. 
 
Figure 6-4. Additional module for collecting isotopically enriched CO. 
6.6 Conclusions 
The designs, experiments, and results presented in this dissertation have served as proof-of-concept 
for how isotope effect analysis can be performed and interpreted as a mechanistic probe for catalytic CO2 
reduction. This concluding chapter has highlighted areas of CO2 chemistry in which others may want to 
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apply these methodologies, and has pointed out some limitations in the current design, which will need to 
be overcome to make this broader scope feasible. These updates will allow the reaction vessel to work 
under pressurized conditions, make it compatible with UV-photoirradiation experiments, and make the 
reaction vessel more convenient for maintenance and cleaning. The design modifications presented in this 
chapter will hopefully allow for a more generalized application of 13C KIE measurement as a mechanistic 
probe. 
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 Supporting Information for Chapter 2 
A.1 General Procedures 
1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AVANCE III (400 MHz) system at ambient 
temperature and were referenced to residual solvent peaks. UV-Vis spectra were recorded on a Cary 50 
spectrophotometer. Solution IR spectra (CH3CN) were carried on a Jasco FT/IR-6100 spectrometer. 
Elemental analyses were performed at Atlantic Microlab, Inc., in Norcross, GA. CO2 reduction experiments 
were performed in a 2mM solution of Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl (1) dissolved in CH3CN. Solid pellets of Na-Hg 
amalgam (5% Na by mass) were used as the sacrificial electron donor to drive the reduction. The amount 
of Na-Hg amalgam used was based on a counted number of pellets, rather than the mass of the amalgam. 
The amalgam pellets were stored and counted under a nitrogen atmosphere inside a glovebox. The reaction 
was performed by saturating the solution of (1) with 1% CO2, backed with N2. A 20 mL portion of the 
solution was then injected into the lower chamber of the 2-bulb apparatus, and stirred for varying amounts 
of time 
 
A.2 Materials 
Acetonitrile, 2,2’ – bipyridine, pentacarbonylchlororhenium (I), and Na-Hg amalgam were all 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
 
A.3 Synthesis 
Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl was prepared according to previously reported methods. Briefly, in a 100 mL 
round bottom flask, Re(CO)5Cl (0.502g, 1.35 mmol), 2,2’-bipyridine (00211g, 1.35  mmol) and toluene (50 
mL) were added together and the resultant reaction mixture was heated to reflux. After 5 h, the reaction 
mixture was vacuum filtered, and rinsed with cold toluene. 1H NMR (δ, 400 MHz, DMSO-d6): 9.02 (d, 
1H), 8.77 (d, 1H), 8.34(t, 1H), 7.76(t, 1H).  
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Figure A-1. Full 1H-NMR spectrum of Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl (1) in DMSO–d6. 
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Figure A-2. (a) Absorbances of Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl in acetonitrile, at increasing concentrations (red: 0.2mM; 
blue: 0.15mM; green: 0.1mM; black: 0.05mM). (b) Molar absorptivity (M-1 cm-1), based on the absorbances 
at 371.39 nm. The molar absorptivity is the slope of the line. 
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Figure A-3. Schematic diagram of apparatus used for the measurement of competitive 13C and 18O isotope 
effects. Valves 1-3 are ground glass stopcocks coated in APIEZON® H-Grease to provide an adequate seal 
at high vacuum. Valves 4-9 are Teflon screw-cap valves. The various segments are connected by Swagelok 
® Ultra-Torr straight fittings. 
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 Supporting Information for Chapter 3 
B.1 Linearization of the Raleigh Equation 
Linearization of the Rayleigh equation (eq B1)  
 
1
𝐾𝐼𝐸
=  [1 + 
ln (
𝑅𝑓
𝑅0
)
ln (1 − 𝑓)
]                                (B1) 
 
is also possible; however, the plotting and fitting of the data in the ln(Rf / R0) vs ln(1 - f) according to eq B1 
is less common in the KIE literature.1-5 Plotting the fractionation data from the reduction reactions in 
linearized form (Figure B-1) results in KIE values similar to those obtained using the non-linear form. The 
KIE values obtained for the reactions in dimethylformamide and acetonitrile are 1.0640 and 1.0661, 
respectively. In the presence of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, the KIE, using the linear form of the Rayleigh equation, is 
1.0746.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B-1. Data from the isotopic fractionation experiments plotted using a linearization of the Rayleigh 
equation. The slopes for the linear least square fitting for the reactions in dimethylformamide and 
acetonitrile are -0.060183 and -0.062036, respectively. When [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 is used, the slope is -
0.069485. 
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B.2 Other Computed Reduction Potentials, Gibbs Free Energies, and Isotope Effects 
 
Scheme B-1. Computed reduction potentials (E) in units of volts vs SCE for the initial activation steps of 
1.  
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Scheme B-2. Reaction mechanism of CO2 reduction by the precatalyst 1 in DMF obtained at the M06 level 
of theory. The free energy changes (ΔG) and activation free energies (ΔG‡) are reported in units of kcal/mol 
and reduction potentials (E) in units of volts vs SCE.  
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Table B-1. Computed 13C KIEs and their contributions at the M06 level of theory in DMF 
TS 13C KIE 13νRC ZPE MMI EXC 
[(bpy)Re0…CO2] 
(TS-I) 
1.065 1.014 1.053 1.022 0.976 
[(bpy)Re-I…CO2]- 
(TS-II) 
1.088 1.034 1.073 0.997 0.983 
[(bpy)ReIC(O)OH…TEOAH+]+ 
(TS-III) 
1.048 1.018 1.049 0.974 1.008 
[(bpy)Re0C(O)OH…TEOAH+] 
(TS-IV) 
1.048 1.018 1.050 0.984 0.997 
 
 
 
 
Scheme B-3. Reduction potentials in units of volts vs SCE and associated HOMOs for 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3DMF] and [Re0(bpy)(CO)3(OCO2-TEOA-H+)]-    
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B.3 Electronic Energies, Cartesian Coordinates, and Vibrational Frequencies of Optimized Structures 
The following values were calculated by our collaborator, Dr. Mehmed Z. Ertem, and are needed 
to fully understand the work presented in this dissertation. 
B.3.1 Electronic Energies and Cartesian Coordinates of Optimized Structures in Acetonitrile 
H2O 
 
E = -76.3820213044 a.u. 
 
8   0.000000    0.000000    0.119947 
1   0.000000    0.758255   -0.479789 
1   0.000000   -0.758255   -0.479789 
 
TEOA Conformer 1 
 
E = -517.722397705 a.u. 
 
8   -2.591380    1.319418    0.299416 
1   -2.662742    0.495475   -0.217846 
6   -1.370769    1.941178   -0.035964 
1   -1.534735    2.716385   -0.808122 
1   -1.004108    2.460179    0.863936 
6   -0.283528    1.018930   -0.551947 
1   -0.657537    0.469068   -1.439622 
1    0.527302    1.666803   -0.915466 
7    0.293112    0.114186    0.440464 
6   -0.622982   -0.883237    0.991290 
1   -0.067831   -1.448821    1.753192 
1   -1.442049   -0.366617    1.508463 
6   -1.225799   -1.885243    0.020540 
1   -1.601042   -2.753045    0.588151 
1   -0.455961   -2.257340   -0.676746 
6    1.533250   -0.472645   -0.052330 
1    1.715694   -1.424028    0.468108 
1    1.488980   -0.710590   -1.134696 
6    2.718534    0.436546    0.202036 
1    2.545437    1.430927   -0.247483 
1    2.824344    0.590542    1.290453 
8   -2.293201   -1.272738   -0.694235 
1   -2.613299   -1.888497   -1.371018 
8    3.856698   -0.184878   -0.354023 
1    4.616594    0.392673   -0.195567 
  
 
TEOA Conformer 2 
 
E = -517.715825011 a.u. 
 
8    1.196204    3.288519   -0.400612 
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1    1.593777    3.976160    0.151769 
6    0.931772    2.171476    0.417863 
1    1.853954    1.766536    0.874611 
1    0.247299    2.424786    1.248834 
6    0.292397    1.101909   -0.442346 
1   -0.594461    1.532720   -0.938557 
1    0.988751    0.824376   -1.248726 
7   -0.051958   -0.067942    0.357080 
6   -1.460700   -0.157539    0.695805 
1   -1.587633   -0.854963    1.538928 
1   -1.798541    0.829246    1.049054 
6   -2.374106   -0.597085   -0.437027 
1   -2.135166   -1.632792   -0.736540 
1   -2.211937    0.041219   -1.325264 
6    0.538776   -1.314138   -0.095223 
1    0.049038   -2.145348    0.434266 
1    0.393664   -1.495072   -1.180224 
6    2.020399   -1.367976    0.213150 
1    2.545471   -0.532730   -0.285782 
1    2.163491   -1.235392    1.300855 
8   -3.699224   -0.495456    0.039135 
1   -4.290028   -0.827016   -0.651744 
8    2.502951   -2.614821   -0.235737 
1    3.455341   -2.641960   -0.066663 
  
 
TEOAH+ Conformer 1 
 
E = -518.189121455 a.u. 
 
8    2.676040   -1.153452    0.267533 
1    2.739777   -0.395993   -0.344188 
6    1.520193   -1.886302   -0.047632 
1    1.717039   -2.630186   -0.839466 
1    1.236515   -2.452102    0.852289 
6    0.336227   -1.080397   -0.536066 
1    0.588765   -0.453998   -1.397569 
1   -0.456995   -1.775918   -0.828182 
7   -0.266103   -0.160780    0.499738 
6    0.670863    0.893499    1.049471 
1    0.112621    1.397089    1.845163 
1    1.519045    0.359461    1.485654 
6    1.139651    1.912339    0.043703 
1    1.629152    2.711489    0.621153 
1    0.291789    2.370476   -0.488025 
6   -1.548715    0.444281    0.013140 
1   -1.808659    1.252425    0.706167 
1   -1.363406    0.872644   -0.978379 
6   -2.688022   -0.554584   -0.021582 
1   -2.547104   -1.295703   -0.823572 
1   -2.729470   -1.105116    0.936471 
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8    2.047800    1.314303   -0.866244 
1    2.375793    1.998806   -1.471184 
8   -3.842041    0.218586   -0.234676 
1   -4.575286   -0.385955   -0.425079 
1   -0.502436   -0.750470    1.311467 
  
 
TEOAH+ Conformer 2 
 
E = -518.179361124 a.u. 
 
8   -1.662053    3.022104   -0.354559 
1   -2.532621    3.387401   -0.135445 
6   -1.541562    1.777846    0.286672 
1   -1.443501    1.883011    1.383045 
1   -2.414860    1.135307    0.090569 
6   -0.277976    1.165087   -0.279970 
1   -0.404371    0.840468   -1.318458 
1    0.518419    1.916093   -0.244431 
7    0.201650   -0.013290    0.514769 
6   -0.837174   -1.073976    0.743907 
1   -0.374299   -1.820915    1.397736 
1   -1.666388   -0.612144    1.289724 
6   -1.345444   -1.724448   -0.525458 
1   -0.530796   -2.249340   -1.049804 
1   -1.755255   -0.969381   -1.217650 
6    1.465986   -0.589523   -0.049890 
1    1.696145   -1.483131    0.541598 
1    1.265224   -0.885876   -1.084798 
6    2.632346    0.374663    0.034187 
1    2.540081    1.174837   -0.716146 
1    2.650673    0.852477    1.031743 
8   -2.338749   -2.618093   -0.085800 
1   -2.668828   -3.097705   -0.860848 
8    3.772568   -0.414099   -0.194952 
1    4.523899    0.181094   -0.338357 
1    0.433755    0.343653    1.453935 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3Cl]  
 
E = -1373.52848318 a.u. 
 
75    0.883312   -0.000362    0.036407 
17    0.486628   -0.072748   -2.454187 
 6    2.262996   -1.333389   -0.053610 
 6    2.265802    1.322630   -0.124248 
 6    1.079795    0.057810    1.928049 
 8    3.094966    2.132733   -0.227141 
 8    1.210871    0.096933    3.087062 
 8    3.090479   -2.149062   -0.117753 
 101 
 
 6   -2.098120    0.740753    0.083831 
 6   -0.798232    2.668418    0.026677 
 6   -3.262533    1.503485    0.106128 
 6   -1.918369    3.484088    0.036359 
 1    0.202667    3.093041   -0.004259 
 6   -3.171879    2.888018    0.081946 
 1   -4.237474    1.026972    0.145573 
 1   -1.798862    4.563566    0.011791 
 1   -4.075428    3.492917    0.098255 
 7   -0.879738    1.330434    0.054600 
 6   -2.099987   -0.732304    0.091425 
 6   -3.266368   -1.491924    0.066345 
 6   -0.804733   -2.663512    0.121962 
 6   -3.179030   -2.876867    0.074607 
 1   -4.240225   -1.012745    0.032610 
 6   -1.926792   -3.476426    0.105392 
 1   -4.084129   -3.479341    0.054921 
 7   -0.882978   -1.325073    0.116216 
 1    0.195191   -3.091167    0.137947 
 1   -1.809650   -4.556420    0.111564 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(MeCN)]
+  
 
E = -1277.16887178 a.u. 
 
75   -1.162110   -0.593808    0.041722 
 6   -2.448943   -1.174255   -1.268526 
 6   -1.111334   -2.412276    0.674702 
 6   -2.637581   -0.222487    1.288386 
 8   -1.079278   -3.507797    1.061340 
 8   -3.526710   -0.019931    1.998895 
 8   -3.227151   -1.514072   -2.060724 
 6    0.597110    1.632186    1.227163 
 6    0.932198   -0.351947    2.397344 
 6    1.488724    2.297919    2.064104 
 6    1.840096    0.249084    3.254143 
 1    0.672103   -1.403283    2.504611 
 6    2.117676    1.599989    3.085762 
 1    1.692080    3.355552    1.924623 
 1    2.306697   -0.336926    4.040859 
 1    2.817094    2.110090    3.743785 
 7    0.324641    0.316291    1.403713 
 6   -0.099575    2.289169    0.108931 
 6    0.123593    3.613823   -0.253622 
 6   -1.656431    2.047996   -1.605008 
 6   -0.576359    4.155806   -1.322652 
 1    0.841397    4.221608    0.289295 
 6   -1.484846    3.361851   -2.010251 
 1   -0.410032    5.190151   -1.613946 
 7   -0.982979    1.519520   -0.571798 
 102 
 
 1   -2.354098    1.389622   -2.117944 
 1   -2.055231    3.743720   -2.852228 
 6    0.403690   -0.858376   -1.410229 
 8    0.779621   -0.548846   -2.468294 
 8    1.701486   -2.045881   -0.772242 
 1    1.565247   -2.187281    0.181608 
 6    3.550151    0.606040   -0.555837 
 1    2.804204    1.050133   -1.226893 
 1    3.153373    0.587434    0.467371 
 1    4.459550    1.226874   -0.572693 
 6    4.789797   -1.400679   -0.058362 
 1    4.362777   -1.401092    0.952769 
 1    4.964388   -2.435746   -0.373153 
 1    5.748547   -0.859592   -0.043102 
 6    4.340921   -0.801987   -2.357967 
 1    4.507613   -1.843492   -2.655009 
 1    3.596351   -0.354881   -3.026329 
 1    5.286806   -0.245032   -2.447591 
 7    3.845791   -0.763895   -0.980398 
 1    2.690137   -1.474634   -0.886088 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(Cl)]   
 
E = -1373.62638647 a.u. 
 
75   -0.871801   -0.000030    0.049074 
17   -0.533810    0.000677   -2.495827 
 6   -2.248325    1.337418   -0.077359 
 6   -2.248363   -1.337372   -0.078091 
 6   -1.070387   -0.000604    1.931212 
 8   -3.076970   -2.155819   -0.159593 
 8   -1.206328   -0.000993    3.094136 
 8   -3.076886    2.155963   -0.158339 
 6    2.098636   -0.710718    0.083527 
 6    0.795303   -2.675011    0.055272 
 6    3.270010   -1.512319    0.090269 
 6    1.902664   -3.491779    0.055567 
 1   -0.207571   -3.102197    0.038927 
 6    3.179656   -2.879221    0.076272 
 1    4.247075   -1.034109    0.103833 
 1    1.784229   -4.571875    0.039227 
 1    4.083082   -3.486716    0.080238 
 7    0.855641   -1.328046    0.072558 
 6    2.098606    0.710740    0.083674 
 6    3.269942    1.512395    0.090324 
 6    0.795181    2.674979    0.055868 
 6    3.179525    2.879294    0.076462 
 1    4.247030    1.034227    0.103642 
 6    1.902503    3.491798    0.056026 
 1    4.082924    3.486831    0.080309 
 103 
 
 7    0.855581    1.328014    0.073021 
 1   -0.207718    3.102116    0.039742 
 1    1.784013    4.571889    0.039781 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(MeCN)]  
 
E = -913.276282292 a.u. 
 
75    0.887522   -0.012416   -0.175690 
 6    2.239640   -1.377103   -0.348819 
 6    2.263841    1.309705   -0.460407 
 6    1.310056    0.060753    1.639364 
 8    3.092335    2.116992   -0.617881 
 8    1.563517    0.109358    2.782171 
 8    3.052267   -2.210472   -0.438455 
 6   -2.055815    0.727525   -0.059135 
 6   -0.735714    2.669079   -0.211858 
 6   -3.205027    1.529067    0.078244 
 6   -1.829085    3.487604   -0.092093 
 1    0.263106    3.085351   -0.327298 
 6   -3.101549    2.899534    0.065182 
 1   -4.177196    1.059187    0.205230 
 1   -1.699675    4.566373   -0.113936 
 1   -3.988681    3.518849    0.177927 
 7   -0.811658    1.311042   -0.194577 
 6   -2.067147   -0.705614   -0.059720 
 6   -3.232779   -1.488692    0.040368 
 6   -0.774769   -2.668781   -0.181346 
 6   -3.151114   -2.860673    0.030245 
 1   -4.202018   -1.003612    0.126693 
 6   -1.883457   -3.469086   -0.086917 
 1   -4.051519   -3.465641    0.111066 
 7   -0.828918   -1.308839   -0.169887 
 1    0.219230   -3.101809   -0.273369 
 1   -1.770812   -4.549844   -0.103641 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3]  
 
E = -913.276282292 a.u. 
 
75    0.887522   -0.012416   -0.175690 
 6    2.239640   -1.377103   -0.348819 
 6    2.263841    1.309705   -0.460407 
 6    1.310056    0.060753    1.639364 
 8    3.092335    2.116992   -0.617881 
 8    1.563517    0.109358    2.782171 
 8    3.052267   -2.210472   -0.438455 
 6   -2.055815    0.727525   -0.059135 
 6   -0.735714    2.669079   -0.211858 
 104 
 
 6   -3.205027    1.529067    0.078244 
 6   -1.829085    3.487604   -0.092093 
 1    0.263106    3.085351   -0.327298 
 6   -3.101549    2.899534    0.065182 
 1   -4.177196    1.059187    0.205230 
 1   -1.699675    4.566373   -0.113936 
 1   -3.988681    3.518849    0.177927 
 7   -0.811658    1.311042   -0.194577 
 6   -2.067147   -0.705614   -0.059720 
 6   -3.232779   -1.488692    0.040368 
 6   -0.774769   -2.668781   -0.181346 
 6   -3.151114   -2.860673    0.030245 
 1   -4.202018   -1.003612    0.126693 
 6   -1.883457   -3.469086   -0.086917 
 1   -4.051519   -3.465641    0.111066 
 7   -0.828918   -1.308839   -0.169887 
 1    0.219230   -3.101809   -0.273369 
 1   -1.770812   -4.549844   -0.103641 
 
 
 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]   
 
E = -913.378487826 a.u. 
 
75   -0.871772    0.037481   -0.082620 
 6   -2.141722    1.456059   -0.386019 
 6   -2.140840   -1.209839   -0.811705 
 6   -1.613608   -0.251958    1.625998 
 8   -2.904245   -1.984230   -1.258110 
 8   -2.104091   -0.440764    2.680196 
 8   -2.905924    2.332011   -0.557803 
 6    2.070371   -0.727574   -0.036595 
 6    0.703553   -2.660115   -0.097656 
 6    3.214480   -1.571229    0.019925 
 6    1.779790   -3.493656   -0.044675 
 1   -0.309738   -3.058798   -0.140901 
 6    3.088294   -2.929691    0.014991 
 1    4.201341   -1.114721    0.073251 
 1    1.626812   -4.570455   -0.048728 
 1    3.966536   -3.570828    0.060428 
 7    0.790065   -1.288914   -0.104248 
 6    2.099152    0.675078   -0.035693 
 6    3.279146    1.467172    0.007098 
 6    0.817092    2.667710   -0.084040 
 6    3.216231    2.829838    0.003697 
 1    4.245146    0.965795    0.045098 
 6    1.929901    3.448779   -0.040141 
 1    4.122216    3.431693    0.036446 
 7    0.836243    1.288758   -0.094719 
 1   -0.174888    3.116228   -0.119981 
 105 
 
 1    1.824365    4.531501   -0.041693 
  
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3] CO2 binding TS  
 
E = -1101.76067806 a.u. 
 
75    0.820532   -0.022464   -0.200235 
 6    2.206925    1.307272   -0.110103 
 6    2.189121   -1.352558    0.036773 
 6    1.042957   -0.138848   -2.087249 
 8    3.011934   -2.161766    0.190564 
 8    1.250147   -0.210953   -3.233774 
 8    3.041437    2.115012   -0.030328 
 6   -2.151536   -0.726633   -0.036957 
 6   -0.871633   -2.671567   -0.034274 
 6   -3.323282   -1.477556    0.021043 
 6   -1.998357   -3.472078    0.031644 
 1    0.124128   -3.107803   -0.060446 
 6   -3.247223   -2.861724    0.056801 
 1   -4.293579   -0.989895    0.032057 
 1   -1.889751   -4.552632    0.059738 
 1   -4.156597   -3.456342    0.101212 
 7   -0.936899   -1.329678   -0.071799 
 6   -2.136858    0.741988   -0.078608 
 6   -3.289208    1.519714    0.003373 
 6   -0.823981    2.656085   -0.256164 
 6   -3.186994    2.901656   -0.049039 
 1   -4.263825    1.054303    0.116112 
 6   -1.931440    3.482729   -0.186010 
 1   -4.081005    3.517236    0.016703 
 7   -0.914382    1.316333   -0.201974 
 1    0.176772    3.069156   -0.357639 
 1   -1.801994    4.560353   -0.232604 
 6    0.855783    0.175099    2.369822 
 8   -0.327129    0.227182    2.641318 
 8    1.973519    0.178323    2.828791 
 
 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]
- CO2 binding TS  
 
E = -1101.87350550 a.u. 
 
75    0.887323   -0.110249   -0.207054 
 6    2.262948    1.226090   -0.072034 
 6    2.017891   -1.282079    0.805098 
 6    1.559621   -0.748108   -1.869036 
 8    2.688932   -2.007846    1.441343 
 8    2.033638   -1.172372   -2.859086 
 8    3.082121    2.056509    0.041464 
 6   -2.094438   -0.708396   -0.173980 
 106 
 
 6   -0.857222   -2.682298    0.102402 
 6   -3.289663   -1.451976   -0.073997 
 6   -1.990845   -3.444301    0.211961 
 1    0.130970   -3.136204    0.158832 
 6   -3.247470   -2.809677    0.122401 
 1   -4.246723   -0.941671   -0.154343 
 1   -1.906144   -4.517257    0.365291 
 1   -4.167335   -3.385208    0.202182 
 7   -0.872879   -1.333770   -0.082530 
 6   -2.037095    0.706079   -0.365226 
 6   -3.168631    1.541936   -0.442592 
 6   -0.648544    2.582637   -0.641841 
 6   -3.027989    2.896176   -0.617403 
 1   -4.160784    1.103043   -0.362636 
 6   -1.721813    3.424414   -0.731288 
 1   -3.899409    3.544022   -0.678767 
 7   -0.758896    1.232143   -0.437081 
 1    0.368473    2.962162   -0.718906 
 1   -1.553793    4.487836   -0.885348 
 6    0.044277    0.927601    2.284604 
 8   -0.864229    0.224458    2.625745 
 8    0.747260    1.873597    2.501239 
  
 
[ReII(bpy)(CO)3(CO2)] 
 
E = -1101.76067468 a.u. 
 
75   -0.823076    0.005486   -0.197578 
 6   -2.200802   -1.331962   -0.081495 
 6   -2.199164    1.331578    0.014384 
 6   -1.046811    0.083886   -2.087176 
 8   -3.025620    2.138838    0.157598 
 8   -1.254049    0.136751   -3.234597 
 8   -3.029153   -2.144394    0.013133 
 6    2.142384    0.735127   -0.051378 
 6    0.846931    2.668999   -0.078611 
 6    3.307810    1.496218   -0.003261 
 6    1.966944    3.479798   -0.022434 
 1   -0.152065    3.097093   -0.111670 
 6    3.220599    2.880157    0.012661 
 1    4.281953    1.016733    0.016090 
 1    1.849075    4.559657   -0.009297 
 1    4.125037    3.482747    0.049819 
 7    0.923166    1.327547   -0.096874 
 6    2.140125   -0.734157   -0.069775 
 6    3.299842   -1.500472    0.014633 
 6    0.842498   -2.661764   -0.208240 
 6    3.209238   -2.883919   -0.017324 
 1    4.271321   -1.025103    0.112128 
 6    1.957814   -3.477722   -0.135027 
 107 
 
 1    4.109255   -3.490618    0.049114 
 7    0.921793   -1.320705   -0.175507 
 1   -0.155309   -3.085105   -0.295142 
 1    1.837599   -4.556990   -0.164992 
 6   -0.836729   -0.082853    2.360716 
 8    0.349831   -0.105433    2.625201 
 8   -1.947877   -0.085166    2.837778 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3CO2]  
 
E = -1101.88225102 a.u. 
 
75    0.872069   -0.010550   -0.154488 
 6    2.201882    1.321189    0.201585 
 6    2.173445   -1.357200    0.248212 
 6    1.320374   -0.039392   -2.042238 
 8    2.954153   -2.191522    0.506273 
 8    1.691579   -0.062077   -3.154226 
 8    2.999814    2.148759    0.424315 
 6   -2.078061   -0.715175   -0.137830 
 6   -0.813591   -2.662546   -0.317288 
 6   -3.251791   -1.471871   -0.059074 
 6   -1.934545   -3.463648   -0.236338 
 1    0.179217   -3.095070   -0.426356 
 6   -3.181519   -2.851888   -0.097499 
 1   -4.217079   -0.982604    0.036781 
 1   -1.830475   -4.544524   -0.279186 
 1   -4.089055   -3.447929   -0.030192 
 7   -0.868737   -1.318188   -0.263238 
 6   -2.065137    0.745792   -0.146750 
 6   -3.225296    1.524105   -0.083303 
 6   -0.765426    2.669317   -0.339160 
 6   -3.131011    2.902334   -0.135522 
 1   -4.199836    1.052810    0.007010 
 6   -1.872409    3.490348   -0.272819 
 1   -4.028233    3.514988   -0.081387 
 7   -0.844162    1.326178   -0.270989 
 1    0.235247    3.083184   -0.447921 
 1   -1.748510    4.568656   -0.326697 
 6    0.326534    0.030380    2.123341 
 8   -0.903026   -0.028053    2.359441 
 8    1.265372    0.114811    2.944481 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)] 
 
E = -1102.38533894 a.u. 
 
75    0.851198   -0.001413   -0.173647 
 6    2.223226    1.332399   -0.054921 
 108 
 
 6    2.226258   -1.327856   -0.018104 
 6    0.989300   -0.037037   -2.136204 
 8    3.051693   -2.143718    0.100098 
 8    1.128495   -0.062023   -3.290519 
 8    3.045892    2.153325    0.046033 
 6   -2.124579   -0.736579   -0.076697 
 6   -0.832135   -2.668596   -0.128541 
 6   -3.290994   -1.496664   -0.029516 
 6   -1.952478   -3.480816   -0.072592 
 1    0.167159   -3.096011   -0.169904 
 6   -3.204882   -2.880920   -0.025382 
 1   -4.264714   -1.016991    0.001178 
 1   -1.835099   -4.560874   -0.068563 
 1   -4.109650   -3.483075    0.012977 
 7   -0.908776   -1.329215   -0.135269 
 6   -2.123947    0.735350   -0.082071 
 6   -3.287813    1.496922   -0.006464 
 6   -0.832596    2.665476   -0.194480 
 6   -3.201460    2.880974   -0.028241 
 1   -4.259131    1.018298    0.075129 
 6   -1.951194    3.479154   -0.126958 
 1   -4.104294    3.484341    0.031048 
 7   -0.909289    1.326151   -0.173624 
 1    0.165406    3.091578   -0.267618 
 1   -1.833814    4.559012   -0.148235 
 6    0.595911    0.028362    2.009963 
 8   -0.463397    0.036267    2.624236 
 8    1.749698    0.034339    2.751377 
 1    1.465990    0.044589    3.691248 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)]  
 
E = -1102.47876528 a.u. 
 
75    0.836615   -0.000035   -0.181606 
 6    2.208070    1.338664   -0.118888 
 6    2.208131   -1.338649   -0.118397 
 6    0.887394   -0.000339   -2.145106 
 8    3.034390   -2.165216   -0.057618 
 8    1.002507   -0.000587   -3.305894 
 8    3.034228    2.165371   -0.058639 
 6   -2.139370   -0.710178   -0.072316 
 6   -0.840223   -2.676748   -0.066827 
 6   -3.311920   -1.511367   -0.029789 
 6   -1.948116   -3.493947   -0.016407 
 1    0.162388   -3.105163   -0.087147 
 6   -3.223779   -2.878032   -0.000996 
 1   -4.288563   -1.032047   -0.015186 
 1   -1.830408   -4.574024    0.007686 
 1   -4.128410   -3.483054    0.034185 
 109 
 
 7   -0.898199   -1.332508   -0.098906 
 6   -2.139330    0.710272   -0.072246 
 6   -3.311824    1.511515   -0.029249 
 6   -0.840093    2.676781   -0.067323 
 6   -3.223616    2.878180   -0.000719 
 1   -4.288472    1.032234   -0.013875 
 6   -1.947936    3.494041   -0.016816 
 1   -4.128202    3.483242    0.034906 
 7   -0.898136    1.332536   -0.099079 
 1    0.162527    3.105155   -0.087938 
 1   -1.830171    4.574116    0.007021 
 6    0.719657    0.000141    2.020999 
 8   -0.284266    0.000085    2.722638 
 8    1.927568    0.000301    2.685868 
 1    1.699801    0.000341    3.640303 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2
+ C–OH bond scission TS  
 
E = -1620.55515962 a.u. 
 
75    1.948894   -0.329449   -0.365123 
 6    2.795883   -2.054860   -0.413872 
 6    2.679917    0.000149   -2.118631 
 6    3.578950    0.408605    0.450355 
 8    3.108937    0.200761   -3.179498 
 8    4.562437    0.814374    0.903941 
 8    3.311881   -3.096104   -0.422142 
 6    0.247869    1.750481    1.135845 
 6    1.044595    2.662643   -0.851948 
 6   -0.324176    2.968927    1.487417 
 6    0.486316    3.898441   -0.564809 
 1    1.603557    2.501163   -1.771478 
 6   -0.209224    4.052713    0.627381 
 1   -0.858812    3.077618    2.426780 
 1    0.605929    4.717994   -1.267885 
 1   -0.656267    5.007522    0.892850 
 7    0.926620    1.606830   -0.029773 
 6    0.162819    0.547903    1.980732 
 6   -0.623411    0.478520    3.128683 
 6    0.817580   -1.669154    2.257334 
 6   -0.680986   -0.708515    3.845493 
 1   -1.203229    1.338050    3.453391 
 6    0.055455   -1.801230    3.406024 
 1   -1.301276   -0.778118    4.735690 
 7    0.873561   -0.525067    1.556120 
 1    1.402269   -2.502214    1.873409 
 1    0.038672   -2.750669    3.933355 
 6    0.185466   -1.288272   -1.174525 
 8   -0.296963   -2.346479   -1.287822 
 8   -1.000931   -0.126173   -1.907467 
 110 
 
 1   -0.584426    0.753863   -1.931689 
 6   -2.764756   -1.110181    0.511927 
 1   -2.576916   -2.060932   -0.002319 
 1   -1.818908   -0.809636    0.985956 
 6   -3.264147    1.251001    0.122742 
 1   -2.604511    1.311641    0.999674 
 1   -4.300825    1.360791    0.476975 
 6   -4.221191   -0.414421   -1.377177 
 1   -4.272838    0.356924   -2.156761 
 1   -5.162837   -0.373075   -0.808034 
 7   -3.079956   -0.079015   -0.498384 
 1   -1.974862   -0.059716   -1.256156 
 6   -2.928498    2.392942   -0.814823 
 1   -3.516043    2.330803   -1.746227 
 1   -1.859917    2.344872   -1.095894 
 6   -3.807698   -1.317875    1.589578 
 1   -3.992020   -0.377093    2.137239 
 1   -4.767274   -1.633368    1.143599 
 6   -4.079787   -1.755699   -2.066074 
 1   -4.218063   -2.583487   -1.350583 
 1   -3.064795   -1.851453   -2.493647 
 8   -3.211205    3.572907   -0.102573 
 1   -2.994681    4.325081   -0.674809 
 8   -3.278330   -2.311457    2.437701 
 1   -3.926737   -2.483987    3.136805 
 8   -5.073497   -1.777610   -3.063978 
 1   -5.088267   -2.667571   -3.446969 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)]
+ C–OH bond scission TS  
 
E = -1620.66103225 a.u. 
 
75    1.964390   -0.403078   -0.255880 
 6    2.602495   -2.204144   -0.041882 
 6    2.894308   -0.333056   -1.942835 
 6    3.571303    0.239117    0.659131 
 8    3.449334   -0.285370   -2.966627 
 8    4.549871    0.571965    1.185693 
 8    2.988155   -3.295345    0.100228 
 6    0.289656    1.941333    0.794119 
 6    1.356116    2.554080   -1.227293 
 6   -0.265567    3.244909    0.870128 
 6    0.841994    3.826857   -1.187194 
 1    2.006483    2.240897   -2.043933 
 6   -0.000271    4.175050   -0.099746 
 1   -0.917058    3.500593    1.702895 
 1    1.084839    4.536136   -1.973669 
 1   -0.434260    5.171358   -0.034762 
 7    1.095693    1.607903   -0.292045 
 6    0.086677    0.924701    1.767018 
 111 
 
 6   -0.737311    1.067458    2.915090 
 6    0.567557   -1.288970    2.431253 
 6   -0.894444    0.026852    3.793882 
 1   -1.246472    2.012378    3.093338 
 6   -0.225153   -1.196065    3.552255 
 1   -1.529891    0.143857    4.669913 
 7    0.739925   -0.279716    1.552091 
 1    1.103248   -2.210664    2.204312 
 1   -0.326740   -2.046985    4.220057 
 6    0.183994   -1.250789   -1.182563 
 8   -0.320705   -2.282400   -1.416721 
 8   -0.941999    0.015205   -1.758544 
 1   -0.486678    0.847459   -1.532124 
 6   -2.792200   -1.156892    0.578016 
 1   -2.515357   -2.089217    0.070095 
 1   -1.904256   -0.818578    1.132816 
 6   -3.381823    1.178074    0.171783 
 1   -2.744176    1.287736    1.060387 
 1   -4.431024    1.199564    0.507296 
 6   -4.108768   -0.510752   -1.433896 
 1   -4.084618    0.237114   -2.237797 
 1   -5.109209   -0.471970   -0.975507 
 7   -3.075603   -0.129662   -0.446268 
 1   -1.930006   -0.025649   -1.132032 
 6   -3.122190    2.353321   -0.748866 
 1   -3.715072    2.277349   -1.676221 
 1   -2.055302    2.373438   -1.036565 
 6   -3.921321   -1.438233    1.548168 
 1   -4.112651   -0.556203    2.183355 
 1   -4.855528   -1.658008    1.000723 
 6   -3.872309   -1.865604   -2.069466 
 1   -4.082150   -2.679666   -1.355418 
 1   -2.814577   -1.958742   -2.376190 
 8   -3.470786    3.499930   -0.010218 
 1   -3.185223    4.275293   -0.516637 
 8   -3.501054   -2.543292    2.314940 
 1   -4.166868   -2.700908    3.000734 
 8   -4.744784   -1.924232   -3.174235 
 1   -4.697522   -2.820579   -3.539242 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)4]
+  
 
E = -1026.44149583 a.u. 
 
75   -0.871291   -0.000018    0.000000 
 6   -2.265447    1.344051    0.135766 
 6   -2.265597   -1.343930   -0.135850 
 6   -0.884464   -0.187991    2.011191 
 8   -3.089321   -2.150221   -0.236628 
 8   -0.929816   -0.298316    3.151345 
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 8   -3.089028    2.150492    0.236494 
 6    2.103628   -0.735499   -0.014618 
 6    0.801615   -2.665834   -0.099823 
 6    3.265950   -1.498887    0.020570 
 6    1.922221   -3.479410   -0.075397 
 1   -0.197930   -3.091100   -0.140821 
 6    3.174660   -2.883419   -0.010403 
 1    4.239633   -1.022289    0.081219 
 1    1.802567   -4.558647   -0.100816 
 1    4.077541   -3.488514    0.019081 
 7    0.884882   -1.326655   -0.069465 
 6    2.103621    0.735503    0.014644 
 6    3.265935    1.498899   -0.020575 
 6    0.801598    2.665823    0.099903 
 6    3.174638    2.883432    0.010407 
 1    4.239618    1.022305   -0.081252 
 6    1.922197    3.479411    0.075448 
 1    4.077513    3.488534   -0.019102 
 7    0.884869    1.326648    0.069527 
 1   -0.197942    3.091095    0.140947 
 1    1.802529    4.558646    0.100885 
 6   -0.884337    0.187906   -2.011181 
 8   -0.929618    0.298180   -3.151344 
  
 
 
 
 [Re0(bpy)(CO)4]  
 
E = -1026.54818232 a.u. 
 
75    0.865513    0.001043   -0.000075 
 6    2.253818   -1.355963    0.033245 
 6    2.249681    1.362194   -0.033760 
 6    0.880898    0.049658    2.017282 
 8    3.068919    2.184086   -0.061831 
 8    0.938999    0.080828    3.163892 
 8    3.076665   -2.174257    0.061048 
 6   -2.100392    0.709238   -0.004214 
 6   -0.794200    2.678990   -0.027694 
 6   -3.270495    1.511805    0.003401 
 6   -1.902284    3.491445   -0.024670 
 1    0.207613    3.106665   -0.037871 
 6   -3.179289    2.878052   -0.007001 
 1   -4.246963    1.033188    0.022097 
 1   -1.784654    4.571461   -0.033392 
 1   -4.082271    3.485638    0.000402 
 7   -0.857545    1.329648   -0.018109 
 6   -2.099544   -0.710772    0.004679 
 6   -3.268694   -1.514703   -0.002758 
 6   -0.791013   -2.679024    0.027713 
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 6   -3.175893   -2.880839    0.007519 
 1   -4.245706   -1.037202   -0.021228 
 6   -1.898167   -3.492760    0.024880 
 1   -4.078174   -3.489468    0.000246 
 7   -0.855982   -1.329763    0.018244 
 1    0.211375   -3.105383    0.037621 
 1   -1.779301   -4.572640    0.033504 
 6    0.880054   -0.054721   -2.017283 
 8    0.936974   -0.093812   -3.163703 
 
 
[(ReI(bpy)(CO)4)2CO2]  
 
E = -2015.11535887 a.u. 
 
75    2.171482    1.115635   -0.025059 
 6    1.208554    1.994706   -1.428725 
 6    1.115725    2.118414    1.218330 
 6    3.562244    2.497321   -0.023857 
 8    0.452625    2.701185    1.983465 
 8    4.316262    3.388228   -0.026819 
 8    0.594218    2.496170   -2.286611 
 6    3.771981   -1.323706    0.881015 
 6    3.089201   -0.098149    2.735380 
 6    4.311828   -2.307097    1.708424 
 6    3.605264   -1.037453    3.610982 
 1    2.598040    0.800563    3.102526 
 6    4.222671   -2.167102    3.084434 
 1    4.797182   -3.180769    1.283625 
 1    3.518908   -0.880244    4.682675 
 1    4.636707   -2.930772    3.738863 
 7    3.161490   -0.232999    1.401278 
 6    3.853767   -1.373971   -0.586021 
 6    4.499508   -2.397405   -1.277870 
 6    3.359101   -0.294721   -2.584651 
 6    4.558526   -2.354610   -2.662039 
 1    4.956471   -3.224580   -0.742403 
 6    3.980185   -1.281240   -3.331050 
 1    5.056635   -3.149950   -3.211731 
 7    3.290689   -0.333986   -1.244586 
 1    2.896249    0.564682   -3.065281 
 1    4.006273   -1.201964   -4.414406 
 6    0.586314   -0.466928   -0.026668 
 8    0.842935   -1.678909   -0.048113 
 8   -0.643138   -0.009722   -0.010635 
75   -2.412410   -1.184887   -0.108512 
 6   -1.818923   -2.320210   -1.535322 
 6   -1.825264   -2.568403    1.082833 
 6   -4.135040   -2.016590   -0.176217 
 8   -1.497414   -3.414734    1.814644 
 8   -5.179205   -2.543553   -0.209162 
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 8   -1.477443   -3.008946   -2.412372 
 6   -3.258058    1.586956    0.897505 
 6   -3.057604    0.120128    2.690743 
 6   -3.534186    2.640840    1.765408 
 6   -3.328459    1.123310    3.607586 
 1   -2.863657   -0.900417    3.014681 
 6   -3.565107    2.407558    3.133183 
 1   -3.726172    3.639130    1.382629 
 1   -3.348219    0.893382    4.669287 
 1   -3.777264    3.223737    3.819868 
 7   -3.017418    0.341859    1.369430 
 6   -3.225702    1.737074   -0.568285 
 6   -3.443579    2.952135   -1.213119 
 6   -2.957974    0.662868   -2.612452 
 6   -3.409416    3.004397   -2.599725 
 1   -3.634745    3.856516   -0.642974 
 6   -3.167447    1.838715   -3.315685 
 1   -3.573671    3.948682   -3.113739 
 7   -2.982953    0.607831   -1.273705 
 1   -2.760272   -0.273122   -3.130932 
 1   -3.134882    1.831297   -4.401708 
  
 
Electronic Energies and Cartesian Coordinates of Optimized Structures in DMF 
 
H2O 
 
E = -76.3818040750 a.u. 
 
 8   0.000000    0.000000    0.119947 
 1   0.000000    0.758255   -0.479789 
 1   0.000000   -0.758255   -0.479789 
 
 
DMF 
 
E = -248.351337731 a.u. 
 
 8     1.954035   -0.083668    0.000000 
 6     0.865769   -0.638026   -0.000003 
 1     0.758303   -1.743319   -0.000012 
 7    -0.339520   -0.022560    0.000013 
 6    -1.576662   -0.766365    0.000000 
 1    -2.175159   -0.526301    0.890502 
 1    -2.175171   -0.526237   -0.890476 
 1    -1.365916   -1.841803   -0.000044 
 6    -0.439672    1.419042   -0.000005 
 1    -0.981144    1.767155    0.890984 
 1     0.568246    1.842751   -0.000148 
 1    -0.981402    1.767106   -0.890855 
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TEOA Conformer 1 
 
E = -517.721603133 a.u. 
 
8   -2.594045    1.320354    0.295311 
1   -2.660636    0.494336   -0.218438 
6   -1.371707    1.941354   -0.032560 
1   -1.532501    2.722463   -0.799588 
1   -1.005240    2.454020    0.871266 
6   -0.284040    1.021639   -0.552065 
1   -0.657429    0.474717   -1.441796 
1    0.526657    1.671087   -0.913203 
7    0.292578    0.114214    0.437438 
6   -0.623831   -0.879413    0.992860 
1   -0.069574   -1.441752    1.757978 
1   -1.442656   -0.359521    1.507111 
6   -1.226063   -1.887694    0.028572 
1   -1.613113   -2.745119    0.603932 
1   -0.453097   -2.275111   -0.657036 
6    1.531877   -0.473494   -0.055427 
1    1.713026   -1.425689    0.463942 
1    1.487745   -0.710069   -1.138037 
6    2.716732    0.435303    0.201763 
1    2.543190    1.430458   -0.246089 
1    2.819701    0.587748    1.290813 
8   -2.282216   -1.275877   -0.704324 
1   -2.621435   -1.909486   -1.353681 
8    3.856857   -0.183234   -0.353080 
1    4.614745    0.396304   -0.191353 
  
 
TEOA Conformer 2 
 
E = -517.715060562 a.u. 
 
8    1.187785    3.292261   -0.398026 
1    1.585465    3.977809    0.157174 
6    0.926585    2.172097    0.416719 
1    1.849884    1.768554    0.872777 
1    0.241306    2.420487    1.248728 
6    0.290203    1.102292   -0.445210 
1   -0.597373    1.531430   -0.941607 
1    0.987361    0.826474   -1.251435 
7   -0.051649   -0.068279    0.353936 
6   -1.459228   -0.159822    0.695946 
1   -1.583368   -0.854853    1.541437 
1   -1.798526    0.827292    1.046753 
6   -2.372790   -0.604261   -0.434621 
1   -2.134074   -1.641559   -0.729079 
1   -2.209233    0.029595   -1.325956 
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6    0.541237   -1.313601   -0.097583 
1    0.053482   -2.145545    0.432556 
1    0.396244   -1.495324   -1.182411 
6    2.022657   -1.363527    0.211627 
1    2.546033   -0.528004   -0.288863 
1    2.164089   -1.227140    1.299197 
8   -3.698269   -0.499626    0.039616 
1   -4.287698   -0.837004   -0.649880 
8    2.509818   -2.610065   -0.232889 
1    3.461296   -2.633889   -0.057822 
  
 
TEOAH+ Conformer 1 
 
E = -518.188320894 a.u. 
 
8    2.649458   -1.190801    0.304859 
1    2.745474   -0.424933   -0.291310 
6    1.492221   -1.896247   -0.060044 
1    1.698047   -2.623051   -0.865630 
1    1.175826   -2.480776    0.816686 
6    0.333048   -1.060001   -0.556983 
1    0.611276   -0.421337   -1.401541 
1   -0.465698   -1.735592   -0.878952 
7   -0.271674   -0.149612    0.484797 
6    0.664848    0.904979    1.034998 
1    0.098206    1.423720    1.814632 
1    1.501607    0.371455    1.493623 
6    1.159914    1.904063    0.021675 
1    1.607479    2.730087    0.594695 
1    0.329508    2.328599   -0.563178 
6   -1.557446    0.454159    0.003405 
1   -1.808017    1.271089    0.689239 
1   -1.380428    0.870858   -0.994515 
6   -2.699002   -0.542598   -0.008371 
1   -2.561406   -1.301851   -0.794439 
1   -2.738959   -1.072331    0.961215 
8    2.123334    1.298314   -0.826481 
1    2.460245    1.968974   -1.440646 
8   -3.852418    0.227603   -0.235193 
1   -4.591365   -0.381242   -0.381656 
1   -0.504571   -0.743447    1.294631 
  
 
TEOAH+ Conformer 2 
 
E = -518.178525949 a.u. 
 
8   -1.651808    3.028772   -0.349086 
1   -2.521486    3.393934   -0.128646 
6   -1.538539    1.778402    0.281633 
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1   -1.444879    1.874188    1.379360 
1   -2.413816    1.140869    0.077051 
6   -0.275254    1.163805   -0.283371 
1   -0.398814    0.837983   -1.321823 
1    0.522321    1.913436   -0.247020 
7    0.200877   -0.013870    0.514491 
6   -0.840073   -1.072075    0.745119 
1   -0.380845   -1.815437    1.405482 
1   -1.670914   -0.606305    1.285032 
6   -1.343169   -1.727913   -0.523313 
1   -0.528515   -2.264916   -1.035315 
1   -1.737985   -0.974519   -1.225983 
6    1.464653   -0.594364   -0.046503 
1    1.695458   -1.482484    0.552812 
1    1.262799   -0.899998   -1.078453 
6    2.630198    0.371205    0.027399 
1    2.537943    1.162814   -0.732459 
1    2.647304    0.861101    1.019131 
8   -2.349849   -2.608386   -0.087621 
1   -2.676676   -3.088128   -0.863037 
8    3.771417   -0.419242   -0.191440 
1    4.524469    0.175922   -0.321161 
1    0.432524    0.345112    1.452989 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3DMF]
+ Conformer 1 
 
E = -1161.54096758 a.u. 
 
75    0.983318   -0.500347    0.053364 
 6    1.079344   -2.372947    0.478773 
 6    2.559773   -0.760512   -1.019142 
 6    2.093473   -0.156587    1.549375 
 8    3.514330   -0.918134   -1.662707 
 8    2.762767    0.068477    2.476152 
 8    1.144297   -3.499687    0.758506 
 6   -0.485367    2.193522    0.224097 
 6    1.494403    2.441278   -0.971766 
 6   -0.749921    3.554038    0.111147 
 6    1.286955    3.803016   -1.124094 
 1    2.379002    1.960423   -1.382840 
 6    0.146041    4.367217   -0.569662 
 1   -1.642935    3.982176    0.556870 
 1    2.015411    4.401002   -1.664332 
 1   -0.048369    5.433187   -0.661644 
 7    0.632930    1.649987   -0.314933 
 6   -1.384202    1.253780    0.915466 
 6   -2.655444    1.605391    1.357187 
 6   -1.680480   -0.921963    1.687104 
 6   -3.450352    0.650146    1.976525 
 1   -3.030713    2.614265    1.211830 
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 6   -2.953775   -0.634611    2.152852 
 1   -4.448960    0.911808    2.318321 
 7   -0.914429   -0.008923    1.069629 
 1   -1.253607   -1.915546    1.803678 
 1   -3.537150   -1.411929    2.638283 
 8   -0.405393   -0.857602   -1.637387 
 6   -1.566573   -0.406958   -1.791442 
 1   -1.741695    0.654279   -2.032762 
 7   -2.662247   -1.136001   -1.692553 
 6   -3.977514   -0.557516   -1.907845 
 1   -4.479160   -1.070684   -2.737064 
 1   -4.580444   -0.676584   -0.998902 
 1   -3.883487    0.506870   -2.143678 
 6   -2.618552   -2.556430   -1.384605 
 1   -2.903285   -3.135403   -2.272238 
 1   -1.610479   -2.842320   -1.073143 
 1   -3.331651   -2.770584   -0.579992 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3DMF]
+ Conformer 2 
 
E = -1161.54149994 a.u. 
 
75    0.253296   -0.686189    0.426274 
 6    0.828930   -2.471516   -0.006901 
 6    1.962751   -0.427778    1.268948 
 6   -0.408622   -1.355583    2.075498 
 8    2.993266   -0.261871    1.782300 
 8   -0.815756   -1.768075    3.085287 
 8    1.165119   -3.557056   -0.252258 
 6   -1.744484    1.610511    0.094857 
 6    0.031519    2.291226    1.435609 
 6   -2.313018    2.878224    0.170680 
 6   -0.482650    3.572619    1.551264 
 1    0.963408    2.016336    1.924546 
 6   -1.674701    3.868940    0.904039 
 1   -3.250532    3.096218   -0.332335 
 1    0.048302    4.315269    2.140054 
 1   -2.110818    4.862822    0.970688 
 7   -0.578220    1.331514    0.724200 
 6   -2.363809    0.492036   -0.637457 
 6   -3.562814    0.607898   -1.333300 
 6   -2.218322   -1.761939   -1.199421 
 6   -4.089448   -0.504970   -1.974601 
 1   -4.087830    1.557292   -1.379458 
 6   -3.410620   -1.713958   -1.903296 
 1   -5.025849   -0.424661   -2.521582 
 7   -1.700031   -0.687950   -0.585644 
 1   -1.653181   -2.687371   -1.117490 
 1   -3.789367   -2.611569   -2.383807 
 8    0.859757    0.242468   -1.483110 
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 6    2.060870    0.095018   -1.837254 
 1    2.430570   -0.880688   -2.192211 
 7    2.953507    1.062721   -1.819043 
 6    4.324931    0.843371   -2.247386 
 1    4.557234    1.500508   -3.093626 
 1    5.005633    1.074544   -1.419295 
 1    4.460280   -0.199673   -2.547127 
 6    2.631868    2.389633   -1.317287 
 1    2.971891    3.139095   -2.041008 
 1    1.552649    2.480478   -1.172569 
 1    3.150242    2.555450   -0.363596 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3DMF] Conformer 1 
 
E = -1161.64973679 a.u. 
 
75   -1.192844   -0.044313    0.084909 
 6   -2.259885   -1.515717    0.720905 
 6   -2.408928    1.126428    1.008444 
 6   -2.316016    0.049811   -1.425959 
 8   -3.147937    1.839055    1.562305 
 8   -3.011811    0.102199   -2.363671 
 8   -2.915407   -2.406224    1.091843 
 6    1.441185    0.958880   -1.063557 
 6    0.081020    2.783870   -0.436268 
 6    2.491688    1.865279   -1.356283 
 6    1.068804    3.696960   -0.713338 
 1   -0.892296    3.110590   -0.070992 
 6    2.316638    3.212545   -1.179738 
 1    3.442831    1.483269   -1.721424 
 1    0.883936    4.758355   -0.571872 
 1    3.127457    3.903509   -1.402511 
 7    0.234180    1.447355   -0.578900 
 6    1.530908   -0.453596   -1.214104 
 6    2.677314   -1.135961   -1.693325 
 6    0.423145   -2.523756   -0.996433 
 6    2.670494   -2.501257   -1.819079 
 1    3.563486   -0.568049   -1.968198 
 6    1.506921   -3.226070   -1.467331 
 1    3.551918   -3.020388   -2.191032 
 7    0.406699   -1.180489   -0.852797 
 1   -0.491638   -3.041049   -0.708481 
 1    1.457619   -4.307794   -1.557588 
 8    0.254502   -0.271121    1.808050 
 6    1.339887    0.345008    1.896003 
 1    1.387984    1.443085    1.808087 
 7    2.509775   -0.237510    2.113826 
 6    3.738990    0.532131    2.131931 
 1    4.300691    0.319792    3.049653 
 1    4.359156    0.258303    1.266894 
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 1    3.514665    1.602614    2.088694 
 6    2.647878   -1.680757    2.182839 
 1    3.166073   -1.956863    3.109245 
 1    1.660649   -2.147338    2.161928 
 1    3.241122   -2.034141    1.328065 
  
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3DMF] Conformer 2 
 
E = -1161.64607462 a.u. 
 
75    0.178348   -0.745032    0.399564 
 6    0.586247   -2.540638   -0.171680 
 6    1.932801   -0.655571    1.190655 
 6   -0.478852   -1.457108    2.017116 
 8    2.994703   -0.588183    1.670557 
 8   -0.891433   -1.899659    3.016829 
 8    0.825700   -3.631525   -0.508609 
 6   -1.566346    1.730458    0.152808 
 6    0.293702    2.186883    1.530693 
 6   -1.953018    3.089800    0.255992 
 6   -0.050066    3.509875    1.667567 
 1    1.180952    1.789004    2.023595 
 6   -1.208537    3.971256    0.995683 
 1   -2.847458    3.432507   -0.259821 
 1    0.562209    4.172163    2.273718 
 1   -1.509410    5.014745    1.068664 
 7   -0.410680    1.302060    0.790173 
 6   -2.293726    0.737155   -0.560701 
 6   -3.522550    0.967074   -1.227745 
 6   -2.409231   -1.532965   -1.194883 
 6   -4.170139   -0.057840   -1.866638 
 1   -3.955809    1.965005   -1.222666 
 6   -3.602729   -1.355332   -1.851731 
 1   -5.115075    0.124457   -2.375230 
 7   -1.745813   -0.537722   -0.565368 
 1   -1.936009   -2.513865   -1.154702 
 1   -4.085180   -2.196546   -2.342088 
 8    0.858119    0.204093   -1.543055 
 6    2.058274    0.046170   -1.868127 
 1    2.423450   -0.918122   -2.261266 
 7    2.980683    0.989047   -1.777239 
 6    4.358940    0.748135   -2.164360 
 1    4.649039    1.442506   -2.962088 
 1    5.016707    0.905827   -1.300521 
 1    4.471400   -0.280182   -2.520628 
 6    2.674374    2.296764   -1.222162 
 1    3.068029    3.073142   -1.888663 
 1    1.591575    2.409700   -1.122673 
 1    3.148590    2.400822   -0.236611 
 
 121 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3] 
 
E = -913.277386223 a.u. 
 
75   -0.887061   -0.012756   -0.175415 
 6   -2.262003    1.311778   -0.454454 
 6   -2.241502   -1.374246   -0.355105 
 6   -1.308546    0.053575    1.640088 
 8   -3.058357   -2.202247   -0.453580 
 8   -1.560835    0.098157    2.783030 
 8   -3.089751    2.120277   -0.608264 
 6    2.067140   -0.705069   -0.061000 
 6    0.775049   -2.668693   -0.178270 
 6    3.233039   -1.487860    0.038913 
 6    1.883946   -3.468579   -0.083896 
 1   -0.218982   -3.102265   -0.267788 
 6    3.151543   -2.859704    0.030777 
 1    4.202381   -1.002696    0.123997 
 1    1.771593   -4.549420   -0.098547 
 1    4.052159   -3.464426    0.111463 
 7    0.829008   -1.308969   -0.169277 
 6    2.055383    0.727890   -0.060612 
 6    3.204661    1.530022    0.073343 
 6    0.733854    2.669035   -0.208229 
 6    3.100320    2.900270    0.061513 
 1    4.177700    1.060887    0.196614 
 6    1.827074    3.487903   -0.090862 
 1    3.987491    3.520066    0.171467 
 7    0.810629    1.311181   -0.192451 
 1   -0.265579    3.084955   -0.320489 
 1    1.697142    4.566665   -0.111226 
 
 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]  
 
E = -913.379205870 a.u. 
 
75   -0.870976    0.037061   -0.083201 
 6   -2.146877    1.451551   -0.380879 
 6   -2.142513   -1.209172   -0.811112 
 6   -1.610875   -0.254905    1.625923 
 8   -2.909131   -1.978800   -1.259049 
 8   -2.095861   -0.444885    2.681873 
 8   -2.919473    2.320519   -0.548024 
 6    2.071766   -0.725391   -0.036799 
 6    0.706932   -2.659490   -0.098079 
 6    3.216733   -1.568229    0.019431 
 6    1.783887   -3.491959   -0.045417 
 1   -0.305810   -3.059782   -0.140300 
 6    3.091912   -2.926587    0.014083 
 122 
 
 1    4.203338   -1.111028    0.072718 
 1    1.632043   -4.568956   -0.049287 
 1    3.970853   -3.566886    0.059035 
 7    0.791670   -1.288357   -0.104881 
 6    2.099110    0.676769   -0.035756 
 6    3.278123    1.470503    0.008985 
 6    0.815087    2.668372   -0.088525 
 6    3.213841    2.832880    0.004245 
 1    4.244678    0.970319    0.049882 
 6    1.926823    3.450561   -0.043745 
 1    4.119135    3.435759    0.038680 
 7    0.835176    1.289480   -0.096248 
 1   -0.177259    3.115837   -0.127729 
 1    1.820307    4.533219   -0.047546 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3] CO2 binding TS  
 
E = -1101.76331301 a.u. 
 
75   -0.830614   -0.001022   -0.196048 
 6   -2.204648   -1.338780   -0.039976 
 6   -2.207415    1.325055    0.013449 
 6   -1.075302    0.046110   -2.082111 
 8   -3.034005    2.132900    0.154003 
 8   -1.288165    0.080349   -3.229329 
 8   -3.030666   -2.151131    0.075514 
 6    2.131849    0.737129   -0.074230 
 6    0.830538    2.666709   -0.122674 
 6    3.294751    1.502467   -0.028835 
 6    1.947541    3.481231   -0.070694 
 1   -0.169901    3.091055   -0.163439 
 6    3.203159    2.885859   -0.024904 
 1    4.270336    1.026318   -0.001206 
 1    1.826359    4.560836   -0.068176 
 1    4.105478    3.491762    0.010854 
 7    0.910810    1.325239   -0.126883 
 6    2.133640   -0.731563   -0.080558 
 6    3.296234   -1.494694   -0.003198 
 6    0.839849   -2.663535   -0.194979 
 6    3.208887   -2.878173   -0.026355 
 1    4.267698   -1.016510    0.080050 
 6    1.957663   -3.475859   -0.128438 
 1    4.111091   -3.482352    0.033445 
 7    0.915750   -1.321881   -0.170283 
 1   -0.157770   -3.089731   -0.270406 
 1    1.840182   -4.555620   -0.152092 
 6   -0.752459   -0.035273    2.399209 
 8    0.437160   -0.039873    2.633884 
 8   -1.860462   -0.038836    2.878484 
 
 123 
 
 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]  CO2 binding TS  
 
E = -1101.87506873 a.u. 
 
75   -0.860846   -0.000003   -0.259078 
 6   -2.128335   -1.340792    0.273774 
 6   -2.128316    1.340745    0.273920 
 6   -1.479333    0.000084   -2.054121 
 8   -2.876310    2.171591    0.630821 
 8   -1.946854    0.000131   -3.134248 
 8   -2.876351   -2.171661    0.630574 
 6    2.082520    0.714478   -0.206055 
 6    0.777725    2.664025   -0.282726 
 6    3.248211    1.507359   -0.150958 
 6    1.881629    3.471000   -0.230567 
 1   -0.222529    3.089163   -0.344536 
 6    3.160477    2.876474   -0.155605 
 1    4.222535    1.026317   -0.105872 
 1    1.758098    4.551165   -0.246041 
 1    4.058014    3.489774   -0.112842 
 7    0.835925    1.300843   -0.259070 
 6    2.082529   -0.714447   -0.206066 
 6    3.248229   -1.507317   -0.150954 
 6    0.777769   -2.664010   -0.282794 
 6    3.160517   -2.876431   -0.155636 
 1    4.222544   -1.026262   -0.105812 
 6    1.881682   -3.470972   -0.230639 
 1    4.058062   -3.489720   -0.112862 
 7    0.835941   -1.300825   -0.259113 
 1   -0.222477   -3.089165   -0.344608 
 1    1.758164   -4.551139   -0.246139 
 6   -0.262024   -0.000062    2.547519 
 8    0.935150   -0.000103    2.587529 
 8   -1.309595   -0.000067    3.128114 
 
 
[ReII(bpy)(CO)3(CO2)]  
 
E = -1101.76332795 a.u. 
 
75   -0.826814   -0.000647   -0.199292 
 6   -2.200021   -1.339185   -0.044950 
 6   -2.204377    1.326429   -0.000204 
 6   -1.062076    0.040011   -2.087047 
 8   -3.031265    2.134586    0.136132 
 8   -1.272016    0.069714   -3.234917 
 8   -3.024720   -2.152685    0.071339 
 6    2.135485    0.736612   -0.066006 
 6    0.834890    2.666579   -0.119705 
 6    3.298454    1.501632   -0.017827 
 124 
 
 6    1.952031    3.480781   -0.065269 
 1   -0.165274    3.091280   -0.163436 
 6    3.207313    2.885075   -0.015521 
 1    4.273795    1.025208    0.013330 
 1    1.831184    4.560425   -0.063913 
 1    4.109734    3.490702    0.022193 
 7    0.914674    1.325054   -0.122849 
 6    2.136880   -0.732123   -0.071069 
 6    3.299097   -1.495607    0.008047 
 6    0.842506   -2.663739   -0.185379 
 6    3.211304   -2.879092   -0.014279 
 1    4.270674   -1.017733    0.091669 
 6    1.959973   -3.476399   -0.116866 
 1    4.113256   -3.483533    0.046609 
 7    0.918841   -1.322088   -0.162122 
 1   -0.155142   -3.089764   -0.261407 
 1    1.842092   -4.556136   -0.139621 
 6   -0.790526   -0.029708    2.392985 
 8    0.396805   -0.034767    2.641247 
 8   -1.902483   -0.031881    2.863053 
  
 
 [ReI(bpy)(CO)3CO2]   
 
E = -1101.88209252 a.u. 
 
75    0.871416   -0.014362   -0.160470 
 6    2.204772    1.314718    0.196837 
 6    2.161387   -1.362457    0.276548 
 6    1.334968   -0.061917   -2.040196 
 8    2.932515   -2.196914    0.561064 
 8    1.713759   -0.097633   -3.149750 
 8    3.005749    2.139637    0.417136 
 6   -2.078886   -0.708100   -0.137942 
 6   -0.821243   -2.660958   -0.313106 
 6   -3.255553   -1.461804   -0.059296 
 6   -1.944170   -3.457699   -0.230841 
 1    0.169929   -3.097436   -0.421697 
 6   -3.190250   -2.841234   -0.094626 
 1   -4.219498   -0.968975    0.033279 
 1   -1.843808   -4.539083   -0.271418 
 1   -4.099868   -3.434284   -0.027945 
 7   -0.870520   -1.315556   -0.261599 
 6   -2.060742    0.750314   -0.149460 
 6   -3.217787    1.534507   -0.084368 
 6   -0.754508    2.669577   -0.349825 
 6   -3.118988    2.911363   -0.139635 
 1   -4.193843    1.066908    0.009900 
 6   -1.857417    3.494302   -0.282423 
 1   -4.013603    3.527827   -0.084637 
 7   -0.836468    1.325812   -0.277111 
 125 
 
 1    0.247189    3.079796   -0.462901 
 1   -1.729489    4.572052   -0.339564 
 6    0.317324    0.047234    2.132944 
 8   -0.911478   -0.027012    2.352315 
 8    1.254739    0.155856    2.947179 
 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)] 
 
E = -1102.38706611 a.u. 
 
75   -0.850015    0.000653   -0.175267 
 6   -2.222809   -1.332509   -0.051512 
 6   -2.225522    1.326638   -0.016680 
 6   -0.988966    0.035297   -2.137273 
 8   -3.051537    2.141094    0.104819 
 8   -1.128005    0.060305   -3.291654 
 8   -3.047118   -2.150849    0.054138 
 6    2.124420    0.737081   -0.074387 
 6    0.830796    2.667874   -0.134794 
 6    3.289969    1.498113   -0.022848 
 6    1.950140    3.480995   -0.075792 
 1   -0.168832    3.094180   -0.181853 
 6    3.202700    2.882175   -0.021186 
 1    4.264010    1.019428    0.013345 
 1    1.832027    4.561011   -0.074842 
 1    4.106793    3.485179    0.020481 
 7    0.908510    1.328725   -0.138075 
 6    2.124523   -0.734686   -0.079921 
 6    3.288358   -1.496103   -0.002981 
 6    0.833761   -2.664785   -0.196476 
 6    3.202139   -2.880022   -0.025623 
 1    4.259670   -1.017630    0.080039 
 6    1.952219   -3.478278   -0.127312 
 1    4.104933   -3.483389    0.034794 
 7    0.910237   -1.325644   -0.174000 
 1   -0.164188   -3.090767   -0.272479 
 1    1.835162   -4.558179   -0.149810 
 6   -0.597495   -0.027069    2.008626 
 8    0.459049   -0.034501    2.626873 
 8   -1.753359   -0.031941    2.746333 
 1   -1.467317   -0.041564    3.684773 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)]
-  
 
E = -1102.48003162 a.u. 
 
75    0.836604   -0.000010   -0.184471 
 6    2.208041    1.338663   -0.111479 
 126 
 
 6    2.208162   -1.338571   -0.111508 
 6    0.894445    0.000029   -2.147117 
 8    3.033913   -2.164355   -0.040034 
 8    1.013293    0.000042   -3.307667 
 8    3.033623    2.164624   -0.040092 
 6   -2.139247   -0.710131   -0.074425 
 6   -0.841165   -2.676620   -0.073179 
 6   -3.311842   -1.510893   -0.025776 
 6   -1.948966   -3.493688   -0.017709 
 1    0.160978   -3.105822   -0.096948 
 6   -3.224200   -2.877480    0.003565 
 1   -4.288354   -1.031428   -0.006254 
 1   -1.831361   -4.573817    0.006246 
 1   -4.128920   -3.482133    0.043901 
 7   -0.898460   -1.332764   -0.105399 
 6   -2.139241    0.710150   -0.074459 
 6   -3.311840    1.510928   -0.026098 
 6   -0.841136    2.676620   -0.072855 
 6   -3.224181    2.877508    0.003470 
 1   -4.288371    1.031481   -0.007128 
 6   -1.948929    3.493695   -0.017375 
 1   -4.128902    3.482176    0.043578 
 7   -0.898440    1.332768   -0.105280 
 1    0.161006    3.105828   -0.096492 
 1   -1.831305    4.573818    0.006787 
 6    0.716325   -0.000111    2.018881 
 8   -0.287219   -0.000193    2.720389 
 8    1.924033   -0.000096    2.684418 
 1    1.689702   -0.000164    3.636653 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2  …
+ C–OH bond scission TS  
 
E = -1620.55634124 a.u. 
 
75    1.944124   -0.327107   -0.361676 
 6    2.821633   -2.038320   -0.405999 
 6    2.651713    0.002613   -2.123824 
 6    3.566103    0.446867    0.439241 
 8    3.062920    0.205385   -3.191315 
 8    4.544154    0.872705    0.885698 
 8    3.359312   -3.068228   -0.419971 
 6    0.236356    1.752178    1.128972 
 6    1.003890    2.650745   -0.876197 
 6   -0.333363    2.972020    1.478766 
 6    0.446816    3.887347   -0.591241 
 1    1.551513    2.483660   -1.801644 
 6   -0.232634    4.049354    0.609147 
 1   -0.853400    3.087486    2.425510 
 1    0.555810    4.701927   -1.301814 
 1   -0.675697    5.005960    0.874696 
 127 
 
 7    0.898947    1.600014   -0.045098 
 6    0.164212    0.556725    1.985059 
 6   -0.619671    0.491757    3.134702 
 6    0.833679   -1.653229    2.278911 
 6   -0.669031   -0.689717    3.861003 
 1   -1.205201    1.349805    3.452998 
 6    0.073711   -1.780952    3.429331 
 1   -1.288137   -0.756429    4.752239 
 7    0.880870   -0.515162    1.567453 
 1    1.423009   -2.486110    1.902077 
 1    0.063583   -2.726370    3.964003 
 6    0.198014   -1.318704   -1.163573 
 8   -0.272537   -2.381644   -1.281690 
 8   -0.988552   -0.165981   -1.909972 
 1   -0.567821    0.711100   -1.937896 
 6   -2.748513   -1.107991    0.526152 
 1   -2.563668   -2.066618    0.026109 
 1   -1.801418   -0.802004    0.994129 
 6   -3.258365    1.244778    0.107824 
 1   -2.587778    1.325149    0.974831 
 1   -4.291632    1.342843    0.474807 
 6   -4.202839   -0.441883   -1.376774 
 1   -4.257066    0.321474   -2.163723 
 1   -5.145320   -0.399908   -0.809528 
 7   -3.064529   -0.090854   -0.499079 
 1   -1.966640   -0.083374   -1.252591 
 6   -2.952409    2.381292   -0.846124 
 1   -3.562661    2.310661   -1.762110 
 1   -1.891844    2.337084   -1.156317 
 6   -3.790596   -1.297310    1.607831 
 1   -3.964745   -0.350181    2.147798 
 1   -4.754245   -1.607250    1.166267 
 6   -4.051596   -1.788455   -2.052861 
 1   -4.185552   -2.610681   -1.330074 
 1   -3.035798   -1.881223   -2.478840 
 8   -3.223756    3.564491   -0.134760 
 1   -3.021349    4.312968   -0.715865 
 8   -3.269490   -2.289258    2.462954 
 1   -3.911782   -2.435843    3.172804 
 8   -5.043581   -1.825748   -3.051981 
 1   -5.048871   -2.717596   -3.428901 
 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)]
-  … + C–OH bond scission TS  
 
E = -1620.66252581 a.u. 
 
75    1.962883   -0.415115   -0.247801 
 6    2.624340   -2.205686   -0.013314 
 6    2.864784   -0.361511   -1.949710 
 128 
 
 6    3.573971    0.282689    0.619597 
 8    3.399265   -0.327271   -2.984789 
 8    4.555944    0.670900    1.099433 
 8    3.025539   -3.289293    0.141505 
 6    0.289798    1.931026    0.801147 
 6    1.351257    2.542135   -1.223885 
 6   -0.244451    3.242328    0.890314 
 6    0.856435    3.821683   -1.171377 
 1    1.992692    2.225743   -2.046424 
 6    0.028419    4.175488   -0.074546 
 1   -0.879791    3.504163    1.733592 
 1    1.104793    4.532962   -1.954319 
 1   -0.384687    5.179808    0.003498 
 7    1.082707    1.592509   -0.293801 
 6    0.083106    0.912861    1.771960 
 6   -0.757474    1.048293    2.908835 
 6    0.571844   -1.297327    2.441350 
 6   -0.917808    0.005810    3.784850 
 1   -1.280846    1.987033    3.078672 
 6   -0.233449   -1.210129    3.553541 
 1   -1.568639    0.115778    4.650451 
 7    0.745411   -0.287273    1.563524 
 1    1.116953   -2.214951    2.220305 
 1   -0.335219   -2.061279    4.220990 
 6    0.183072   -1.286841   -1.149838 
 8   -0.325771   -2.319779   -1.366948 
 8   -0.928370   -0.021871   -1.753722 
 1   -0.460962    0.804404   -1.531024 
 6   -2.820615   -1.146963    0.576569 
 1   -2.558295   -2.087265    0.075660 
 1   -1.931783   -0.825381    1.139977 
 6   -3.361286    1.197435    0.154462 
 1   -2.734437    1.296984    1.051774 
 1   -4.414474    1.241361    0.474781 
 6   -4.106010   -0.486057   -1.449541 
 1   -4.069349    0.262628   -2.252002 
 1   -5.108586   -0.436227   -0.997306 
 7   -3.073912   -0.118794   -0.455391 
 1   -1.922371   -0.040751   -1.132526 
 6   -3.064464    2.364638   -0.765321 
 1   -3.634540    2.291759   -1.707461 
 1   -1.991259    2.370050   -1.026695 
 6   -3.965689   -1.397084    1.536320 
 1   -4.147072   -0.504092    2.159021 
 1   -4.897744   -1.604121    0.980028 
 6   -3.878458   -1.842155   -2.085226 
 1   -4.115133   -2.654840   -1.377731 
 1   -2.816030   -1.950465   -2.369772 
 8   -3.415074    3.520704   -0.042653 
 1   -3.041247    4.283086   -0.508188 
 8   -3.577626   -2.501311    2.320639 
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 1   -4.252315   -2.631801    3.002650 
 8   -4.727667   -1.884767   -3.208696 
 1   -4.679208   -2.778357   -3.578449 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)4]
+ Conformer 1 
 
E = -1026.44355155 a.u. 
 
75    0.873682    0.000000    0.000000 
 6    2.267848   -1.346848    0.120108 
 6    2.267841    1.346857   -0.120105 
 6    0.876470    0.166766    2.013229 
 8    3.090417    2.155490   -0.211365 
 8    0.906357    0.264846    3.155085 
 8    3.090435   -2.155471    0.211360 
 6   -2.100931    0.735447   -0.012381 
 6   -0.798652    2.665628   -0.092453 
 6   -3.263053    1.498870    0.023088 
 6   -1.919061    3.479208   -0.068131 
 1    0.200712    3.091130   -0.132532 
 6   -3.171479    2.883355   -0.004885 
 1   -4.236963    1.022422    0.081287 
 1   -1.799186    4.558464   -0.092099 
 1   -4.074297    3.488561    0.024818 
 7   -0.882070    1.326614   -0.063749 
 6   -2.100931   -0.735448    0.012380 
 6   -3.263052   -1.498873   -0.023091 
 6   -0.798649   -2.665629    0.092455 
 6   -3.171476   -2.883357    0.004883 
 1   -4.236962   -1.022426   -0.081293 
 6   -1.919058   -3.479209    0.068132 
 1   -4.074293   -3.488564   -0.024821 
 7   -0.882070   -1.326614    0.063750 
 1    0.200715   -3.091128    0.132535 
 1   -1.799182   -4.558465    0.092101 
 6    0.876473   -0.166771   -2.013228 
 8    0.906361   -0.264860   -3.155083 
  
 
 [Re0(bpy)(CO)4] 
 
E = -1026.55042502 a.u. 
 
75    0.867805   -0.000013    0.000009 
 6    2.257164    1.355087   -0.077609 
 6    2.257387   -1.354891    0.077564 
 6    0.870579   -0.113090   -2.014671 
 8    3.083747   -2.167309    0.145022 
 8    0.909669   -0.188382   -3.160071 
 8    3.083292    2.167715   -0.145362 
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 6   -2.097873   -0.709925    0.009697 
 6   -0.790983   -2.678437    0.055694 
 6   -3.267311   -1.513153   -0.004928 
 6   -1.898439   -3.491417    0.048165 
 1    0.210672   -3.105774    0.076073 
 6   -3.175455   -2.879143    0.014073 
 1   -4.243713   -1.035334   -0.040217 
 1   -1.780234   -4.571307    0.063954 
 1   -4.077896   -3.487426   -0.000926 
 7   -0.854857   -1.329294    0.038041 
 6   -2.097887    0.709879   -0.009642 
 6   -3.267354    1.513066    0.004893 
 6   -0.791062    2.678422   -0.055556 
 6   -3.175545    2.879060   -0.014103 
 1   -4.243740    1.035209    0.040093 
 6   -1.898544    3.491368   -0.048104 
 1   -4.078006    3.487315    0.000821 
 7   -0.854880    1.329279   -0.037899 
 1    0.210565    3.105823   -0.075881 
 1   -1.780363    4.571260   -0.063882 
 6    0.870738    0.113012    2.014684 
 8    0.909922    0.188264    3.160084 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3TEOA]
+ Conformer 1 
 
E = -1430.92006908 a.u. 
 
75    1.549140   -0.771865   -0.085513 
 6    1.396298   -2.552148    0.627255 
 6    2.338636   -1.570205   -1.647944 
 6    3.288560   -0.660232    0.675224 
 8    2.825731   -2.051784   -2.586837 
 8    4.351781   -0.592354    1.143359 
 8    1.300569   -3.625573    1.062945 
 6    0.902882    2.223050    0.095731 
 6    1.905787    1.742657   -1.949555 
 6    0.776290    3.562613   -0.257613 
 6    1.795760    3.059250   -2.366560 
 1    2.355920    0.989031   -2.591363 
 6    1.223920    3.983937   -1.502083 
 1    0.325867    4.276227    0.426304 
 1    2.158234    3.344354   -3.350076 
 1    1.124742    5.027467   -1.791460 
 7    1.470868    1.327783   -0.748902 
 6    0.417934    1.680172    1.375774 
 6   -0.205419    2.460036    2.345146 
 6    0.172713   -0.218633    2.699937 
 6   -0.647020    1.865379    3.519446 
 1   -0.349415    3.525202    2.189464 
 6   -0.452444    0.503075    3.704139 
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 1   -1.136180    2.465761    4.282779 
 7    0.591952    0.347835    1.557307 
 1    0.347983   -1.286820    2.805181 
 1   -0.776407   -0.003587    4.608763 
 8   -0.489765   -0.774164   -0.966484 
 1   -0.868110    0.112301   -1.198271 
 6   -1.533859   -1.675743   -0.542932 
 1   -1.276738   -2.649765   -0.976131 
 1   -1.518141   -1.770151    0.553818 
 6   -2.907816   -1.238625   -1.010546 
 1   -2.820137   -0.762945   -2.009432 
 1   -3.495476   -2.152652   -1.167318 
 7   -3.638489   -0.411236   -0.056067 
 6   -2.975782    0.800325    0.406223 
 1   -3.578934    1.214609    1.226969 
 1   -2.008562    0.528145    0.855447 
 6   -2.748784    1.917828   -0.595575 
 1   -2.493072    2.843190   -0.053927 
 1   -3.660236    2.112135   -1.181827 
 6   -5.011790   -0.187046   -0.485954 
 1   -5.408783    0.694456    0.037517 
 1   -5.083005    0.030819   -1.570633 
 6   -5.911269   -1.362082   -0.156667 
 1   -5.550054   -2.283396   -0.646701 
 1   -5.880108   -1.541589    0.932702 
 8   -1.676593    1.553731   -1.464643 
 1   -1.553689    2.229134   -2.150002 
 8   -7.208106   -1.025662   -0.597489 
 1   -7.788038   -1.777935   -0.412192 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3TEOA]
+ Conformer 2 
 
E = -1430.90173563 a.u. 
 
75    1.513236   -0.876560    0.179383 
 6    0.669897   -2.236922    1.250527 
 6    2.091362   -2.290204   -0.992967 
 6    3.106868   -1.136735    1.176902 
 8    2.449715   -3.145198   -1.692791 
 8    4.088715   -1.299886    1.778734 
 8    0.162057   -3.053861    1.901990 
 6    1.882822    2.078976   -0.517699 
 6    3.032374    0.750897   -2.049474 
 6    2.282804    3.230282   -1.187232 
 6    3.465683    1.859692   -2.757369 
 1    3.310084   -0.255118   -2.355729 
 6    3.080490    3.119241   -2.318285 
 1    1.985058    4.211168   -0.828884 
 1    4.092604    1.726603   -3.634345 
 1    3.400214    4.013594   -2.847766 
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 7    2.256740    0.850917   -0.957601 
 6    1.057275    2.100460    0.702364 
 6    0.530142    3.266974    1.245869 
 6    0.125417    0.838419    2.424161 
 6   -0.219084    3.197267    2.412904 
 1    0.695905    4.226435    0.765075 
 6   -0.415654    1.964943    3.021797 
 1   -0.639537    4.102858    2.843600 
 7    0.831550    0.896609    1.284233 
 1   -0.012681   -0.148925    2.859390 
 1   -0.983563    1.865969    3.942456 
 8   -0.346724   -0.483410   -1.032822 
 1   -0.201084    0.100637   -1.801494 
 6   -1.625530   -0.167992   -0.435346 
 1   -1.727012   -0.836539    0.428379 
 1   -1.622463    0.872607   -0.074177 
 6   -2.750326   -0.412355   -1.417508 
 1   -2.572425    0.149052   -2.356178 
 1   -2.761605   -1.478551   -1.681773 
 7   -4.006541   -0.046188   -0.789998 
 6   -4.373613    1.351089   -0.963595 
 1   -3.473083    1.936097   -1.199985 
 1   -5.074979    1.492405   -1.808144 
 6   -4.984903    1.908014    0.303994 
 1   -4.234731    1.841850    1.114381 
 1   -5.845453    1.285569    0.612673 
 6   -5.089860   -0.983491   -1.042970 
 1   -6.048909   -0.475094   -0.870110 
 1   -5.099856   -1.335764   -2.092841 
 6   -5.004124   -2.170440   -0.107651 
 1   -4.015955   -2.658812   -0.204435 
 1   -5.080444   -1.803013    0.932328 
 8   -5.371438    3.238301    0.048906 
 1   -5.780674    3.588010    0.853160 
 8   -6.051045   -3.053775   -0.436018 
 1   -5.996837   -3.814460    0.159711 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 1 
 
E = -1430.43960071 a.u. 
 
75    1.292187   -0.918061   -0.137782 
 6    0.441266   -2.416997    0.695496 
 6    1.385989   -1.984799   -1.726576 
 6    2.982603   -1.656310    0.407026 
 8    1.450545   -2.643544   -2.687781 
 8    4.000601   -2.107419    0.765169 
 8   -0.054939   -3.340560    1.209661 
 6    2.044379    2.049211   -0.105452 
 6    2.736844    1.090022   -2.106918 
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 6    2.478037    3.301401   -0.532882 
 6    3.185961    2.307676   -2.594157 
 1    2.826285    0.181012   -2.698353 
 6    3.048827    3.432370   -1.791286 
 1    2.378497    4.171987    0.109024 
 1    3.631737    2.362406   -3.583434 
 1    3.388773    4.406295   -2.135879 
 7    2.177364    0.960039   -0.897238 
 6    1.462460    1.813197    1.228962 
 6    1.223904    2.831964    2.147425 
 6    0.723332    0.221499    2.755287 
 6    0.722178    2.514925    3.402463 
 1    1.425924    3.867900    1.891686 
 6    0.480138    1.185128    3.721376 
 1    0.530211    3.303769    4.126109 
 7    1.189262    0.524533    1.536597 
 1    0.533955   -0.832407    2.951646 
 1    0.099385    0.890557    4.695333 
 8   -0.451132    0.087976   -0.687998 
 6   -1.561447    0.117849    0.127817 
 1   -1.750323   -0.856328    0.636258 
 1   -1.469792    0.862564    0.957127 
 6   -2.808609    0.488029   -0.664600 
 1   -2.649914    1.467915   -1.136032 
 1   -2.936507   -0.229345   -1.495655 
 7   -4.002765    0.517522    0.177808 
 6   -4.647233    1.815995    0.299764 
 1   -5.250536    1.831735    1.222766 
 1   -3.858372    2.572805    0.425301 
 6   -5.564103    2.232184   -0.834843 
 1   -6.002884    3.214516   -0.580623 
 1   -6.405642    1.521341   -0.914761 
 6   -4.928283   -0.571227   -0.058771 
 1   -5.843406   -0.389914    0.526741 
 1   -5.237809   -0.643491   -1.123044 
 6   -4.369844   -1.914119    0.365289 
 1   -3.450820   -2.147893   -0.202922 
 1   -4.088794   -1.868296    1.433734 
 8   -4.832050    2.287664   -2.040613 
 1   -5.454413    2.491484   -2.753448 
 8   -5.373703   -2.876996    0.127999 
 1   -5.009614   -3.743638    0.357913 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 2 
 
E = -1430.44445248 a.u. 
 
75   -1.302894   -0.833288   -0.424242 
 6   -0.506632   -1.620206   -1.977289 
 6   -1.745668   -2.605815    0.146766 
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 6   -2.979133   -0.788027   -1.367887 
 8   -2.035089   -3.681629    0.494983 
 8   -3.994386   -0.770054   -1.948210 
 8   -0.032622   -2.085387   -2.937270 
 6   -1.709616    1.606978    1.378851 
 6   -2.746790   -0.249530    2.319242 
 6   -2.030991    2.376051    2.493881 
 6   -3.101503    0.460660    3.455663 
 1   -3.014737   -1.298057    2.204200 
 6   -2.728918    1.795475    3.544027 
 1   -1.746059    3.422900    2.547330 
 1   -3.655087   -0.031967    4.250154 
 1   -2.983650    2.386662    4.420676 
 7   -2.064014    0.303323    1.308642 
 6   -1.017191    2.155044    0.197726 
 6   -0.624904    3.488002    0.099625 
 6   -0.255919    1.738359   -1.958837 
 6   -0.036645    3.941949   -1.072758 
 1   -0.780114    4.173216    0.927621 
 6    0.142973    3.055999   -2.127860 
 1    0.271228    4.981403   -1.160666 
 7   -0.817106    1.293534   -0.826324 
 1   -0.122462    1.005961   -2.753201 
 1    0.584261    3.371693   -3.070414 
 8    0.430608   -0.664403    0.716627 
 6    1.665732   -0.624889    0.103957 
 1    2.017096   -1.636012   -0.215611 
 1    1.675188   -0.009890   -0.822950 
 6    2.708740   -0.043976    1.048614 
 1    2.321974    0.914531    1.445515 
 1    2.811275   -0.709242    1.920986 
 7    4.005072    0.144666    0.399375 
 6    4.294198    1.545335    0.126854 
 1    4.335180    2.140166    1.066166 
 1    5.289201    1.609137   -0.338445 
 6    3.303741    2.223426   -0.791204 
 1    3.550012    3.300583   -0.816171 
 1    2.281416    2.144773   -0.377453 
 6    5.096616   -0.502126    1.104116 
 1    6.049045   -0.160666    0.672213 
 1    5.122337   -0.236666    2.183005 
 6    5.041686   -2.008884    0.966266 
 1    4.094690   -2.403298    1.377321 
 1    5.058757   -2.268079   -0.108050 
 8    3.380286    1.654820   -2.080319 
 1    2.731303    2.109795   -2.636521 
 8    6.154982   -2.536233    1.654142 
 1    6.109651   -3.500877    1.592449 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 3 
 135 
 
  
E = -1430.45867747 a.u. 
 
75    1.497760   -0.760489   -0.099715 
 6    1.479791   -2.473756    0.752938 
 6    2.140388   -1.654038   -1.667300 
 6    3.326281   -0.567352    0.455546 
 8    2.562048   -2.187110   -2.615660 
 8    4.439204   -0.462672    0.795992 
 8    1.480002   -3.512636    1.283742 
 6    0.814444    2.234385   -0.056236 
 6    1.696570    1.648876   -2.126175 
 6    0.619477    3.543760   -0.487252 
 6    1.526486    2.933246   -2.618088 
 1    2.124607    0.863549   -2.745474 
 6    0.976463    3.895186   -1.781249 
 1    0.190538    4.289723    0.175723 
 1    1.821104    3.163967   -3.638077 
 1    0.826833    4.914728   -2.129231 
 7    1.350920    1.303322   -0.878424 
 6    0.461282    1.773353    1.298798 
 6   -0.113083    2.604382    2.257525 
 6    0.422296   -0.017841    2.781502 
 6   -0.428801    2.088025    3.506626 
 1   -0.316105    3.648102    2.036491 
 6   -0.155550    0.753563    3.777902 
 1   -0.881799    2.727076    4.261095 
 7    0.718599    0.473012    1.570084 
 1    0.657319   -1.067136    2.949628 
 1   -0.382388    0.307934    4.742476 
 8   -0.523084   -0.726030   -0.661477 
 6   -1.408769   -1.714953   -0.246730 
 1   -1.125551   -2.699185   -0.676190 
 1   -1.398177   -1.851369    0.858396 
 6   -2.843502   -1.440054   -0.672195 
 1   -2.839180   -1.132246   -1.738880 
 1   -3.379833   -2.400388   -0.625260 
 7   -3.578778   -0.488313    0.162334 
 6   -2.882550    0.734420    0.549992 
 1   -3.461528    1.206328    1.361960 
 1   -1.914558    0.452135    0.983810 
 6   -2.660026    1.799058   -0.518727 
 1   -2.172512    2.663212   -0.016946 
 1   -3.631299    2.174365   -0.882416 
 6   -4.903244   -0.222140   -0.366881 
 1   -5.356889    0.589005    0.223620 
 1   -4.876837    0.126206   -1.421689 
 6   -5.832214   -1.416621   -0.273450 
 1   -5.516496   -2.220851   -0.959503 
 1   -5.787116   -1.824571    0.753283 
 8   -1.921601    1.368891   -1.630351 
 136 
 
 1   -1.329084    0.638805   -1.328068 
 8   -7.126863   -0.958912   -0.602787 
 1   -7.710336   -1.730116   -0.639045 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 4 
 
E = -1430.44130323 a.u. 
 
75   -1.195992   -0.636686   -0.690811 
 6   -0.814877   -0.507654   -2.561974 
 6   -0.569123   -2.442131   -0.782114 
 6   -2.948898   -1.286447   -1.158493 
 8   -0.219560   -3.555230   -0.837264 
 8   -4.006246   -1.687116   -1.456582 
 8   -0.610843   -0.429016   -3.709103 
 6   -2.028926    0.688240    1.963728 
 6   -1.542981   -1.556975    2.314151 
 6   -2.261714    0.870635    3.324640 
 6   -1.760004   -1.444403    3.678537 
 1   -1.258491   -2.508101    1.868866 
 6   -2.123341   -0.205515    4.190074 
 1   -2.551547    1.842485    3.713228 
 1   -1.643140   -2.315083    4.317833 
 1   -2.302426   -0.074393    5.254790 
 7   -1.670724   -0.520882    1.475290 
 6   -2.175201    1.766722    0.968933 
 6   -2.557748    3.063366    1.303232 
 6   -2.066858    2.343677   -1.279533 
 6   -2.691818    4.014441    0.301626 
 1   -2.750112    3.336344    2.336705 
 6   -2.446378    3.650446   -1.015845 
 1   -2.988211    5.030495    0.551922 
 7   -1.930555    1.423405   -0.315971 
 1   -1.862930    2.013766   -2.296220 
 1   -2.541976    4.360809   -1.832425 
 8    0.569269    0.216244   -0.024863 
 6    1.786205   -0.199170   -0.524858 
 1    1.977088   -1.281111   -0.331358 
 1    1.852149   -0.087180   -1.633983 
 6    2.923192    0.611200    0.081382 
 1    2.746865    1.674633   -0.132095 
 1    2.893647    0.515576    1.181709 
 7    4.227509    0.198624   -0.434539 
 6    4.921044    1.198533   -1.231931 
 1    5.651779    0.692930   -1.885016 
 1    4.181401    1.673106   -1.894120 
 6    5.677539    2.272888   -0.473380 
 1    6.182001    2.924317   -1.210407 
 1    6.473961    1.808756    0.135053 
 6    5.076602   -0.461963    0.534864 
 137 
 
 1    6.071867   -0.611961    0.087668 
 1    5.226008    0.142472    1.454691 
 6    4.544567   -1.821011    0.938070 
 1    3.546827   -1.721882    1.403394 
 1    4.422084   -2.443465    0.032913 
 8    4.782695    3.004700    0.337679 
 1    5.303463    3.634306    0.856655 
 8    5.473741   -2.381563    1.840350 
 1    5.125337   -3.236838    2.129199 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 5 
 
E = -1430.44354284 a.u. 
 
75    0.962105   -0.687293   -0.585967 
 6   -0.016984   -2.296313   -0.300219 
 6    0.534990   -0.869774   -2.444901 
 6    2.530068   -1.768141   -0.901786 
 8    0.287381   -0.989080   -3.578690 
 8    3.477952   -2.416002   -1.118594 
 8   -0.593998   -3.300838   -0.111858 
 6    2.520862    1.717741    0.551879 
 6    2.455967    1.837889   -1.768327 
 6    3.228000    2.915641    0.613825 
 6    3.155240    3.034662   -1.777331 
 1    2.129239    1.372348   -2.695918 
 6    3.546674    3.580545   -0.561976 
 1    3.535150    3.330472    1.569287 
 1    3.382811    3.520752   -2.722025 
 1    4.098956    4.516687   -0.525278 
 7    2.146132    1.192467   -0.636434 
 6    2.147798    0.939525    1.747588 
 6    2.429270    1.357659    3.045846 
 6    1.141562   -0.993785    2.553113 
 6    2.047281    0.561301    4.116218 
 1    2.938488    2.299573    3.228501 
 6    1.392764   -0.638325    3.869034 
 1    2.260659    0.878374    5.134426 
 7    1.507729   -0.228680    1.516665 
 1    0.629125   -1.923236    2.312400 
 1    1.075617   -1.293306    4.675824 
 8   -0.549434    0.649706   -0.139057 
 6   -1.857778    0.388333   -0.503070 
 1   -2.119410    0.844003   -1.487509 
 1   -2.062637   -0.692920   -0.624857 
 6   -2.838543    0.917058    0.537907 
 1   -2.436791    0.686729    1.544385 
 1   -2.890404    2.015068    0.480498 
 7   -4.169631    0.338716    0.361658 
 6   -4.430942   -0.738394    1.308644 
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 1   -4.460726   -0.352706    2.352265 
 1   -5.427178   -1.153210    1.092078 
 6   -3.433999   -1.876913    1.289534 
 1   -3.682082   -2.543313    2.136068 
 1   -2.413672   -1.497470    1.481705 
 6   -5.231706    1.328357    0.382099 
 1   -6.197865    0.810967    0.477922 
 1   -5.152260    2.015912    1.251337 
 6   -5.262052    2.141980   -0.894410 
 1   -4.285642    2.631588   -1.064091 
 1   -5.431762    1.460429   -1.747464 
 8   -3.500553   -2.571593    0.064849 
 1   -2.684835   -3.088182   -0.017568 
 8   -6.295130    3.094822   -0.766730 
 1   -6.312866    3.620486   -1.579007 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 6 
 
E = -1430.45686478 a.u. 
 
75    0.957965   -0.802670   -0.456264 
 6    0.299908   -2.478814    0.205645 
 6    0.271328   -1.337445   -2.163738 
 6    2.592650   -1.709582   -0.896197 
 8   -0.126380   -1.683431   -3.204991 
 8    3.584318   -2.264880   -1.167439 
 8   -0.060345   -3.519300    0.590340 
 6    2.020498    2.011213    0.085994 
 6    1.672355    1.737577   -2.197631 
 6    2.280570    3.366466   -0.096705 
 6    1.937666    3.074507   -2.450323 
 1    1.420089    1.052571   -3.004722 
 6    2.233012    3.903433   -1.376208 
 1    2.515551    4.006102    0.749077 
 1    1.900536    3.449722   -3.469164 
 1    2.431831    4.961682   -1.529288 
 7    1.699637    1.218545   -0.963056 
 6    2.091843    1.346503    1.400703 
 6    2.516906    1.994458    2.557246 
 6    1.822269   -0.642477    2.576157 
 6    2.582900    1.287399    3.750085 
 1    2.803560    3.041743    2.533609 
 6    2.232262   -0.056048    3.763271 
 1    2.911955    1.784909    4.659524 
 7    1.750323    0.037396    1.424255 
 1    1.540077   -1.692658    2.536602 
 1    2.272419   -0.648614    4.672971 
 8   -0.677920    0.352796    0.162875 
 6   -1.486427    1.102466   -0.682438 
 1   -1.065572    2.120655   -0.828449 
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 1   -1.566109    0.662058   -1.700136 
 6   -2.891033    1.275596   -0.126070 
 1   -2.805457    1.544335    0.948547 
 1   -3.339133    2.145741   -0.630923 
 7   -3.788439    0.138311   -0.330462 
 6   -3.249139   -1.201843   -0.110304 
 1   -3.960343   -1.917028   -0.556743 
 1   -2.316091   -1.301119   -0.682466 
 6   -3.012929   -1.656197    1.326444 
 1   -2.677586   -2.711905    1.276960 
 1   -3.971030   -1.671370    1.873273 
 6   -5.056864    0.329150    0.347146 
 1   -5.655958   -0.586675    0.225021 
 1   -4.933492    0.487805    1.440230 
 6   -5.873441    1.476431   -0.214779 
 1   -5.409740    2.448384    0.024204 
 1   -5.907174    1.390117   -1.316728 
 8   -2.109681   -0.868847    2.056843 
 1   -1.517773   -0.414754    1.406815 
 8   -7.159585    1.381508    0.360611 
 1   -7.657821    2.169275    0.100682 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3CO2]  … TEOA Conformer 1 
 
E = -1619.62430188 a.u. 
 
75    1.481246   -0.857656    0.385556 
 6    0.217418   -1.790348    1.494671 
 6    1.868594   -2.507194   -0.510212 
 6    2.815324   -1.221624    1.748532 
 8    2.094913   -3.503623   -1.078359 
 8    3.629013   -1.517863    2.537094 
 8   -0.465611   -2.326620    2.279186 
 6    2.541281    1.790686   -0.656146 
 6    3.791560    0.046122   -1.556961 
 6    3.262192    2.715916   -1.414975 
 6    4.536522    0.909849   -2.336803 
 1    3.970287   -1.027558   -1.576544 
 6    4.258461    2.273964   -2.267480 
 1    3.044220    3.777582   -1.341143 
 1    5.315441    0.517566   -2.985204 
 1    4.821370    2.986773   -2.866201 
 7    2.811197    0.465802   -0.738966 
 6    1.502230    2.175387    0.301883 
 6    1.141251    3.504480    0.540072 
 6    0.004004    1.454784    1.928970 
 6    0.181823    3.792988    1.493004 
 1    1.609304    4.310659   -0.018003 
 6   -0.400217    2.745800    2.206456 
 1   -0.108639    4.824373    1.682403 
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 7    0.936104    1.163480    1.003142 
 1   -0.425413    0.607636    2.461385 
 1   -1.156847    2.922302    2.967319 
 8   -1.937445   -2.814668   -0.463151 
 1   -1.266638   -2.384021   -1.059324 
 6   -2.697657   -1.757068    0.038610 
 1   -3.327832   -2.135774    0.860963 
 1   -2.056600   -0.964779    0.480527 
 6   -3.591917   -1.121320   -1.013203 
 1   -2.977404   -0.882886   -1.902763 
 1   -4.350274   -1.852265   -1.330657 
 7   -4.254149    0.063987   -0.478248 
 6   -3.459932    1.275158   -0.623858 
 1   -2.396930    1.009486   -0.735345 
 1   -3.736661    1.843181   -1.535172 
 6   -3.613696    2.167099    0.588863 
 1   -3.173826    1.650686    1.463072 
 1   -4.686987    2.319168    0.813881 
 6   -5.626686    0.220442   -0.929126 
 1   -5.922313    1.275691   -0.834888 
 1   -5.749653   -0.047445   -1.998160 
 6   -6.569279   -0.610759   -0.086343 
 1   -6.245632   -1.668534   -0.088344 
 1   -6.506055   -0.258942    0.959973 
 8   -2.967898    3.390809    0.318838 
 1   -2.923284    3.894232    1.144016 
 8   -7.869012   -0.466638   -0.613733 
 1   -8.468316   -0.999447   -0.072122 
 6    0.140720   -0.353715   -1.437905 
 8   -0.440211   -1.298005   -2.057792 
 8    0.126393    0.847829   -1.791603 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 1 
 
E = -1618.97451383 a.u. 
 
75    1.754308   -0.779506    0.119683 
 6    1.063839   -2.555132    0.369622 
 6    3.167096   -1.564404   -0.911717 
 6    2.831251   -1.046693    1.669716 
 8    4.043426   -2.041124   -1.513574 
 8    3.479785   -1.229121    2.622689 
 8    0.656141   -3.630181    0.547093 
 6    1.444701    2.255285    0.452342 
 6    3.269518    1.784920   -0.909889 
 6    1.628501    3.621483    0.260809 
 6    3.509629    3.130730   -1.137481 
 1    3.897427    1.020589   -1.362374 
 6    2.671305    4.063333   -0.541499 
 1    0.958377    4.339981    0.723560 
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 1    4.336931    3.430268   -1.774756 
 1    2.822668    5.128477   -0.700600 
 7    2.265214    1.352412   -0.134876 
 6    0.361688    1.699134    1.282421 
 6   -0.486092    2.488709    2.054260 
 6   -0.738541   -0.227628    1.981045 
 6   -1.483173    1.882564    2.806351 
 1   -0.368352    3.568107    2.079022 
 6   -1.619003    0.500815    2.765304 
 1   -2.148378    2.488559    3.417305 
 7    0.234904    0.351217    1.263241 
 1   -0.805891   -1.311589    1.922007 
 1   -2.390143   -0.014570    3.331504 
 8   -1.206229   -1.372796   -0.902177 
 6   -2.489928   -1.953625   -1.136597 
 1   -2.434567   -2.636335   -1.996372 
 1   -2.679847   -2.545197   -0.230668 
 6   -3.619647   -0.967016   -1.342245 
 1   -3.509741   -0.466584   -2.319006 
 1   -4.531863   -1.576444   -1.417168 
 7   -3.777655   -0.009400   -0.252988 
 6   -2.990503    1.210335   -0.424365 
 1   -3.176067    1.833708    0.462144 
 1   -1.921286    0.951286   -0.392566 
 6   -3.239671    2.032802   -1.701865 
 1   -3.410722    3.084651   -1.435663 
 1   -4.171712    1.685320   -2.188348 
 6   -5.176156    0.247534    0.065458 
 1   -5.256368    1.219762    0.572679 
 1   -5.820031    0.305745   -0.834739 
 6   -5.719861   -0.818724    0.993067 
 1   -5.575026   -1.821189    0.548423 
 1   -5.139185   -0.799976    1.933276 
 8   -2.157956    2.044208   -2.604975 
 1   -1.929138    1.126443   -2.848096 
 8   -7.085300   -0.543388    1.210904 
 1   -7.432375   -1.218642    1.810904 
 6   -0.587330   -0.737969   -1.934943 
 8   -1.145792   -0.606728   -3.025032 
 8    0.574576   -0.304338   -1.630309 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 2 
 
E = -1618.97173093 a.u. 
 
75   -2.285831   -0.100095   -0.378784 
 6   -2.932749   -0.060996   -2.181394 
 6   -3.395042   -1.650509   -0.096755 
 6   -3.769225    0.984994    0.126332 
 8   -4.115890   -2.544706    0.081966 
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 8   -4.681800    1.643581    0.438009 
 8   -3.322385   -0.022709   -3.279123 
 6   -0.171807    0.768880    1.652197 
 6   -1.541005   -0.861051    2.593820 
 6    0.676939    0.723335    2.754472 
 6   -0.743796   -0.946055    3.724401 
 1   -2.433906   -1.472660    2.485605 
 6    0.391148   -0.149084    3.796497 
 1    1.553024    1.364622    2.807642 
 1   -1.011598   -1.631503    4.523499 
 1    1.048511   -0.195991    4.661613 
 7   -1.259677   -0.034952    1.576340 
 6    0.030513    1.685118    0.515228 
 6    1.064390    2.615175    0.463515 
 6   -0.773720    2.410666   -1.543506 
 6    1.162670    3.460732   -0.633731 
 1    1.808388    2.682426    1.254320 
 6    0.222177    3.369095   -1.650788 
 1    1.969606    4.189274   -0.686516 
 7   -0.865942    1.582253   -0.494320 
 1   -1.526573    2.292478   -2.320227 
 1    0.255610    4.017443   -2.521970 
 8    1.219738   -2.394799   -0.069799 
 6    2.110290   -1.374841   -0.500990 
 1    2.219996   -1.394867   -1.596772 
 1    1.721009   -0.382310   -0.230265 
 6    3.446765   -1.623109    0.164721 
 1    3.293515   -1.776644    1.251958 
 1    3.882101   -2.552497   -0.227595 
 7    4.349860   -0.512679   -0.103921 
 6    4.176976    0.586786    0.834194 
 1    3.148092    0.569715    1.224477 
 1    4.846963    0.493828    1.711613 
 6    4.393264    1.922974    0.160354 
 1    3.685769    2.008394   -0.685677 
 1    5.412132    1.985675   -0.261326 
 6    5.738863   -0.923627   -0.250942 
 1    6.393327   -0.068873   -0.028562 
 1    6.012499   -1.726141    0.462293 
 6    6.018988   -1.378571   -1.666289 
 1    5.326070   -2.193534   -1.947190 
 1    5.815727   -0.535008   -2.351013 
 8    4.177997    2.929163    1.130370 
 1    4.372747    3.785875    0.722324 
 8    7.363030   -1.798235   -1.726774 
 1    7.541728   -2.090386   -2.631888 
 6   -0.121585   -2.212653   -0.223847 
 8   -0.857063   -3.074400    0.237641 
 8   -0.455054   -1.136410   -0.847185 
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[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 3 
 
E = -1618.97560531 a.u. 
 
75   -1.217298   -0.929395   -0.402156 
 6    0.360775   -1.657649   -1.229378 
 6   -1.510466   -2.679464    0.327947 
 6   -2.191002   -1.443851   -1.955458 
 8   -1.697941   -3.742783    0.764854 
 8   -2.797631   -1.755332   -2.903134 
 8    1.278330   -2.121488   -1.773657 
 6   -2.930295    1.483318    0.390369 
 6   -3.883298   -0.469509    1.220065 
 6   -3.902675    2.250659    1.024987 
 6   -4.884332    0.235255    1.869608 
 1   -3.838148   -1.555303    1.269846 
 6   -4.886869    1.620581    1.773998 
 1   -3.899713    3.333029    0.937412 
 1   -5.639123   -0.299863    2.439053 
 1   -5.651309    2.210628    2.274209 
 7   -2.926277    0.134412    0.502523 
 6   -1.874304    2.062155   -0.459760 
 6   -1.757334    3.427246   -0.704497 
 6   -0.071018    1.623164   -1.861010 
 6   -0.756308    3.885027   -1.550347 
 1   -2.440346    4.134278   -0.242882 
 6    0.098834    2.968480   -2.147562 
 1   -0.653867    4.950073   -1.745409 
 7   -1.023836    1.177278   -1.030929 
 1    0.573428    0.869320   -2.308446 
 1    0.891046    3.279869   -2.823284 
 8    1.576108   -1.212764    1.283331 
 6    2.904519   -1.417821    1.770676 
 1    2.868602   -1.662139    2.841406 
 1    3.255442   -2.299379    1.219480 
 6    3.867309   -0.270305    1.546683 
 1    3.595952    0.587943    2.186033 
 1    4.836075   -0.628671    1.923669 
 7    4.024385    0.115683    0.148795 
 6    3.021231    1.075335   -0.309897 
 1    3.196502    1.230906   -1.385004 
 1    2.027461    0.613688   -0.222065 
 6    2.973669    2.434873    0.410598 
 1    2.944719    3.243328   -0.332802 
 1    3.908031    2.580418    0.986307 
 6    5.388912    0.527740   -0.157919 
 1    5.377188    1.186088   -1.038675 
 1    5.856080    1.107933    0.662604 
 6    6.257298   -0.673144   -0.469317 
 1    6.204803   -1.406108    0.357354 
 1    5.857925   -1.176969   -1.367441 
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 8    1.836673    2.631487    1.221058 
 1    1.773540    1.917296    1.882857 
 8    7.575609   -0.212662   -0.666261 
 1    8.123368   -0.976196   -0.897551 
 6    0.812134   -0.284651    1.919022 
 8    1.245524    0.330620    2.894686 
 8   -0.343034   -0.131053    1.397808 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))] Conformer 4 
 
E = -1618.96657811 a.u. 
 
75   -2.145772   -0.623625   -0.091004 
 6   -3.000375   -0.942570   -1.786721 
 6   -2.129849   -2.522772    0.166313 
 6   -3.872465   -0.588542    0.717235 
 8   -2.128945   -3.675543    0.339651 
 8   -4.931049   -0.567643    1.209853 
 8   -3.568203   -1.143881   -2.781079 
 6   -0.688717    1.281305    1.815412 
 6   -0.679281   -0.873786    2.689356 
 6    0.106938    1.731528    2.864977 
 6    0.109237   -0.489341    3.762321 
 1   -1.018522   -1.901954    2.582307 
 6    0.512658    0.836767    3.845472 
 1    0.410934    2.772437    2.923855 
 1    0.397607   -1.222658    4.510182 
 1    1.135605    1.177666    4.669207 
 7   -1.066622   -0.016104    1.735385 
 6   -1.188790    2.164942    0.746914 
 6   -0.932624    3.532557    0.708422 
 6   -2.484027    2.318593   -1.179451 
 6   -1.479579    4.299037   -0.311448 
 1   -0.315713    4.003196    1.468238 
 6   -2.276144    3.685613   -1.269376 
 1   -1.287007    5.368711   -0.350769 
 7   -1.953915    1.572928   -0.200162 
 1   -3.092540    1.792478   -1.911062 
 1   -2.730323    4.248076   -2.080296 
 8    1.496796    0.098961   -2.212854 
 6    2.408798   -0.189683   -1.161713 
 1    2.204253    0.443821   -0.284237 
 1    2.306951   -1.238261   -0.843139 
 6    3.802123    0.091226   -1.680908 
 1    3.965020   -0.442858   -2.637649 
 1    3.886120    1.164838   -1.900286 
 7    4.791303   -0.271865   -0.677585 
 6    5.137875   -1.685631   -0.700628 
 1    4.303677   -2.258746   -1.129351 
 1    6.019651   -1.885904   -1.340375 
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 6    5.395347   -2.196113    0.700114 
 1    4.469185   -2.073109    1.291596 
 1    6.172240   -1.579418    1.190081 
 6    5.955015    0.603475   -0.675743 
 1    6.818637    0.057645   -0.269825 
 1    6.235708    0.922150   -1.698752 
 6    5.711403    1.819303    0.191167 
 1    4.800850    2.348514   -0.147872 
 1    5.516547    1.477841    1.224511 
 8    5.787810   -3.546024    0.605080 
 1    5.945990   -3.873052    1.501992 
 8    6.850746    2.644826    0.114505 
 1    6.698157    3.413306    0.682512 
 6    0.165853   -0.063124   -1.979929 
 8   -0.602184    0.241305   -2.883617 
 8   -0.123206   -0.528779   -0.816507 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(HO2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]+ Conformer 1 
 
E = -1619.41183921 a.u. 
 
75    1.897569   -0.519369    0.033491 
 6    1.904522   -2.432235   -0.167785 
 6    3.434445   -0.483054   -1.126063 
 6    3.072324   -0.703848    1.512568 
 8    4.368282   -0.469162   -1.817360 
 8    3.797058   -0.811706    2.416874 
 8    1.897844   -3.589036   -0.278084 
 6    0.504364    2.015903    1.052514 
 6    2.317405    2.587617   -0.289196 
 6    0.154736    3.355466    1.186561 
 6    2.030409    3.939327   -0.183558 
 1    3.170635    2.240826   -0.867320 
 6    0.925803    4.326939    0.562579 
 1   -0.716473    3.644297    1.767548 
 1    2.664802    4.664806   -0.684871 
 1    0.661929    5.377333    0.660512 
 7    1.573265    1.643855    0.306386 
 6   -0.255386    0.920368    1.678917 
 6   -1.302504    1.132666    2.571765 
 6   -0.524814   -1.383729    1.857848 
 6   -1.970818    0.041771    3.109713 
 1   -1.591869    2.140622    2.855386 
 6   -1.579133   -1.240738    2.744380 
 1   -2.788639    0.194888    3.810415 
 7    0.125776   -0.332434    1.334213 
 1   -0.177610   -2.369414    1.556446 
 1   -2.073029   -2.123684    3.140984 
 8   -0.972699   -1.678731   -1.269613 
 6   -2.349546   -2.139102   -1.430157 
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 1   -2.388766   -2.799034   -2.304613 
 1   -2.499354   -2.735393   -0.523429 
 6   -3.405198   -1.055143   -1.525808 
 1   -3.387326   -0.579536   -2.516650 
 1   -4.353541   -1.608916   -1.491724 
 7   -3.383578   -0.077300   -0.442612 
 6   -2.631954    1.143791   -0.717132 
 1   -2.739428    1.788863    0.164659 
 1   -1.556142    0.920495   -0.761585 
 6   -2.983780    1.945082   -1.978218 
 1   -3.306517    2.960521   -1.714990 
 1   -3.806425    1.473300   -2.537945 
 6   -4.711116    0.176174    0.107090 
 1   -4.674346    1.098706    0.703744 
 1   -5.475844    0.332365   -0.679957 
 6   -5.156183   -0.951700    1.015728 
 1   -5.149293   -1.915037    0.473432 
 1   -4.431349   -1.047517    1.845385 
 8   -1.808036    2.040858   -2.802360 
 1   -1.996048    2.649961   -3.535577 
 8   -6.448854   -0.632423    1.476033 
 1   -6.749132   -1.355753    2.044584 
 6   -0.482381   -0.734471   -2.024873 
 8    0.558779   -0.147443   -1.702330 
 8   -1.135283   -0.455644   -3.122174 
 1   -1.166022    0.540930   -3.251276 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(HO2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]+ Conformer 2 
 
E = -1619.41177172 a.u. 
 
75   -2.331200   -0.134786   -0.272053 
 6   -3.201187   -0.183630   -1.988424 
 6   -3.351719   -1.704287    0.182787 
 6   -3.765741    0.922133    0.371020 
 8   -3.987322   -2.631980    0.472548 
 8   -4.641947    1.580145    0.762672 
 8   -3.728057   -0.207550   -3.023459 
 6   -0.090980    0.922128    1.524667 
 6   -1.236144   -0.785030    2.619433 
 6    0.792370    1.041014    2.593483 
 6   -0.385625   -0.720833    3.711261 
 1   -2.061089   -1.493954    2.592191 
 6    0.646862    0.207522    3.694377 
 1    1.585952    1.783578    2.576019 
 1   -0.540625   -1.388172    4.554203 
 1    1.333344    0.290325    4.533646 
 7   -1.094495    0.010522    1.546946 
 6   -0.016922    1.771550    0.323146 
 6    0.979399    2.721446    0.126572 
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 6   -1.005262    2.334136   -1.707246 
 6    0.962047    3.495345   -1.027021 
 1    1.787125    2.854713    0.844044 
 6   -0.054090    3.311870   -1.954274 
 1    1.741706    4.236739   -1.192016 
 7   -0.985923    1.572468   -0.603608 
 1   -1.810580    2.146579   -2.413109 
 1   -0.112817    3.901436   -2.864734 
 8    1.304048   -2.447544   -0.440300 
 6    2.241328   -1.376470   -0.744497 
 1    2.504522   -1.454591   -1.805869 
 1    1.749669   -0.411454   -0.567465 
 6    3.448097   -1.567819    0.145097 
 1    3.125953   -1.643564    1.202180 
 1    3.940187   -2.515582   -0.110421 
 7    4.364617   -0.463500   -0.076304 
 6    4.070232    0.697273    0.750895 
 1    3.006790    0.674829    1.031998 
 1    4.647050    0.690363    1.695911 
 6    4.330798    1.983407   -0.000996 
 1    3.684514    2.006521   -0.898343 
 1    5.376615    2.019781   -0.354026 
 6    5.766870   -0.857886   -0.050526 
 1    6.380106    0.019586    0.197259 
 1    5.968563   -1.617010    0.729709 
 6    6.207926   -1.380916   -1.400135 
 1    5.557383   -2.218566   -1.714821 
 1    6.080123   -0.577075   -2.147938 
 8    4.051220    3.055727    0.877956 
 1    4.239045    3.883502    0.410323 
 8    7.552328   -1.784883   -1.282517 
 1    7.841705   -2.111602   -2.146242 
 6    0.024959   -2.213900   -0.531782 
 8   -0.465679   -1.164843   -0.947724 
 8   -0.731526   -3.216674   -0.144742 
 1   -0.178458   -3.965369    0.159750 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(HO2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]+ Conformer 3 
 
E = -1619.41203522 a.u. 
 
75   -1.197523   -0.959716   -0.404759 
 6    0.373657   -1.716510   -1.222777 
 6   -1.455387   -2.672752    0.435295 
 6   -2.200211   -1.568656   -1.897804 
 8   -1.609802   -3.706662    0.943077 
 8   -2.826143   -1.935725   -2.808005 
 8    1.301870   -2.184933   -1.741696 
 6   -2.859773    1.496511    0.338322 
 6   -3.833693   -0.417859    1.235815 
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 6   -3.819688    2.295541    0.950442 
 6   -4.823096    0.321151    1.864279 
 1   -3.802344   -1.501567    1.322216 
 6   -4.809083    1.702254    1.722886 
 1   -3.805250    3.373746    0.822840 
 1   -5.582941   -0.185668    2.452337 
 1   -5.565512    2.317669    2.204154 
 7   -2.871454    0.150659    0.494780 
 6   -1.804148    2.033481   -0.538381 
 6   -1.649926    3.390305   -0.804457 
 6   -0.055014    1.517968   -1.984949 
 6   -0.660776    3.803915   -1.686704 
 1   -2.296413    4.125098   -0.333616 
 6    0.143288    2.852488   -2.300494 
 1   -0.530810    4.862372   -1.900172 
 7   -0.992766    1.114335   -1.114893 
 1    0.552088    0.737945   -2.439376 
 1    0.919400    3.128812   -3.009064 
 8    1.578565   -1.291562    1.590058 
 6    2.980550   -1.374641    1.997579 
 1    3.009524   -1.543261    3.080283 
 1    3.318743   -2.279253    1.483649 
 6    3.853345   -0.195854    1.617439 
 1    3.633323    0.681381    2.246709 
 1    4.862052   -0.517318    1.912162 
 7    3.865451    0.131587    0.196856 
 6    2.829978    1.066373   -0.234996 
 1    2.955699    1.193579   -1.318444 
 1    1.837025    0.606020   -0.123778 
 6    2.798316    2.452214    0.428425 
 1    2.834527    3.239434   -0.336202 
 1    3.670918    2.592933    1.085948 
 6    5.197975    0.516705   -0.260771 
 1    5.101554    1.090269   -1.192976 
 1    5.720711    1.171792    0.463611 
 6    6.053859   -0.701329   -0.538807 
 1    6.105467   -1.349675    0.355484 
 1    5.576142   -1.295672   -1.337666 
 8    1.581271    2.614187    1.179403 
 1    1.500410    3.550153    1.425726 
 8    7.332027   -0.241481   -0.915049 
 1    7.877757   -1.015124   -1.115815 
 6    0.866793   -0.241620    1.891469 
 8   -0.227947   -0.040211    1.352739 
 8    1.359279    0.580117    2.783707 
 1    1.238752    1.511038    2.426994 
  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(HO2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]+ Conformer 4 
 
E = -1619.40681248 a.u. 
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75   -2.180548   -0.635458   -0.017972 
 6   -3.127379   -1.056577   -1.642560 
 6   -2.143493   -2.528843    0.332679 
 6   -3.856016   -0.548595    0.865262 
 8   -2.128919   -3.669554    0.552101 
 8   -4.885554   -0.491278    1.404446 
 8   -3.721890   -1.311888   -2.607163 
 6   -0.633757    1.362787    1.708737 
 6   -0.550122   -0.754170    2.673203 
 6    0.211884    1.865723    2.691843 
 6    0.288281   -0.313306    3.684521 
 1   -0.878589   -1.789786    2.630190 
 6    0.679744    1.018501    3.687281 
 1    0.507959    2.910325    2.689142 
 1    0.624219   -1.009792    4.447420 
 1    1.341998    1.401535    4.460078 
 7   -0.998201    0.057430    1.704052 
 6   -1.201480    2.192980    0.632325 
 6   -0.981412    3.562852    0.532729 
 6   -2.584274    2.246837   -1.240191 
 6   -1.588561    4.278882   -0.489795 
 1   -0.346643    4.076047    1.248735 
 6   -2.410752    3.613075   -1.389031 
 1   -1.423432    5.350258   -0.575632 
 7   -1.990594    1.546495   -0.261117 
 1   -3.221364    1.687605   -1.921262 
 1   -2.914238    4.134356   -2.198134 
 8    1.547947   -0.124056   -2.279753 
 6    2.511857   -0.346087   -1.211003 
 1    2.269727    0.322380   -0.374992 
 1    2.421395   -1.388021   -0.877680 
 6    3.881737   -0.038730   -1.768566 
 1    4.068081   -0.634789   -2.680657 
 1    3.916764    1.019230   -2.062571 
 7    4.861397   -0.288740   -0.728566 
 6    5.341321   -1.661213   -0.673516 
 1    4.613308   -2.321833   -1.165979 
 1    6.299929   -1.786980   -1.212216 
 6    5.502488   -2.110350    0.762489 
 1    4.514366   -2.066377    1.257359 
 1    6.161571   -1.405635    1.303728 
 6    5.908873    0.716873   -0.642721 
 1    6.793034    0.272526   -0.164589 
 1    6.230992    1.069360   -1.641331 
 6    5.457245    1.895267    0.192571 
 1    4.520457    2.315512   -0.220453 
 1    5.223796    1.533719    1.211132 
 8    6.034562   -3.414263    0.752172 
 1    6.143010   -3.698256    1.670957 
 8    6.496103    2.846586    0.192349 
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 1    6.213785    3.597208    0.733935 
 6    0.285560   -0.260954   -1.985158 
 8   -0.127865   -0.605544   -0.879327 
 8   -0.535055   -0.004156   -2.979253 
 1   -0.032337    0.248009   -3.781030 
  
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]- Conformer 1 
 
E = -1619.07222323 a.u. 
 
75    1.780381   -0.731219    0.141304 
 6    1.236203   -2.545731    0.485786 
 6    3.209124   -1.424071   -0.939013 
 6    2.944072   -0.840242    1.633785 
 8    4.100066   -1.833030   -1.575269 
 8    3.668677   -0.911814    2.550711 
 8    0.919552   -3.644505    0.719461 
 6    1.271909    2.265814    0.445890 
 6    3.109640    1.894644   -0.982716 
 6    1.436240    3.663300    0.261442 
 6    3.306011    3.240167   -1.192521 
 1    3.756907    1.159341   -1.461160 
 6    2.433565    4.147652   -0.543353 
 1    0.756642    4.352450    0.758592 
 1    4.109046    3.580162   -1.841012 
 1    2.550439    5.220963   -0.683572 
 7    2.137875    1.391039   -0.195566 
 6    0.266446    1.676684    1.260499 
 6   -0.654259    2.411279    2.051865 
 6   -0.718000   -0.323257    2.025847 
 6   -1.590647    1.762101    2.813982 
 1   -0.608159    3.498322    2.056676 
 6   -1.636608    0.346062    2.802230 
 1   -2.289991    2.331905    3.423752 
 7    0.217746    0.289293    1.273323 
 1   -0.714446   -1.412197    1.988478 
 1   -2.362978   -0.209655    3.389721 
 8   -1.234538   -1.538316   -0.845713 
 6   -2.536837   -2.081565   -1.047636 
 1   -2.514876   -2.811104   -1.870417 
 1   -2.747912   -2.616489   -0.111496 
 6   -3.632448   -1.065317   -1.301708 
 1   -3.527657   -0.642684   -2.314754 
 1   -4.571451   -1.637518   -1.310944 
 7   -3.720119   -0.023555   -0.284091 
 6   -2.901820    1.152504   -0.575490 
 1   -3.031116    1.844294    0.269342 
 1   -1.840410    0.860972   -0.564412 
 6   -3.184811    1.888089   -1.897589 
 1   -3.289489    2.964768   -1.704045 
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 1   -4.162150    1.554455   -2.299531 
 6   -5.094128    0.301630    0.070453 
 1   -5.119107    1.302315    0.525821 
 1   -5.772363    0.335875   -0.806109 
 6   -5.637426   -0.691173    1.077109 
 1   -5.548919   -1.721412    0.683964 
 1   -5.015576   -0.642828    1.989469 
 8   -2.165029    1.775935   -2.862060 
 1   -1.932305    0.834558   -2.986381 
 8   -6.981786   -0.352997    1.335552 
 1   -7.323898   -0.978665    1.989688 
 6   -0.620082   -0.945135   -1.907877 
 8   -1.181849   -0.896850   -3.007718 
 8    0.523130   -0.463975   -1.630097 
  
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]- Conformer 2 
 
E = -1619.06998726 a.u. 
 
75   -2.284065   -0.138996   -0.292548 
 6   -3.135601   -0.212791   -2.010562 
 6   -3.325883   -1.679019    0.221242 
 6   -3.716339    0.954057    0.298190 
 8   -4.013386   -2.557157    0.561542 
 8   -4.606413    1.627740    0.654043 
 8   -3.662192   -0.240873   -3.054203 
 6   -0.057780    0.968403    1.474153 
 6   -1.164689   -0.790325    2.588907 
 6    0.848709    1.062955    2.562966 
 6   -0.298032   -0.748622    3.657274 
 1   -1.983994   -1.508812    2.566295 
 6    0.741140    0.213543    3.633216 
 1    1.638944    1.812130    2.540210 
 1   -0.423366   -1.436479    4.489206 
 1    1.444246    0.286536    4.461316 
 7   -1.074100    0.023158    1.516942 
 6    0.005116    1.783154    0.310726 
 6    0.985211    2.785930    0.092861 
 6   -0.960028    2.315485   -1.771552 
 6    0.965640    3.539272   -1.052450 
 1    1.773067    2.942730    0.829172 
 6   -0.046535    3.315910   -2.017076 
 1    1.727372    4.301315   -1.214709 
 7   -0.953870    1.548431   -0.663555 
 1   -1.747582    2.095726   -2.492518 
 1   -0.104933    3.895402   -2.934576 
 8    1.204586   -2.449963   -0.150247 
 6    2.067812   -1.378553   -0.497056 
 1    2.188142   -1.312456   -1.590750 
 1    1.651059   -0.419254   -0.153704 
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 6    3.408401   -1.649586    0.152399 
 1    3.260524   -1.846153    1.233845 
 1    3.840786   -2.563400   -0.279098 
 7    4.314719   -0.533228   -0.076257 
 6    4.139181    0.540171    0.890164 
 1    3.118403    0.495533    1.297085 
 1    4.825191    0.438057    1.754193 
 6    4.323093    1.894334    0.243189 
 1    3.598880    1.988062   -0.586901 
 1    5.334323    1.982471   -0.193924 
 6    5.702752   -0.938389   -0.238933 
 1    6.357468   -0.095151    0.023794 
 1    5.975068   -1.773493    0.436602 
 6    5.985298   -1.329683   -1.672615 
 1    5.287694   -2.126309   -1.992038 
 1    5.789680   -0.455062   -2.319628 
 8    4.108254    2.876845    1.237808 
 1    4.216648    3.746779    0.825067 
 8    7.327100   -1.754995   -1.748917 
 1    7.504844   -2.011886   -2.664796 
 6   -0.143589   -2.297601   -0.329734 
 8   -0.852489   -3.210350    0.074302 
 8   -0.495221   -1.212739   -0.917429 
  
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]- Conformer 3 
 
E = -1619.07292208 a.u. 
 
75   -1.256981   -0.931157   -0.386970 
 6    0.293322   -1.717283   -1.216233 
 6   -1.593081   -2.644530    0.416744 
 6   -2.258393   -1.476033   -1.900578 
 8   -1.801504   -3.686605    0.902498 
 8   -2.884864   -1.817864   -2.829240 
 8    1.194621   -2.207759   -1.772098 
 6   -2.858153    1.569361    0.314913 
 6   -3.891696   -0.334365    1.244140 
 6   -3.842098    2.382134    0.935127 
 6   -4.871554    0.412316    1.857985 
 1   -3.877742   -1.420467    1.340703 
 6   -4.832417    1.818518    1.696228 
 1   -3.809118    3.461073    0.798676 
 1   -5.641824   -0.076260    2.448702 
 1   -5.584791    2.448695    2.167628 
 7   -2.901655    0.195126    0.499331 
 6   -1.815987    2.063809   -0.516489 
 6   -1.613201    3.435350   -0.819205 
 6   -0.003199    1.520785   -1.923128 
 6   -0.610203    3.821636   -1.669155 
 1   -2.262226    4.184556   -0.370351 
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 6    0.220928    2.836446   -2.258243 
 1   -0.460164    4.876255   -1.894107 
 7   -0.966264    1.115325   -1.070990 
 1    0.617295    0.729065   -2.344246 
 1    1.021779    3.095730   -2.946199 
 8    1.600078   -1.240344    1.262708 
 6    2.926351   -1.457514    1.739197 
 1    2.899561   -1.729429    2.803904 
 1    3.278516   -2.323930    1.164165 
 6    3.884599   -0.302162    1.535917 
 1    3.628405    0.532405    2.211169 
 1    4.864248   -0.670061    1.873811 
 7    4.001154    0.134434    0.148596 
 6    3.005636    1.132688   -0.243221 
 1    3.171032    1.340288   -1.310896 
 1    2.003563    0.683758   -0.172622 
 6    3.004270    2.458961    0.537433 
 1    2.907916    3.293351   -0.171637 
 1    3.987903    2.588343    1.030993 
 6    5.364605    0.521228   -0.191644 
 1    5.342369    1.203011   -1.054137 
 1    5.874488    1.065969    0.628061 
 6    6.190747   -0.692676   -0.561924 
 1    6.145393   -1.445241    0.247462 
 1    5.750312   -1.163056   -1.459044 
 8    1.946381    2.625344    1.453148 
 1    1.866894    1.841727    2.030389 
 8    7.514086   -0.261051   -0.789492 
 1    8.036319   -1.033573   -1.048215 
 6    0.837544   -0.326395    1.928854 
 8    1.285263    0.246031    2.928200 
 8   -0.309974   -0.144407    1.415488 
  
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(HO2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]  
 
E = -1619.51728315 a.u. 
 
75   -1.920686   -0.502415   -0.052451 
 6   -1.946144   -2.418363    0.142864 
 6   -3.432532   -0.431254    1.141646 
 6   -3.125473   -0.670869   -1.493193 
 8   -4.359365   -0.396328    1.848762 
 8   -3.875011   -0.776580   -2.383146 
 8   -1.953368   -3.579438    0.250141 
 6   -0.479354    1.987706   -1.059098 
 6   -2.295305    2.599473    0.315766 
 6   -0.150868    3.358669   -1.204572 
 6   -2.017079    3.939798    0.196891 
 1   -3.142957    2.259878    0.910194 
 6   -0.902514    4.324115   -0.587509 
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 1    0.710289    3.641359   -1.806490 
 1   -2.642472    4.672010    0.700490 
 1   -0.643006    5.375252   -0.699543 
 7   -1.566517    1.626187   -0.274938 
 6    0.253402    0.920411   -1.647656 
 6    1.365931    1.091212   -2.510258 
 6    0.503752   -1.416718   -1.835818 
 6    2.027251    0.003115   -3.016823 
 1    1.689906    2.095825   -2.774685 
 6    1.586755   -1.299153   -2.672233 
 1    2.878232    0.140297   -3.682288 
 7   -0.163192   -0.360603   -1.317695 
 1    0.129426   -2.398687   -1.547993 
 1    2.081229   -2.189498   -3.052436 
 8    1.001604   -1.720225    1.249441 
 6    2.383764   -2.157891    1.387654 
 1    2.447614   -2.831136    2.251092 
 1    2.535892   -2.738099    0.470468 
 6    3.428765   -1.063267    1.489551 
 1    3.409182   -0.598644    2.485799 
 1    4.382977   -1.606304    1.445450 
 7    3.393105   -0.073090    0.417997 
 6    2.625515    1.134522    0.712455 
 1    2.716219    1.788706   -0.164508 
 1    1.553286    0.896492    0.759283 
 6    2.984559    1.925375    1.977664 
 1    3.287330    2.949148    1.721362 
 1    3.825085    1.460744    2.517239 
 6    4.716934    0.208867   -0.124476 
 1    4.660518    1.128650   -0.724351 
 1    5.475313    0.384759    0.665295 
 6    5.194323   -0.907460   -1.030829 
 1    5.218126   -1.870367   -0.488200 
 1    4.471168   -1.025439   -1.858400 
 8    1.823977    1.992587    2.823992 
 1    2.016964    2.596040    3.560084 
 8    6.476864   -0.549994   -1.493487 
 1    6.791856   -1.258600   -2.072428 
 6    0.506354   -0.786432    2.018797 
 8   -0.535654   -0.200183    1.717515 
 8    1.170756   -0.526662    3.120656 
 1    1.188887    0.464703    3.264905 
  
 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]2- Conformer 1 
 
E = -1619.14230273 a.u. 
 
75   -1.287800   -0.925416   -0.387154 
 6    0.262723   -1.713791   -1.220171 
 6   -1.638308   -2.625646    0.448944 
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 6   -2.287111   -1.490951   -1.877280 
 8   -1.858304   -3.662434    0.953187 
 8   -2.917838   -1.851953   -2.802016 
 8    1.162079   -2.201239   -1.791940 
 6   -2.837378    1.605868    0.296141 
 6   -3.921310   -0.306158    1.227883 
 6   -3.846947    2.419767    0.926965 
 6   -4.911831    0.437443    1.814911 
 1   -3.920734   -1.394942    1.331238 
 6   -4.848725    1.868425    1.660301 
 1   -3.801423    3.501356    0.792968 
 1   -5.696683   -0.045490    2.392480 
 1   -5.604811    2.504290    2.121978 
 7   -2.889897    0.195952    0.510453 
 6   -1.812071    2.069174   -0.504366 
 6   -1.545737    3.451030   -0.818943 
 6    0.007158    1.484818   -1.936215 
 6   -0.552387    3.808734   -1.673774 
 1   -2.164481    4.218469   -0.351772 
 6    0.250766    2.784491   -2.295299 
 1   -0.367781    4.860754   -1.893183 
 7   -0.936669    1.081114   -1.053161 
 1    0.615294    0.680651   -2.359860 
 1    1.048761    3.022447   -2.995575 
 8    1.646703   -1.253677    1.317437 
 6    2.974027   -1.442251    1.793070 
 1    2.959576   -1.679459    2.866925 
 1    3.334310   -2.324129    1.246094 
 6    3.925174   -0.288141    1.547675 
 1    3.673496    0.561320    2.205303 
 1    4.912873   -0.642035    1.877591 
 7    4.015592    0.115744    0.148227 
 6    3.011737    1.105793   -0.245764 
 1    3.154432    1.288737   -1.321189 
 1    2.011379    0.658955   -0.143649 
 6    3.031659    2.449669    0.504071 
 1    2.927857    3.268355   -0.222758 
 1    4.027065    2.583361    0.973835 
 6    5.371497    0.493191   -0.227828 
 1    5.332516    1.149204   -1.109600 
 1    5.897149    1.061859    0.565649 
 6    6.191953   -0.730404   -0.578600 
 1    6.167074   -1.457573    0.254590 
 1    5.731640   -1.229324   -1.449965 
 8    1.996254    2.644349    1.438039 
 1    1.892374    1.854327    2.005097 
 8    7.509032   -0.304510   -0.850521 
 1    8.027460   -1.084657   -1.093365 
 6    0.876900   -0.319179    1.960489 
 8    1.346832    0.287643    2.934764 
 8   -0.273040   -0.167086    1.462531 
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[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]2- Conformer 2 
 
E = -1619.13934626 a.u. 
 
75   -2.278388   -0.116120   -0.286680 
 6   -3.115739   -0.144211   -2.018144 
 6   -3.334252   -1.659810    0.195407 
 6   -3.702469    0.962705    0.307523 
 8   -4.035401   -2.541289    0.515086 
 8   -4.601723    1.631892    0.665056 
 8   -3.639778   -0.144069   -3.069029 
 6   -0.045193    0.946284    1.489225 
 6   -1.145232   -0.889731    2.548862 
 6    0.854986    0.989936    2.615942 
 6   -0.293784   -0.885952    3.623247 
 1   -1.956097   -1.620697    2.496841 
 6    0.752608    0.104176    3.641530 
 1    1.633670    1.754444    2.631146 
 1   -0.416150   -1.608381    4.427001 
 1    1.446634    0.154504    4.481142 
 7   -1.073386   -0.045273    1.493116 
 6    0.019421    1.767768    0.381496 
 6    1.004191    2.797011    0.157563 
 6   -0.969752    2.378002   -1.701962 
 6    0.961122    3.591906   -0.944398 
 1    1.808384    2.922107    0.885118 
 6   -0.091199    3.409503   -1.912201 
 1    1.723332    4.358608   -1.094473 
 7   -0.946453    1.535226   -0.643496 
 1   -1.760105    2.178770   -2.430929 
 1   -0.170168    4.028556   -2.802937 
 8    1.199839   -2.461743   -0.136566 
 6    2.034499   -1.364088   -0.459459 
 1    2.155888   -1.270334   -1.552099 
 1    1.596676   -0.420918   -0.094390 
 6    3.384414   -1.626050    0.174511 
 1    3.254579   -1.811421    1.260268 
 1    3.807293   -2.546153   -0.254216 
 7    4.294978   -0.517824   -0.078447 
 6    4.154310    0.562385    0.885914 
 1    3.140206    0.537931    1.311761 
 1    4.855418    0.452728    1.737573 
 6    4.352834    1.908089    0.226094 
 1    3.587966    2.026429   -0.562717 
 1    5.341845    1.956581   -0.266864 
 6    5.674017   -0.937861   -0.273817 
 1    6.345889   -0.104937   -0.021241 
 1    5.951323   -1.780629    0.390304 
 6    5.917761   -1.325332   -1.715583 
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 1    5.194075   -2.102650   -2.024931 
 1    5.729184   -0.442019   -2.352866 
 8    4.229604    2.901173    1.224738 
 1    4.239327    3.764483    0.785507 
 8    7.247154   -1.782146   -1.824383 
 1    7.402556   -2.024407   -2.748234 
 6   -0.150389   -2.352910   -0.387454 
 8   -0.832633   -3.305585   -0.026143 
 8   -0.508501   -1.284411   -0.986732 
  
 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3(O2CO-(TEOA-H
+))]2- Conformer 3 
 
E = -1619.14230275 a.u. 
 
75   -1.287863   -0.925393   -0.387129 
 6    0.262769   -1.714016   -1.219723 
 6   -1.638751   -2.625620    0.448796 
 6   -2.286860   -1.490831   -1.877482 
 8   -1.859017   -3.662437    0.952862 
 8   -2.917438   -1.851802   -2.802335 
 8    1.162174   -2.201701   -1.791212 
 6   -2.837181    1.606008    0.296246 
 6   -3.921455   -0.305975    1.227697 
 6   -3.846652    2.419982    0.927125 
 6   -4.911899    0.437705    1.814747 
 1   -3.921065   -1.394773    1.330895 
 6   -4.848552    1.868699    1.660341 
 1   -3.800956    3.501580    0.793260 
 1   -5.696874   -0.045183    2.392186 
 1   -5.604558    2.504621    2.122066 
 7   -2.889907    0.196068    0.510415 
 6   -1.811821    2.069241   -0.504252 
 6   -1.545363    3.451067   -0.818833 
 6    0.007147    1.484689   -1.936344 
 6   -0.552133    3.808662   -1.673851 
 1   -2.163953    4.218570   -0.351563 
 6    0.250788    2.784328   -2.295524 
 1   -0.367458    4.860661   -1.893299 
 7   -0.936541    1.081106   -1.053087 
 1    0.615146    0.680452   -2.360055 
 1    1.048696    3.022194   -2.995928 
 8    1.646561   -1.253714    1.317536 
 6    2.973908   -1.442240    1.793123 
 1    2.959502   -1.679336    2.867002 
 1    3.334153   -2.324183    1.246227 
 6    3.925091   -0.288190    1.547589 
 1    3.673481    0.561363    2.205124 
 1    4.912770   -0.642111    1.877535 
 7    4.015538    0.115551    0.148098 
 6    3.011677    1.105562   -0.245987 
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 1    3.154367    1.288384   -1.321434 
 1    2.011311    0.658759   -0.143815 
 6    3.031669    2.449535    0.503660 
 1    2.927668    3.268099   -0.223278 
 1    4.027176    2.583339    0.973180 
 6    5.371443    0.493110   -0.227864 
 1    5.332480    1.149033   -1.109703 
 1    5.896946    1.061917    0.565612 
 6    6.192074   -0.730420   -0.578431 
 1    6.167123   -1.457554    0.254786 
 1    5.731960   -1.229421   -1.449852 
 8    1.996469    2.644334    1.437832 
 1    1.892590    1.854339    2.004930 
 8    7.509160   -0.304415   -0.850140 
 1    8.027662   -1.084512   -1.092987 
 6    0.876782   -0.319185    1.960573 
 8    1.346823    0.287794    2.934701 
 8   -0.273253   -0.167247    1.462780 
  
B.3.2 Electronic Energies and Cartesian Coordinates of Optimized Structures in Vacuum 
 
CO 
 
E = -113.248632055 a.u. 
 
 8    0.000000    0.000000    0.487458 
 6    0.000000    0.000000   -0.649943 
CO2 
 
E = -188.498068451 a.u. 
 
 6   0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 8   0.000000    0.000000    1.164726 
 8   0.000000    0.000000   -1.164726 
 
B.3.3 Vibrational Frequencies for 12C and 13C Isotopologues of Relevant Species 
 
B.3.3.1 Vibrational Frequencies in units of cm-1 for Optimized Structures in Gas Phase 
 
CO2 
12CO2 
13CO2 
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677.7139 
677.7139 
1403.2512 
2513.1006 
658.4253 
658.4253 
1403.2512 
2441.5744 
 
 
B.3.3.2 Vibrational Frequencies in units of cm-1 for Optimized Structures in Acetonitrile 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3] CO2 binding TS 
 12CO2 
13CO2 
i47.6115 
32.7116 
45.9224 
49.0623 
74.0271 
75.5928 
80.4922 
83.8926 
91.6329 
99.5381 
107.0954 
113.7130 
160.7307 
173.8646 
178.2499 
208.6071 
246.9027 
261.0975 
366.4365 
416.4101 
i47.1051 
32.7044 
45.8899 
49.0395 
73.7214 
75.5865 
80.3495 
83.4530 
91.6185 
99.1821 
107.0025 
113.4311 
160.0905 
173.8059 
178.2370 
208.5909 
246.8968 
261.0948 
366.4337 
416.2071 
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422.4724 
446.2188 
461.5974 
466.7083 
484.6508 
488.3868 
490.1550 
508.9822 
511.1758 
539.4249 
549.6990 
554.5716 
606.4726 
637.7011 
644.5203 
653.9237 
656.6195 
664.5067 
738.3906 
748.7422 
768.0398 
780.5670 
814.6877 
894.1332 
899.8533 
970.9897 
980.5380 
1010.5117 
1015.1316 
422.4665 
446.1657 
458.0245 
465.6391 
484.5642 
488.2782 
489.7343 
500.1445 
510.4530 
539.0899 
541.2881 
554.5645 
605.9874 
636.2927 
644.5175 
653.3717 
656.5959 
664.4627 
738.3791 
748.7366 
768.0294 
780.5607 
814.6870 
894.1325 
899.8530 
970.9896 
980.5379 
1010.5117 
1015.1316 
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1037.3593 
1040.2197 
1056.7866 
1094.4247 
1097.7499 
1126.4576 
1143.7424 
1157.4438 
1175.4430 
1249.6435 
1299.8739 
1314.1253 
1337.6876 
1343.4664 
1344.2592 
1456.8660 
1480.4549 
1501.7149 
1535.0059 
1627.8038 
1639.2581 
1669.7299 
1675.1010 
1961.7863 
1979.8804 
2009.8380 
2084.7196 
3201.9588 
3203.3092 
1037.3590 
1040.2157 
1056.7865 
1094.4246 
1097.7499 
1126.4572 
1143.7422 
1157.4437 
1175.4386 
1245.1652 
1299.8499 
1314.1248 
1337.6874 
1343.4442 
1344.1694 
1456.8557 
1480.4547 
1501.7149 
1534.9466 
1627.7922 
1639.2580 
1669.7289 
1675.1010 
1952.9981 
1963.3721 
1979.9398 
2084.6394 
3201.9588 
3203.3092 
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3207.8582 
3211.3272 
3216.6216 
3222.0678 
3223.7251 
3232.5124 
3207.8582 
3211.3272 
3216.6216 
3222.0678 
3223.7251 
3232.5124 
 
 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3]
- CO2 binding TS 
 12CO2 
13CO2 
i304.9489 
30.8853 
49.7718 
56.3855 
59.7750 
73.7206 
81.6709 
84.1327 
95.6020 
96.9972 
111.3305 
124.4690 
174.2694 
185.5157 
204.9846 
220.5749 
245.3359 
270.3769 
277.8414 
i295.0901 
30.8757 
49.7094 
56.2039 
59.5486 
73.4283 
81.6564 
84.0726 
95.5633 
96.9746 
111.2439 
124.3972 
174.0138 
185.5002 
204.6339 
220.5689 
245.3003 
270.2690 
277.8184 
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379.3554 
425.4746 
429.7486 
434.3447 
447.4948 
466.1039 
479.2898 
496.2039 
504.6037 
510.9424 
528.0376 
551.3099 
556.0074 
572.9463 
602.6952 
626.7323 
645.5142 
651.5420 
661.7652 
703.7420 
735.6459 
748.0193 
771.6873 
783.4591 
851.5940 
858.1390 
947.5009 
953.0972 
965.7835 
379.3261 
425.4158 
429.7346 
434.2907 
447.3154 
465.7502 
478.8029 
496.1846 
504.2765 
510.2562 
526.4961 
545.5419 
556.0070 
564.9972 
602.6439 
626.7000 
645.4757 
651.5418 
661.7286 
703.6656 
735.6364 
748.0040 
771.6264 
783.4560 
851.5890 
858.1385 
947.5005 
953.0970 
965.7833 
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974.1948 
1000.0899 
1012.2926 
1038.0310 
1061.5749 
1070.1486 
1119.1846 
1146.0814 
1149.6469 
1171.3322 
1234.7194 
1274.4188 
1299.6201 
1330.4038 
1342.4084 
1387.4853 
1451.0213 
1461.4277 
1498.6563 
1500.3214 
1574.4884 
1590.6999 
1658.8045 
1662.1864 
1904.0206 
1920.3478 
2019.0383 
2144.1678 
3184.2732 
974.1947 
1000.0268 
1012.1507 
1038.0297 
1061.5744 
1070.1450 
1119.1787 
1146.0814 
1149.6467 
1171.3306 
1233.8491 
1274.1750 
1299.6195 
1330.2997 
1342.3901 
1387.3757 
1451.0210 
1461.4270 
1498.5785 
1499.9619 
1574.4805 
1590.6978 
1658.7990 
1662.1859 
1904.0184 
1920.3086 
2018.9488 
2084.4716 
3184.2731 
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3187.0008 
3190.1655 
3194.1518 
3201.6837 
3206.3605 
3210.5039 
3213.3434 
3187.0008 
3190.1655 
3194.1516 
3201.6837 
3206.3605 
3210.5039 
3213.3432 
 
 
[ReII(bpy)(CO)3(CO2  
 [ReII(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2  
 
[ReII(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2  
 25.6313 
43.8912 
47.4425 
53.4206 
66.5141 
74.8825 
82.7637 
93.2257 
99.4892 
103.8782 
106.3915 
117.0444 
159.8271 
175.6290 
177.1172 
208.0219 
249.3687 
259.8904 
25.5536 
43.7736 
47.4165 
53.2705 
66.1594 
74.8705 
82.7550 
93.2044 
99.4626 
103.8649 
106.3593 
115.9163 
158.9230 
175.6179 
177.1078 
208.0198 
249.3683 
259.8899 
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367.2263 
418.1635 
422.0603 
446.5800 
461.9539 
465.2900 
484.2105 
488.8012 
492.3530 
510.1357 
515.4649 
540.0547 
552.6623 
561.4496 
609.1196 
640.5912 
645.2985 
653.3401 
656.6951 
665.3971 
738.1907 
751.5180 
768.4253 
780.5865 
813.0559 
895.5196 
899.0115 
971.4188 
977.1215 
367.2262 
417.8219 
422.0397 
446.5630 
459.4352 
463.9313 
484.1426 
488.7103 
492.2193 
504.5973 
510.1975 
539.9778 
552.3822 
552.6686 
608.7297 
638.9320 
645.2901 
652.6997 
656.6869 
665.2395 
738.1731 
751.5152 
768.4100 
780.5816 
813.0552 
895.5190 
899.0110 
971.4187 
977.1214 
 167 
 
1011.2850 
1015.8043 
1038.1449 
1041.1966 
1057.0509 
1095.1056 
1097.3047 
1126.0280 
1143.4920 
1157.2948 
1175.3929 
1251.9431 
1299.6035 
1313.7413 
1337.4342 
1343.4421 
1344.5974 
1456.7190 
1480.4762 
1501.6896 
1535.6888 
1628.4187 
1639.7090 
1670.1484 
1675.5015 
1962.1601 
1980.5821 
1997.4380 
2085.1674 
1011.2850 
1015.8043 
1038.1448 
1041.1917 
1057.0508 
1095.1056 
1097.3047 
1126.0278 
1143.4920 
1157.2948 
1175.3885 
1247.0850 
1299.5784 
1313.7413 
1337.4342 
1343.4407 
1344.4780 
1456.7080 
1480.4762 
1501.6896 
1535.6340 
1628.4091 
1639.7090 
1670.1473 
1675.5015 
1941.5249 
1963.3755 
1980.5878 
2085.0873 
 168 
 
3202.1471 
3203.3567 
3208.4661 
3210.4906 
3216.8428 
3222.1233 
3223.2063 
3232.2489 
3202.1471 
3203.3567 
3208.4661 
3210.4906 
3216.8428 
3222.1233 
3223.2063 
3232.2489 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2)]
-  
α low vibration mode of 4 cm-1 has been omitted although it does not 
affect EIE) 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2)]
-  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2)]
-  
 45.6320 
57.0647 
62.4213 
72.4293 
77.8041 
84.4879 
86.7621 
89.7088 
103.2838 
104.7307 
176.3847 
187.7108 
208.5003 
225.5251 
249.3284 
255.8448 
45.5572 
56.9553 
62.3566 
72.4160 
77.6209 
84.4031 
86.7230 
89.6591 
103.2808 
104.6779 
176.3122 
187.5256 
208.4964 
223.2300 
248.2884 
255.8366 
 169 
 
262.7247 
366.6257 
416.9034 
428.7705 
450.3912 
451.7661 
463.0370 
466.4527 
497.2892 
501.7929 
513.5397 
543.9504 
550.4234 
552.8942 
590.9809 
611.8495 
639.8504 
656.0005 
656.5350 
664.9518 
698.1449 
734.3598 
736.1228 
761.7515 
779.8845 
802.4177 
871.6580 
883.6209 
964.7999 
262.7096 
366.6172 
415.8176 
428.7560 
448.9882 
451.5903 
463.0143 
466.1779 
497.1845 
501.7717 
513.5113 
543.5986 
546.3301 
551.4589 
590.3034 
602.8987 
639.8090 
655.9729 
656.3667 
664.8577 
689.2712 
734.3170 
734.4863 
761.5956 
779.8735 
802.4105 
871.6534 
883.6154 
964.7998 
 170 
 
967.9503 
991.8051 
998.4904 
1029.4240 
1032.4120 
1052.4226 
1087.7456 
1089.7525 
1124.6297 
1144.0156 
1154.0490 
1170.6614 
1254.2063 
1292.5289 
1312.8489 
1337.6979 
1338.8978 
1356.5233 
1454.1763 
1476.5310 
1498.8751 
1525.3339 
1612.1593 
1629.4292 
1667.8014 
1670.4347 
1695.5700 
1922.5330 
1936.9581 
967.9503 
991.8048 
998.4904 
1029.4213 
1032.4117 
1052.4225 
1087.7456 
1089.7509 
1124.6151 
1144.0156 
1154.0490 
1170.5510 
1242.6126 
1291.9470 
1312.8467 
1337.1918 
1338.0332 
1356.4923 
1454.0949 
1476.5309 
1498.8750 
1524.8826 
1612.0948 
1629.4287 
1649.7196 
1668.3842 
1670.4345 
1922.5294 
1936.9558 
 171 
 
2042.7929 
3194.0994 
3195.1596 
3198.6672 
3199.6677 
3209.3951 
3215.9818 
3217.1640 
3225.9571 
2042.6908 
3194.0994 
3195.1596 
3198.6672 
3199.6677 
3209.3951 
3215.9817 
3217.1640 
3225.9570 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2  
 [ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2  
 20.2925 
45.6062 
63.6314 
72.4490 
78.8493 
83.4936 
84.0639 
92.6979 
95.6934 
99.1972 
103.3180 
172.3305 
181.7712 
205.4142 
249.9580 
254.3473 
20.2394 
45.5719 
63.4883 
72.4415 
78.6583 
83.4820 
84.0580 
92.6895 
95.5930 
99.1543 
103.3058 
172.3030 
181.7256 
205.4088 
249.9191 
254.1922 
 172 
 
268.4101 
275.5209 
365.8278 
412.2199 
423.2799 
441.5705 
452.9226 
456.8387 
463.6443 
496.3989 
505.2933 
533.1929 
535.7178 
552.7724 
572.1573 
613.0479 
626.5123 
644.5192 
654.0942 
657.2673 
664.8551 
668.2155 
722.0393 
740.2964 
745.9550 
768.2927 
780.9833 
814.9633 
889.3735 
266.7653 
273.6296 
365.8256 
410.8497 
423.2664 
441.5532 
452.7976 
453.4047 
463.6441 
496.3580 
505.2925 
531.7529 
535.5864 
552.7634 
568.7366 
612.1309 
626.4464 
644.5187 
653.6830 
657.2673 
663.2987 
664.9871 
713.2814 
740.2950 
745.9122 
768.2927 
780.9833 
814.9611 
889.3726 
 173 
 
896.4219 
969.9823 
972.9170 
1010.1962 
1015.2980 
1038.3554 
1043.2391 
1058.7029 
1093.3139 
1095.3497 
1096.4928 
1125.3224 
1142.6529 
1156.2466 
1173.3132 
1284.5102 
1298.6292 
1313.7003 
1336.2916 
1340.0275 
1345.2603 
1457.2845 
1480.2729 
1503.0318 
1539.3802 
1632.8703 
1643.5634 
1671.5098 
1677.5626 
896.4219 
969.9822 
972.9170 
1010.1961 
1015.2973 
1038.3543 
1043.0539 
1058.7027 
1071.6738 
1095.3483 
1096.4903 
1125.3129 
1142.6529 
1156.2466 
1173.3125 
1275.8173 
1298.6274 
1313.7003 
1336.2916 
1340.0255 
1345.2476 
1457.2823 
1480.2729 
1503.0317 
1539.3703 
1632.8659 
1643.5634 
1671.4507 
1677.5624 
 174 
 
1729.4680 
1966.2503 
1971.6857 
2083.5644 
3200.6960 
3201.8121 
3205.9005 
3207.0725 
3215.1357 
3220.7357 
3221.6458 
3231.7123 
3610.2100 
1689.4851 
1966.2488 
1971.6622 
2083.3710 
3200.6960 
3201.8121 
3205.9005 
3207.0725 
3215.1357 
3220.7357 
3221.6458 
3231.7123 
3610.1750 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)] …TEOA
+ C–OH bond scission TS 
 [ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2H) …TEOA
+]‡ [ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2H) …TEOA
+]‡ 
i497.2137 
28.3227 
41.9937 
49.1606 
54.5230 
56.8912 
61.2187 
62.4321 
82.0675 
85.8776 
88.9567 
93.8575 
i488.4213 
28.3178 
41.9501 
49.1560 
54.5151 
56.8747 
61.1906 
62.4095 
81.9792 
85.8709 
88.9277 
93.8399 
 175 
 
96.6117 
98.8426 
101.6522 
104.1357 
119.7192 
126.9895 
130.3290 
135.0714 
141.2430 
156.6234 
171.1887 
181.8094 
194.4035 
200.0186 
217.7378 
231.3641 
244.3268 
250.5751 
255.0566 
266.5839 
268.1760 
283.2575 
296.4439 
305.9076 
335.0967 
352.5893 
368.1161 
371.8702 
394.7011 
96.5942 
98.7932 
101.6178 
104.1327 
119.7086 
126.9412 
130.0619 
135.0168 
141.1241 
156.6161 
171.1117 
181.7552 
194.2030 
199.7735 
217.4218 
231.2505 
244.3191 
250.5693 
255.0493 
266.5537 
268.0883 
283.2236 
293.8928 
305.8990 
335.0811 
352.1901 
367.9528 
371.8119 
394.6560 
 176 
 
415.8748 
421.6644 
430.2350 
438.7013 
465.3121 
467.9977 
480.2272 
485.9515 
498.0062 
515.5918 
522.0053 
545.8061 
552.9487 
560.7685 
575.6393 
609.9302 
615.2794 
626.9028 
644.2817 
652.7015 
656.6695 
664.3808 
674.0470 
737.7047 
753.9673 
765.7436 
779.2015 
798.2122 
811.6179 
413.8899 
421.5566 
429.8840 
437.9713 
463.1868 
465.7756 
477.9823 
485.9291 
497.6774 
515.5505 
521.5573 
545.6626 
552.9379 
559.3774 
569.2852 
609.0693 
613.8662 
626.8798 
644.2802 
652.2514 
656.6632 
664.3597 
673.1186 
737.7029 
753.9602 
765.7426 
779.2009 
798.0648 
811.6050 
 177 
 
815.1470 
834.5292 
851.9841 
897.7769 
899.8907 
903.5531 
974.8870 
977.3180 
1006.5229 
1011.3041 
1018.8489 
1026.4842 
1037.8548 
1043.2434 
1051.8463 
1056.4121 
1074.8302 
1082.1164 
1088.2922 
1095.5054 
1096.8084 
1098.7840 
1101.0137 
1112.2029 
1133.4829 
1142.3642 
1156.1104 
1160.2281 
1181.6656 
815.0849 
834.4568 
848.4139 
897.0181 
899.8849 
903.5518 
974.8870 
977.3180 
1006.5228 
1011.3041 
1018.4887 
1026.1004 
1037.8543 
1043.2391 
1051.5125 
1056.4112 
1073.3723 
1081.9900 
1088.2392 
1095.3784 
1096.7786 
1098.7838 
1100.9887 
1112.1218 
1133.4823 
1142.3639 
1156.0906 
1160.2281 
1181.6542 
 178 
 
1191.3853 
1198.2597 
1231.3154 
1237.9442 
1243.9127 
1267.1085 
1273.8460 
1291.7667 
1309.3795 
1311.7795 
1313.2254 
1326.4202 
1337.7139 
1342.7709 
1345.5203 
1353.4748 
1366.1709 
1366.9518 
1397.9917 
1441.8123 
1457.1523 
1470.8049 
1474.7808 
1478.6133 
1480.5126 
1482.1479 
1495.1775 
1501.1587 
1501.8892 
1191.3851 
1198.2591 
1231.3134 
1237.9430 
1243.9125 
1267.1013 
1273.8456 
1291.7570 
1309.3792 
1311.7793 
1313.2249 
1326.4193 
1337.7138 
1342.7707 
1345.5105 
1353.4747 
1366.1520 
1366.9466 
1397.8771 
1441.7829 
1457.1520 
1470.8037 
1474.7771 
1478.6117 
1480.5126 
1482.1479 
1495.1589 
1501.1581 
1501.8704 
 179 
 
1519.0717 
1523.3511 
1529.7434 
1543.1646 
1632.0467 
1639.9333 
1666.8063 
1673.4359 
1718.4667 
1985.2048 
1993.9641 
2015.8870 
2118.0653 
2986.5931 
2987.4685 
2999.0450 
3028.1727 
3034.1614 
3035.9699 
3039.7635 
3042.5882 
3077.4793 
3107.7850 
3110.3219 
3131.5725 
3198.1182 
3204.6056 
3208.2643 
3208.9299 
1519.0714 
1523.3507 
1529.7428 
1543.1645 
1632.0467 
1639.9333 
1666.8062 
1673.4356 
1718.3943 
1943.5194 
1993.9402 
2014.5005 
2116.2537 
2986.5930 
2987.4685 
2999.0449 
3028.1727 
3034.1614 
3035.9698 
3039.7635 
3042.5882 
3077.4792 
3107.7850 
3110.3219 
3131.5724 
3198.1182 
3204.6056 
3208.2643 
3208.9299 
 180 
 
3220.9313 
3224.7251 
3225.8256 
3232.8145 
3763.0362 
3783.7580 
3790.3511 
3795.7851 
3220.9313 
3224.7251 
3225.8256 
3232.8145 
3763.0252 
3783.7580 
3790.3511 
3795.7851 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)]
- 
 [Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2H)]
- [Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2H)]
- 
26.4594 
52.0675 
53.7937 
70.5472 
73.5014 
75.7003 
79.1447 
79.9613 
80.3799 
85.3983 
91.0800 
174.0318 
185.3426 
208.9629 
234.9281 
258.5137 
263.6922 
26.4342 
51.9970 
53.7572 
70.4861 
73.5000 
75.6637 
79.1042 
79.8954 
80.3563 
85.3460 
90.8836 
173.9941 
185.2935 
208.9574 
234.9169 
258.2289 
262.0263 
 181 
 
272.7066 
370.3616 
393.5953 
406.6155 
425.0060 
444.8358 
450.1136 
459.2916 
497.0869 
506.4630 
519.7440 
530.2391 
538.3923 
564.8560 
609.6263 
622.3585 
623.7382 
648.2198 
649.3475 
661.2624 
667.2603 
675.2814 
710.2786 
717.1915 
727.6371 
738.3794 
763.9343 
808.8773 
815.8722 
270.9409 
370.3602 
393.5583 
405.5381 
424.9737 
444.8158 
446.0316 
459.2786 
497.0669 
506.4623 
519.6417 
528.9480 
538.2773 
562.1645 
608.7942 
622.3071 
623.7341 
648.1403 
649.3475 
661.2070 
662.6040 
675.1724 
707.0166 
711.0437 
727.6368 
738.3728 
763.9341 
808.8771 
815.8722 
 182 
 
950.3819 
953.3508 
953.3859 
964.1187 
985.5419 
1022.6663 
1033.1705 
1052.2192 
1059.2135 
1066.8322 
1118.8229 
1138.0710 
1150.1587 
1174.1399 
1254.2035 
1276.3950 
1310.2091 
1337.2659 
1345.2137 
1390.7953 
1456.1028 
1456.5019 
1493.9855 
1535.2803 
1556.8778 
1564.8116 
1633.3388 
1639.8322 
1729.4337 
950.3819 
953.3508 
953.3858 
964.1185 
985.5412 
1022.5490 
1033.1701 
1044.1791 
1052.2191 
1059.2503 
1118.8213 
1138.0710 
1150.1587 
1174.1392 
1254.2026 
1269.0090 
1310.2091 
1337.2658 
1345.2133 
1390.7953 
1456.1023 
1456.5019 
1493.9854 
1535.2803 
1556.8777 
1564.8110 
1633.3369 
1639.8321 
1689.4793 
 183 
 
1940.1449 
1945.1595 
2065.9743 
3169.5491 
3170.0333 
3175.8116 
3180.0688 
3190.8699 
3204.5675 
3210.2075 
3210.9789 
3614.8836 
1940.1436 
1945.1296 
2065.7675 
3169.5491 
3170.0333 
3175.8116 
3180.0688 
3190.8699 
3204.5675 
3210.2075 
3210.9788 
3614.8461 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)] …TEOA
+ C–OH bond scission TS 
 [Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2H) …TEOA
+]‡ [Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2H) …TEOA
+]‡ 
i493.3256 
23.8069 
29.6940 
40.6376 
44.8729 
53.9888 
57.3943 
63.4488 
75.7116 
81.6556 
84.4972 
85.9435 
88.8502 
i484.7535 
23.7953 
29.6925 
40.6195 
44.8572 
53.9773 
57.3920 
63.3373 
75.7004 
81.5904 
84.4902 
85.9103 
88.8285 
 184 
 
93.6593 
97.3230 
98.6076 
108.6500 
117.5340 
130.4026 
133.7180 
138.9645 
168.0934 
171.3309 
176.3890 
187.0031 
200.0376 
212.5305 
220.7259 
235.0713 
240.0840 
248.1109 
250.2186 
258.2962 
261.6633 
276.9207 
288.3195 
333.1293 
350.9790 
364.1193 
371.3004 
383.0579 
388.9570 
93.6350 
97.3015 
98.6066 
108.6474 
117.5328 
129.9753 
133.7110 
138.9522 
168.0151 
171.2218 
176.3810 
186.9141 
199.7584 
212.5126 
220.4379 
235.0555 
240.0680 
248.1034 
250.1650 
258.2504 
261.4891 
276.9096 
285.7531 
333.1178 
350.3908 
364.0747 
371.2757 
382.9671 
388.2193 
 185 
 
405.8797 
423.7299 
440.6221 
453.5178 
459.9537 
486.8960 
493.1786 
507.2435 
509.9926 
524.4831 
527.9196 
546.6762 
565.1593 
574.6157 
611.6544 
623.5432 
626.1956 
645.2404 
649.5849 
651.2869 
660.2912 
672.1262 
687.5355 
720.2070 
731.2719 
744.7534 
763.4080 
792.7315 
809.0289 
404.4897 
423.6834 
440.4289 
448.4000 
459.8498 
486.8047 
492.2753 
506.6718 
509.5487 
522.6935 
527.0433 
546.1556 
563.9084 
568.9882 
610.6867 
623.5340 
626.1705 
645.1333 
649.5366 
650.9510 
660.2824 
672.1149 
686.6992 
720.1987 
731.2715 
744.7515 
763.4062 
792.6636 
809.0242 
 186 
 
825.8475 
829.8324 
834.5931 
856.7705 
936.3030 
947.1912 
950.9348 
958.9386 
970.0111 
984.3419 
1023.3137 
1023.5383 
1028.3802 
1033.0880 
1050.0560 
1053.0052 
1058.6685 
1075.9738 
1082.0975 
1087.0672 
1092.1514 
1098.4489 
1108.2341 
1119.4807 
1141.2427 
1150.7149 
1155.1679 
1168.3373 
1180.1497 
825.8468 
829.8299 
834.5886 
853.8771 
935.3576 
947.1909 
950.9205 
958.9386 
970.0110 
984.2945 
1023.2950 
1023.5009 
1027.8597 
1033.0873 
1050.0209 
1052.7632 
1058.6652 
1074.0750 
1082.0359 
1087.0640 
1091.8201 
1098.4352 
1108.1686 
1119.4664 
1141.2415 
1150.7149 
1155.1315 
1168.3366 
1180.1278 
 187 
 
1194.1150 
1232.6255 
1244.0262 
1244.5602 
1247.1252 
1266.6438 
1274.1222 
1291.6207 
1305.1444 
1315.1170 
1320.9722 
1332.5676 
1336.8837 
1347.2319 
1364.4272 
1375.4458 
1385.8977 
1395.9543 
1450.4859 
1456.9880 
1462.9152 
1464.3336 
1475.9933 
1477.2675 
1483.6365 
1489.4620 
1491.0635 
1493.2421 
1508.7737 
1194.1125 
1232.6223 
1244.0252 
1244.5575 
1247.1236 
1266.6340 
1274.1218 
1291.6146 
1305.1434 
1315.1167 
1320.9717 
1332.5675 
1336.8835 
1347.2200 
1364.4201 
1375.4431 
1385.8976 
1395.8153 
1450.4845 
1456.9877 
1462.8951 
1464.3031 
1475.9841 
1477.2655 
1483.6336 
1489.4614 
1491.0605 
1493.2013 
1508.7727 
 188 
 
1522.0830 
1526.4643 
1539.3343 
1553.5025 
1575.2708 
1619.8307 
1640.2839 
1715.5988 
1961.8077 
1968.2722 
1989.1016 
2098.4595 
2987.1929 
2990.6222 
2994.0832 
3026.9438 
3031.0304 
3034.2897 
3036.9195 
3041.3253 
3083.2158 
3100.4024 
3103.6375 
3138.0992 
3173.9465 
3181.3513 
3183.8480 
3185.9498 
3199.8084 
1522.0825 
1526.4641 
1539.3317 
1553.5015 
1575.2702 
1619.8303 
1640.2837 
1715.5049 
1921.1391 
1968.0182 
1987.6110 
2096.5596 
2987.1929 
2990.6222 
2994.0831 
3026.9438 
3031.0304 
3034.2897 
3036.9193 
3041.3253 
3083.2156 
3100.4024 
3103.6375 
3138.0991 
3173.9465 
3181.3513 
3183.8480 
3185.9498 
3199.8084 
 189 
 
3207.5074 
3214.8024 
3216.6199 
3727.1504 
3790.0215 
3793.3985 
3794.9525 
3207.5074 
3214.8024 
3216.6199 
3727.1296 
3790.0215 
3793.3985 
3794.9525 
 
 
Vibrational Frequencies in units of cm-1 for Optimized Structures in DMF 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3] CO2 binding TS 
 12CO2 
13CO2 
i43.0409 
25.8374 
46.5617 
64.6553 
71.9774 
73.5047 
80.7702 
94.3056 
100.4075 
102.6140 
107.3384 
110.8714 
156.9700 
174.6753 
180.2495 
209.2753 
i42.4631 
25.7768 
46.5596 
64.4392 
71.8516 
73.4904 
80.7533 
94.2311 
100.1856 
102.5947 
106.2751 
110.7026 
156.4565 
174.6726 
180.2088 
209.2745 
 190 
 
249.2240 
257.3989 
367.6171 
417.8585 
422.2833 
447.7937 
462.4406 
464.5569 
483.0110 
488.2094 
488.9398 
510.1414 
518.7139 
537.8898 
542.4035 
552.2787 
614.1775 
640.2786 
644.7851 
653.2718 
656.1664 
666.0167 
738.1979 
747.7839 
768.0806 
780.2125 
813.1353 
891.2232 
895.7721 
249.2237 
257.3986 
367.6168 
417.6222 
422.2699 
447.7886 
461.4024 
462.9918 
482.6006 
487.4209 
488.6402 
507.1555 
510.1187 
529.2059 
542.2890 
552.2767 
613.8423 
639.2693 
644.7847 
653.2614 
656.1663 
665.9127 
738.1834 
747.7812 
768.0664 
780.2061 
813.1345 
891.2230 
895.7711 
 191 
 
971.4425 
973.1381 
1010.4909 
1015.0996 
1037.5619 
1040.2512 
1056.5765 
1095.0958 
1096.5519 
1126.4208 
1144.2555 
1158.1578 
1176.3665 
1248.0532 
1300.4657 
1314.3227 
1337.7496 
1344.2250 
1344.8614 
1456.7423 
1480.7401 
1501.5401 
1535.0167 
1627.7304 
1639.4171 
1670.4499 
1675.4923 
1966.9184 
1984.6474 
971.4425 
973.1379 
1010.4909 
1015.0996 
1037.5618 
1040.2442 
1056.5764 
1095.0957 
1096.5519 
1126.4206 
1144.2555 
1158.1578 
1176.3619 
1244.0793 
1300.4367 
1314.3227 
1337.7496 
1344.1258 
1344.8306 
1456.7294 
1480.7401 
1501.5401 
1534.9479 
1627.7180 
1639.4171 
1670.4489 
1675.4923 
1963.1262 
1972.8336 
 192 
 
2024.4987 
2086.1726 
3201.8316 
3202.9245 
3206.9977 
3207.8131 
3215.7951 
3221.6596 
3222.5376 
3232.3645 
1984.6773 
2086.0398 
3201.8316 
3202.9245 
3206.9977 
3207.8130 
3215.7951 
3221.6595 
3222.5376 
3232.3645 
 
 
[Re-I(bpy)(CO)3] CO2 binding TS 
 12CO2 
13CO2 
i304.2262 
22.3278 
38.1325 
41.5252 
53.0312 
61.0842 
74.0062 
85.8000 
87.4544 
92.1527 
96.0043 
110.0921 
169.4261 
185.8427 
211.6536 
i294.1237 
22.1615 
37.9126 
41.4539 
53.0143 
60.9864 
73.9962 
85.7890 
87.4469 
92.1367 
96.0055 
110.0917 
169.2245 
185.8321 
211.3405 
 193 
 
222.9073 
246.5076 
275.3748 
286.8309 
377.9962 
419.1944 
427.5105 
437.0602 
445.6991 
467.6458 
477.2410 
498.7261 
507.2005 
521.5075 
531.9807 
545.9798 
552.4026 
581.6392 
582.4602 
629.1674 
645.1035 
651.4463 
662.4458 
704.3905 
723.4932 
750.2369 
772.1819 
784.8910 
847.8704 
222.9071 
246.5043 
275.3259 
286.6363 
377.9700 
419.1832 
427.4728 
437.0599 
445.3663 
467.5958 
476.8652 
498.7223 
507.0094 
521.2972 
525.7912 
539.4445 
552.2975 
578.4485 
582.4049 
629.1475 
645.0995 
651.4459 
662.4339 
704.3274 
723.4930 
750.2272 
772.1378 
784.8900 
847.8701 
 194 
 
854.7082 
945.0078 
954.0341 
966.3956 
972.8785 
1004.0796 
1012.7115 
1039.1122 
1063.9579 
1069.1752 
1118.9551 
1147.3058 
1150.1739 
1169.7168 
1236.4634 
1274.4513 
1303.2082 
1333.1643 
1342.4660 
1388.3830 
1456.3620 
1460.1038 
1499.8717 
1507.7227 
1578.4540 
1590.6428 
1659.4138 
1662.3844 
1913.7411 
854.7040 
945.0077 
954.0339 
966.3953 
972.8784 
1004.0796 
1012.5647 
1039.1122 
1063.9578 
1069.1710 
1118.9499 
1147.3058 
1150.1739 
1169.7160 
1235.6040 
1274.1951 
1303.2082 
1333.0471 
1342.4659 
1388.2872 
1456.3610 
1460.1038 
1499.8716 
1507.2975 
1578.4384 
1590.6427 
1659.4109 
1662.3844 
1913.7325 
 195 
 
1928.2740 
2020.6277 
2152.2912 
3185.1838 
3186.8578 
3188.9177 
3193.1988 
3199.2711 
3207.2757 
3209.8329 
3214.4897 
1928.2739 
2020.4789 
2092.4518 
3185.1838 
3186.8578 
3188.9177 
3193.1987 
3199.2711 
3207.2757 
3209.8329 
3214.4895 
 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2  
 [Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2  
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2  
 24.3153 
35.5134 
52.3346 
62.4872 
70.3620 
74.0944 
86.3770 
94.0921 
101.6667 
103.6584 
110.1066 
116.3906 
158.4887 
24.2499 
35.3396 
52.2442 
62.4679 
70.1027 
74.0314 
86.3740 
93.9840 
101.4752 
103.6155 
109.8379 
115.3042 
157.9303 
 196 
 
175.4141 
178.6715 
209.2438 
248.9974 
258.0166 
367.6910 
417.3428 
422.3427 
447.8132 
462.3708 
464.3565 
484.5364 
489.0252 
490.1644 
510.4039 
519.3379 
541.9625 
544.0373 
551.7642 
615.3590 
642.6790 
644.8564 
654.3961 
656.2333 
666.0217 
738.0243 
746.8328 
767.9698 
780.3372 
175.4056 
178.6314 
209.2425 
248.9971 
258.0160 
367.6907 
417.0693 
422.3288 
447.8087 
460.9519 
462.9633 
484.2597 
488.7375 
489.6994 
507.4639 
510.3519 
533.2047 
543.9213 
551.7605 
615.0726 
641.5283 
644.8449 
654.2984 
656.2333 
665.9037 
738.0058 
746.8300 
767.9526 
780.3313 
 197 
 
812.3744 
890.2908 
895.6627 
971.3425 
973.1762 
1010.2649 
1014.9004 
1037.6117 
1040.3384 
1056.6545 
1095.0984 
1096.8066 
1126.4857 
1144.3613 
1158.1646 
1176.5693 
1248.3693 
1300.7988 
1314.4788 
1337.8552 
1344.3703 
1344.8552 
1456.9259 
1480.7675 
1501.6666 
1535.0482 
1627.7922 
1639.4260 
1670.4784 
812.3736 
890.2906 
895.6616 
971.3424 
973.1760 
1010.2649 
1014.9004 
1037.6116 
1040.3311 
1056.6544 
1095.0984 
1096.8066 
1126.4855 
1144.3613 
1158.1646 
1176.5645 
1244.2905 
1300.7694 
1314.4788 
1337.8551 
1344.2784 
1344.8146 
1456.9132 
1480.7675 
1501.6666 
1534.9806 
1627.7803 
1639.4260 
1670.4774 
 198 
 
1675.4741 
1967.3052 
1985.7501 
2023.8277 
2086.5549 
3201.9194 
3203.0946 
3207.4170 
3208.2939 
3215.7374 
3221.7868 
3222.6242 
3232.4932 
1675.4741 
1963.4870 
1972.1275 
1985.7502 
2086.4521 
3201.9194 
3203.0946 
3207.4170 
3208.2939 
3215.7374 
3221.7868 
3222.6242 
3232.4932 
 
 
[ReII(bpy)(CO)3(CO2)]
-  
 [ReII(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2)]
-  
 
[ReII(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2)]
-  
 13.4135 
55.2393 
63.2375 
72.3407 
78.5321 
82.4341 
86.2473 
89.5118 
98.0658 
108.2131 
110.0170 
176.4980 
13.2348 
55.2266 
63.1428 
72.0825 
78.4359 
82.3894 
86.1949 
89.5018 
97.8119 
108.1787 
109.9979 
176.3967 
 199 
 
186.8371 
209.2723 
223.9463 
253.7194 
256.7988 
264.0484 
367.4264 
419.6990 
428.3659 
451.0064 
452.3453 
466.8177 
468.0444 
494.2713 
502.1365 
512.7157 
541.9079 
551.3974 
553.4474 
589.9395 
615.4427 
639.3558 
655.7921 
656.7303 
664.9149 
690.3103 
734.4066 
735.1801 
761.2820 
186.5274 
209.2707 
221.6519 
252.9481 
256.7037 
263.9520 
367.4156 
418.9102 
428.3446 
450.0212 
452.0115 
466.7156 
467.7787 
494.1532 
502.1266 
512.6858 
540.9043 
548.6165 
551.8275 
589.1033 
605.6280 
639.2788 
655.7221 
656.4589 
664.7129 
681.6721 
733.5773 
734.3859 
761.1303 
 200 
 
779.8486 
801.0659 
869.8777 
881.6657 
962.5841 
966.1559 
989.3907 
996.4634 
1027.9197 
1031.6649 
1051.4828 
1085.9519 
1088.2024 
1124.9159 
1144.3485 
1154.5344 
1170.7560 
1249.9656 
1290.2939 
1311.2451 
1338.1025 
1339.3462 
1359.9876 
1453.3999 
1476.3147 
1497.7501 
1523.7966 
1609.3009 
1626.8677 
779.8342 
801.0580 
869.8727 
881.6584 
962.5840 
966.1558 
989.3904 
996.4634 
1027.9172 
1031.6645 
1051.4828 
1085.9518 
1088.2009 
1124.8986 
1144.3485 
1154.5343 
1170.6272 
1239.5077 
1289.6032 
1311.2429 
1337.0682 
1339.0773 
1359.9374 
1453.3082 
1476.3146 
1497.7499 
1523.2810 
1609.2301 
1626.8674 
 201 
 
1667.1113 
1669.6225 
1723.3370 
1927.4362 
1943.9487 
2043.9182 
3193.5800 
3194.7322 
3198.4017 
3199.3899 
3208.7891 
3215.5452 
3216.8707 
3225.0504 
1666.6199 
1669.6198 
1677.7599 
1927.4335 
1943.9468 
2043.8226 
3193.5800 
3194.7322 
3198.4017 
3199.3899 
3208.7891 
3215.5452 
3216.8707 
3225.0503 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2)]
-  
 [ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2)]
-  
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2)]
-  
 13.4135 
55.2393 
63.2375 
72.3407 
78.5321 
82.4341 
86.2473 
89.5118 
98.0658 
108.2131 
110.0170 
13.2348 
55.2266 
63.1428 
72.0825 
78.4359 
82.3894 
86.1949 
89.5018 
97.8119 
108.1787 
109.9979 
 202 
 
176.4980 
186.8371 
209.2723 
223.9463 
253.7194 
256.7988 
264.0484 
367.4264 
419.6990 
428.3659 
451.0064 
452.3453 
466.8177 
468.0444 
494.2713 
502.1365 
512.7157 
541.9079 
551.3974 
553.4474 
589.9395 
615.4427 
639.3558 
655.7921 
656.7303 
664.9149 
690.3103 
734.4066 
735.1801 
176.3967 
186.5274 
209.2707 
221.6519 
252.9481 
256.7037 
263.9520 
367.4156 
418.9102 
428.3446 
450.0212 
452.0115 
466.7156 
467.7787 
494.1532 
502.1266 
512.6858 
540.9043 
548.6165 
551.8275 
589.1033 
605.6280 
639.2788 
655.7221 
656.4589 
664.7129 
681.6721 
733.5773 
734.3859 
 203 
 
761.2820 
779.8486 
801.0659 
869.8777 
881.6657 
962.5841 
966.1559 
989.3907 
996.4634 
1027.9197 
1031.6649 
1051.4828 
1085.9519 
1088.2024 
1124.9159 
1144.3485 
1154.5344 
1170.7560 
1249.9656 
1290.2939 
1311.2451 
1338.1025 
1339.3462 
1359.9876 
1453.3999 
1476.3147 
1497.7501 
1523.7966 
1609.3009 
761.1303 
779.8342 
801.0580 
869.8727 
881.6584 
962.5840 
966.1558 
989.3904 
996.4634 
1027.9172 
1031.6645 
1051.4828 
1085.9518 
1088.2009 
1124.8986 
1144.3485 
1154.5343 
1170.6272 
1239.5077 
1289.6032 
1311.2429 
1337.0682 
1339.0773 
1359.9374 
1453.3082 
1476.3146 
1497.7499 
1523.2810 
1609.2301 
 204 
 
1626.8677 
1667.1113 
1669.6225 
1723.3370 
1927.4362 
1943.9487 
2043.9182 
3193.5800 
3194.7322 
3198.4017 
3199.3899 
3208.7891 
3215.5452 
3216.8707 
3225.0504 
1626.8674 
1666.6199 
1669.6198 
1677.7599 
1927.4335 
1943.9468 
2043.8226 
3193.5800 
3194.7322 
3198.4017 
3199.3899 
3208.7891 
3215.5452 
3216.8707 
3225.0503 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2  
 [ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2H)] 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2  
 10.1587 
46.9716 
62.0754 
72.6195 
81.1025 
85.9240 
86.6003 
95.7336 
99.2232 
100.7348 
10.0425 
46.9277 
61.9510 
72.6069 
80.8995 
85.9169 
86.5912 
95.5986 
99.2176 
100.7112 
 205 
 
105.9913 
172.1612 
181.0744 
206.1189 
249.4787 
254.7120 
271.0853 
276.2220 
366.1440 
412.6449 
423.0477 
442.7461 
453.8048 
456.8851 
463.8473 
497.0484 
505.5464 
535.6075 
537.4516 
552.7505 
573.3362 
615.8669 
631.3326 
644.4985 
656.1371 
657.1206 
665.4056 
668.3890 
722.2441 
105.9567 
172.1377 
181.0200 
206.1140 
249.4656 
254.5702 
269.4395 
274.3006 
366.1419 
411.3768 
423.0353 
442.7293 
453.1827 
453.9078 
463.8471 
496.9877 
505.5454 
534.1978 
537.3156 
552.7424 
570.0942 
615.2772 
631.2567 
644.4982 
655.6504 
657.1203 
663.6376 
665.4572 
712.7832 
 206 
 
740.4936 
744.1679 
768.3403 
781.0927 
815.1621 
887.3934 
895.8487 
970.1205 
972.1128 
1010.1708 
1015.1053 
1038.4381 
1043.4047 
1058.8562 
1096.0068 
1096.6878 
1099.8235 
1126.0893 
1143.5631 
1157.4400 
1175.1035 
1285.5476 
1300.4941 
1314.8641 
1337.0850 
1340.6680 
1346.0708 
1457.9077 
1480.7068 
740.4921 
744.1134 
768.3401 
781.0927 
815.1598 
887.3926 
895.8487 
970.1204 
972.1128 
1010.1708 
1015.1048 
1038.4370 
1043.2705 
1058.8561 
1078.2366 
1096.0067 
1096.6920 
1126.0761 
1143.5631 
1157.4400 
1175.1026 
1276.6122 
1300.4930 
1314.8640 
1337.0850 
1340.6659 
1346.0572 
1457.9055 
1480.7068 
 207 
 
1503.6386 
1539.9198 
1633.3694 
1644.0669 
1672.1337 
1678.0314 
1735.3546 
1973.7355 
1977.6699 
2085.9141 
3200.6308 
3201.6718 
3205.4691 
3206.3633 
3214.8615 
3220.7393 
3221.6263 
3231.9403 
3610.0066 
1503.6385 
1539.9099 
1633.3656 
1644.0669 
1672.0874 
1678.0313 
1695.2081 
1973.7341 
1977.6449 
2085.7282 
3200.6308 
3201.6718 
3205.4691 
3206.3633 
3214.8615 
3220.7393 
3221.6263 
3231.9403 
3609.9703 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)]
-  
 [Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2H)]
- 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2H)]
-  
 21.9493 
54.9358 
60.4244 
68.4057 
77.8709 
82.1105 
21.9323 
54.8788 
60.3105 
68.3705 
77.8642 
82.0860 
 208 
 
83.1702 
85.0753 
87.0510 
96.1329 
99.2153 
173.6184 
183.6220 
209.1664 
233.8776 
257.8064 
264.6250 
271.1131 
370.3983 
392.3147 
407.1805 
425.2446 
445.8628 
450.5128 
458.7423 
496.9704 
506.2855 
518.9197 
530.1196 
541.5045 
566.0852 
610.7714 
623.5012 
625.3640 
648.3599 
83.0993 
84.9970 
87.0366 
96.0992 
99.0283 
173.5831 
183.5638 
209.1622 
233.8664 
257.5156 
262.9726 
269.3602 
370.3970 
392.2795 
406.1374 
425.2106 
445.8435 
446.4422 
458.7173 
496.9501 
506.2849 
518.8268 
528.8377 
541.3908 
563.6412 
610.1896 
623.4978 
625.3138 
648.2025 
 209 
 
649.3799 
661.1474 
666.0992 
674.9510 
709.7094 
717.2967 
727.6818 
738.2608 
763.8914 
807.5013 
814.1226 
949.2688 
953.6043 
953.6414 
962.7272 
985.6600 
1022.4976 
1033.5843 
1052.3592 
1059.9043 
1069.0905 
1119.4186 
1139.3657 
1150.5063 
1174.9414 
1254.7704 
1274.6228 
1311.4779 
1338.1438 
649.3799 
661.1236 
661.5489 
674.8341 
706.4343 
710.4832 
727.6815 
738.2550 
763.8913 
807.5011 
814.1226 
949.2688 
953.6043 
953.6414 
962.7270 
985.6592 
1022.3969 
1033.5839 
1046.5813 
1052.3591 
1059.9376 
1119.4171 
1139.3657 
1150.5063 
1174.9407 
1254.7687 
1266.9641 
1311.4779 
1338.1437 
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1346.0678 
1390.9411 
1456.6989 
1457.4776 
1495.2874 
1535.5526 
1557.0262 
1564.8471 
1634.1339 
1640.2223 
1734.2522 
1948.1533 
1951.0885 
2068.2665 
3171.5208 
3172.0525 
3175.9484 
3180.0814 
3191.0403 
3204.6225 
3210.3840 
3211.1567 
3610.8021 
1346.0676 
1390.9411 
1456.6989 
1457.4772 
1495.2874 
1535.5526 
1557.0262 
1564.8466 
1634.1320 
1640.2222 
1694.1362 
1948.1521 
1951.0564 
2068.0667 
3171.5208 
3172.0525 
3175.9484 
3180.0814 
3191.0403 
3204.6225 
3210.3840 
3211.1567 
3610.7625 
 
 
[ReI(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)] …TEOA
+ C–OH bond scission TS 
 [ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2H) …TEOA
+]‡ [ReI(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2H) …TEOA
+]‡ 
i501.9002 
23.9588 
i493.0721 
23.9596 
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47.3965 
53.1704 
54.4335 
55.3646 
62.0403 
78.5115 
78.9185 
87.4384 
92.0057 
97.5455 
97.9176 
102.0419 
105.3596 
112.2484 
119.2650 
121.0823 
127.9984 
132.1692 
138.1730 
149.3693 
171.0133 
173.4193 
187.7925 
199.8200 
214.8576 
221.5397 
240.2771 
258.1910 
262.3386 
47.3481 
53.1521 
54.4142 
55.3500 
62.0056 
78.4379 
78.9179 
87.3806 
91.9900 
97.5391 
97.8555 
102.0354 
105.3277 
112.2474 
119.1925 
121.0634 
127.9957 
132.1629 
137.8289 
149.3374 
170.9612 
173.3152 
187.5836 
199.5518 
214.7371 
221.4178 
240.2460 
258.1909 
262.3015 
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269.1221 
271.0238 
283.3405 
296.9586 
298.3653 
335.2307 
358.0032 
368.4286 
371.7519 
390.1825 
416.2593 
425.0414 
430.1647 
437.1904 
466.6052 
469.8349 
478.2799 
488.6054 
498.9961 
515.1762 
528.5231 
548.9045 
554.8686 
559.7661 
579.8292 
606.2126 
621.0638 
628.5930 
645.4669 
269.0523 
271.0066 
283.3357 
294.6933 
297.9591 
335.2069 
357.7175 
368.0314 
371.7429 
390.1159 
414.4114 
424.6866 
429.7966 
436.6306 
463.1500 
469.5933 
475.0187 
488.5868 
498.7975 
515.1606 
528.2607 
548.8338 
554.8322 
558.8899 
572.9254 
605.0497 
619.9400 
628.5155 
645.4566 
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655.1327 
656.8290 
665.1408 
674.7543 
737.7752 
754.2956 
766.2658 
779.4888 
797.6606 
808.8971 
813.6227 
829.5647 
851.6336 
886.1071 
899.5021 
906.9116 
975.7125 
981.1948 
1006.9292 
1010.7932 
1015.8141 
1023.8569 
1038.8444 
1044.0897 
1046.4954 
1057.1836 
1060.4072 
1065.0428 
1078.3086 
654.7321 
656.8232 
665.1298 
674.1860 
737.7729 
754.2872 
766.2644 
779.4879 
797.5025 
808.7474 
813.5975 
829.5525 
847.3446 
885.4257 
899.5019 
906.9113 
975.7125 
981.1948 
1006.9291 
1010.7911 
1014.8315 
1023.3765 
1038.8417 
1044.0864 
1045.5548 
1057.1722 
1060.0159 
1064.9215 
1078.1412 
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1082.9051 
1087.3116 
1098.3682 
1101.3261 
1106.7537 
1135.0289 
1144.2848 
1155.1533 
1162.4760 
1180.0065 
1193.3238 
1196.4375 
1235.2404 
1241.2286 
1249.5436 
1269.3120 
1275.1746 
1294.9675 
1314.5949 
1314.9870 
1316.0660 
1328.2675 
1339.9311 
1343.9423 
1344.6660 
1354.1976 
1367.0568 
1368.5954 
1396.8784 
1082.9042 
1087.3074 
1098.3665 
1101.3261 
1106.7353 
1135.0282 
1144.2847 
1155.1478 
1162.4760 
1179.9990 
1193.3236 
1196.4372 
1235.2394 
1241.2277 
1249.5432 
1269.3045 
1275.1745 
1294.9583 
1314.5943 
1314.9861 
1316.0657 
1328.2668 
1339.9311 
1343.9413 
1344.6560 
1354.1976 
1367.0429 
1368.5890 
1396.7773 
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1446.4704 
1459.6650 
1472.4131 
1478.0620 
1479.3081 
1481.6328 
1483.1823 
1495.7644 
1498.9884 
1503.8288 
1519.0458 
1519.8913 
1527.9695 
1544.7840 
1632.8841 
1640.7344 
1667.6751 
1674.2979 
1718.2227 
1988.3550 
2001.3908 
2022.1165 
2121.2266 
2986.7910 
2988.0359 
2998.3124 
3028.7159 
3033.7501 
3035.0535 
1446.4427 
1459.6646 
1472.4127 
1478.0571 
1479.3079 
1481.6328 
1483.1821 
1495.7546 
1498.9654 
1503.8283 
1519.0456 
1519.8903 
1527.9693 
1544.7839 
1632.8841 
1640.7344 
1667.6750 
1674.2975 
1718.1369 
1946.1315 
2001.3740 
2021.1578 
2119.4201 
2986.7910 
2988.0359 
2998.3124 
3028.7159 
3033.7501 
3035.0534 
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3039.5698 
3044.0721 
3083.2350 
3103.7650 
3111.0856 
3137.0498 
3205.0560 
3205.9337 
3208.8733 
3210.5719 
3222.0354 
3225.5826 
3226.8089 
3233.7717 
3761.4818 
3781.5834 
3787.3599 
3791.4190 
3039.5698 
3044.0721 
3083.2350 
3103.7650 
3111.0856 
3137.0497 
3205.0560 
3205.9337 
3208.8733 
3210.5719 
3222.0354 
3225.5826 
3226.8089 
3233.7717 
3761.4714 
3781.5834 
3787.3599 
3791.4190 
 
 
[Re0(bpy)(CO)3(CO2H)] …TEOA
+ C–OH bond scission TS 
 [Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
12CO2H) …TEOA
 +]‡ [Re0(bpy)(CO)3(
13CO2H) …TEOA
 +]‡ 
i490.8898 
23.5928 
30.0496 
42.4793 
44.9459 
52.7752 
57.4795 
i482.2850 
23.5831 
30.0430 
42.4736 
44.9185 
52.7543 
57.4745 
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65.7292 
70.1935 
77.1697 
81.1277 
83.3999 
86.1685 
91.9345 
95.6113 
99.3835 
103.2440 
108.6445 
118.7210 
123.3209 
131.2187 
167.1351 
175.4191 
183.5081 
191.6446 
199.2461 
212.9808 
221.0574 
239.2292 
242.5088 
250.4463 
250.8416 
256.1645 
265.9655 
280.7577 
286.7638 
65.6388 
70.1896 
77.1461 
81.1276 
83.3516 
86.1611 
91.9109 
95.5547 
99.3823 
103.1966 
108.6384 
118.7145 
123.3175 
130.8175 
167.0118 
175.4092 
183.3961 
191.6276 
198.9431 
212.9574 
220.8010 
239.1911 
242.4659 
250.4315 
250.8288 
256.1108 
265.8188 
280.7412 
284.1960 
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334.6231 
353.5825 
365.9832 
369.2544 
384.1025 
389.0755 
404.0141 
417.3079 
439.5838 
455.6410 
460.8992 
487.8831 
493.7608 
508.0424 
513.2446 
524.5657 
529.2584 
549.6630 
565.3192 
579.3110 
615.1036 
623.5610 
626.4906 
646.8981 
650.5269 
654.1772 
660.5303 
671.8458 
694.3349 
334.6132 
353.1200 
365.9607 
369.2259 
383.9562 
388.4363 
403.0231 
417.1315 
439.3998 
450.0744 
460.6964 
487.8210 
493.0421 
507.8238 
512.2799 
523.4622 
527.4372 
549.0627 
564.8082 
572.9818 
614.1144 
623.5419 
626.4533 
646.8436 
650.4519 
653.8113 
660.5158 
671.8330 
693.6605 
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710.3656 
724.6445 
743.8028 
763.5342 
792.7994 
808.2278 
820.7397 
825.0050 
828.4206 
858.2794 
946.1763 
947.3047 
954.4346 
955.2484 
967.3861 
985.0809 
1022.4519 
1022.5927 
1029.3215 
1032.8729 
1048.5399 
1054.2745 
1057.2968 
1062.7972 
1065.7098 
1078.9943 
1083.3079 
1086.8085 
1104.2669 
710.3518 
724.6411 
743.8001 
763.5322 
792.7086 
808.2276 
820.7391 
824.9998 
828.4183 
855.3981 
946.1738 
947.2221 
954.2641 
954.7008 
967.3857 
984.9913 
1022.4293 
1022.5311 
1028.8023 
1032.8694 
1048.5167 
1053.9715 
1057.2922 
1062.6624 
1065.4384 
1078.5774 
1082.2140 
1086.4056 
1104.2224 
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1119.3592 
1141.8743 
1152.3822 
1154.4952 
1160.7458 
1180.7933 
1195.9770 
1235.9705 
1240.0650 
1244.3657 
1253.2742 
1269.5504 
1276.7145 
1294.2988 
1303.8423 
1317.8929 
1323.7905 
1331.6866 
1335.1350 
1347.8878 
1366.0652 
1376.2410 
1383.1352 
1397.7879 
1449.3912 
1458.0213 
1463.9723 
1465.5351 
1477.3949 
1119.3440 
1141.8728 
1152.3821 
1154.4644 
1160.7453 
1180.7668 
1195.9765 
1235.9661 
1240.0611 
1244.3648 
1253.2722 
1269.5389 
1276.7127 
1294.2918 
1303.8410 
1317.8925 
1323.7898 
1331.6863 
1335.1348 
1347.8800 
1366.0584 
1376.2374 
1383.1351 
1397.6478 
1449.3894 
1458.0211 
1463.9695 
1465.4794 
1477.3921 
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1478.1190 
1483.9528 
1489.4089 
1492.8839 
1494.5624 
1513.5852 
1523.9901 
1528.1675 
1539.2230 
1552.0075 
1576.5529 
1618.1431 
1641.3737 
1718.3260 
1966.8728 
1975.4115 
1995.2997 
2101.1471 
2986.8883 
2989.0517 
2995.9336 
3028.0847 
3032.1967 
3033.9120 
3040.5298 
3043.5477 
3083.0476 
3102.3099 
3105.2349 
1478.1113 
1483.9487 
1489.4078 
1492.8782 
1494.5254 
1513.5847 
1523.9897 
1528.1671 
1539.2205 
1552.0059 
1576.5521 
1618.1426 
1641.3734 
1718.2354 
1925.6626 
1975.2967 
1994.0824 
2099.2738 
2986.8883 
2989.0517 
2995.9336 
3028.0847 
3032.1967 
3033.9120 
3040.5296 
3043.5477 
3083.0474 
3102.3099 
3105.2349 
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3137.8402 
3175.1563 
3178.6661 
3183.1079 
3185.3447 
3198.6308 
3205.3539 
3214.9909 
3217.1502 
3727.0451 
3790.4862 
3791.3291 
3791.4972 
3137.8402 
3175.1563 
3178.6661 
3183.1079 
3185.3447 
3198.6308 
3205.3539 
3214.9909 
3217.1502 
3727.0241 
3790.4862 
3791.3291 
3791.4972 
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 Supporting Information for Chapter 4 
C.1 Procedure for Detection of CO by Gas Chromatography 
One equivalent each of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 and Ru(bpy)3Cl2 (concentration in runs ranged from 
0.35 mM to 1.0 mM) was dissolved in 20 mL of a 5:1 mixture of acetonitrile and triethanolamine, in a 
100 mL round bottom flask, which was sealed with a rubber septum and silicone grease. This solution 
was saturated with CO2, and each reaction mixture was irradiated for 5 to 24 hours (150W, 21V Halogen 
lightbulb). After irradiation, a gas-tight syringe was used to extract a 50 μL portion of the headspace 
gas, which was then injected into the gas chromatograph. A typical GC spectrum is shown in Figure 
C-1. Carbon monoxide was observed as the main gaseous product, but H2 was also observed to form. 
This is consistent with observations of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 being used to reduce CO2 under 
electrocatalytic conditions, in which H2 was produced, as long as there was a source of protons. In the 
electrochemical case, the proton source was dihydrogen phosphate, and in our photochemical case, the 
protons were most likely the result of the decomposition of triethanolamine molecules after donating 
an electron to the catalytic system. 
 
Figure C-1. Typical gas chromatogram of the headspace over the 5:1 ACN/TEOA solution 
containing 1 equivalent each of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 and Ru(bpy)3Cl2, and saturated with 100% 
CO2. From earliest to latest, the peaks correspond to H2, O2, N2, and CO. 
CO 
N2 
O2 
H2 
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C.2 Use of Verkade’s Base and 1H NMR to Detect the Production of Formate from CO2 
Due to the possibility that [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6 may also be producing formate under 
photocatalytic conditions (as explained in the main body of the paper), we used a method recently 
described by Kubiak,1 involving Verkade’s base (2,8,9-triisopropyl-2,5,8,9-tetraza-1-
phosphabicyclo[3,3,3]undecane), to detect the presence of formate in solution. For each reaction 
mixture described above, after determining the species found in the headspace using GC, a 0.8 mL 
aliquot of the reaction mixture was transferred to a vial containing 0.1 mmol of Verkade’s base. To 
this solution, 1.2 mL of CD3CN was added, as well as a known amount of ferrocene, usually ranging 
from 8 to 15 mg. A 700 μL portion of this solution was transferred to an NMR tube, and 1H NMR 
was performed. When formate is present, the Verkade’s base produces a 1H NMR peak at 8.5ppm, 
as is shown in Figure S2. The most prominent peaks belong to TEOA, due to the high amounts of 
this compound in the solution. The Verkade’s base formate peak is extremely weak by comparison, 
and easy to miss if one is not expecting to find it. This is demonstrated in Figure C-2, where the 
larger spectrum has the resolution automatically assigned by the NMR software, and the inset is 
the portion of the spectrum in which the relevant peak is found. As can been seen by comparing 
the differences in intensity of the two spectra, the Verkade’s base formate has an intensity much 
smaller than the bulk of the reaction mixture. 
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Figure C-2. Typical 1H NMR spectrum used to determine formation of formate. Peaks in the range 
of 0 to 4 are from the high amounts of acetonitrile and TEOA present in the solution. The inset 
shows the formate peak, present at 8.50 ppm with an intensity much smaller than those of the 
solvents. The formate peak would only be visible when the reaction mixture was exposed to a 
quantity of Verkade’s Base prescribed in the literature.  
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C.3 Procedure for Calibration of Verkade’s Base Formate Measurements 
The Verkade’s base measurements were calibrated by using ferrocene as an intensity 
standard. Known quantities of ferrocene were dissolved in reaction mixtures containing the same 
amounts of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]PF6, Ru(bpy)3Cl2, and TEOA as described previously, except these 
mixtures contained no CO2, and were not irradiated. The intensity of the ferrocene peak at 4.7 ppm 
was correlated with the amount of protons, based on the facts that the amount of ferrocene was 
known, and that there are ten protons for each ferrocene. Based on these values, a calibration curve 
was obtained, whereby the amount of formate produced could be determined based on the height 
of the characteristic 8.5 ppm peak. The calibration curve is presented in Figure C-3, along with its 
respective linear equation. 
 
Figure C-3. Calibration curve using the peak height of the 1H NMR of ferrocene to calibrate for 
the concentration of protons in a solution.  
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Figure C-4. Product quantification and 13C KIE determination in the photochemical reduction of 
CO2 in solutions containing 1% H2O. (A) CO (red circles) and formic acid (blue triangles) are 
formed during the photocatalytic reduction of CO2 catalyzed by 1. Data points are shown with error 
bars representing standard deviations from two measurements each. (B) Isotope fractionation of 
CO2 during its reduction catalyzed by 1. Data points are shown with error bars representing standard 
errors. The slope of the plot indicates a 13C KIE value of 1.037 ± 0.006. This value was corrected 
for partition of CO2 due to CO2 hydration2 leading to a 13C KIE = 1.044 ± 0.006. 
 
Table C-1. Formic acid to carbon monoxide ratios obtained during the experiments. Values 
were determined from three independent experiments. 
Water content 5 hours 12 hours 
0% 3.9 ± 2.6 5.4 ± 4.6 
1% 1.6 ± 1.2 3.3 ± 2.0 
  
Table C-2. Formic acid mole fractions. Values were determine from three independent 
experiments. 
Water content 5 hours 12 hours 
0% 0.81 ± 0.14 0.78 ± 0.06 
1% 0.62 ± 0.18 0.77 ± 0.11 
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C.4 Computational Methods 
C.4.1 Density functional theory calculations. 
All geometries were fully optimized at the M06 level of density functional theory3 with the 
SMD continuum solvation model4 for acetonitrile as solvent using the Stuttgart [8s7p6d2f | 
6s5p3d2f] ECP28MWB contracted pseudopotential basis set5 on Ru and the 6-31G(d) basis set on 
all other atoms.6 Non-analytical integrals were evaluated using the integral=grid=ultrafine option 
as implemented in the Gaussian 09 software package.7 The nature of all stationary points was 
verified by analytic computation of vibrational frequencies, which were also used for the 
computation of zero-point vibrational energies, molecular partition functions, and for determining 
the reactants and products associated with each transition-state structure (by following the normal 
modes associated with imaginary frequencies). Partition functions were used in the computation of 
298 K thermal contributions to the free energy employing the usual ideal-gas, rigid-rotator, 
harmonic oscillator approximation.8 Free-energy contributions were added to single-point, SMD-
solvated M06 electronic energies computed at the optimized geometries obtained with the initial 
basis with the SDD basis set on Ru and the larger 6-311+G(2df,p) basis set on all other atoms to 
arrive at final, composite free energies. The quenching studies with TEOA have shown that the 
oxidized TEOA•+ rapidly deprotonates from its α-carbon to produce an α-amino radical9 and TEOA 
itself could be the proton acceptor to generate TEOAH+, which is employed as the proton donor 
species in the current work for modeling of the CO2 reduction mechanism. The optimized structures 
and distinct pathways for mechanim of CO2 reduction by [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]+ are presented in Table 
C-3 and Scheme C-1 respectively.  
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Standard reduction potentials were calculated for various possible redox couples to assess 
the energetic accessibility of different intermediates at various oxidation states. For a redox reaction 
of the form 
 
O(soln) + ne(g)
- ® R(soln)  (C1) 
where O and R denote the oxidized and reduced states of the redox couple, respectively, and n is 
the number of electrons involved in redox reaction, the reduction potential   
  
E
O R
o
 relative to SCE 
was computed as 
 
E
O R
o = -
DG
O R
o
nF
-DEref
o
(C2) 
where   

G
O R
o
 is the free energy change associated with eq. 1 (using Boltzmann statistics for the 
electron) and 
DEref
o
 is taken as 0.141 V,10 which is required for the conversion of calculated
E
O R
o
versus normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) in aqueous solution (ENHE = -4.281 V) to   
  
E
O R
o
 versus the 
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) in acetonitrile (ESCE = -4.422 V).11  
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Table C-3. Optimized structures at M06 level of theory for mechanistic investigation of 
photocatalytic CO2 reduction by [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]+ (see computational methods for details) Color 
code: Ru, cyan; Cl, green; N, blue; O, red; C, gray; and H, white. 
 
 
 
[Ru–Cl]+ [Ru–NCCH3]2+ [Ru–Cl]0 
 
  
[Ru–Cl]0 TS [Ru–NCCH3]+ [Ru–NCCH3]+ TS 
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[Ru–Cl]– [Ru–Cl]– TS [Ru–NCCH3]0 
 
 
 
[Ru–NCCH3]0 TS [Ru]+ [Ru]+ CO2 binding TS 
 
 
 
[Ru–CO2]+ [Ru–CO2H]2+ [Ru]0 
 232 
 
 
 
 
[Ru]0 TEOAH+ PT TS [Ru–H]+ [Ru–HO]+ 
   
[Ru–HOH]2+ [Ru–HO]0 [Ru–HOH]+ 
  
 
[Ru–HO]– [Ru–HOH]0 [Ru]0 CO2 binding TS 
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[Ru–CO2]0 [Ru–CO2]0 CO2 attack TS [Ru–CO2H]+ 
 
 
 
[Ru–CO2H]+ CO2 attack TS [Ru–CO2H]+ H2O 
C–O bond cleavage TS 
[Ru–CO2H]+ TEOAH+ 
C–O bond cleavage TS 
 
  
[Ru–CO]2+ [Ru–CO2H]0 [Ru–CO2H]0 CO2 attack TS 
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[Ru–CO2H]0 H2O 
C–O bond cleavage TS 
[Ru–CO2H]0 TEOAH+ 
C–O bond cleavage TS 
[Ru–CO]+ 
 
  
[Ru–CO]0   
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Scheme C-1. Proposed reaction pathways for CO2 reduction by [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl]+. Computed free 
energy changes (ΔG) and activation free energies (ΔG‡) are reported in units of kcal/mol and 
computed reduction potentials (E) are reported in units of volts vs SCE. 
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C.4.2 Calculation of C-13 kinetic isotope effects (13C-KIEs). 
The 13C equilibrium and kinetic isotope effects were calculated by employing the 
Transition State Theory as formulated by Bigeleisen and Wolfsberg.12 For each step of the catalytic 
mechanism, the vibrational frequencies of reactants and products were analyzed following the 
Bigeleisen and Goeppert-Mayer approach.13 The Redlich-Teller product rule14 was employed to 
isotope exchange equations (Eqn. C1) for the initial (A) and final (B) states using the full set of 
vibrational frequencies obtained for both light (12C) and heavy (13C) isotopologues via DFT 
calculations.   
A(12C)  +    B(13C)                  A(13C)  +    B(12C) (C1) 
 
13C-EIEs for the exchange reactions were obtained using the 3N – 6 vibrational frequencies as 
13C-EIE = ZPE × EXC × MMI (C2) 
with 
𝑍𝑃𝐸 =  
∏
exp (ℎ𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 
13 )
/2𝑘𝑇)
exp (ℎ𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 12 )/2𝑘𝑇)
3𝑁−6
𝑗
∏
exp (ℎ𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 13 )/2𝑘𝑇)
exp (ℎ𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 12 )/2𝑘𝑇)
3𝑁−6
𝑖
 (C3) 
 
𝐸𝑋𝐶 =  
∏
1 − exp (−ℎ𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 
13 )
/𝑘𝑇)
1 − exp (−ℎ𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 12 )/𝑘𝑇)
3𝑁−6
𝑗
∏
1 −  exp (−ℎ𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 13 )/𝑘𝑇)
1 −  exp (−ℎ𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 12 )/𝑘𝑇)
3𝑁−6
𝑖
 (C4) 
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𝑀𝑀𝐼 = 𝑉𝑃 =  
∏ (𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 
12 )
/3𝑁−6𝑗 𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 
13 )
)
∏ (𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 12 )/𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 13 ))3𝑁−6𝑖
 (C5) 
where  𝜐 is the associated vibrational frequency, h is the Planck’s constant, k is the Boltzmann 
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin units. 
The 13C KIEs associated with located transition state structures were calculated in a similar way, 
 
13C-KIE = 𝜐𝑅𝐶
13   × ZPE × EXC × VP (C6) 
 
13C-KIE = 𝜐𝑅𝐶
13   × 13KTS (C7) 
 
where (νRC13)14-15  is the ratio of the imaginary frequencies of the TSs associated with light (e.g. 
12C) and heavy (e.g. 13C) isotopologues and 13KTS is the product of ZPE × EXC × VP with  3N – 6 
vibrational frequencies for the reactant and 3N – 7 vibrational frequencies for the TS (S8-S10). 
𝑍𝑃𝐸 =  
∏
exp (ℎ𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 
13 )
/2𝑘𝑇)
exp (ℎ𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 12 )/2𝑘𝑇)
3𝑁−7
𝑗
∏
exp (ℎ𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 13 )/2𝑘𝑇)
exp (ℎ𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 12 )/2𝑘𝑇)
3𝑁−6
𝑖
 (C8) 
 
𝐸𝑋𝐶 =  
∏
1 − exp (−ℎ𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 
13 )
/𝑘𝑇)
1 − exp (−ℎ𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 12 )/𝑘𝑇)
3𝑁−7
𝑗
∏
1 −  exp (−ℎ𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 13 )/𝑘𝑇)
1 −  exp (−ℎ𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 12 )/𝑘𝑇)
3𝑁−6
𝑖
 (C9) 
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𝑀𝑀𝐼 = 𝑉𝑃 =  
∏ (𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 
12 )
/3𝑁−7𝑗 𝜐𝑗
𝐵( 𝐶 
13 )
)
∏ (𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 12 )/𝜐𝑖
𝐴( 𝐶 13 ))3𝑁−6𝑖
 (C10) 
 
The calculated 13C-EIEs and 13C-KIEs along with the reduced partition functions are tabulated in 
the following section.  
 
C.4.3 Mechanistic Scenarios for First Irreversible Step in CO and HCO2– Formation 
i) CO2 Binding to [Ru]
+ as the First Irreversible Step  
 
13C–KIE = KIE1 = 1.075 
 
ii) CO2 binding to [Ru]
0 as the First Irreversible Step 
 
13C–KIE = KIE2 = 1.068 
 
iii) Protonation of [Ru–CO2]0 as the First Irreversible Step 
 13νRC ZPE EXC 
VP/ 
MMI 
13KTS/ 
EIE 
KIE 
[Ru]+ CO2 binding 
TS (KIE1) 
1.032 0.9706 0.984 0.999 1.044 1.075 
 13νRC ZPE EXC 
VP/ 
MMI 
13KTS/ 
EIE 
KIE 
[Ru]0 CO2 binding 
TS (KIE2) 
1.030 1.053 0.986 0.999 1.037 1.068 
 13νRC ZPE EXC 
VP/ 
MMI 
13KTS/ 
EIE 
KIE 
[Ru–CO2]0 (EIE1) 
- 1.021 0.984 1.030 1.034 - 
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13C–KIE = EIE1 × KIE3 = (1.034 × 1.001) = 1.035 
iv) CO2 Attack to [Ru–CO2H]+ as the First Irreversible Step 
 
13C–KIE = ((EIE1 x EIE2 x KIE4a) + KIE4b)/2 a= (1.034 x 1.003 x 1.038) + 1.026)/2 = 1.051 
 
 
 
v) C–OH Bond Cleavage in [Ru–CO2H]+ Assisted by TEOAH+ as the First Irreversible Step 
 
13C–KIE = EIE1 x EIE2 x KIE4 = 1.034 x 1.003 x 1.030 = 1.068 
[Ru–CO2]0 TEOAH+ 
proton transfer TS 
(KIE3) 
1.001 0.998 1.000 1.002 1.000 1.001 
 13νRC ZPE EXC VP/ MMI 13KTS/EIE KIE 
[Ru–CO2]+ (EIE1) - 1.021 0.984 1.030 1.034 - 
[Ru–CO2H]+ (EIE2) - 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.003 - 
[Ru–CO2H]+ CO2 
attack TS (KIE4a) 
1.010 1.040 0.997 0.991 1.028 1.038 
[Ru–CO2H]+ CO2 
attack TS (KIE4b) 
1.010 1.012 0.985 1.018 1.015 1.026 
 13νRC ZPE EXC VP/ MMI 13KTS/EIE KIE 
[Ru–CO2]+ 
EIE1 
- 1.021 0.984 1.030 1.034 - 
[Ru–CO2H]+ 
EIE2 
- 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.003 - 
[Ru–CO2H]+ 
TEOAH+ C–O bond 
cleavage TS (KIE5) 
1.005 1.033 0.995 0.997 1.025 1.030 
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vi) CO2 Attack to [Ru–CO2H]0 as the First Irreversible Step 
 
13C KIE = ((EIE1 x EIE2 x EIE3 x KIE6a)+ KIE6a)/2 = ((1.034 x 1.003 x 1.003 x 1.036) + 1.027)/2 
= 1.052 
 
vii) C–OH Bond Cleavage in [Ru–CO2H]0 Assisted by TEOAH+ as the First Irreversible Step 
 
 13νRC ZPE EXC VP/ MMI 13KTS/EIE KIE 
[Ru–CO2]+ 
EIE1 
- 1.021 0.984 1.030 1.034 - 
[Ru–CO2H]+ 
EIE2 
- 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.003 - 
[Ru–CO2H]0 
EIE3 
- 1.003 1.000 1.000 1.003 - 
[Ru–CO2H]+ CO2 
attack TS (KIE6a) 
1.010 1.037 0.998 0.991 1.026 1.036 
[Ru–CO2H]+ CO2 
attack TS (KIE6b)  
1.010 1.014 0.985 1.018 1.016 1.027 
 13νRC ZPE EXC VP/ MMI 13KTS/EIE KIE 
[Ru–CO2]+ 
EIE  
- 1.021 0.984 1.030 1.034 - 
[Ru–CO2H]+ 
EIE2 
- 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.003 - 
[Ru–CO2H]0 
EIE3 
- 1.003 1.000 1.000 1.003 - 
[Ru–CO2H]0 
TEOAH+ C–O bond 
cleavage TS (KIE7) 
1.003 1.034 0.993 0.999 1.026 1.029 
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13C KIE = EIE1 x EIE2 x EIE3 x KIE7 = 1.034 x 1.003 x 1.003 x 1.029 = 1.070 
 
 
 
viii) Electrophilic Attack of CO2 Binding to [Ru–H]+ as the First Irreversible Step  
 
13C KIE = KIE7 = 1.055 
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C.6 Cartesian Coordinates of Geometry Optimized Structures at M06 Level of Theory 
The following values were calculated by our collaborator, Dr. Mehmed Z. Ertem, and are needed 
to fully understand the work presented in this dissertation. 
 
 
H2O 
O          0.00000        0.00000        0.12363 
H          0.00000        0.75829       -0.47609 
H          0.00000       -0.75829       -0.47609 
 
CO 
C         -0.01997       -0.01155        2.26085 
O         -0.11989       -0.01100        3.39372 
 
CO2 
C         -3.57497       -0.41512        0.00000 
O         -2.41031       -0.41512        0.00000 
O         -4.73963       -0.41512        0.00000 
 
HCO2H 
C         -1.39691        1.78311        0.00000 
H         -2.50096        1.70464        0.00000 
O         -0.79665        2.82429       -0.00000 
O         -0.76841        0.60373        0.00001 
H         -1.42467       -0.11760        0.00001 
 
HCO2
– 
H          0.20585       -0.08179        2.08908 
C          0.01946        0.66518        2.94133 
O          1.04074        1.24846        3.35532 
O         -1.17096        0.75923        3.29933 
 
CH3CN 
C          0.00002        0.00007       -1.17678 
H         -0.00004        1.02839       -1.55451 
H         -0.89072       -0.51424       -1.55425 
H          0.89074       -0.51429       -1.55422 
C          0.00001        0.00042        0.27027 
N          0.00000       -0.00036        1.43163 
 
TEOA 
O         -2.59138        1.31942        0.29942 
H         -2.66274        0.49548       -0.21785 
C         -1.37077        1.94118       -0.03596 
H         -1.53474        2.71638       -0.80812 
H         -1.00411        2.46018        0.86394 
C         -0.28353        1.01893       -0.55195 
H         -0.65754        0.46907       -1.43962 
H          0.52730        1.66680       -0.91547 
N          0.29311        0.11419        0.44046 
C         -0.62298       -0.88324        0.99129 
H         -0.06783       -1.44882        1.75319 
H         -1.44205       -0.36662        1.50846 
C         -1.22580       -1.88524        0.02054 
H         -1.60104       -2.75305        0.58815 
H         -0.45596       -2.25734       -0.67675 
C          1.53325       -0.47264       -0.05233 
H          1.71569       -1.42403        0.46811 
H          1.48898       -0.71059       -1.13470 
C          2.71853        0.43655        0.20204 
H          2.54544        1.43093       -0.24748 
H          2.82434        0.59054        1.29045 
O         -2.29320       -1.27274       -0.69424 
H         -2.61330       -1.88850       -1.37102 
O          3.85670       -0.18488       -0.35402 
H          4.61659        0.39267       -0.19557 
 
TEOAH+ 
O          2.67604       -1.15345        0.26753 
H          2.73978       -0.39599       -0.34419 
C          1.52019       -1.88630       -0.04763 
H          1.71704       -2.63019       -0.83947 
H          1.23652       -2.45210        0.85229 
C          0.33623       -1.08040       -0.53607 
H          0.58876       -0.45400       -1.39757 
H         -0.45699       -1.77592       -0.82818 
N         -0.26610       -0.16078        0.49974 
C          0.67086        0.89350        1.04947 
H          0.11262        1.39709        1.84516 
H          1.51905        0.35946        1.48565 
C          1.13965        1.91234        0.04370 
H          1.62915        2.71149        0.62115 
H          0.29179        2.37048       -0.48802 
C         -1.54872        0.44428        0.01314 
H         -1.80866        1.25242        0.70617 
H         -1.36341        0.87264       -0.97838 
C         -2.68802       -0.55458       -0.02158 
H         -2.54710       -1.29570       -0.82357 
H         -2.72947       -1.10512        0.93647 
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O          2.04780        1.31430       -0.86624 
H          2.37579        1.99881       -1.47118 
O         -3.84204        0.21859       -0.23468 
H         -4.57529       -0.38595       -0.42508 
H         -0.50244       -0.75047        1.31147 
 
[Ru–Cl]+  
Ru         0.17120       -0.00959        0.37722 
C          0.67147       -3.05695        0.38880 
C         -1.54785       -2.34484        0.36627 
C         -1.99454       -3.66157        0.36470 
C         -1.06872       -4.69662        0.37435 
C          0.28696       -4.39042        0.38687 
H          1.72186       -2.76868        0.40420 
H         -3.06081       -3.87464        0.35685 
H         -1.40458       -5.73089        0.37321 
H          1.04568       -5.16863        0.39709 
C         -2.44615       -1.18209        0.35605 
C         -3.83731       -1.20019        0.35659 
C         -4.52314        0.01074        0.34511 
H         -4.38082       -2.14147        0.36938 
C         -2.43532        1.18459        0.34127 
C         -3.82626        1.21533        0.34057 
H         -5.61046        0.01574        0.34493 
H         -4.36106        2.16166        0.34067 
C         -1.52722        2.33969        0.33940 
C         -1.96343        3.65992        0.32879 
C          0.69754        3.03431        0.35332 
C         -1.02954        4.68770        0.32913 
H         -3.02800        3.88144        0.32147 
C          0.32364        4.37072        0.34179 
H          1.74578        2.73851        0.36963 
H         -1.35715        5.72457        0.32109 
H          1.08862        5.14285        0.34526 
N         -0.21354       -2.05109        0.37650 
N         -1.78966       -0.00175        0.33617 
N         -0.19529        2.03520        0.35004 
C          1.80285       -0.04133       -2.04989 
C          2.13129       -0.07062       -3.40339 
C          1.12206       -0.08886       -4.35400 
C         -0.20261       -0.07772       -3.93006 
C         -0.46911       -0.05065       -2.57168 
H          3.17320       -0.08053       -3.71276 
H          1.36770       -0.11170       -5.41303 
H         -1.02721       -0.09061       -4.63790 
H         -1.49195       -0.04250       -2.19955 
C          2.79062       -0.01922       -0.96783 
C          4.16792       -0.00645       -1.17572 
C          3.09752        0.00657        1.33680 
C          5.02172        0.01153       -0.08302 
H          4.57003       -0.00985       -2.18515 
C          4.47605        0.01712        1.19655 
H          2.61709        0.01232        2.31422 
H          6.09912        0.02126       -0.23029 
H          5.10550        0.03049        2.08259 
N          0.50403       -0.03329       -1.64346 
N          2.26307       -0.01056        0.28419 
Cl         0.04016        0.00816        2.81562 
 
[Ru–NCCH3]2+  
Ru         0.19368       -0.00518        0.42840 
C          0.69521       -3.06039        0.41571 
C         -1.52559       -2.34944        0.40426 
C         -1.97169       -3.66508        0.39024 
C         -1.04423       -4.69988        0.38818 
C          0.31048       -4.39438        0.39963 
H          1.74531       -2.77229        0.42966 
H         -3.03747       -3.87955        0.37973 
H         -1.38002       -5.73401        0.37696 
H          1.06936       -5.17230        0.39764 
C         -2.42965       -1.18787        0.39712 
C         -3.82064       -1.21271        0.38214 
C         -4.50906       -0.00342        0.36209 
H         -4.36186       -2.15507        0.38563 
C         -2.42854        1.17947        0.37611 
C         -3.81947        1.20538        0.35884 
H         -5.59629       -0.00303        0.34896 
H         -4.35975        2.14817        0.34340 
C         -1.52321        2.33998        0.36160 
C         -1.96789        3.65571        0.32697 
C          0.69849        3.04817        0.34661 
C         -1.03923        4.68907        0.29933 
H         -3.03349        3.87124        0.31887 
C          0.31518        4.38211        0.30681 
H          1.74825        2.75875        0.35925 
H         -1.37390        5.72325        0.27097 
H          1.07488        5.15889        0.28431 
N         -0.19108       -2.05706        0.41930 
N         -1.78428       -0.00447        0.38928 
N         -0.18898        2.04630        0.37585 
C          1.79305       -0.02750       -2.02108 
C          2.11283       -0.02698       -3.37614 
C          1.09535       -0.02690       -4.31893 
C         -0.22585       -0.02684       -3.88722 
C         -0.48222       -0.02433       -2.52593 
H          3.15190       -0.02495       -3.69462 
H          1.33381       -0.02666       -5.37983 
H         -1.05492       -0.02742       -4.58963 
H         -1.50270       -0.02252       -2.14750 
C          2.79079       -0.03036       -0.94609 
C          4.16531       -0.05102       -1.16635 
C          3.12100       -0.01235        1.35593 
 245 
 
C          5.02968       -0.05004       -0.08154 
H          4.55762       -0.06967       -2.17912 
C          4.49812       -0.02928        1.20324 
H          2.66168        0.00141        2.34208 
H          6.10536       -0.06586       -0.23947 
H          5.13600       -0.02755        2.08305 
N          0.49774       -0.02380       -1.60746 
N          2.27775       -0.01321        0.31114 
N          0.07333        0.01951        2.45309 
C         -0.04326        0.03711        3.60562 
C         -0.17206        0.05929        5.04307 
H          0.27989       -0.84149        5.47328 
H          0.33434        0.94180        5.44994 
H         -1.23062        0.09501        5.32357 
 
[Ru–Cl]0 
Ru         0.16333       -0.00966        0.39721 
C          0.67289       -3.05302        0.40871 
C         -1.54780       -2.34428        0.37191 
C         -1.99111       -3.66341        0.36580 
C         -1.06436       -4.69672        0.38075 
C          0.29164       -4.38680        0.40308 
H          1.72208       -2.75972        0.43047 
H         -3.05722       -3.87817        0.35010 
H         -1.39791       -5.73186        0.37587 
H          1.05180       -5.16382        0.41653 
C         -2.44732       -1.18408        0.35511 
C         -3.83852       -1.20110        0.33310 
C         -4.52549        0.00968        0.30936 
H         -4.38201       -2.14286        0.33617 
C         -2.43650        1.18508        0.33592 
C         -3.82755        1.21425        0.31245 
H         -5.61276        0.01450        0.29129 
H         -4.36230        2.16090        0.29924 
C         -1.52737        2.33761        0.33839 
C         -1.96007        3.66025        0.31980 
C          0.69886        3.02903        0.37067 
C         -1.02527        4.68626        0.32560 
H         -3.02445        3.88337        0.30208 
C          0.32824        4.36559        0.35218 
H          1.74575        2.72802        0.39665 
H         -1.35049        5.72395        0.31100 
H          1.09464        5.13656        0.35933 
N         -0.21289       -2.04626        0.39122 
N         -1.78676       -0.00247        0.34565 
N         -0.19481        2.02891        0.36136 
C          1.81293       -0.03477       -2.02662 
C          2.11412       -0.05756       -3.41655 
C          1.11169       -0.07753       -4.34985 
C         -0.23985       -0.07496       -3.92376 
C         -0.48895       -0.05275       -2.56592 
H          3.15577       -0.06167       -3.73334 
H          1.35411       -0.09580       -5.41134 
H         -1.06589       -0.08971       -4.62983 
H         -1.51345       -0.05030       -2.19023 
C          2.77376       -0.01699       -0.98555 
C          4.18188       -0.00647       -1.18133 
C          3.12234        0.00164        1.34282 
C          5.03193        0.00631       -0.10542 
H          4.57997       -0.00740       -2.19442 
C          4.49836        0.00955        1.20436 
H          2.65090        0.00563        2.32708 
H          6.10975        0.01449       -0.26200 
H          5.13639        0.01910        2.08441 
N          0.47506       -0.03251       -1.62962 
N          2.26687       -0.01051        0.30914 
Cl         0.04704        0.00957        2.85992 
 
[Ru–Cl]0 TS  
Ru         0.14625       -0.01961        0.25474 
C          0.62760       -3.07051        0.24487 
C         -1.59651       -2.34960        0.40522 
C         -2.03496       -3.67798        0.39089 
C         -1.11776       -4.70774        0.30419 
C          0.24552       -4.39664        0.22580 
H          1.67765       -2.78286        0.19169 
H         -3.10060       -3.89175        0.44304 
H         -1.45230       -5.74269        0.29331 
H          1.00227       -5.17418        0.15642 
C         -2.47693       -1.19776        0.48052 
C         -3.86068       -1.20056        0.60104 
C         -4.54693        0.01389        0.65196 
H         -4.40646       -2.14015        0.65928 
C         -2.46299        1.19648        0.44725 
C         -3.84688        1.21831        0.57048 
H         -5.62956        0.02132        0.75351 
H         -4.38207        2.16510        0.60786 
C         -1.56929        2.33481        0.33929 
C         -1.99361        3.66651        0.27649 
C          0.66329        3.02788        0.16841 
C         -1.06573        4.68366        0.16258 
H         -3.05748        3.89212        0.31043 
C          0.29490        4.35623        0.10381 
H          1.71076        2.72891        0.13064 
H         -1.38984        5.72088        0.11464 
H          1.05997        5.12339        0.01359 
N         -0.25226       -2.05126        0.34039 
N         -1.80303       -0.00510        0.42262 
N         -0.22710        2.02035        0.29299 
C          1.89330       -0.00950       -2.09803 
C          2.26357        0.00199       -3.44124 
C          1.28371       -0.01410       -4.42164 
 246 
 
C         -0.05483       -0.04236       -4.03681 
C         -0.36520       -0.05024       -2.68827 
H          3.31621        0.02232       -3.71380 
H          1.55954       -0.00549       -5.47343 
H         -0.85675       -0.05761       -4.77053 
H         -1.39699       -0.07133       -2.33983 
C          2.83026       -0.00458       -0.97685 
C          4.21810        0.01389       -1.09932 
C          2.98775       -0.02990        1.34730 
C          4.99812        0.01101        0.04697 
H          4.68155        0.03012       -2.08278 
C          4.37176       -0.01294        1.29172 
H          2.43483       -0.04995        2.29018 
H          6.08302        0.02615       -0.02859 
H          4.94690       -0.01811        2.21420 
N          0.58111       -0.03238       -1.73036 
N          2.22532       -0.02288        0.23886 
Cl         0.12926       -0.14427        3.81710 
 
[Ru–NCCH3]+  
Ru         0.19622       -0.00197        0.44167 
C          0.70635       -3.05163        0.60071 
C         -1.51659       -2.33670        0.40013 
C         -1.95445       -3.66627        0.43520 
C         -1.03244       -4.69157        0.55200 
C          0.32748       -4.38556        0.63834 
H          1.75404       -2.75717        0.66434 
H         -3.01833       -3.88559        0.38134 
H         -1.36854       -5.72598        0.58014 
H          1.08329       -5.16117        0.72783 
C         -2.41366       -1.19577        0.30073 
C         -3.81625       -1.22447        0.12604 
C         -4.48951       -0.01044        0.02877 
H         -4.35202       -2.16691        0.04983 
C         -2.41604        1.18473        0.27491 
C         -3.81883        1.20658        0.10023 
H         -5.56881       -0.01310       -0.11625 
H         -4.35673        2.14608        0.00470 
C         -1.52117        2.32891        0.34782 
C         -1.96134        3.65829        0.34907 
C          0.70011        3.05209        0.53685 
C         -1.04136        4.68755        0.44432 
H         -3.02540        3.87413        0.28560 
C          0.31889        4.38593        0.54253 
H          1.74814        2.76093        0.60952 
H         -1.37911        5.72180        0.44623 
H          1.07316        5.16472        0.61601 
N         -0.17278       -2.05018        0.47761 
N         -1.78264       -0.00418        0.36029 
N         -0.17682        2.04644        0.43463 
C          1.74034       -0.02476       -2.03300 
C          2.02429       -0.01837       -3.40807 
C          0.99573       -0.01201       -4.32604 
C         -0.32812       -0.01141       -3.86478 
C         -0.55348       -0.01290       -2.50212 
H          3.05764       -0.01489       -3.74614 
H          1.21235       -0.00658       -5.39203 
H         -1.17154       -0.00758       -4.54994 
H         -1.56813       -0.00920       -2.10583 
C          2.75144       -0.03602       -0.99769 
C          4.13178       -0.06889       -1.24644 
C          3.15470       -0.02063        1.30393 
C          5.02091       -0.07445       -0.19073 
H          4.49883       -0.09356       -2.26939 
C          4.52435       -0.04816        1.11816 
H          2.72229       -0.00307        2.30329 
H          6.09224       -0.10014       -0.37778 
H          5.18694       -0.05088        1.97961 
N          0.43956       -0.01812       -1.59232 
N          2.27578       -0.01520        0.28600 
N          0.12099        0.02126        2.46840 
C          0.03392        0.03779        3.62433 
C         -0.06138        0.05924        5.06532 
H          0.41722       -0.83210        5.48645 
H          0.43802        0.95105        5.46060 
H         -1.11307        0.07583        5.37205 
 
[Ru–NCCH3]+ TS 
Ru         0.41475        0.07606        0.35507 
C          0.85829       -2.98161        0.40623 
C         -1.33302       -2.22167        0.75395 
C         -1.78730       -3.54440        0.81701 
C         -0.89508       -4.58930        0.67662 
C          0.45986       -4.30138        0.46284 
H          1.90145       -2.71172        0.24207 
H         -2.84724       -3.74067        0.96615 
H         -1.24265       -5.61891        0.72439 
H          1.19638       -5.09218        0.34437 
C         -2.18699       -1.05557        0.87945 
C         -3.54558       -1.03218        1.17745 
C         -4.20144        0.19343        1.28840 
H         -4.09017       -1.96069        1.33853 
C         -2.14248        1.33592        0.79925 
C         -3.49751        1.38585        1.09851 
H         -5.26164        0.22215        1.52850 
H         -4.00668        2.34274        1.19462 
C         -1.24600        2.45999        0.58617 
C         -1.65184        3.79810        0.56090 
C          0.96697        3.11210        0.17338 
C         -0.72285        4.79846        0.34514 
H         -2.70160        4.04361        0.70728 
C          0.61729        4.44690        0.14325 
 247 
 
H          1.99788        2.79344        0.01950 
H         -1.03205        5.84109        0.32697 
H          1.38147        5.19980       -0.03261 
N          0.00485       -1.94606        0.55614 
N         -1.51284        0.12410        0.70170 
N          0.07733        2.12207        0.39867 
C          1.83822       -0.06936       -2.19019 
C          2.03019       -0.16098       -3.56697 
C          0.93160       -0.20596       -4.41103 
C         -0.34563       -0.15961       -3.85740 
C         -0.47880       -0.07182       -2.48290 
H          3.03878       -0.19682       -3.97143 
H          1.06917       -0.27686       -5.48729 
H         -1.23650       -0.19164       -4.47925 
H         -1.45668       -0.03560       -2.00564 
C          2.91490       -0.01175       -1.20398 
C          4.27359       -0.01279       -1.51276 
C          3.38489        0.10526        1.07148 
C          5.20156        0.04633       -0.48448 
H          4.60053       -0.05762       -2.54885 
C          4.74902        0.10555        0.83207 
H          2.97833        0.15215        2.08159 
H          6.26615        0.04652       -0.70667 
H          5.44255        0.15233        1.66773 
N          0.58462       -0.02683       -1.65740 
N          2.47789        0.04832        0.08112 
N          0.15515        0.12890        3.25893 
C         -0.79722       -0.22368        3.82659 
C         -1.99769       -0.66330        4.50478 
H         -2.13354       -1.74218        4.36449 
H         -1.92918       -0.45089        5.57770 
H         -2.87001       -0.13897        4.09520 
 
[Ru–Cl]–  
Ru         0.20964       -0.18218        0.39470 
C          0.50439       -3.27950        0.54238 
C         -1.66874       -2.42682        0.52724 
C         -2.18840       -3.71743        0.63354 
C         -1.33078       -4.80418        0.69498 
C          0.04669       -4.58186        0.64443 
H          1.57079       -3.05420        0.50877 
H         -3.26626       -3.86220        0.67144 
H         -1.72832       -5.81335        0.77959 
H          0.75785       -5.40296        0.69227 
C         -2.48770       -1.21564        0.41508 
C         -3.86254       -1.16308        0.27903 
C         -4.46290        0.09891        0.04945 
H         -4.46778       -2.06615        0.31574 
C         -2.29140        1.16697        0.11205 
C         -3.69157        1.24035       -0.04251 
H         -5.54300        0.16583       -0.06813 
H         -4.16619        2.20271       -0.23283 
C         -1.34443        2.22394        0.12829 
C         -1.65949        3.60523        0.02219 
C          0.90461        2.80815        0.58942 
C         -0.69814        4.56037        0.21633 
H         -2.68740        3.89393       -0.19766 
C          0.62781        4.15383        0.53619 
H          1.91441        2.44974        0.80310 
H         -0.94825        5.61756        0.14108 
H          1.41962        4.87881        0.70993 
N         -0.31455       -2.21570        0.48818 
N         -1.73766       -0.08670        0.34222 
N         -0.00834        1.83728        0.35978 
C          1.69076        0.26852       -2.01176 
C          1.90323        0.52104       -3.39142 
C          0.93490        0.21921       -4.31357 
C         -0.28608       -0.35562       -3.87290 
C         -0.47809       -0.53169       -2.52217 
H          2.85754        0.93594       -3.71350 
H          1.10658        0.40511       -5.37249 
H         -1.07721       -0.61867       -4.57082 
H         -1.42013       -0.92105       -2.13338 
C          2.68564        0.33353       -1.00131 
C          4.02935        0.74275       -1.19856 
C          3.21041       -0.27142        1.21330 
C          4.94485        0.61801       -0.18380 
H          4.33029        1.14936       -2.16314 
C          4.53800        0.06718        1.05553 
H          2.82426       -0.64722        2.16272 
H          5.97650        0.93267       -0.33487 
H          5.23627       -0.06075        1.87922 
N          0.44295       -0.19988       -1.58893 
N          2.27903       -0.10853        0.25392 
Cl         0.17993       -0.21307        2.92065 
 
[Ru–Cl]– TS 
Ru         0.15807       -0.17126        0.24362 
C          0.50144       -3.25648        0.42975 
C         -1.68784       -2.42355        0.55349 
C         -2.18196       -3.73418        0.62619 
C         -1.31443       -4.80706        0.60823 
C          0.06534       -4.56207        0.50229 
H          1.56312       -3.01825        0.35030 
H         -3.25648       -3.89622        0.69296 
H         -1.69497       -5.82468        0.66794 
H          0.78736       -5.37526        0.48775 
C         -2.51011       -1.23228        0.53229 
C         -3.89161       -1.17188        0.56703 
C         -4.53379        0.07257        0.43409 
H         -4.48025       -2.08066        0.68250 
C         -2.38872        1.16227        0.23251 
 248 
 
C         -3.78272        1.22862        0.25023 
H         -5.62016        0.12692        0.45958 
H         -4.28225        2.18928        0.12709 
C         -1.45344        2.23421        0.13503 
C         -1.78857        3.59983        0.00598 
C          0.82584        2.83076        0.29945 
C         -0.81596        4.56720        0.03576 
H         -2.83716        3.87270       -0.11080 
C          0.53466        4.16759        0.20026 
H          1.85575        2.48888        0.41695 
H         -1.07600        5.61966       -0.06000 
H          1.33940        4.89822        0.24566 
N         -0.32780       -2.18978        0.46647 
N         -1.77193       -0.07190        0.40847 
N         -0.11125        1.84396        0.25967 
C          1.81757        0.23882       -2.06230 
C          2.07511        0.62214       -3.38860 
C          1.12082        0.41628       -4.36238 
C         -0.10242       -0.18008       -4.00083 
C         -0.33701       -0.47755       -2.67730 
H          3.03223        1.07664       -3.63993 
H          1.31289        0.70465       -5.39362 
H         -0.87008       -0.39066       -4.74170 
H         -1.28747       -0.89499       -2.34291 
C          2.77311        0.24647       -0.98399 
C          4.13838        0.55136       -1.11152 
C          3.07656       -0.28732        1.27340 
C          4.96813        0.42419       -0.01640 
H          4.53565        0.87185       -2.07270 
C          4.43137       -0.02736        1.19980 
H          2.58465       -0.58528        2.20232 
H          6.02743        0.65955       -0.10007 
H          5.05452       -0.15025        2.08251 
N          0.57694       -0.25233       -1.70230 
N          2.24321       -0.12027        0.22684 
Cl         0.29061       -0.23172        3.56379 
 
[Ru–NCCH3]0  
Ru         0.19724        0.14429        0.44838 
C          0.85301       -2.86201        0.69823 
C         -1.37891       -2.25490        0.16431 
C         -1.70483       -3.63596        0.06621 
C         -0.75979       -4.59753        0.29857 
C          0.56231       -4.20489        0.65420 
H          1.86091       -2.51213        0.93451 
H         -2.72899       -3.91745       -0.17834 
H         -1.02015       -5.65252        0.22767 
H          1.34007       -4.93737        0.85600 
C         -2.31395       -1.19101        0.11429 
C         -3.70871       -1.25188       -0.09379 
C         -4.47138       -0.10310       -0.04195 
H         -4.18533       -2.21026       -0.29831 
C         -2.50303        1.20161        0.38314 
C         -3.87080        1.15974        0.19549 
H         -5.54623       -0.16223       -0.20298 
H         -4.46925        2.06779        0.18905 
C         -1.67671        2.40884        0.49370 
C         -2.18832        3.70485        0.56267 
C          0.50467        3.24874        0.53550 
C         -1.32415        4.78657        0.61824 
H         -3.26550        3.85789        0.57464 
C          0.05312        4.55508        0.59947 
H          1.56957        3.01589        0.52610 
H         -1.71635        5.79975        0.67305 
H          0.76835        5.37273        0.64218 
N         -0.04191       -1.88649        0.42695 
N         -1.76593        0.06323        0.36169 
N         -0.32195        2.18969        0.48982 
C          1.67431       -0.30269       -1.97981 
C          1.91681       -0.51109       -3.35833 
C          0.94290       -0.23316       -4.28510 
C         -0.30331        0.27354       -3.84818 
C         -0.50976        0.42642       -2.49530 
H          2.89261       -0.86993       -3.68093 
H          1.13556       -0.38555       -5.34554 
H         -1.10081        0.50876       -4.54831 
H         -1.46781        0.77486       -2.10758 
C          2.66681       -0.37986       -0.95693 
C          4.00619       -0.79023       -1.15440 
C          3.18647        0.20774        1.26073 
C          4.92008       -0.68093       -0.13450 
H          4.30935       -1.19008       -2.12042 
C          4.51154       -0.13922        1.10517 
H          2.81211        0.59579        2.20930 
H          5.95007       -0.99974       -0.28461 
H          5.20818       -0.01508        1.93047 
N          0.41910        0.12373       -1.56414 
N          2.25891        0.05817        0.29459 
N          0.15636        0.16229        2.49048 
C          0.11931        0.15494        3.65020 
C          0.08564        0.14448        5.09534 
H          0.60587       -0.74093        5.47809 
H          0.57642        1.04147        5.48994 
H         -0.95154        0.12508        5.44806 
 
[Ru–NCCH3]0 TS 
Ru         0.40303       -0.19668        0.35859 
C          0.73836       -3.29675        0.46917 
C         -1.42055       -2.44944        0.81466 
C         -1.91752       -3.75508        0.92350 
C         -1.06344       -4.83467        0.81253 
C          0.29977       -4.60059        0.57347 
 249 
 
H          1.78800       -3.06526        0.28424 
H         -2.98202       -3.91088        1.08973 
H         -1.44554       -5.84959        0.89987 
H          1.00909       -5.41939        0.47933 
C         -2.23742       -1.24958        0.86988 
C         -3.60082       -1.18236        1.09368 
C         -4.24203        0.07067        1.05518 
H         -4.17463       -2.08463        1.29713 
C         -2.13261        1.14412        0.57787 
C         -3.51238        1.22308        0.78668 
H         -5.31355        0.13488        1.23255 
H         -4.01166        2.19119        0.76326 
C         -1.20380        2.21501        0.41548 
C         -1.54543        3.58396        0.33657 
C          1.08287        2.80596        0.36957 
C         -0.57160        4.54851        0.29046 
H         -2.59938        3.86034        0.31805 
C          0.78834        4.14529        0.32534 
H          2.11818        2.46064        0.37695 
H         -0.83653        5.60252        0.23331 
H          1.59584        4.87380        0.30677 
N         -0.07487       -2.22728        0.59896 
N         -1.52441       -0.10110        0.62453 
N          0.14398        1.82261        0.39742 
C          1.77216        0.24471       -2.09596 
C          1.87464        0.62676       -3.44634 
C          0.82671        0.40036       -4.31015 
C         -0.34427       -0.21485       -3.81911 
C         -0.43054       -0.51271       -2.47875 
H          2.79210        1.09356       -3.80140 
H          0.90339        0.68613       -5.35709 
H         -1.18365       -0.43848       -4.47314 
H         -1.33184       -0.94538       -2.04452 
C          2.83925        0.26356       -1.13688 
C          4.17478        0.61987       -1.40595 
C          3.42292       -0.32425        1.05545 
C          5.12754        0.48740       -0.41961 
H          4.44934        0.98496       -2.39411 
C          4.75165       -0.02261        0.83725 
H          3.07016       -0.68659        2.02229 
H          6.16242        0.76078       -0.61654 
H          5.47790       -0.15889        1.63471 
N          0.58000       -0.27079       -1.60832 
N          2.46607       -0.14576        0.12383 
N          0.31928       -0.14270        2.94016 
C         -0.59588       -0.00145        3.64623 
C         -1.77259        0.17249        4.46885 
H         -1.96966       -0.73873        5.04482 
H         -1.63292        1.00850        5.16308 
H         -2.64274        0.38300        3.83178 
 
[Ru]+ 
Ru         0.04494       -0.00187        0.19039 
C          0.51912       -3.05500        0.25252 
C         -1.66070       -2.33196       -0.20367 
C         -2.06963       -3.65453       -0.39465 
C         -1.15886       -4.68534       -0.25309 
C          0.16613       -4.37787        0.07358 
H          1.53911       -2.77041        0.50950 
H         -3.10301       -3.86335       -0.66399 
H         -1.46917       -5.71726       -0.40120 
H          0.91674       -5.15559        0.19018 
C         -2.53234       -1.17830       -0.34698 
C         -3.89456       -1.18029       -0.61640 
C         -4.56963        0.03410       -0.74301 
H         -4.43149       -2.12005       -0.72726 
C         -2.51245        1.21304       -0.34836 
C         -3.87442        1.23714       -0.61814 
H         -5.63722        0.04284       -0.94889 
H         -4.39560        2.18559       -0.73027 
C         -1.62341        2.35308       -0.20524 
C         -2.01406        3.68194       -0.39073 
C          0.56730        3.04441        0.24928 
C         -1.08894        4.69959       -0.24721 
H         -3.04509        3.90633       -0.65654 
C          0.23227        4.37251        0.07611 
H          1.58396        2.74528        0.50319 
H         -1.38526        5.73623       -0.39081 
H          0.99372        5.13933        0.19454 
N         -0.35851       -2.03640        0.13301 
N         -1.87028        0.01195       -0.18615 
N         -0.32440        2.03809        0.12718 
C          2.43038       -0.04365       -1.53532 
C          3.18891       -0.08700       -2.70344 
C          2.54874       -0.12582       -3.93226 
C          1.15627       -0.12183       -3.96878 
C          0.45473       -0.07977       -2.77619 
H          4.27495       -0.09325       -2.64890 
H          3.12847       -0.15982       -4.85158 
H          0.61233       -0.15181       -4.90926 
H         -0.63460       -0.07723       -2.75287 
C          2.98552       -0.00184       -0.18425 
C          4.34607        0.03243        0.11511 
C          2.44174        0.04426        2.07584 
C          4.74768        0.07094        1.44147 
H          5.08498        0.03139       -0.68246 
C          3.77707        0.07598        2.44111 
H          1.64393        0.04938        2.81811 
H          5.80521        0.09786        1.69359 
H          4.04645        0.10551        3.49371 
N          1.07015       -0.04074       -1.58009 
N          2.04211        0.00671        0.79277 
 250 
 
 
[Ru]+ CO2 attack TS  
Ru         0.03049       -0.00304       -0.26920 
C          0.52522       -3.05238       -0.26611 
C         -1.69411       -2.34008       -0.20204 
C         -2.13851       -3.65942       -0.20123 
C         -1.21432       -4.69342       -0.23393 
C          0.14245       -4.38441       -0.26950 
H          1.57588       -2.76516       -0.28832 
H         -3.20463       -3.87286       -0.17673 
H         -1.54896       -5.72815       -0.23317 
H          0.90180       -5.16180       -0.29631 
C         -2.58956       -1.18110       -0.17602 
C         -3.97946       -1.19711       -0.13843 
C         -4.66948        0.01208       -0.13408 
H         -4.52115       -2.13957       -0.11456 
C         -2.58339        1.19220       -0.21486 
C         -3.97298        1.21696       -0.17896 
H         -5.75630        0.01548       -0.10266 
H         -4.50986        2.16245       -0.18740 
C         -1.68059        2.34443       -0.27514 
C         -2.11666        3.66615       -0.30579 
C          0.54284        3.04019       -0.36137 
C         -1.18572        4.69293       -0.36510 
H         -3.18133        3.88700       -0.28362 
C          0.16886        4.37447       -0.39657 
H          1.59140        2.74480       -0.37893 
H         -1.51369        5.72958       -0.38772 
H          0.93305        5.14609       -0.44382 
N         -0.35836       -2.04201       -0.22864 
N         -1.92623        0.00382       -0.19752 
N         -0.34731        2.03771       -0.29569 
C          1.71418       -0.01304       -2.71447 
C          2.07001        0.00120       -4.06225 
C          1.07552        0.01714       -5.02924 
C         -0.25799        0.01816       -4.63083 
C         -0.54681        0.00369       -3.27596 
H          3.11725        0.00154       -4.35416 
H          1.33929        0.02909       -6.08423 
H         -1.06821        0.03022       -5.35538 
H         -1.57554        0.00408       -2.91504 
C          2.67565       -0.02807       -1.60673 
C          4.05841       -0.04900       -1.77740 
C          2.92365       -0.03507        0.70611 
C          4.88332       -0.06266       -0.66312 
H          4.48566       -0.05509       -2.77687 
C          4.30459       -0.05583        0.60332 
H          2.42430       -0.03008        1.67467 
H          5.96415       -0.07908       -0.78158 
H          4.91105       -0.06647        1.50519 
N          0.41100       -0.01178       -2.33661 
N          2.11535       -0.02091       -0.36866 
C         -0.47265        0.10905        2.36881 
O         -0.50247       -1.04379        2.67596 
O         -0.55417        1.27603        2.60137 
 
[Ru–CO2]+  
Ru         0.17338        0.08776        0.50907 
C          0.72826       -2.96691        0.44008 
C         -1.49902       -2.28261        0.43587 
C         -1.92888       -3.60439        0.40875 
C         -0.98918       -4.62714        0.40519 
C          0.36227       -4.30558        0.42216 
H          1.77501       -2.66632        0.45685 
H         -2.99149       -3.83345        0.39423 
H         -1.31240       -5.66537        0.38951 
H          1.13075       -5.07402        0.42338 
C         -2.42041       -1.13498        0.43253 
C         -3.80852       -1.19206        0.36778 
C         -4.52890       -0.00191        0.32745 
H         -4.32525       -2.14787        0.34391 
C         -2.47819        1.22985        0.40046 
C         -3.86790        1.22170        0.33420 
H         -5.61471       -0.02960        0.27866 
H         -4.42756        2.15217        0.28568 
C         -1.60245        2.40842        0.37622 
C         -2.06793        3.71747        0.31609 
C          0.60770        3.14816        0.35814 
C         -1.15371        4.76186        0.27593 
H         -3.13652        3.91749        0.30127 
C          0.20654        4.47484        0.29570 
H          1.66093        2.87105        0.38379 
H         -1.50229        5.79093        0.22957 
H          0.95416        5.26311        0.26663 
N         -0.17069       -1.97619        0.44637 
N         -1.80008        0.06389        0.46281 
N         -0.26675        2.13536        0.39874 
C          1.80709       -0.05425       -2.04779 
C          2.15404       -0.11024       -3.39780 
C          1.15195       -0.07985       -4.35748 
C         -0.17652        0.00471       -3.95549 
C         -0.44983        0.05747       -2.59704 
H          3.19442       -0.17469       -3.70442 
H          1.40959       -0.12199       -5.41340 
H         -0.98925        0.03170       -4.67652 
H         -1.47478        0.12540       -2.22911 
C          2.79036       -0.07842       -0.95061 
C          4.16151       -0.19710       -1.16997 
C          3.13572       -0.00808        1.34800 
C          5.03083       -0.22187       -0.08973 
H          4.55172       -0.27159       -2.18099 
C          4.50805       -0.12454        1.19415 
 251 
 
H          2.67393        0.08305        2.32863 
H          6.10212       -0.31616       -0.25162 
H          5.14797       -0.13789        2.07257 
N          0.51322        0.03049       -1.66968 
N          2.28590        0.01335        0.30726 
C         -0.06542       -0.15626        2.56757 
O         -0.72857       -0.99497        3.16130 
O          0.63980        0.82115        2.90678 
 
[Ru–CO2]2+ CO2 attack TS  
Ru         0.00449       -0.01591        0.54783 
C          0.41649       -3.07964        0.55942 
C         -1.78178       -2.30338        0.43116 
C         -2.26615       -3.60318        0.41550 
C         -1.36907       -4.66464        0.48493 
C         -0.00873       -4.40238        0.55611 
H          1.47162       -2.82037        0.61575 
H         -3.33528       -3.78977        0.35423 
H         -1.73665       -5.68804        0.48025 
H          0.72396       -5.20301        0.60896 
C         -2.64795       -1.11212        0.36270 
C         -4.03427       -1.09256        0.24841 
C         -4.67780        0.13752        0.14809 
H         -4.60735       -2.01559        0.23488 
C         -2.56813        1.25485        0.26610 
C         -3.95182        1.32464        0.14525 
H         -5.76091        0.17052        0.05935 
H         -4.45638        2.28192        0.04736 
C         -1.62113        2.38292        0.24698 
C         -2.01095        3.70926        0.11456 
C          0.62633        3.00970        0.33644 
C         -1.04057        4.70450        0.09120 
H         -3.06487        3.96313        0.03095 
C          0.29778        4.35234        0.20279 
H          1.65995        2.68142        0.43829 
H         -1.33231        5.74699       -0.01127 
H          1.08599        5.10016        0.19192 
N         -0.44090       -2.05684        0.50337 
N         -1.97383        0.05326        0.38829 
N         -0.30224        2.04782        0.35482 
C          1.71465        0.00491       -1.88627 
C          2.09989        0.07328       -3.22280 
C          1.12676        0.09230       -4.21207 
C         -0.21384        0.03997       -3.84984 
C         -0.53244       -0.02416       -2.50271 
H          3.15102        0.10850       -3.49438 
H          1.41644        0.14561       -5.25889 
H         -1.00674        0.04778       -4.59265 
H         -1.56944       -0.06701       -2.17230 
C          2.66353       -0.04948       -0.76474 
C          4.04474       -0.04373       -0.93478 
C          2.91063       -0.27493        1.53923 
C          4.87026       -0.14693        0.17585 
H          4.47677        0.03699       -1.92817 
C          4.29309       -0.27979        1.43178 
H          2.41329       -0.42767        2.49553 
H          5.95095       -0.13893        0.05566 
H          4.89770       -0.39034        2.32796 
N          0.40480       -0.04234       -1.54506 
N          2.10618       -0.13731        0.47136 
C          0.00810        0.37403        2.44291 
O         -1.00339       -1.02008        3.08826 
O          0.30540        1.10685        3.30583 
C         -0.21040       -1.97942        3.60949 
O          1.02248       -1.94298        3.46469 
O         -0.90740       -2.82982        4.21903 
 
[Ru–CO2H]2+ 
Ru         0.18466       -0.01326        0.45522 
C          0.63488       -3.02390        0.16584 
C         -1.58737       -2.34468        0.43349 
C         -2.01815       -3.66299        0.44031 
C         -1.08003       -4.68135        0.31250 
C          0.26399       -4.36078        0.17147 
H          1.67395       -2.71916        0.05451 
H         -3.07534       -3.89353        0.54305 
H         -1.40198       -5.71981        0.31826 
H          1.02468       -5.12882        0.06464 
C         -2.47936       -1.18308        0.52298 
C         -3.86786       -1.20435        0.59293 
C         -4.55230        0.00586        0.62252 
H         -4.40842       -2.14656        0.61258 
C         -2.47210        1.17751        0.49201 
C         -3.86026        1.21064        0.56157 
H         -5.63786        0.01004        0.67867 
H         -4.39425        2.15679        0.55821 
C         -1.57023        2.32892        0.37985 
C         -1.98897        3.65153        0.36315 
C          0.65919        2.98431        0.11234 
C         -1.04204        4.65912        0.22095 
H         -3.04429        3.89253        0.46067 
C          0.29968        4.32378        0.09100 
H          1.69693        2.66917        0.01811 
H         -1.35453        5.70037        0.20872 
H          1.06789        5.08299       -0.02467 
N         -0.26537       -2.04251        0.30457 
N         -1.82915       -0.00546        0.49117 
N         -0.24995        2.01247        0.26232 
C          1.87495       -0.02160       -2.04481 
C          2.25995       -0.00934       -3.38354 
C          1.28009       -0.01163       -4.36745 
C         -0.05992       -0.02656       -3.99921 
 252 
 
C         -0.37195       -0.03798       -2.64773 
H          3.30963        0.00239       -3.66287 
H          1.56507       -0.00186       -5.41686 
H         -0.85452       -0.02972       -4.74033 
H         -1.40667       -0.05101       -2.30437 
C          2.82549       -0.02263       -0.92148 
C          4.20540       -0.03228       -1.09312 
C          3.08979       -0.03164        1.39830 
C          5.03553       -0.04296        0.01916 
H          4.63430       -0.03349       -2.09084 
C          4.46998       -0.04429        1.28777 
H          2.60658       -0.02467        2.37172 
H          6.11528       -0.05149       -0.10834 
H          5.08040       -0.05418        2.18621 
N          0.56958       -0.03550       -1.69883 
N          2.27965       -0.01952        0.32549 
C         -0.01126        0.00545        2.47788 
O         -0.45342       -0.88708        3.17671 
O          0.43298        1.16142        3.04176 
H          0.31260        1.07708        4.01305 
 
[Ru]0  
Ru        -0.04339        0.00436       -0.44978 
C          0.44221       -3.03531       -0.49887 
C         -1.77308       -2.33026       -0.14590 
C         -2.18154       -3.67321       -0.05911 
C         -1.26499       -4.69084       -0.19606 
C          0.08541       -4.36104       -0.42318 
H          1.47689       -2.73808       -0.67291 
H         -3.23260       -3.89592        0.11914 
H         -1.57878       -5.73063       -0.12934 
H          0.84511       -5.13098       -0.53773 
C         -2.63350       -1.19459       -0.02309 
C         -4.00336       -1.18218        0.18490 
C         -4.69661        0.02852        0.27901 
H         -4.54147       -2.12567        0.27316 
C         -2.62440        1.23033       -0.04589 
C         -3.99430        1.23200        0.16268 
H         -5.77199        0.03403        0.44121 
H         -4.52563        2.18080        0.23378 
C         -1.75562        2.35692       -0.19109 
C         -2.15442        3.70428       -0.13163 
C          0.46477        3.03906       -0.55668 
C         -1.23055        4.71248       -0.28754 
H         -3.20405        3.93805        0.04052 
C          0.11760        4.36850       -0.50692 
H          1.49735        2.73130       -0.72468 
H         -1.53699        5.75557       -0.24172 
H          0.88298        5.13051       -0.63575 
N         -0.44020       -2.01072       -0.36743 
N         -1.92755        0.01417       -0.14436 
N         -0.42494        2.02338       -0.40579 
C          2.74908       -0.03109       -1.64012 
C          3.75573       -0.05314       -2.60624 
C          3.40998       -0.05991       -3.94720 
C          2.05860       -0.04407       -4.29118 
C          1.11074       -0.02295       -3.28307 
H          4.80127       -0.06425       -2.30682 
H          4.18050       -0.07691       -4.71480 
H          1.73761       -0.04801       -5.32983 
H          0.04488       -0.01057       -3.50619 
C          2.98200       -0.02164       -0.20053 
C          4.24183       -0.03294        0.39931 
C          1.94503        0.00994        1.87474 
C          4.33637       -0.02201        1.78083 
H          5.14005       -0.05014       -0.21354 
C          3.16216       -0.00005        2.53294 
H          1.00391        0.02676        2.42233 
H          5.30941       -0.03046        2.26672 
H          3.18449        0.00924        3.61992 
N          1.43179       -0.01729       -1.97507 
N          1.83756       -0.00045        0.53204 
 
[Ru]0 proton transfer TS with TEOAH+ 
Ru        -0.16039       -0.39576        0.26568 
C          0.94158       -3.22393        0.80346 
C         -1.38263       -3.00682        0.59490 
C         -1.53320       -4.38849        0.77651 
C         -0.42590       -5.18547        0.98232 
C          0.84251       -4.58431        0.99461 
H          1.90931       -2.72280        0.80696 
H         -2.53126       -4.82252        0.75750 
H         -0.53539       -6.25779        1.12863 
H          1.74488       -5.17057        1.15233 
C         -2.47370       -2.07700        0.43480 
C         -3.83534       -2.35888        0.43954 
C         -4.76038       -1.32887        0.28403 
H         -4.17554       -3.38607        0.55951 
C         -2.94902        0.24548        0.08686 
C         -4.31037       -0.02126        0.09172 
H         -5.82600       -1.54482        0.29270 
H         -5.02338        0.78714       -0.06066 
C         -2.30661        1.52744       -0.10639 
C         -2.98309        2.72661       -0.36025 
C         -0.25599        2.65494       -0.17022 
C         -2.27197        3.90084       -0.51678 
H         -4.06870        2.72264       -0.43670 
C         -0.87490        3.86207       -0.42408 
H          0.82777        2.58222       -0.07538 
H         -2.79054        4.83689       -0.71246 
H         -0.27398        4.76046       -0.54390 
N         -0.13194       -2.41664        0.61343 
 253 
 
N         -2.03795       -0.76962        0.31136 
N         -0.93376        1.49774        0.00461 
C          1.91900        0.11941       -1.91823 
C          2.42421        0.41683       -3.18547 
C          1.59902        0.28274       -4.29106 
C          0.28395       -0.14173       -4.10819 
C         -0.15372       -0.40708       -2.82153 
H          3.44944        0.75820       -3.30654 
H          1.97532        0.51040       -5.28592 
H         -0.39611       -0.26283       -4.94770 
H         -1.17644       -0.73243       -2.62428 
C          2.68670        0.20583       -0.67498 
C          4.06063        0.44785       -0.64618 
C          2.63156        0.03740        1.62831 
C          4.72566        0.48710        0.56762 
H          4.60761        0.59321       -1.57450 
C          3.99249        0.26944        1.73055 
H          2.03397       -0.14000        2.51790 
H          5.79629        0.67460        0.60566 
H          4.46206        0.27812        2.71091 
N          0.64094       -0.28359       -1.74672 
N          1.96070        0.00941        0.46048 
H         -0.54575       -0.09668        2.25928 
C         -0.14585       -0.92468        4.27728 
H          0.90972       -0.88002        3.97629 
H         -0.19323       -0.66856        5.34591 
C         -0.63672       -2.33823        4.04245 
H         -0.80686       -2.50256        2.96722 
H         -1.59241       -2.51824        4.56351 
C         -0.29608        1.44174        3.81551 
H          0.71643        1.46304        3.38562 
H         -0.19854        1.54324        4.90609 
C         -1.07177        2.61049        3.24307 
H         -1.98678        2.80152        3.82906 
H         -1.37806        2.39109        2.20902 
C         -2.33147        0.01524        3.57762 
H         -2.75741        0.78650        2.92411 
H         -2.63230       -0.95231        3.15362 
C         -2.90184        0.16776        4.97366 
H         -2.55672       -0.65006        5.62875 
H         -2.56540        1.11518        5.43017 
N         -0.85867        0.10828        3.49147 
O          0.37940       -3.17739        4.54444 
H          0.08097       -4.09357        4.43832 
O         -0.19282        3.71128        3.30115 
H         -0.67422        4.48557        2.97162 
O         -4.30076        0.13967        4.80884 
H         -4.70492        0.17991        5.68872 
 
[Ru–H]+ 
Ru         0.19321        0.00233        0.43241 
C          0.67554       -3.05073        0.41956 
C         -1.54058       -2.32885        0.42735 
C         -1.99130       -3.64520        0.39945 
C         -1.07152       -4.68381        0.37992 
C          0.28627       -4.38074        0.38706 
H          1.72736       -2.76827        0.43384 
H         -3.05867       -3.85309        0.39008 
H         -1.41098       -5.71669        0.35762 
H          1.04274       -5.16120        0.37030 
C         -2.43091       -1.16521        0.43067 
C         -3.82135       -1.17823        0.40015 
C         -4.50770        0.03218        0.37946 
H         -4.36528       -2.11955        0.38919 
C         -2.41520        1.20253        0.41218 
C         -3.80530        1.23348        0.38006 
H         -5.59469        0.03925        0.35589 
H         -4.33640        2.18176        0.35290 
C         -1.51050        2.35477        0.39305 
C         -1.94541        3.67613        0.35133 
C          0.71401        3.04962        0.37199 
C         -1.01328        4.70325        0.31737 
H         -3.01024        3.89679        0.34240 
C          0.34074        4.38376        0.32456 
H          1.76242        2.75495        0.38741 
H         -1.34023        5.73987        0.28416 
H          1.10659        5.15470        0.29688 
N         -0.20410       -2.03640        0.44361 
N         -1.76224        0.01456        0.44746 
N         -0.17766        2.04618        0.41026 
C          1.81845       -0.04840       -2.08193 
C          2.15658       -0.08471       -3.43470 
C          1.14890       -0.09798       -4.38787 
C         -0.17879       -0.07463       -3.97245 
C         -0.44585       -0.04049       -2.61293 
H          3.19801       -0.10344       -3.74519 
H          1.39932       -0.12622       -5.44593 
H         -0.99849       -0.08312       -4.68622 
H         -1.47033       -0.02161       -2.23937 
C          2.80250       -0.02949       -0.99133 
C          4.17976       -0.03099       -1.20680 
C          3.13275        0.00907        1.30924 
C          5.04523       -0.01296       -0.12440 
H          4.57420       -0.04577       -2.21909 
C          4.50930        0.00702        1.15932 
H          2.67291        0.02513        2.29446 
H          6.12123       -0.01427       -0.28159 
H          5.14433        0.02138        2.04138 
N          0.52282       -0.02821       -1.68606 
N          2.28100       -0.00837        0.26575 
H          0.21524        0.01783        2.09641 
 254 
 
 
[Ru–H]+ CO2 attack TS  
Ru         0.19944        0.01359        0.41042 
C          0.68627       -3.03917        0.36305 
C         -1.53095       -2.32157        0.40613 
C         -1.98034       -3.63756        0.38578 
C         -1.05801       -4.67466        0.35088 
C          0.29848       -4.37073        0.33555 
H          1.73750       -2.75422        0.36070 
H         -3.04713       -3.84789        0.39393 
H         -1.39641       -5.70796        0.33409 
H          1.05548       -5.15013        0.30561 
C         -2.42505       -1.15746        0.42063 
C         -3.81588       -1.17489        0.41330 
C         -4.50260        0.03543        0.39601 
H         -4.35918       -2.11643        0.41744 
C         -2.41318        1.20802        0.39325 
C         -3.80372        1.23847        0.38122 
H         -5.58988        0.04081        0.38907 
H         -4.33747        2.18525        0.36005 
C         -1.50939        2.36405        0.37467 
C         -1.94669        3.68384        0.34492 
C          0.71520        3.06258        0.38300 
C         -1.01472        4.71279        0.33228 
H         -3.01156        3.90365        0.33176 
C          0.33938        4.39710        0.34980 
H          1.76358        2.76806        0.40710 
H         -1.34351        5.74907        0.30874 
H          1.10340        5.17021        0.34113 
N         -0.19554       -2.02946        0.40245 
N         -1.76322        0.02214        0.41899 
N         -0.17618        2.05995        0.39690 
C          1.81728       -0.07090       -2.07279 
C          2.14865       -0.13979       -3.42502 
C          1.13788       -0.15302       -4.37492 
C         -0.18725       -0.09669       -3.95564 
C         -0.45120       -0.03266       -2.59680 
H          3.18937       -0.18331       -3.73558 
H          1.38388       -0.20646       -5.43297 
H         -1.00979       -0.10304       -4.66603 
H         -1.47360        0.01164       -2.22206 
C          2.80445       -0.04180       -0.98673 
C          4.18176       -0.05841       -1.19638 
C          3.12026        0.05475        1.31650 
C          5.03972       -0.02155       -0.10766 
H          4.58133       -0.09852       -2.20611 
C          4.49805        0.03853        1.17246 
H          2.64873        0.11911        2.29548 
H          6.11663       -0.03569       -0.25804 
H          5.13018        0.07435        2.05595 
N          0.52160       -0.02066       -1.67291 
N          2.28025        0.01023        0.26672 
H          0.20812       -0.07108        2.11298 
C         -0.07028        1.00325        3.26311 
O          1.01520        1.42632        3.51856 
O         -1.24205        0.93159        3.46650 
 
[Ru–H]+ CO2 attack TS with TEOAH+  
Ru        -0.02113       -0.01120        0.55202 
C          0.79834       -2.97492        0.81117 
C         -1.47882       -2.52370        0.58479 
C         -1.77896       -3.87788        0.67253 
C         -0.74860       -4.79617        0.83320 
C          0.56121       -4.33975        0.90248 
H          1.80649       -2.56686        0.86832 
H         -2.81086       -4.21558        0.61860 
H         -0.97137       -5.85815        0.90483 
H          1.39605       -5.02358        1.02957 
C         -2.49415       -1.47375        0.39613 
C         -3.85827       -1.65746        0.19141 
C         -4.65158       -0.54173       -0.05774 
H         -4.29802       -2.65104        0.20461 
C         -2.72657        0.87013        0.12461 
C         -4.09244        0.73165       -0.10578 
H         -5.71730       -0.66814       -0.23235 
H         -4.71407        1.59499       -0.32624 
C         -1.95047        2.12266        0.10700 
C         -2.51937        3.37341       -0.10497 
C          0.16755        3.07577        0.31235 
C         -1.70462        4.49991       -0.11348 
H         -3.59046        3.47148       -0.25673 
C         -0.33942        4.35050        0.09399 
H          1.22859        2.90813        0.49079 
H         -2.13686        5.48382       -0.28062 
H          0.33371        5.20415        0.09573 
N         -0.18785       -2.08389        0.65459 
N         -1.98093       -0.22602        0.37327 
N         -0.60896        1.98691        0.32174 
C          1.63550        0.05724       -1.93440 
C          1.99670        0.05470       -3.28058 
C          1.01844       -0.11989       -4.24876 
C         -0.30306       -0.29142       -3.85452 
C         -0.59537       -0.27517       -2.49977 
H          3.03289        0.18901       -3.57730 
H          1.28905       -0.12336       -5.30206 
H         -1.10063       -0.43467       -4.57837 
H         -1.61896       -0.40461       -2.14874 
C          2.59857        0.21462       -0.83400 
C          3.96892        0.35410       -1.04370 
C          2.91182        0.30479        1.46523 
C          4.82262        0.47059        0.04272 
H          4.37207        0.36622       -2.05223 
 255 
 
C          4.28304        0.44051        1.32255 
H          2.45320        0.29023        2.44934 
H          5.89368        0.57868       -0.11090 
H          4.90805        0.52090        2.20791 
N          0.34447       -0.10317       -1.56037 
N          2.07288        0.19839        0.42048 
C         -0.16855       -0.01826        2.49840 
O         -0.48697       -0.69981        3.41221 
O          0.46636        1.52058        3.17885 
H          0.93764        1.19539        3.97048 
H         -0.48988        2.17294        3.71455 
C         -0.58433        4.04787        4.80584 
H         -1.23818        4.67366        5.42976 
H          0.27922        3.74126        5.41249 
C         -0.07418        4.84599        3.62330 
H         -0.90724        5.31323        3.07191 
H          0.45459        4.17267        2.92371 
C         -2.53394        3.11272        3.65236 
H         -2.23573        3.57586        2.70094 
H         -3.13589        3.84911        4.20628 
C         -3.37326        1.89347        3.33118 
H         -3.79755        1.44394        4.24317 
H         -2.74609        1.11982        2.84309 
C         -1.49734        1.91589        5.57896 
H         -1.90429        0.96428        5.21507 
H         -0.50138        1.70147        5.99027 
C         -2.39018        2.46072        6.67491 
H         -1.93576        3.35121        7.13945 
H         -3.36892        2.76613        6.26496 
N         -1.29844        2.80981        4.41117 
O          0.78405        5.81904        4.16925 
H          1.03965        6.42297        3.45584 
O         -4.39300        2.35711        2.47815 
H         -5.02481        1.63261        2.35162 
O         -2.52245        1.40805        7.60157 
H         -3.03847        1.73674        8.35303 
 
[Ru–HO]+ 
Ru         0.15517       -0.01523        0.37313 
C          0.66752       -3.06400        0.37152 
C         -1.55291       -2.35683        0.40562 
C         -1.99594       -3.67473        0.42423 
C         -1.06797       -4.70786        0.41421 
C          0.28662       -4.39831        0.38553 
H          1.71758       -2.77520        0.35514 
H         -3.06140       -3.89076        0.44519 
H         -1.40128       -5.74287        0.42794 
H          1.04745       -5.17450        0.37686 
C         -2.45635       -1.19770        0.40338 
C         -3.84652       -1.22477        0.44854 
C         -4.54065       -0.01830        0.44402 
H         -4.38335       -2.16902        0.49111 
C         -2.46164        1.16832        0.36143 
C         -3.85245        1.19041        0.40475 
H         -5.62746       -0.02041        0.47807 
H         -4.39383        2.13306        0.41125 
C         -1.55961        2.32681        0.31238 
C         -2.00224        3.64510        0.26558 
C          0.65976        3.02386        0.20349 
C         -1.07280        4.67205        0.17617 
H         -3.06717        3.86347        0.29080 
C          0.28089        4.35599        0.13380 
H          1.70782        2.73001        0.19770 
H         -1.40318        5.70737        0.13486 
H          1.04191        5.12821        0.05635 
N         -0.21940       -2.05940        0.38156 
N         -1.80877       -0.01374        0.34479 
N         -0.22840        2.02581        0.29834 
C          1.82436        0.04179       -2.02772 
C          2.17555        0.10182       -3.37443 
C          1.18188        0.12727       -4.34135 
C         -0.14957        0.08976       -3.93999 
C         -0.43796        0.03294       -2.58682 
H          3.22255        0.12844       -3.66502 
H          1.44444        0.17456       -5.39553 
H         -0.96222        0.10506       -4.66154 
H         -1.46619        0.00310       -2.23002 
C          2.79252       -0.00762       -0.92875 
C          4.17372       -0.02843       -1.10801 
C          3.04808       -0.14117        1.37878 
C          5.00252       -0.10619        0.00132 
H          4.59799        0.01244       -2.10777 
C          4.42874       -0.17049        1.26726 
H          2.55358       -0.18647        2.34563 
H          6.08281       -0.12291       -0.12234 
H          5.03831       -0.24199        2.16427 
N          0.51947        0.01049       -1.64265 
N          2.23834       -0.05160        0.31121 
H          0.04752        0.51431        4.33251 
C          0.33515        0.75610        3.28080 
O          0.97895        1.77483        3.04943 
O         -0.07665       -0.13989        2.45663 
 
[Ru–HOH]2+ 
Ru         0.18835       -0.01463        0.37887 
C          0.68175       -3.06693        0.38986 
C         -1.53651       -2.34886        0.40247 
C         -1.98663       -3.66309        0.41572 
C         -1.06267       -4.70107        0.41488 
C          0.29295       -4.39968        0.40027 
H          1.73301       -2.78298        0.38234 
H         -3.05308       -3.87424        0.42558 
 256 
 
H         -1.40177       -5.73414        0.42466 
H          1.04947       -5.17992        0.39834 
C         -2.43731       -1.18470        0.39415 
C         -3.82809       -1.20566        0.41847 
C         -4.51393        0.00531        0.40054 
H         -4.37146       -2.14626        0.45145 
C         -2.43054        1.18184        0.34521 
C         -3.82141        1.21187        0.36573 
H         -5.60112        0.00864        0.41682 
H         -4.35960        2.15604        0.35540 
C         -1.52092        2.33804        0.29951 
C         -1.96002        3.65521        0.24044 
C          0.70270        3.03246        0.22104 
C         -1.02693        4.68160        0.16343 
H         -3.02460        3.87584        0.24729 
C          0.32595        4.36612        0.14596 
H          1.75111        2.73740        0.22684 
H         -1.35638        5.71668        0.11320 
H          1.08882        5.13733        0.08000 
N         -0.20086       -2.05977        0.39222 
N         -1.78841       -0.00351        0.34975 
N         -0.18860        2.03648        0.30432 
C          1.81065        0.03694       -2.03003 
C          2.13429        0.09236       -3.38287 
C          1.12173        0.09878       -4.33050 
C         -0.20060        0.04759       -3.90424 
C         -0.46447       -0.00082       -2.54572 
H          3.17512        0.12924       -3.69347 
H          1.36388        0.14130       -5.38965 
H         -1.02700        0.04643       -4.60988 
H         -1.48550       -0.03947       -2.17214 
C          2.79994       -0.00042       -0.95050 
C          4.17691       -0.01104       -1.15612 
C          3.10167       -0.12054        1.35094 
C          5.02788       -0.07370       -0.06260 
H          4.58102        0.02539       -2.16409 
C          4.48031       -0.13487        1.21452 
H          2.63512       -0.17688        2.33199 
H          6.10543       -0.08155       -0.20763 
H          5.10689       -0.19525        2.10028 
N          0.51239       -0.00313       -1.62160 
N          2.27043       -0.04521        0.29956 
H         -0.03003        0.45190        4.45589 
C          0.23814        0.66006        3.41155 
O          0.90461        1.76574        3.17171 
O         -0.06652       -0.11593        2.51729 
H          1.06160        2.25566        4.00518 
 
[Ru–HO]0 
Ru         0.17299        0.07067        0.38225 
C          0.76372       -2.97358        0.43754 
C         -1.49879       -2.30251        0.33823 
C         -1.88552       -3.66603        0.32479 
C         -0.94094       -4.65993        0.37051 
C          0.43085       -4.31415        0.43083 
H          1.80852       -2.65865        0.48359 
H         -2.94523       -3.91460        0.27972 
H         -1.24535       -5.70531        0.36079 
H          1.21101       -5.07006        0.47052 
C         -2.40591       -1.20473        0.31654 
C         -3.81862       -1.24022        0.30683 
C         -4.53688       -0.06305        0.32476 
H         -4.33816       -2.19716        0.29587 
C         -2.49478        1.19113        0.35623 
C         -3.88048        1.18879        0.35689 
H         -5.62496       -0.09654        0.32138 
H         -4.44825        2.11542        0.38229 
C         -1.62121        2.37384        0.35738 
C         -2.09229        3.68472        0.33629 
C          0.58246        3.13436        0.29806 
C         -1.19114        4.73792        0.28977 
H         -3.16351        3.87321        0.34905 
C          0.17328        4.45668        0.26016 
H          1.63803        2.86687        0.29679 
H         -1.54762        5.76548        0.27078 
H          0.91606        5.24942        0.21567 
N         -0.13679       -1.97788        0.39082 
N         -1.80058        0.03518        0.31400 
N         -0.27950        2.10580        0.35346 
C          1.80013       -0.07299       -2.02940 
C          2.12677       -0.10882       -3.38496 
C          1.12681        0.00534       -4.33691 
C         -0.19110        0.15743       -3.91051 
C         -0.45727        0.18336       -2.55345 
H          3.16361       -0.22071       -3.69208 
H          1.37094       -0.02036       -5.39634 
H         -1.01003        0.25204       -4.61917 
H         -1.47244        0.29445       -2.17599 
C          2.78063       -0.15062       -0.94774 
C          4.14544       -0.35512       -1.15006 
C          3.10079       -0.02095        1.35152 
C          4.99814       -0.39796       -0.05869 
H          4.53664       -0.48335       -2.15622 
C          4.46455       -0.22051        1.21569 
H          2.64064        0.14730        2.32229 
H          6.06386       -0.56334       -0.19997 
H          5.09502       -0.23617        2.10135 
N          0.50730        0.06675       -1.61877 
N          2.25919        0.00185        0.30117 
H         -0.04179        0.59607        4.36564 
C          0.34219        0.79432        3.33332 
O          1.13785        1.71824        3.16331 
 257 
 
O         -0.13297       -0.02833        2.47783 
 
[Ru–HOH]+ 
Ru         0.19859        0.00521        0.38447 
C          0.71149       -3.04998        0.42878 
C         -1.53727       -2.32864        0.38894 
C         -1.95553       -3.67993        0.38661 
C         -1.03244       -4.69560        0.40709 
C          0.34650       -4.38034        0.42701 
H          1.76263       -2.75695        0.44595 
H         -3.02126       -3.90368        0.36667 
H         -1.36008       -5.73366        0.40553 
H          1.10989       -5.15394        0.44274 
C         -2.42021       -1.20754        0.36656 
C         -3.82907       -1.20825        0.35788 
C         -4.51817       -0.01186        0.34135 
H         -4.37301       -2.15137        0.36888 
C         -2.44618        1.19403        0.34016 
C         -3.82811        1.22232        0.33513 
H         -5.60634       -0.01673        0.33654 
H         -4.37369        2.16258        0.32785 
C         -1.54537        2.35334        0.31172 
C         -1.98508        3.67422        0.25045 
C          0.67810        3.06458        0.25145 
C         -1.06036        4.70467        0.18361 
H         -3.05174        3.88734        0.24776 
C          0.29889        4.39365        0.17554 
H          1.72838        2.77421        0.26477 
H         -1.39388        5.73874        0.13290 
H          1.05902        5.16860        0.11671 
N         -0.17021       -2.03356        0.41600 
N         -1.78220        0.01476        0.34303 
N         -0.20773        2.05655        0.32821 
C          1.80414        0.00558       -2.02878 
C          2.11371        0.03769       -3.38675 
C          1.09323        0.07196       -4.32406 
C         -0.22607        0.07264       -3.88103 
C         -0.47711        0.04274       -2.52035 
H          3.15219        0.03669       -3.70779 
H          1.32469        0.09706       -5.38623 
H         -1.05982        0.09598       -4.57794 
H         -1.49262        0.04260       -2.12970 
C          2.80197       -0.04099       -0.95996 
C          4.17733       -0.09564       -1.17855 
C          3.12518       -0.10245        1.33973 
C          5.03839       -0.15138       -0.09355 
H          4.57129       -0.09848       -2.19156 
C          4.50086       -0.15755        1.19076 
H          2.66644       -0.11552        2.32649 
H          6.11389       -0.19447       -0.24828 
H          5.13510       -0.20744        2.07205 
N          0.50880        0.01091       -1.60290 
N          2.28028       -0.03955        0.29602 
H         -0.03150        0.47442        4.48197 
C          0.23850        0.68032        3.43682 
O          0.91911        1.78455        3.20765 
O         -0.07235       -0.08662        2.54112 
H          1.07595        2.26217        4.04715 
 
[Ru–HO]–  
Ru         0.18701        0.17572        0.37346 
C          0.88366       -2.81750        0.59036 
C         -1.37161       -2.23829        0.14853 
C         -1.68601       -3.62280        0.06226 
C         -0.72335       -4.57492        0.25800 
C          0.60739       -4.16388        0.55906 
H          1.89649       -2.45797        0.78684 
H         -2.71575       -3.91431       -0.14580 
H         -0.97372       -5.63309        0.19694 
H          1.40157       -4.88627        0.73298 
C         -2.31858       -1.18453        0.13017 
C         -3.72452       -1.26383        0.02976 
C         -4.49655       -0.12559        0.14480 
H         -4.20270       -2.23079       -0.12586 
C         -2.51462        1.20148        0.41783 
C         -3.89396        1.14140        0.34675 
H         -5.58052       -0.19883        0.07519 
H         -4.50289        2.04018        0.41423 
C         -1.69674        2.41660        0.48473 
C         -2.21896        3.70993        0.54206 
C          0.47149        3.27464        0.38294 
C         -1.36514        4.80046        0.51654 
H         -3.29615        3.85373        0.59902 
C          0.01101        4.57818        0.42261 
H          1.53644        3.05139        0.32860 
H         -1.76366        5.81192        0.55952 
H          0.71923        5.40278        0.39184 
N         -0.03032       -1.84788        0.35924 
N         -1.76213        0.07781        0.30844 
N         -0.34301        2.20589        0.42435 
C          1.71188       -0.31377       -1.99868 
C          1.95706       -0.56837       -3.37082 
C          1.01433       -0.25511       -4.31726 
C         -0.20873        0.33271       -3.90687 
C         -0.42904        0.51686       -2.56081 
H          2.91469       -0.99194       -3.67051 
H          1.21070       -0.44167       -5.37173 
H         -0.98099        0.60098       -4.62375 
H         -1.37380        0.91928       -2.19307 
C          2.67863       -0.40404       -0.95900 
C          4.00572       -0.87625       -1.11538 
C          3.16925        0.21186        1.26101 
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C          4.89747       -0.78259       -0.07554 
H          4.31305       -1.31252       -2.06480 
C          4.48309       -0.19258        1.14164 
H          2.77915        0.65567        2.17882 
H          5.91619       -1.14963       -0.19231 
H          5.16712       -0.07646        1.97911 
N          0.46570        0.17611       -1.60615 
N          2.25698        0.07226        0.27761 
H          0.08087        0.63620        4.41710 
C          0.43281        0.88297        3.38102 
O          1.19545        1.84173        3.23867 
O         -0.03569        0.07964        2.50994 
 
[Ru–HOH]0 
Ru         0.20745        0.16236        0.37740 
C          0.88756       -2.83678        0.56614 
C         -1.36808       -2.24361        0.14619 
C         -1.68828       -3.62183        0.03527 
C         -0.72717       -4.58139        0.20648 
C          0.60529       -4.17917        0.50377 
H          1.90262       -2.48592        0.76423 
H         -2.71950       -3.90512       -0.17548 
H         -0.98034       -5.63720        0.12582 
H          1.39795       -4.90741        0.65879 
C         -2.31067       -1.18160        0.13755 
C         -3.71002       -1.25308        0.01931 
C         -4.47764       -0.10746        0.12520 
H         -4.19169       -2.21589       -0.14912 
C         -2.48983        1.21021        0.41680 
C         -3.86682        1.15330        0.32356 
H         -5.56074       -0.17215        0.04145 
H         -4.47116        2.05657        0.37250 
C         -1.66962        2.41956        0.47279 
C         -2.18379        3.71885        0.49355 
C          0.50843        3.26833        0.39521 
C         -1.32435        4.80312        0.46637 
H         -3.26101        3.87059        0.52268 
C          0.05489        4.57348        0.40592 
H          1.57360        3.03829        0.36327 
H         -1.71864        5.81695        0.48197 
H          0.76740        5.39432        0.37747 
N         -0.03040       -1.85885        0.37096 
N         -1.74523        0.07065        0.34635 
N         -0.31223        2.20270        0.44311 
C          1.70655       -0.31371       -1.99001 
C          1.91921       -0.60269       -3.35740 
C          0.95520       -0.30635       -4.28906 
C         -0.25390        0.29380       -3.86301 
C         -0.44998        0.50335       -2.51786 
H          2.86597       -1.04283       -3.66663 
H          1.12467       -0.51869       -5.34294 
H         -1.03667        0.55992       -4.56892 
H         -1.38560        0.91502       -2.13962 
C          2.69594       -0.38666       -0.96657 
C          4.02705       -0.82742       -1.15057 
C          3.20301        0.20698        1.24857 
C          4.93210       -0.73042       -0.12140 
H          4.32965       -1.23763       -2.11260 
C          4.52211       -0.16979        1.10842 
H          2.83252        0.61462        2.18983 
H          5.95700       -1.07120       -0.25776 
H          5.21245       -0.05466        1.94033 
N          0.47244        0.18493       -1.57917 
N          2.28044        0.06631        0.27613 
H          0.09913        0.61884        4.56859 
C          0.33986        0.83188        3.51612 
O          1.02288        1.94012        3.28933 
O          0.00110        0.08488        2.61933 
H          1.20600        2.39756        4.13399 
 
[Ru]0 CO2 attack TS  
Ru        -0.10826        0.00455       -0.56251 
C          0.37147       -3.03131       -0.69088 
C         -1.80599       -2.32482       -0.17839 
C         -2.22823       -3.66290       -0.12908 
C         -1.33069       -4.68326       -0.35942 
C          0.00487       -4.35850       -0.65067 
H          1.39764       -2.73535       -0.91126 
H         -3.27180       -3.88355        0.08886 
H         -1.65375       -5.72160       -0.32110 
H          0.74812       -5.12963       -0.83929 
C         -2.65280       -1.18576        0.05086 
C         -3.99236       -1.17689        0.40920 
C         -4.66111        0.03560        0.59854 
H         -4.52334       -2.11886        0.54207 
C         -2.64159        1.22885        0.03016 
C         -3.98131        1.23836        0.38792 
H         -5.71080        0.04290        0.88284 
H         -4.50391        2.18724        0.50358 
C         -1.78463        2.35608       -0.21867 
C         -2.19487        3.69855       -0.19151 
C          0.39768        3.03421       -0.74866 
C         -1.28909        4.70673       -0.44239 
H         -3.23579        3.93218        0.02552 
C          0.04267        4.36500       -0.73173 
H          1.42055        2.72532       -0.96686 
H         -1.60291        5.74840       -0.42168 
H          0.79197        5.12602       -0.93676 
N         -0.48823       -2.01186       -0.45718 
N         -1.96060        0.01738       -0.07738 
N         -0.47016        2.02655       -0.49423 
C          1.92640       -0.03131       -2.79910 
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C          2.42384       -0.04915       -4.10273 
C          1.53828       -0.05955       -5.16821 
C          0.16862       -0.05198       -4.90701 
C         -0.25911       -0.03340       -3.59127 
H          3.49629       -0.05514       -4.28106 
H          1.90921       -0.07364       -6.19052 
H         -0.56328       -0.06007       -5.71098 
H         -1.31874       -0.02627       -3.33480 
C          2.74848       -0.02095       -1.59157 
C          4.14356       -0.02901       -1.59587 
C          2.71217        0.00885        0.72435 
C          4.82822       -0.01727       -0.39188 
H          4.68849       -0.04428       -2.53686 
C          4.09482        0.00247        0.79270 
H          2.10821        0.02414        1.62948 
H          5.91578       -0.02323       -0.37587 
H          4.58384        0.01269        1.76354 
N          0.59309       -0.02247       -2.55024 
N          2.02938       -0.00299       -0.43649 
C         -0.52943        0.02781        2.24345 
O         -0.56135       -1.12820        2.51956 
O         -0.54458        1.18847        2.50097 
 
[Ru–CO2]0  
Ru         0.11494        0.05356        0.43339 
C          0.70717       -2.97449        0.44900 
C         -1.52947       -2.31959        0.48828 
C         -1.93710       -3.65278        0.49914 
C         -0.98783       -4.66257        0.49117 
C          0.36191       -4.31519        0.46510 
H          1.75101       -2.66130        0.43323 
H         -2.99786       -3.89397        0.51446 
H         -1.29432       -5.70611        0.50383 
H          1.14307       -5.07155        0.46151 
C         -2.45177       -1.18850        0.47701 
C         -3.84227       -1.24782        0.48143 
C         -4.57508       -0.06593        0.44824 
H         -4.35081       -2.20883        0.51382 
C         -2.52426        1.17950        0.40318 
C         -3.91370        1.15986        0.40782 
H         -5.66203       -0.09823        0.45448 
H         -4.47792        2.08953        0.38692 
C         -1.66133        2.36070        0.36815 
C         -2.13191        3.67104        0.32038 
C          0.54287        3.11431        0.33300 
C         -1.22745        4.72186        0.27642 
H         -3.20251        3.86361        0.31837 
C          0.13607        4.43801        0.27877 
H          1.59839        2.84439        0.34347 
H         -1.58161        5.74963        0.23931 
H          0.88065        5.22947        0.24184 
N         -0.20191       -1.98279        0.46067 
N         -1.81952        0.01513        0.43203 
N         -0.32140        2.08794        0.38017 
C          1.86459       -0.02830       -2.12152 
C          2.26284       -0.00250       -3.46043 
C          1.29890        0.10728       -4.45164 
C         -0.04272        0.19207       -4.08915 
C         -0.36135        0.16082       -2.74007 
H          3.31400       -0.05827       -3.73134 
H          1.59326        0.13027       -5.49872 
H         -0.82909        0.28095       -4.83467 
H         -1.39773        0.22376       -2.40303 
C          2.80274       -0.11927       -0.99188 
C          4.17225       -0.31511       -1.17215 
C          3.08495       -0.04076        1.31107 
C          5.00946       -0.38376       -0.06980 
H          4.58163       -0.42023       -2.17337 
C          4.45226       -0.23530        1.19585 
H          2.59007        0.12408        2.26872 
H          6.07759       -0.54474       -0.19879 
H          5.06613       -0.26716        2.09298 
N          0.56326        0.05079       -1.77880 
N          2.25635        0.00131        0.24850 
C          0.06170        0.13189        2.50609 
O         -0.77360       -0.58608        3.11068 
O          0.88853        0.92448        3.03848 
 
[Ru–CO2]0 CO2 attack TS  
Ru         0.00512       -0.02619        0.48300 
C          0.40044       -3.08678        0.45836 
C         -1.79307       -2.30401        0.40861 
C         -2.27995       -3.60727        0.37146 
C         -1.38800       -4.67072        0.37930 
C         -0.02249       -4.40628        0.41518 
H          1.45797       -2.83042        0.50386 
H         -3.35191       -3.78720        0.33755 
H         -1.75558       -5.69407        0.35277 
H          0.71188       -5.20785        0.41848 
C         -2.64773       -1.11276        0.38952 
C         -4.03765       -1.08397        0.35382 
C         -4.68730        0.14700        0.34232 
H         -4.61085       -2.00789        0.34185 
C         -2.56082        1.25214        0.38242 
C         -3.94970        1.32691        0.35471 
H         -5.77380        0.18664        0.32122 
H         -4.45108        2.29163        0.34375 
C         -1.62009        2.37699        0.37555 
C         -2.01075        3.71254        0.33503 
C          0.62477        2.99510        0.38325 
C         -1.04341        4.70751        0.31656 
H         -3.06760        3.96941        0.31829 
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C          0.29902        4.34216        0.33829 
H          1.66232        2.66351        0.41422 
H         -1.33450        5.75499        0.28576 
H          1.09055        5.08728        0.32568 
N         -0.45151       -2.05116        0.45943 
N         -1.94578        0.04547        0.40302 
N         -0.30047        2.02475        0.40229 
C          1.78808       -0.11706       -1.95958 
C          2.21238       -0.15298       -3.28887 
C          1.26792       -0.16920       -4.30434 
C         -0.08373       -0.15004       -3.97412 
C         -0.43426       -0.11293       -2.63344 
H          3.27093       -0.16915       -3.53386 
H          1.58520       -0.19726       -5.34438 
H         -0.85691       -0.16319       -4.73818 
H         -1.48008       -0.09775       -2.32399 
C          2.70495       -0.09950       -0.81012 
C          4.09221       -0.10751       -0.95070 
C          2.90970       -0.04194        1.50350 
C          4.89873       -0.07909        0.17601 
H          4.54269       -0.13478       -1.93927 
C          4.29274       -0.04319        1.42702 
H          2.39768       -0.02743        2.46155 
H          5.98184       -0.08413        0.07727 
H          4.87860       -0.01864        2.34249 
N          0.47250       -0.09439       -1.64716 
N          2.11426       -0.07057        0.41672 
C         -0.07407        0.08927        2.52760 
O         -1.40324       -0.82503        3.13756 
O          0.14524        1.07988        3.20616 
C         -0.53791       -1.75976        3.46514 
O          0.66244       -1.29183        3.16316 
O         -0.78537       -2.86040        3.94579 
 
[Ru–CO2H]+ 
Ru         0.16600        0.00630        0.45438 
C          0.69438       -3.03573        0.48751 
C         -1.52911       -2.34315        0.44084 
C         -1.96400       -3.66439        0.43673 
C         -1.03060       -4.69166        0.46349 
C          0.32234       -4.37218        0.49004 
H          1.74235       -2.73942        0.51087 
H         -3.02827       -3.88669        0.41477 
H         -1.35722       -5.72893        0.46380 
H          1.08825       -5.14314        0.51428 
C         -2.43788       -1.19095        0.41149 
C         -3.82866       -1.22613        0.36308 
C         -4.52973       -0.02600        0.31170 
H         -4.35997       -2.17455        0.36365 
C         -2.45770        1.17533        0.35739 
C         -3.84704        1.18758        0.30450 
H         -5.61635       -0.03538        0.27359 
H         -4.39291        2.12665        0.26020 
C         -1.56421        2.34207        0.34685 
C         -2.01582        3.65606        0.28998 
C          0.65049        3.06255        0.38209 
C         -1.09392        4.69457        0.27696 
H         -3.08256        3.86435        0.25572 
C          0.26235        4.39360        0.32213 
H          1.70106        2.77814        0.42798 
H         -1.43302        5.72689        0.23218 
H          1.01844        5.17449        0.31366 
N         -0.19790       -2.03555        0.46254 
N         -1.79481       -0.00234        0.41134 
N         -0.23004        2.05313        0.39461 
C          1.80306       -0.00694       -2.07212 
C          2.14834        0.02925       -3.42328 
C          1.14521        0.06901       -4.38067 
C         -0.18424        0.07066       -3.97183 
C         -0.45643        0.03389       -2.61315 
H          3.19038        0.03024       -3.73088 
H          1.40129        0.09843       -5.43738 
H         -1.00048        0.09939       -4.68898 
H         -1.48288        0.03178       -2.24451 
C          2.78504       -0.04953       -0.97812 
C          4.15908       -0.12116       -1.20175 
C          3.12917       -0.06503        1.31865 
C          5.03103       -0.16754       -0.12517 
H          4.54815       -0.14456       -2.21593 
C          4.50347       -0.13861        1.16050 
H          2.67811       -0.02264        2.30647 
H          6.10440       -0.22590       -0.28987 
H          5.14220       -0.17189        2.03943 
N          0.50759       -0.00348       -1.68339 
N          2.27099       -0.02198        0.28229 
C          0.04597        0.02616        2.47163 
O         -0.60568       -0.71312        3.20309 
O          0.77795        1.02105        3.09138 
H          0.61988        0.90972        4.05247 
 
[Ru–CO2H]+ CO2 attack TS  
Ru         0.00047        0.05258        0.56770 
C          0.43084       -3.01369        0.58439 
C         -1.76434       -2.25556        0.38148 
C         -2.22873       -3.55965        0.25961 
C         -1.32360       -4.61259        0.30339 
C          0.02767       -4.33616        0.46487 
H          1.47934       -2.74922        0.71413 
H         -3.29073       -3.75035        0.12568 
H         -1.67373       -5.63777        0.20875 
H          0.77009       -5.12901        0.50125 
C         -2.64042       -1.07362        0.31543 
 261 
 
C         -4.02288       -1.06512        0.15095 
C         -4.67677        0.15882        0.05824 
H         -4.58291       -1.99461        0.09155 
C         -2.58041        1.29462        0.27244 
C         -3.95970        1.35129        0.10695 
H         -5.75633        0.18464       -0.06782 
H         -4.47073        2.30567        0.01083 
C         -1.64722        2.43408        0.28947 
C         -2.05358        3.75808        0.17846 
C          0.58706        3.08790        0.41895 
C         -1.09808        4.76748        0.18986 
H         -3.10970        3.99962        0.08646 
C          0.24312        4.42931        0.31229 
H          1.62415        2.77113        0.52277 
H         -1.40258        5.80799        0.10538 
H          1.02190        5.18715        0.32735 
N         -0.43371       -1.99139        0.55105 
N         -1.97168        0.09651        0.39846 
N         -0.32596        2.11058        0.40469 
C          1.68910       -0.12262       -1.88993 
C          2.06991       -0.16682       -3.23019 
C          1.09452       -0.15507       -4.21680 
C         -0.24396       -0.09933       -3.84679 
C         -0.55479       -0.05857       -2.49660 
H          3.11940       -0.20772       -3.50754 
H          1.38003       -0.18813       -5.26567 
H         -1.04035       -0.08764       -4.58609 
H         -1.59137       -0.01324       -2.16352 
C          2.64459       -0.12686       -0.77218 
C          4.02213       -0.22258       -0.95564 
C          2.92653       -0.05060        1.53373 
C          4.86367       -0.23039        0.14639 
H          4.43869       -0.29429       -1.95630 
C          4.30393       -0.14409        1.41482 
H          2.45436        0.00936        2.51044 
H          5.94022       -0.30665        0.01331 
H          4.91829       -0.15081        2.31127 
N          0.38231       -0.07034       -1.53905 
N          2.10139       -0.03847        0.47167 
C         -0.03367        0.33714        2.51452 
O          0.42474        1.10311        3.29224 
C         -0.05673       -2.23220        3.67531 
O          1.09516       -1.92354        3.84049 
O         -0.82864       -3.15571        3.62535 
O         -0.94482       -0.80647        3.43119 
H         -1.72073       -1.09644        2.91675 
 
[Ru–CO2H]+ C–O bond cleavage TS with H2O 
Ru         0.05978        0.21129        0.56865 
C          0.64126       -2.83046        0.76049 
C         -1.59487       -2.19018        0.57064 
C         -2.00174       -3.51730        0.61842 
C         -1.04683       -4.52044        0.73743 
C          0.29555       -4.17473        0.80886 
H          1.67900       -2.50531        0.82337 
H         -3.05838       -3.76685        0.56843 
H         -1.35421       -5.56270        0.77715 
H          1.07333       -4.92728        0.90564 
C         -2.52925       -1.05648        0.43850 
C         -3.91106       -1.12457        0.28887 
C         -4.62158        0.06303        0.13945 
H         -4.42913       -2.07997        0.28145 
C         -2.58172        1.30642        0.27442 
C         -3.96514        1.28964        0.12400 
H         -5.70199        0.03066        0.02170 
H         -4.52420        2.21181       -0.01050 
C         -1.70236        2.48789        0.23860 
C         -2.17587        3.78769        0.11635 
C          0.49951        3.24970        0.32995 
C         -1.26968        4.84284        0.11458 
H         -3.24331        3.97688        0.03512 
C          0.08746        4.57229        0.22224 
H          1.54982        2.98408        0.42536 
H         -1.62608        5.86678        0.02933 
H          0.82749        5.36812        0.22561 
N         -0.27198       -1.86096        0.64101 
N         -1.92193        0.14493        0.43824 
N         -0.36605        2.23365        0.33890 
C          1.66982       -0.22109       -1.89397 
C          2.00490       -0.51450       -3.21379 
C          1.00344       -0.58760       -4.17152 
C         -0.31442       -0.35966       -3.79496 
C         -0.58198       -0.07710       -2.46455 
H          3.04026       -0.68131       -3.49729 
H          1.25395       -0.81644       -5.20479 
H         -1.12853       -0.39929       -4.51349 
H         -1.60179        0.10369       -2.12685 
C          2.65882       -0.07604       -0.81501 
C          4.02980       -0.21640       -1.01032 
C          2.99616        0.50819        1.41724 
C          4.89581        0.00018        0.05254 
H          4.42299       -0.48806       -1.98597 
C          4.37148        0.38753        1.27909 
H          2.52492        0.89054        2.32827 
H          5.96861       -0.11310       -0.08596 
H          5.01485        0.60284        2.12839 
N          0.38018       -0.01124       -1.53467 
N          2.15213        0.24903        0.40301 
C          0.01137        0.13431        2.45649 
O          0.06975       -0.34002        3.51278 
O          1.29104        2.35281        3.24615 
H          1.55139        1.98852        4.10290 
 262 
 
O         -1.12980        2.16481        3.28634 
H         -1.43120        2.88252        2.71367 
H          0.12362        2.31369        3.28920 
 
 
[Ru–CO2H]+ C–O bond cleavage TS with 
TEOAH+ 
Ru        -0.02113       -0.01120        0.55202 
C          0.79834       -2.97492        0.81117 
C         -1.47882       -2.52370        0.58479 
C         -1.77896       -3.87788        0.67253 
C         -0.74860       -4.79617        0.83320 
C          0.56121       -4.33975        0.90248 
H          1.80649       -2.56686        0.86832 
H         -2.81086       -4.21558        0.61860 
H         -0.97137       -5.85815        0.90483 
H          1.39605       -5.02358        1.02957 
C         -2.49415       -1.47375        0.39613 
C         -3.85827       -1.65746        0.19141 
C         -4.65158       -0.54173       -0.05774 
H         -4.29802       -2.65104        0.20461 
C         -2.72657        0.87013        0.12461 
C         -4.09244        0.73165       -0.10578 
H         -5.71730       -0.66814       -0.23235 
H         -4.71407        1.59499       -0.32624 
C         -1.95047        2.12266        0.10700 
C         -2.51937        3.37341       -0.10497 
C          0.16755        3.07577        0.31235 
C         -1.70462        4.49991       -0.11348 
H         -3.59046        3.47148       -0.25673 
C         -0.33942        4.35050        0.09399 
H          1.22859        2.90813        0.49079 
H         -2.13686        5.48382       -0.28062 
H          0.33371        5.20415        0.09573 
N         -0.18785       -2.08389        0.65459 
N         -1.98093       -0.22602        0.37327 
N         -0.60896        1.98691        0.32174 
C          1.63550        0.05724       -1.93440 
C          1.99670        0.05470       -3.28058 
C          1.01844       -0.11989       -4.24876 
C         -0.30306       -0.29142       -3.85452 
C         -0.59537       -0.27517       -2.49977 
H          3.03289        0.18901       -3.57730 
H          1.28905       -0.12336       -5.30206 
H         -1.10063       -0.43467       -4.57837 
H         -1.61896       -0.40461       -2.14874 
C          2.59857        0.21462       -0.83400 
C          3.96892        0.35410       -1.04370 
C          2.91182        0.30479        1.46523 
C          4.82262        0.47059        0.04272 
H          4.37207        0.36622       -2.05223 
C          4.28304        0.44051        1.32255 
H          2.45320        0.29023        2.44934 
H          5.89368        0.57868       -0.11090 
H          4.90805        0.52090        2.20791 
N          0.34447       -0.10317       -1.56037 
N          2.07288        0.19839        0.42048 
C         -0.16855       -0.01826        2.49840 
O         -0.48697       -0.69981        3.41221 
O          0.46636        1.52058        3.17885 
H          0.93764        1.19539        3.97048 
H         -0.48988        2.17294        3.71455 
C         -0.58433        4.04787        4.80584 
H         -1.23818        4.67366        5.42976 
H          0.27922        3.74126        5.41249 
C         -0.07418        4.84599        3.62330 
H         -0.90724        5.31323        3.07191 
H          0.45459        4.17267        2.92371 
C         -2.53394        3.11272        3.65236 
H         -2.23573        3.57586        2.70094 
H         -3.13589        3.84911        4.20628 
C         -3.37326        1.89347        3.33118 
H         -3.79755        1.44394        4.24317 
H         -2.74609        1.11982        2.84309 
C         -1.49734        1.91589        5.57896 
H         -1.90429        0.96428        5.21507 
H         -0.50138        1.70147        5.99027 
C         -2.39018        2.46072        6.67491 
H         -1.93576        3.35121        7.13945 
H         -3.36892        2.76613        6.26496 
N         -1.29844        2.80981        4.41117 
O          0.78405        5.81904        4.16925 
H          1.03965        6.42297        3.45584 
O         -4.39300        2.35711        2.47815 
H         -5.02481        1.63261        2.35162 
O         -2.52245        1.40805        7.60157 
H         -3.03847        1.73674        8.35303 
 
[Ru–CO2H]0 
Ru         0.18108       -0.00006        0.47857 
C          0.68581       -3.05041        0.52534 
C         -1.53658       -2.35269        0.43592 
C         -1.96799       -3.67658        0.42570 
C         -1.03864       -4.70579        0.47080 
C          0.31568       -4.38580        0.52189 
H          1.73396       -2.75467        0.56878 
H         -3.03268       -3.89582        0.38403 
H         -1.36604       -5.74310        0.46620 
H          1.08141       -5.15677        0.56083 
C         -2.44642       -1.19951        0.38873 
C         -3.83138       -1.24848        0.31873 
C         -4.53112       -0.02109        0.26739 
 263 
 
H         -4.36451       -2.19563        0.30540 
C         -2.44336        1.19805        0.34860 
C         -3.85651        1.18115        0.28028 
H         -5.61862       -0.02701        0.21564 
H         -4.40936        2.11856        0.24055 
C         -1.57422        2.32459        0.34548 
C         -2.00395        3.67506        0.28324 
C          0.66552        3.06707        0.38618 
C         -1.08960        4.69777        0.26955 
H         -3.07151        3.88939        0.24632 
C          0.29307        4.39725        0.31962 
H          1.71882        2.78302        0.43800 
H         -1.42674        5.73220        0.22139 
H          1.05039        5.17707        0.31046 
N         -0.20396       -2.04453        0.48303 
N         -1.79361       -0.02093        0.39974 
N         -0.20248        2.04562        0.40009 
C          1.79351       -0.00228       -2.06419 
C          2.12944        0.04289       -3.41882 
C          1.12044        0.08364       -4.36928 
C         -0.20718        0.07670       -3.95093 
C         -0.46942        0.03012       -2.59085 
H          3.16961        0.05126       -3.73344 
H          1.36924        0.12088       -5.42765 
H         -1.02800        0.10674       -4.66310 
H         -1.49176        0.01898       -2.21026 
C          2.78222       -0.04369       -0.97752 
C          4.15588       -0.11173       -1.21226 
C          3.14801       -0.05377        1.31611 
C          5.03856       -0.15431       -0.14528 
H          4.53502       -0.13549       -2.23049 
C          4.52005       -0.12325        1.14584 
H          2.70345       -0.00711        2.30729 
H          6.11072       -0.21021       -0.31906 
H          5.16689       -0.15137        2.01938 
N          0.50011       -0.00766       -1.66629 
N          2.27510       -0.01789        0.28834 
C          0.05675        0.01921        2.48216 
O         -0.58354       -0.72632        3.22380 
O          0.78620        1.01527        3.12060 
H          0.61773        0.88414        4.07663 
 
[Ru–CO2H]0 CO2 attack TS  
Ru         0.04642        0.13208        0.53989 
C          0.48316       -2.94232        0.60587 
C         -1.73934       -2.17052        0.39193 
C         -2.18187       -3.51478        0.30848 
C         -1.28094       -4.54808        0.36779 
C          0.09681       -4.26528        0.51535 
H          1.53341       -2.67130        0.72831 
H         -3.24539       -3.71622        0.18859 
H         -1.62644       -5.57822        0.29840 
H          0.84173       -5.05521        0.56415 
C         -2.59115       -1.03041        0.29840 
C         -3.99289       -0.99787        0.11301 
C         -4.64048        0.21020       -0.02113 
H         -4.55725       -1.92793        0.07087 
C         -2.55482        1.37086        0.20366 
C         -3.92232        1.43083        0.01174 
H         -5.71888        0.22936       -0.16601 
H         -4.43528        2.38025       -0.11780 
C         -1.62606        2.51315        0.22513 
C         -2.03182        3.83949        0.10574 
C          0.60356        3.18204        0.39584 
C         -1.08453        4.85320        0.13295 
H         -3.08817        4.07366       -0.00469 
C          0.25875        4.51991        0.28191 
H          1.64061        2.87058        0.51939 
H         -1.39190        5.89257        0.04147 
H          1.03413        5.28117        0.31155 
N         -0.37394       -1.90945        0.55350 
N         -1.93146        0.18220        0.36011 
N         -0.30355        2.19443        0.36527 
C          1.68960       -0.10605       -1.95333 
C          2.04817       -0.17975       -3.29984 
C          1.05741       -0.15792       -4.27045 
C         -0.27412       -0.06169       -3.88006 
C         -0.56107        0.00781       -2.52581 
H          3.09195       -0.24965       -3.59358 
H          1.32477       -0.21402       -5.32333 
H         -1.08101       -0.04204       -4.60800 
H         -1.58844        0.08335       -2.16829 
C          2.66178       -0.10793       -0.84968 
C          4.03499       -0.23908       -1.05220 
C          2.98731        0.04242        1.44672 
C          4.89612       -0.22774        0.03386 
H          4.43191       -0.35269       -2.05724 
C          4.35975       -0.08160        1.30845 
H          2.52978        0.15516        2.42691 
H          5.96842       -0.33227       -0.11428 
H          4.99040       -0.06650        2.19374 
N          0.39065       -0.01451       -1.58355 
N          2.14009        0.02863        0.40033 
C          0.01423        0.39115        2.46889 
O          0.48236        1.12482        3.27983 
C         -0.16650       -2.10162        3.86633 
O          0.99950       -1.83379        3.99730 
O         -0.99254       -2.96994        3.98868 
O         -0.98486       -0.70951        3.32235 
H         -1.63644       -1.07067        2.69148 
 
[Ru–CO2H]0 C–O bond cleavage TS with H2O 
 264 
 
Ru         0.02351        0.23463        0.59951 
C          0.64415       -2.79934        0.79557 
C         -1.62286       -2.17095        0.54875 
C         -1.99055       -3.53627        0.60153 
C         -1.03302       -4.50985        0.74220 
C          0.32838       -4.14165        0.84225 
H          1.67725       -2.45818        0.88198 
H         -3.04377       -3.80392        0.53427 
H         -1.32300       -5.55828        0.78229 
H          1.11451       -4.88278        0.95909 
C         -2.53932       -1.08611        0.40357 
C         -3.93815       -1.14198        0.22933 
C         -4.65608        0.02356        0.06267 
H         -4.44862       -2.10358        0.21845 
C         -2.64074        1.31162        0.22630 
C         -4.01005        1.28353        0.05146 
H         -5.73447       -0.02371       -0.07418 
H         -4.57956        2.19662       -0.10135 
C         -1.77688        2.50140        0.18871 
C         -2.25407        3.80021        0.02982 
C          0.42213        3.28911        0.24817 
C         -1.35907        4.85925       -0.01431 
H         -3.32353        3.97761       -0.05614 
C          0.00581        4.60125        0.08940 
H          1.47682        3.03312        0.34300 
H         -1.72291        5.87747       -0.13283 
H          0.74114        5.40079        0.05293 
N         -0.27230       -1.82875        0.64546 
N         -1.95195        0.16064        0.40544 
N         -0.43700        2.26219        0.31103 
C          1.64343       -0.19768       -1.87563 
C          1.98170       -0.49586       -3.19463 
C          0.98088       -0.57887       -4.15223 
C         -0.33920       -0.35771       -3.77785 
C         -0.60792       -0.06859       -2.44866 
H          3.01767       -0.65946       -3.47797 
H          1.23351       -0.81191       -5.18421 
H         -1.15215       -0.40885       -4.49715 
H         -1.62657        0.10690       -2.10288 
C          2.63102       -0.04815       -0.79428 
C          4.00226       -0.18731       -0.99410 
C          2.97367        0.53280        1.43878 
C          4.87210        0.02829        0.06536 
H          4.39243       -0.45842       -1.97123 
C          4.34920        0.41384        1.29324 
H          2.51359        0.91035        2.36640 
H          5.94470       -0.08457       -0.07632 
H          4.99527        0.62905        2.14100 
N          0.35382        0.00927       -1.52107 
N          2.12543        0.27324        0.42590 
C         -0.07452        0.11948        2.45249 
O         -0.10629       -0.36342        3.51136 
O          1.62882        2.07612        3.74891 
H          1.61027        1.33754        4.37061 
O         -0.75231        2.40822        3.37940 
H         -0.77905        3.02457        2.63749 
H          0.47586        2.27084        3.57805 
 
[Ru–CO2H]0 C–O bond cleavage TS with 
TEOAH+ 
Ru         0.11288        0.14652        0.63083 
C          0.60883       -2.89373        0.91604 
C         -1.62517       -2.18933        0.62621 
C         -2.04557       -3.53912        0.69754 
C         -1.12658       -4.54439        0.87309 
C          0.24375       -4.22422        0.98732 
H          1.65315       -2.58953        1.00727 
H         -3.10671       -3.76919        0.61718 
H         -1.45555       -5.58063        0.92872 
H          1.00093       -4.99079        1.12923 
C         -2.49769       -1.07806        0.43257 
C         -3.88062       -1.09432        0.15072 
C         -4.54630        0.08529       -0.10763 
H         -4.41818       -2.04060        0.11796 
C         -2.49975        1.31389        0.17391 
C         -3.85712        1.32765       -0.09971 
H         -5.61130        0.06744       -0.32949 
H         -4.37781        2.25231       -0.33579 
C         -1.59181        2.47303        0.12563 
C         -2.01212        3.76900       -0.16671 
C          0.62272        3.19115        0.26765 
C         -1.07642        4.79007       -0.25742 
H         -3.06771        3.97130       -0.33442 
C          0.26742        4.49644       -0.03779 
H          1.65939        2.91529        0.45667 
H         -1.39228        5.80363       -0.49542 
H          1.03502        5.26409       -0.09797 
N         -0.26691       -1.89316        0.73565 
N         -1.86598        0.15415        0.45631 
N         -0.27188        2.19510        0.34922 
C          1.67628       -0.06633       -1.91657 
C          1.99336       -0.19773       -3.26855 
C          0.97218       -0.29760       -4.20169 
C         -0.34821       -0.26449       -3.76772 
C         -0.59392       -0.13050       -2.41007 
H          3.02893       -0.22404       -3.59560 
H          1.20787       -0.40151       -5.25846 
H         -1.17896       -0.34126       -4.46417 
H         -1.61252       -0.09924       -2.02332 
C          2.68663        0.04191       -0.85346 
C          4.05630        0.04520       -1.11372 
C          3.09355        0.23867        1.42425 
 265 
 
C          4.95771        0.14683       -0.06608 
H          4.41983       -0.03163       -2.13461 
C          4.46443        0.24501        1.23000 
H          2.67472        0.32009        2.42426 
H          6.02764        0.14907       -0.26031 
H          5.12658        0.32613        2.08809 
N          0.38771       -0.03258       -1.50357 
N          2.20615        0.13898        0.41660 
C          0.14122        0.13508        2.56279 
O          0.10471       -0.58745        3.50696 
O          0.52272        1.77364        3.21192 
H          1.05335        1.52876        3.99328 
H         -0.59291        2.20350        3.78650 
C         -1.22160        4.09377        4.55880 
H         -1.97165        4.57190        5.20307 
H         -0.23618        4.20013        5.03257 
C         -1.17242        4.75475        3.19735 
H         -2.18843        4.90218        2.79472 
H         -0.62659        4.09567        2.49898 
C         -2.80554        2.36711        3.81476 
H         -2.75244        2.76604        2.79003 
H         -3.59397        2.91912        4.34807 
C         -3.17142        0.89423        3.72600 
H         -3.29761        0.45038        4.72171 
H         -2.37081        0.32983        3.21384 
C         -1.29530        1.95719        5.76185 
H         -1.30882        0.87399        5.58477 
H         -0.28333        2.21502        6.10254 
C         -2.29455        2.31109        6.84401 
H         -2.24442        3.38618        7.08441 
H         -3.32459        2.09612        6.51105 
N         -1.49476        2.63847        4.45747 
O         -0.51479        5.98604        3.37530 
H         -0.55694        6.46427        2.53291 
O         -4.41064        0.75897        3.07783 
H         -4.29289        1.02398        2.14933 
O         -1.93434        1.51827        7.95126 
H         -2.54035        1.73004        8.67704 
 
[Ru–CO]2+  
Ru         0.18471        0.00061        0.55575 
C          0.67631       -3.06169        0.48002 
C         -1.54397       -2.34349        0.41118 
C         -1.99242       -3.65508        0.34046 
C         -1.06573       -4.69186        0.34122 
C          0.28774       -4.39365        0.41026 
H          1.72492       -2.77550        0.54146 
H         -3.05702       -3.86690        0.28341 
H         -1.40381       -5.72382        0.28719 
H          1.04367       -5.17412        0.41243 
C         -2.44592       -1.17768        0.39037 
C         -3.83264       -1.19892        0.28379 
C         -4.51245        0.01382        0.22331 
H         -4.37661       -2.13845        0.24296 
C         -2.43660        1.19243        0.36216 
C         -3.82289        1.22215        0.25280 
H         -5.59644        0.01719        0.14026 
H         -4.35889        2.16485        0.18693 
C         -1.52665        2.35210        0.36272 
C         -1.96689        3.66538        0.27413 
C          0.69769        3.05776        0.42649 
C         -1.03404        4.69653        0.26314 
H         -3.03015        3.88303        0.21379 
C          0.31740        4.39101        0.33886 
H          1.74447        2.76661        0.49450 
H         -1.36570        5.72981        0.19594 
H          1.07817        5.16675        0.33343 
N         -0.21023       -2.06184        0.48137 
N         -1.80832        0.00568        0.44185 
N         -0.19475        2.06313        0.43872 
C          1.74838       -0.03944       -1.97905 
C          2.06455       -0.07802       -3.33439 
C          1.04180       -0.10014       -4.27209 
C         -0.27796       -0.08420       -3.83985 
C         -0.52654       -0.05035       -2.47685 
H          3.09983       -0.09284       -3.66221 
H          1.27814       -0.12972       -5.33313 
H         -1.10847       -0.09923       -4.54001 
H         -1.54737       -0.03988       -2.09835 
C          2.75875       -0.00809       -0.91111 
C          4.12717        0.01127       -1.16516 
C          3.15433        0.02545        1.38035 
C          5.02199        0.03552       -0.10583 
H          4.49585        0.00909       -2.18649 
C          4.52666        0.04096        1.19138 
H          2.73456        0.03148        2.38263 
H          6.09256        0.05004       -0.29500 
H          5.18546        0.05846        2.05513 
N          0.45744       -0.02954       -1.56781 
N          2.28008        0.00255        0.36046 
C          0.12670        0.02143        2.40101 
O          0.08766        0.03533        3.55919 
 
[Ru–CO]+  
Ru         0.18251       -0.00316        0.58829 
C          0.66263       -3.07813        0.53471 
C         -1.56020       -2.35365        0.39710 
C         -1.99917       -3.67655        0.33500 
C         -1.07706       -4.70862        0.37289 
C          0.28189       -4.40690        0.47241 
H          1.70964       -2.78939        0.61963 
H         -3.06279       -3.88876        0.25472 
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H         -1.41210       -5.74224        0.32432 
H          1.03790       -5.18694        0.50287 
C         -2.45138       -1.19396        0.34760 
C         -3.82405       -1.21117        0.21355 
C         -4.51144        0.02088        0.14611 
H         -4.37020       -2.14949        0.15658 
C         -2.42582        1.21643        0.33076 
C         -3.82180        1.22004        0.19927 
H         -5.59407        0.02511        0.04294 
H         -4.36087        2.16342        0.13494 
C         -1.54051        2.34201        0.35739 
C         -1.95432        3.68866        0.29064 
C          0.70780        3.05477        0.46924 
C         -1.02457        4.70092        0.30859 
H         -3.01687        3.91552        0.22473 
C          0.34682        4.38354        0.39669 
H          1.75315        2.75558        0.55044 
H         -1.34649        5.73907        0.25659 
H          1.11170        5.15524        0.41271 
N         -0.22323       -2.07021        0.49949 
N         -1.79267       -0.00424        0.40940 
N         -0.18463        2.04856        0.44997 
C          1.73599       -0.03949       -1.98344 
C          2.04326       -0.07636       -3.34210 
C          1.01303       -0.10562       -4.27142 
C         -0.30406       -0.09866       -3.82929 
C         -0.54077       -0.06660       -2.46355 
H          3.07573       -0.08439       -3.67918 
H          1.24130       -0.13353       -5.33446 
H         -1.13903       -0.11897       -4.52427 
H         -1.55483       -0.06282       -2.06492 
C          2.75483        0.00007       -0.92129 
C          4.12120        0.02985       -1.19086 
C          3.17698        0.03926        1.36324 
C          5.02845        0.06265       -0.14296 
H          4.47848        0.02973       -2.21646 
C          4.54703        0.06568        1.16006 
H          2.76566        0.04381        2.36966 
H          6.09675        0.08571       -0.34446 
H          5.21568        0.08983        2.01629 
N          0.44997       -0.03860       -1.56447 
N          2.28871        0.00808        0.35507 
C          0.14260        0.03313        2.40892 
O          0.11774        0.06689        3.57404 
 
[Ru–CO]0  
Ru         0.09384        0.00456        0.44576 
C          0.60640       -3.06417        0.34249 
C         -1.64249       -2.33588        0.41963 
C         -2.06028       -3.68661        0.45819 
C         -1.13857       -4.70276        0.43409 
C          0.23989       -4.38928        0.36337 
H          1.65606       -2.76802        0.30579 
H         -3.12582       -3.90902        0.49518 
H         -1.46590       -5.74059        0.46198 
H          1.00046       -5.16538        0.33213 
C         -2.50560       -1.20247        0.37511 
C         -3.87840       -1.19328        0.55874 
C         -4.58087        0.02084        0.57605 
H         -4.40901       -2.12858        0.73760 
C         -2.49751        1.22504        0.34381 
C         -3.87018        1.22930        0.52929 
H         -5.65648        0.02646        0.73895 
H         -4.39459        2.17209        0.68609 
C         -1.62717        2.35376        0.35386 
C         -2.03618        3.70776        0.35181 
C          0.62616        3.06479        0.24371 
C         -1.10814        4.71662        0.29174 
H         -3.10019        3.93795        0.38457 
C          0.26801        4.39221        0.22466 
H          1.67374        2.76091        0.21059 
H         -1.42881        5.75689        0.28805 
H          1.03317        5.16215        0.16534 
N         -0.28058       -2.04620        0.37547 
N         -1.84643        0.00512        0.06592 
N         -0.26716        2.05423        0.31314 
C          1.88929       -0.03852       -2.07511 
C          2.29272       -0.05939       -3.41077 
C          1.32723       -0.08021       -4.40830 
C         -0.01828       -0.07922       -4.05752 
C         -0.34411       -0.05549       -2.70897 
H          3.34573       -0.06012       -3.67844 
H          1.62728       -0.09717       -5.45390 
H         -0.80238       -0.09581       -4.81027 
H         -1.37714       -0.05128       -2.35283 
C          2.82888       -0.01996       -0.93825 
C          4.21322       -0.02337       -1.10928 
C          3.08560        0.01749        1.36529 
C          5.04320       -0.00507        0.00089 
H          4.64438       -0.04081       -2.10641 
C          4.46737        0.01611        1.26595 
H          2.59833        0.03313        2.33849 
H          6.12378       -0.00747       -0.12229 
H          5.07228        0.03102        2.16886 
N          0.58183       -0.03506       -1.74878 
N          2.27037       -0.00014        0.29795 
C         -0.02377        0.03410        2.23614 
O         -0.12866        0.05482        3.40816 
 
